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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General motivation
This thesis is concerned with non-stationary time series-that is with time series in
which the statistical pattern of fluctuations is itself subject to change over time.  Such
data series may arise for instance from systems that are influenced both by short-term
random disturbances as well as by longer-term changes of operating conditions.  Ex-
amples of such situations are manifold. Consider for instance ecological data, say tree
ring measurements. The widths of the rings found in a tree stem reflect certain factors
exhibiting a natural variation, such as the amount of rainfall in a given year, but they
may also reflect changes in environmental conditions, such as the acidity of the soil.  In
industrial data, the performance of a machine over time may be influenced by several
short-term random factors, but will also be influenced by wear and tear; there could
also be sudden changes of pattern caused by a failure of some part of the machine.  In
medicine, data such as obtained by successive measurements of, e.g. the blood sugar level
of some patient, will show some random fluctuations perhaps related to the patient's eat-
ing behavior, but changes in the pattern of the fluctuations may give indications about
the progress of a disease or the success of treatment. Economical data usually exhibit
considerable randomness as well as short-term correlation, but again changes in pattern
may be related to structural changes in the economy.

The cited examples suggest that, in the study of non-stationary time series, usually
the main focus of interest will be the change of operating conditions rather than the
short-term correlations. Nevertheless, one is forced to model the short-term pattern if
one is to give a precise analysis of the change of the pattern.  The key issue is then, how to
build a model for the nonstationarity that can be effectively linked to models for current
patterns. This issue will be addressed in the chapters to follow by the construction of
a certain class of models for non-stationary time series. The construction is based on a
description of'current patterns' by means of standard autoregressive equations of a fixed
order. The 'operating conditions' are thought of as determining a current pattern, so a
particular autoregressive equation. The change of operating conditions in this framework
then becomes a motion in the set of autoregressive models of a fixed order. To describe
this motion one needs a notion of distance, and for that purpose the set of autoregressive
models of a fixed order is equipped with the structure of a Riemannian manifold. The

1
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choice of the Riemannian structure is a modelling decision, which ideally should be based
on an assessment of possible magnitudes of variations of operating conditions, and the
relation between current operating conditions and the current autoregressive equation.

The class of models that will be considered in this thesis may be viewed as a class of
autoregressive models with time-varying parameters, together with a description of the
variation of parameters that at first sight may seem rather complicated.  In the literature
(cf. for instance Ljung and Gunnarson, 1990) similar models have been proposed which,
however, used simpler dynamics for the parameter variation. In the terminology of this
thesis, such models may be viewed as resulting from the choice of a particular Rieman-
nian structure (the 'Euclidean' one). By making this choice, the modeller assumes that
differences of coordinate values are a good measure of changes in operating conditions.
This assumption is justifiable by a linearization argument if the operating conditions
remain close to some nominal conditions. However, for large changes this argument is
no longer valid, and it may be useful to carry out re-parametrizations in response to
changes of the operating point.  Such a re-parametrization is provided automatically by
the choice of a Riemannian structure.

This is the method of modelling that is the subject of the present thesis. The work
includes the construction of the mathematical framework, a discussion of considerations
that may play a role in the choice of a particular Riemannian structure, and an investiga-
tion of stability properties and of the notion of 'current pattern'. Although the emphasis
is on modelling, a discussion of the identification problem is also included; a complete
statistical analysis of the proposed model, however, is outside the scope of the thesis.
It will be assumed that the analysis of data takes place off-line so that computationally
demanding procedures are not immediately ruled out. Computational complexity will
be kept as a consideration in a global sense, without going into the details of optimizing
numerical speed and reliability.

1.2 Previous research
The statistical treatment of autoregressive processes with constant coeficients goes back
to the work of Mann and Wald (1943), who were motivated by economic applications.
From their paper we cite:

The values of a great many variables important in the study of economics
depend on the values previously assumed by these variables. For example
present prices of a certain set of commodities may depend on the prices
of these commodities in previous time periods, etc.  Such a relationship is
usually described by a set of stochastic difference equations.

These equations include the autoregressive form

1, - aiye-1 + · · · - anyt-n =E t (1.1)

where Yt are the observations, the (€,),cz are i.i.d. with mean zero and finite higher
moments, and the zeros of the polynomial =n - alxn-1  . . . -a n are smaller than one in
absolute value. Mann and Wald give expressions for the maximum likelihood estimates
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&T  of the  coefficients  a  = (ai,···,an) based  on T observations and prove consistency
and asymptotic efficiency of these estimates.

The autoregressive process (8):Ez defined by equation (1.1) is an example of a ata-
tionary time series, which is to say that the joint probability distribution of k subsequent
elements  yt-k, ···,vt-1  of the process  does not depend  on  t,  for  all  k  E  N.    The  word
'stationary' was introduced and the systematic study of stationary time series began
with an article of Khinchin in 1934 (see the historical references in Rozanov (1967)).
The theory of this type of time series has been developed to a great extent and is widely
applicable. However, the assumption of stationarity is not always justified.  Box and
Jenkins (1970) state in their preface to Time Series Analysis, Forecasting and Control:

In particular, time series are often best represented by non-stationary models
in which trends and other pseudo-systematic characteristics which can change
with time are treated as statistical rather than as deterministic phenom-
ena. Birthermore, economic and business time series often possess marked
seasonal or periodic components themselves capable of change and needing
(possibly non-stationary) seasonal statistical models for their description.

Their book treats the famous non-stationary ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving-
average) models in which stationarity is obtained only after differencing the given time
series a number of times.

Although ARIMA models are capable of representing adequately some types of non-
stationarity, they are much too limited to serve as a general model class for non-stationary
series. This thesis will deal with a different model class of considerably larger descriptive
power: (univariate) autoregressive processes with time-varying coellicients. Models of
this type have already been used in the literature for a wide variety of phenomena, rang-
ing from earthquakes (Kitagawa and Gersch,1985) to electro-encephalograms (Jansen,
1979). Other examples include speech, vibration in machinery (Gersch, 1982), and flut-
ter in airplanes. In a somewhat different context, models for time-varying autoregressive
processes with exogenous variables (time-varying ARX processes) play an important role
in on-line identification for adaptive control. A survey of methods used in this area can
be found in Ljung and Gunnarsson(1990).

In the field of research on time-varying autoregressive processes and, more generally,
varying-parameter models, two important lines of development can be distinguished
which differ in their modelling of the variation of parameters. First of all, the coefficients
may be modeled as deterministic functions of time. This approach is usually linked to
representations in the frequency domain. Remember that, for a (univariate) stationary
process, the correlation of a process element at time t with a process element at time t-k
only depends on the time difference k. A (univariate) stationary process is characterized
by one, time-invariant spectral measure that determines these correlations.  In view
of this characterization, one may attempt to assign time-varying spectral measures to
certain classes of non-stationary processes. Priestley used the term 'semi-stationary'
for such a class of non-stationary processes, and 'evolutionary spectral density' for the
time-varying spectral densities that he defined for these processes Priestley (1965, 1966,
1981). Unfortunately, Priestley's definition suffers from a lack of uniqueness: various
evolutionary spectral densities can be assigned to the same process, depending on the
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white noise process chosen as reference point.
Another approach using deterministic coefficient models and frequency-domain de-

scriptions is due to Dahlhaus (1993). In this approach, a non-stationary process is not
viewed in isolation, but rather as a member of a family. Dahlhaus defined a specific class
of such families of processes that he called 'locally stationary'. He succeeded in assigning
a uniquely defined time-varying spectral density to the families of this class.  It is possible
to give simple conditions for a sequence of time-varying autoregressive processes to be
locally stationary. The time-varying spectral density is the basis for the procedures given
by Dahlhaus for the fitting of parametric, deterministic time-varying autoregressive co.
efficient models to a set of observations, considered to be the realizations of a process in
a locally stationary family. Dahlhaus developed a complete statistical theory for these
procedures.

A second direction of research uses stochastic models for parameter changes, often
in combination with time-domain descriptions.  To give an example of such a class of
models, the coefficients  at  = (alt,...,ant)T  of the time-varying autoregressive process

ye= 611:14-1 +- ·+ an:14-n + (44,    E. i.=. Af(0,1) Va (1.2)

can be modelled for instance as a random walk:

attl = 4 + TeS:
2  i.6.4         -

A.   =   A/(0, in)   Vs, S. independent of €: Vs, t. (1.3)

The coefficients can then recursively be estimated by Kalman filtering (and smoothing),
optimally in the sense that the conditional estimation error variance given the data is
minimized. The Kalman filter allows estimation of the States Et from the observations
y: in the linear dynamic regression model or system consisting of the transition equation

Attl = At' t + g,At (1.4)

and the measurement equation
8=44+ 44 (1.5)

in which (At <t)liz  is unit variance Gaussian white noise. The z:'s are here considered as
regressor vectors that in case of a model for a time-varying autoregressive process of order
n depend linearly  on the preceding observations  yt_i,·· · , 14_n· The filter construction
requires the specification of the variance factor gt and the matrices At in the transition
equation and the noise level 4 in the measurement equation.  Also the initial state
estimate Koj-1 with its error variance Eol-1 has to be specified (or, equivalently, a prior
Gaussian distribution for Ko). The entries of the matrices gt,At, Eoi-1, the vector Kol-1
and the numbers 92 are parameters that determine the model and are sometimes called
hyper(-structural) parameters (Harvey, 1990, Kitatagawa and Gersch, 1985).

As for instance pointed out by Kitagawa and Gersch (1985), Kalman smoothing for
the  stochastic coefficient model (1.2-1.3) given the observations  y-n, 0 0    , 7-1, YO, 0      ,V T
has a very natural interpretation because it is just deterministic smoothing based on the
minimization of the criterion

•·4    =      (34 - al:14-1 + ; · · - an:14-n)2  +
t=0               4

+ TE 'lat+1 - 6:112 + (ao - 601-1, E-11(ao - 60 -1))· (1.6)

t=to 7 
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Kitagawa and Gersch mention that criteria of this type date back to the the early twen-
ties, notably the work of Whittaker (1923). The first term is a sum of squared 'prediction
errors'. In a regression problem of the type vt = z;A + 0-t€t, (4)t€Z white noise, with
time-invariant parameter vector K, a least squares estimate of x would only require the
minimization of the sum of squared prediction errors ELo ai-2(yt - *K)2.  In the time-
varying case, the two other terms in the criterion (1.6) are needed, to guarantee the
existence of a unique solution doIT, · · · , «T. These terms can be interpreted as penalties
for   changing the coel icients. The hyperparameters  T:2,     and the entries  of  E01-1   are
weights in this criterion. The virtue of the model (1.2-1.3) in comparison with just the
deterministic criterion (1.6) is that it gives a guideline how to determine these weights:
as a stochastic model it suggests Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Although this way
of estimating the hyperparameters from the data is not always easy, the power of a
stochastic coefficient model (in comparison with a parametric deterministic coefficient
model) is that a relatively small number of (hyper-)parameters is sufficient in order to
obtain a good fit.

Stochastic coefficient modelling does not exclude work in the frequency domain.  This
is certainly true for the determination of hyperparameters. Spectral techniques were used
by Young, Ng, and Armitage (1989, see also Young, Ng, Lane, and Parker, 1991) to esti-
mate the ratio between transition noise variance and measurement noise variance (NVR)
in non-stationary time-varying stochastic parameter models like the random-walk-plus-
noise or trend model and models with trend and seasonal components. They present
this as a first step for ML estimation methods and show that the spectral techniques are
also useful for decomposition of the time series in trend and seasonal components.

Kitagawa and Gersch (1985), see also Kitagawa (1983), have introduced the idea of an
'instantaneous spectral density' for a time-varying process which they used in the context
of coefficients following an (integrated) random walk. They estimated the instantaneous
spectral density simply by means of the coefficient estimates obtained from Kalman
filtering and smoothing:

022

f:(0) -  leit - altei(n-1)0 t - a.*12.    (0 E [O,
2,r]) (1.7)

One may view this as an extension of the estimation of the spectral density for stationary
processes by fitting time-invariant autoregressive models, as explored for instance by
Berk (1975) . Dahlhaus (1993) has given a rigorous meaning to the idea of Kitagawa
and Gersch of an instantaneous spectral density by connecting it to certain sequences of
time-varying autoregressive processes with deterministic coefilcients. The same will be
done in this thesis for certain sequences of time-varying autoregressive processes whose
coefficients follow a smoothly integrated random walk (see chapter 4). The obtained time-
varying spectral density will then be conditional on the stochastic process generating
these coefficients. This concept of a time-varying spectral density for a sequence of
processes will be linked to a concept of stability for such a sequence in almost the same
way as in the time-invariant, single process case. Stability too will be conditional on
the stochastic process generating the coefficients. Although it will not be shown in this
thesis, we think that these concepts open the way for fitting procedures based on spectral
techniques (and their statistical analysis) for hyperparameters of models with stochastic
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coefilcients, especially hyperparameters that affect the measurement equation: those on
which the regressors ze depend in more complicated models.

1.3  Proposed approach

As already mentioned above, an attractive feature of stochastic coefficient models for
time-varying autoregressive processes is their parsimony in (hyper-)parameters in com-
parison with parametric deterministic coefficient models. Economy in parameters is a
natural requirement for models of time series. This is reflected for instance in Akaike's
Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974) that is widely used for selection of a model
on the basis of a finite number of data from a set of models with different numbers of pa-
rameters. The criterion contains a term that sets a penalty on the number of parameters
used.

One aim in this thesis is to rejine the random-walk coefficient model in order to obtain
better fits without sacrificing parsimony in hyperparameters. Other aims will be to
obtain models in which hyperparameters have a clear interpretation that could facilitate
their determination, and to obtain models with guaranteed stability properties. The
refinement lies in the choice of the transition noise variance.

Perhaps the best way to introduce this idea is by means of a simple example. As is
well-known, an AR(2) model with constant coefficients generates a stationary process if
and only if its coefficient vector a = (al, a2) lies in the open triangle with corner points
(-2,-1), (2,-1) and (0,1).  The time series in Fig.1.1 was generated as a time-varying
AR(2) process with constant measurement noise and coefficients lying near the upper
edge of the stability triangle.

0$-
3-

 A -                                                                                                                                                                                                                             1      '1    11     .11  1
01-                                           1,1 „

O.                                                                                                                              _                           o                                   p. -L„..,1

42           -  4       1

·OA-                                                -

,                              ,       7 '
-04-                                       -

4                      9
-0/-

, 1,04 -13 -1            -03 0 03 1 13 2 150 200 250 300

time-varying coefficients generated series
Figure 1.1:Time-varying AR(2) process

The time series looks stable although not stationary. In order to estimate the coefficients,
let us apply a parsimonious model with stochastic coefficients. We use a time-varying
AR(2) model with constant measurement noise level, where, as usual, the coefficients
are modelled as a random walk.  For the sake of parsimony, the transition variance is
supposed to be a multiple of the identity and constant in time. Hence, we use just the
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model (1.2-1.3). According to the maximum-likelihood criterion, one can estimate the
measurement noise level and the transition variance, and by the Kalman filter one can
obtain the filtered estimates of the coefficients. The curve of these filtered estimates of
coefficients is given in Fig.1.2.
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Figure 1.2:Estimates of coefficients

It is a rather ambiguous curve; many estimated coefficients lie outside the stability
triangle. This suggests that a better fit of the model to the data can be obtained by
impeding the motion of the coefficients in the direction perpendicular to the edge of the
triangle. This can be done by changing the transition variance matrix from a multiple of
the identity to a positive definite matrix with two eigenvectors, the one corresponding to
the largest eigenvalue parallel to the edge of the triangle, and the other one perpendicular
to this edge. In this way the parsimony of the model is decreased and the complexity
increased:  we have to estimate two eigenvalues of the transition variance matrix instead
of one. Apart from this, the method is very ad hoc.  If, in another case, generated
coefficients would follow a non-straight curve, the identifier would be tempted to use
different transition variance matrices at different times in order to get a better lit. This
would increase the number of hyperparameters even further. Can there be an alternative
where it is not necessary to sacrifice parsimony?

We think that there sometimes is. The intuitive idea is to make the transition variance
a function of the current value of the coefficients. We replace the transition equation

-*

at+1 = at + TAi (1.8)

by:

at+1 = St + 79(Et) :. (1.9)

Here, g is a square matrix function. Instead of a constant transition variance 1-2In,
we get a transition variance 7-29(6:)g,(21:) that is a function of the most recent value
of the coefTicient vector.  As a result, the coefficient process is not a random walk in
the strict sense anymore, but a martingate in general. In the transition equation (1.9)
different square matrix functions g with the same product function gg' yield coefficient
processes with the same probability distribution.  One can conceive of such a square
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matrix function function g or, equivalently, gg' as an a priori view on which direction
the coefficient process is most likely to move from a certain position. For instance,
in a time-varying AR(2) model one can use the function gg' to 'penalize' the direction
perpendicular to any edge of the stability triangle, whenever the coefficient process comes
near the edge.

We do not suggest to estimate such a function 94 from the data.  ( At most, in
models with one transition-equation-hyperparameter T, one can estimate an optimal
convex combination of a given finite set of transition variance functions gg' by maximum
likelihood procedures.) The choice of such a function should be considered as a modelling
decision, comparable for instance to deciding upon a linear modelin the logarithms of the
original variables. Considerations that play a role in such decisions include a feeling for
the data, and for the process that generated the data; they may also include arguments
of convenience, such as ease of computation in optimal estimation, stability properties,
and interpretability of the hyperparameters.

Adaptive modelling of the transition variances and the measurement noises is a popu-
lar tool in on-line identification schemes for adaptive control. Since transition variances
and measurement noises are key parameters in the equations of the Kalman filter, the
identifier with adaptive control purposes has to make good choices for these parameters
on-line. A standard technique for this is Recursive Least Squares. In the RLS method,
at every instant t a weighted sum of squared prediction errors (yk - z;,K)2 until time t
is minimized in which the most recent prediction errors have much larger weights than
the older ones; therefore, the latter are gradually forgotten. In this way one takes ac-
count of the changing underlying structure of the process that is currently identified
and one obtains a time-varying sequence of estimated coefEcients Ao, ···,At, · · · , which
does not necessarily converge. It has been shown by Ljung and Gunnarsson (1990) that
this technique can be understood as an application of a Kalman filter with transition
and measurement variances specially chosen (or 'estimated') as functions of the past
observations. These 'estimates' do not carry a direct relation to the current value of the
coefIcients and hence the method is of a different kind than the methods discussed in
this thesis. We also note that we will emphasize off-line identification in which smoothing
(i.e. updating past coefficients to take account of observations coming in later) plays an
important part.

The intuitive idea of the transition variance as a positive definite matrix function
of the current coefilcients actually needs some refinement. Here, differential geometry
enters our considerations. A positive definite smooth matrix function turns its domain
into a Riemannian manifold: the inverse of the given function defines a distance on the
coefficient space.  In this way, the choice of the matrix function can be seen as an a priori
view of the distances that the stochastic coefficient process is faced with.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

This thesis consists of seven chapters, of which the first is the current introduction.
The second chapter will provide preliminary material concerning stochastic processes
and differential geometry; nearly all of this material is known and is collected here
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for the convenience of the reader. The actual development starts in chapter 3.  Here
we generalize the idea of a random walk to that of a a (special) 'polygonal process of
independent directional variation on a Riemannian manifold'. In order to establish the
links with the local stationarity concept, referred to above, we also generalize the idea of
a smoothly integrated random walk to that of a general polygonal process of independent
directional variation on a Riemannian manifold. We shall show that there exist manifolds
that are bounded subsets of It", and polygonal processes remaining on these for all time
without converging.  At the end of the chapter, we give some very simple statements
on convergence for this type of processes. These statements are also valid for random
walks that actually are just a special form of polygonal processes.  On the other hand,
it will depend on the properties of the positive definite matrix function, defining the
Riemannian manifold, whether polygonal processes on it can have infinite lifetime.  A
stopping time (called running time) will be introduced for the lifetime of a polygonal
process.

We shall give precise conditions under which it is possible to define other coordinates,
than the usual ones on the coefRcient space, such that the coefficient process expressed in
these coordinates is just a martingale or even an ordinary (smoothly integrated) random
walk. In the latter case, using these coordinates, the model will have a linear transition
equation (and a non-linear measurement equation, because the coefficients are possibly
non-linear functions of these coordinates).  This is preferable to a model with a nonlinear
transition equation.

We shall formulate an important class of models, called the Geodesic Models, where
the coefficients follow a polygonal process, but with (scalar) linear transition equation on
some coordinates. It will be shown that one can obtain such models for any Riemannian
manifold. The number of hyperparameters for a Geodesic Model for a time-varying
AR(n) process is 2n + 2, or 2n + 4 if the polygonal process is a smoothly integrated
random walk on some coordinates, whereas for a usual model with transition equation
as in (1.8) the number of hyperparameters is n+3 (not counting initial data in both
cases). For small values of n, it will be worth considering the use of a Geodesic Model on
a suitable Riemannian manifold in order to obtain a better (and, in some way, smoother)
fit instead of a simple increase in the order of the usual model.

Up to this point, we only considered autoregressive processes (14)1€Z, lit = ally:-1 +
" . + antyt-n + a€t, where (€t):€Z is Gaussian unit variance white noise and only the coeffi-
dents 4  = (alt, -,ant) change with time. Throughout the thesis we shall also consider
variation in time of the noise level aj. We shall call the noise level a "coefficient" as
well and model the time variation of the noise level jointly with the time variation of the
other coefficients. Instead of the stability region ARn C Itn, i.e. the set of coefficients
E corresponding to time-invariant stationary AR(n) processes with measurement noise
level 1, we consider the stability region Un C Rn+1, which is defined as the set of coeffi-
cients (6,92) corresponding to time-invariant stationary AR(n) processes with arbitrary
noise levels. Geometrically, Un is just a cone constructed from ARn.

Intuitively speaking, there must be a concept of stability for time-varying AR pro-
cesses just as for time-invariant ones. A definition of a concept of stability for time-
varying processes will be given in chapter 4. For a time-invariant AR(n) process it is
necessary for stability that the coefficient vector belongs to a certain bounded and con-
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nected open subset ARn of Rn (the triangle in the AR(2) case). We shall show that for
time-varying AR(n) processes our concept of stability requires that coefficients mainlylie in the same stability region ARn· The theory of Riemannian manifolds will be very
helpful in constructing models with good stability and linearity properties. Guaranteed
stability properties will be related to completeness of the Riemannian manifold structure
on ARn, defined by the transition variance function. We shall see that it will still be
possible to perform asymptotic analysis (for instance of statistical procedures) even if we
work with time-varying AR processes of finite lifetime.  This will be done by following
Dahlhaus' treatment of asymptotics, as expressed in his concept of local stationarity,
which is closely related to the concept of stability.

In chapter 5 we discuss three particularly interesting Riemannian structures on the
stability region ARn. The Riemannian structures, introduced here, include the Euclidean
structure of the stability region as a submanifold of It".  With no restriction on the
coefficient space, the Euclidean structure yields the usual model. If the stability region
is equipped with this structure, it becomes a Riemanian manifold that is geodesically
incomplete. As a consequence, the assumption of stability for all time (in the way wedefine it) cannot be incorporated in models with constant hyperparameters based on the
Euclidean structure. But we shall also give a Riemannian manifold structure which is
complete and, hence, gives rise to models with guaranteed stability properties, while the
coefficient process does not converge. The structure we shall give will at the same time
give rise to models which nearly always have a linear transition equation on suitable
coordinates.

The third Riemannian structure we shall discuss will be the one induced by the
asymptotic Fisher information matrix for time-invariant stationary AR processes. The
geometry of the set of stationary AR models, based on this Riemannian structure, is
very important for the statistical analysis of such AR processes as shown for instance
by Amari (1987). In a model based on this structure, the hyperparameter 7·2 (or, time-
varying, T:2) in transition equation (1.9) gets a clear interpretation, not depending on
the actual values of the coefficients.1 Indeed, in the corresponding Whittaker criterion

1Let us give a small example of what we mean by interpretability of the hyperparameter.
Take the following simple AR(1) model:

at+1   -   (4 + ng(ag)xi
lit      =     a:14-1  + 4 (1.10)

where (A:),eZ and (4),EZ are independent sequences of white noise; A,   Af(0,1) and €, &A/(0,1) forall i E Z. Suppose that n = 0 if t# k and 71 =  T.  Then the system jumps at time t =  k from one
AR(1) system with constant coefficient to another.  If we take g = 1, then the jump from coefficient
ce - 0.1  (t 5 k) to coeficient at = 0.05  (t > k) receives the same probability from the model as the
jump from coefficient a: = 0.9   (t S k) to a, = 0.95  (t > k). Yet, the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between AR(1) systems before and after the first jump is far smaller than the divergence between the
systems before and after the second jump (see D. de Vries 1992).  In some situations, one may prefer
to have a model where 4 can be interpreted as the mean Kullback-Leibler divergence between systems
before and after the jump, independently from where the coeflicients are in the parameter space.  Note
that for small 7/, the Kullback-Leibler divergence and the squared distance of the asymptotic Fisher
metric are almost equal:

KL(m+1, at) Z (at+1 - at)I(at )(a:+1 - at) = T25(at)I(a:)9(a,)A,2. (1.11)
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the weight Tt signifies the ratio between the penalty to a change in coefilcient at time
t and the expected contribution of observation yt to the information about the coeffi-
cients. It will be shown that in a Geodesic Model based on the asymptotic Fisher metric,
assuming a scalar transition equation with constant hyperparameter T, asymptotically
each observation contributes in expectation the same amount of information about the
changing coefficient coordinates.

The three Riemannian structures will be extended to the stability region Un· The
third structure, referred to above, will be extended to the one defined by the asymptotic
Fisher information matrix with respect to (a, 02) of the time-invariant stationary AR(n)
process with coefficients  (21,01),  and the other structures  will be extended in  the  same
way. It is shown that these structures then satisfy a criterion, such that not only the
Geodesic Models have a linear transition equation on some coordinates, but also a class
of more flexible models; the Geodesic plus Noise Models. Later on it will be shown
that in the latter models the Gauss-Newton method for posterior mode estimation can
be split in two parts; one for updating the noise levels, and the other for updating the
coordinates of the other coefficients.

Chapter 6 will be concerned with identification aspects of the proposed modelling
framework. Already by replacing the usual coefficient random walk by a coefficient

polygonal process, we introduced non-linearities in the 'linear dynamic regression model'.
Identification by the ordinary Kalman filter plus smoothing will not be possible anymore.
Instead one may use an approximation, the Extended Kalman Filter and its smoothing
version. The properties of the Extended Kalman Filter are much more dillicult to es-
tablish than those of the standard filter, see for instance Anderson and Moore (1979);
Jazwinski (1970). In case the model still has a linear transition equation, we shall show

(generalizing a result of Fahrmeir and Kaufmann) that we can understand the Extended
Kalman Filter and its smoothing version as a simplification of a Gauss-Newton method
in posterior mode estimation, which, if one wishes, could also be carried out in full. In
case of a non-linear transition equation, this relation is not clear at all.

The estimation problem of the hyperparameters in Geodesic Model, Geodesic plus
Noise Model and a simple model with transition equation equal to (1.9) (in which usually
there are no coordinates, such that the transition equation expressed in these is linear)
will also be addressed in chapter 6. The proposed estimation procedures are mostly
quite standard (we follow mainly procedures also utilized by Harvey (1990), Kitagawa
and Gersch (1985), and a proposal of Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1991); however, a new
statistical analysis is needed because of the particular purpose for which we use these

procedures.  A full analysis of this kind will not be undertaken in this thesis. We merely
illustrate that the proposed methods in case of Geodesic Model and the 'simple' model
work reasonably well in a number of experiments with simulated data.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.  Here we summarize the conclusions of the work
and present recommendations for further research. In particular, we list a number of
interesting open problems.

where  I(a:)  =   T ST  is the asymptotic Fisher information  in the coefllcient  at.    So,  the  conditional

expectation of KL(a,+1, at) given at will be approximately equal to 7· , if we choose g(at) = 41-41.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we give some basic concepts and results from several theories that will
be used frequently. The first section gives a brief introduction of differential geometry.
The second section elaborates some concepts in the first section a little bit further. The
concepts in the third section are not well known, as far as we know. In this section, we in-
troduce the notions of conditional expectation and variance of a stochastic variable with
values in the tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold. The fourth section contains the
well known expression for the asymptotic Fisher information matrix w.r.t. coeflicients
and noise level for the set Un of stationary time-invariant AR(n) processes. In the fifth
section, we give a brief summary of a well known theory by which important parametriza-
tions of this set Un can be constructed: the theory of shift invariant inner products.  The
Levinson algorithm of fitting an AR(n) model to a set of univariate observations by
minimizing a sum of squared prediction errors can be based on this theory. In the sixth
section, we give some references on the most important identification algorithm for linear
AR(n) models with stochastic coefficients: Kalman Filtering and Smoothing. We also
refer to some literature on its extension, Extended Kalman Filtering and Smoothing, de-
signed to estimate states in a non-linear dynamical stochastic model. We come back to
these algorithms in chapter six extensively, hence we skip an introduction of them here.
The final section of this chapter gives an important well known elementary result of the
theory of compact metric spaces: the theorem of Arzela-Ascoli. As we have said in the
introduction, we are mainly interested in autoregressive processes with slowly varying
coefficients. In chapter four, we shall formalize this idea to the concept of equislowly
varying coefficients and base Dahlhaus's theory of asymptotics on it. The theorem of
Arzela-Ascoli is essential in this construction. In this section, we also recapitulate some
aspects of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Velocity process. These aspects will also be used in
constructing the base for an asymptotic theory.
The first three sections are preparations for chapter three, the fourth and fifth section
for chapter five, the sixth section for chapter six, and the seventh section for chapter
four.

13
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2.1 Basic ideas for Riemannian geometry
References, used on differential geometry, are Helgason (1978), Kobayashi and Nomizu
(1963, 1969). In the book of Amari (1990) a very good introduction to differential ge-
ometry can be found. In that book a direct relation with statistical methods is given.
Differential geometry is also used in non-linear dynamical control systems. In the intro-
duction of the book of Nijmeijer and Van der Schaft (1990) other aspects of differential
geometry are given than in the book of Amari. Both introductions are relevant.
This section aims to give a short exposition of main ideas in differential geometry.  In this
introduction, we restrict ourselves to an open subset M of Rn, for example M = ARn,
the stability region for coefficients of time-invariant autoregressive processes with mea-
surement noise level 1. The section, following the present one, will be more general.
We can consider M as an n-dimensional manifold. Then, in any point 8 of M, we can
define an n-dimensional linear tangent space, consisting of all possible tangent vectors

 10 of difTerentiable curves t H 7(t) on M, such that 7(0) = 8.
Any C--differentiable map x:V -+ M; (vi,•••, vn)  + %(14,•••, vn) with C°°-
differentiable inverse x-1 : M -0 V is called a parametrization of M. The corresponding
tangent vectors 216 in the point p = x(0) E M will be denoted by  2-, and form a basis
of the tangent space in p = %(0). The tangent space in P itself will be denoted by Mp.
If * : V -t M; (wl,•• •,wn) »' tb(wi,···,wn) is another parametrization of M, then
x-100 : V -0 V;(Wl,•••,Wn) 0 (vi,•··,Un) is the coordinate transformation with
derivative DX-1 0 4, which transforms the tangent space in X(v) = 0(w) in the following
way:

0        810  - OX(X-10 0)     A OX  8(X-10 *h        n
awi= awi- awi mi at4     OW, i=1 . at':

= > 1 -( ) = I(Dx-1010),4-9--.        (2.1)

Note that the trivial parametrization id:  M -+ M; (bi,...,4) »'  (bl, •••,bn) gives  the

tangent vectors * = (1,0,...,0)',...,3 - = (0,0,...,1)'.
A vector jield X on M is a map from M to the union of all the tangent spaces Mp,
p E M, such that X(p) € Mp for all p C M. The vector field X is called C°°, if for some
parametrization X:V -4 M; (vi,•••,14*) »* X(vt, ...,un) we have:

x(p) = E A(v)-8-(p),
(2.2)i.1 Ovi

where the functions f, :V- +R are C°°. With equation (2.1) it is clear that then also
X(p) = E;=19,(10)4(p), where gs: V -+ R is C-.
Now, suppose that we have defined an inner product <,>p in the tangent space Mp in any
point p EM.
If there is a parametrization X:V -+ M, such that the matrix function H z:V- + Rnxn ;

8  8
Hx(v) = ((-, ->Ix(•))u (2.3)81'i avi

is C°°-differentiable, then for any parametrization 4 the matrix function H. will be
C--differentiable, because from the tangent space transformation above it follows that:

H.(w) = D'x-10 10'wHX(X-10 10(w))DX-10 31"w. (2.4)
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In this case, we shall call M a Riemannian manifold and Hx(v) the metric on M w.r.t
the  parameters  (vi,···,Un). In order to define a Riemannian manifold structure  on  M,
it suffices to give one parametrization X:V- +M and a C°°-differentiable symmetric
matrix function Hz:V -i Ilnxn, such that Hz(v) is positive definite for all u €V.
Under these conditions Hz(v) defines an inner product in the tangent space in any point
X(v) E M by equation (2.3).
The length of a differentiable curve 7 o n M from 7(a) to 7(b) is defined as JI,*,51 |1   T I |·,(:)dt,
where  the norm  I l  I I.,(t) comes  from the inner product  on the respective tangent space.

Now, the Riemannian distance between two points e and # €M i s defined as the in-
fimum over all lengths of differentiable curves on M with these two points as starting
point and end point, respectively. If 0 is not too far away from 8, then the infimum is
in fact a minimum; the (unique) curve of shortest length, connecting the two points, is
called a geodesic. One can consider the usual Euclidean geometry as a special case of
Riemannian geometry, where the metric is just defined by 41(8) = In for all 8, and the
geodesics are the straight lines.
In order to calculate geodesics, we need the notion of the Levi Civita connection Vx Y,
which is a rule for derivation of a vector field Y on the manifold with respect to the
vector field X.  This rule depends on the inner product that has been defined on the
tangent spaces. A curve 7 turns out to be a geodesic, if the derivation of its tangent field  with respect to itself is zero. This yields a set of differential equations, which has
to be solved in order to find the geodesics. In general, it will be difficult to solve these
equations. To simplify the equations, we need to find a parametrization X : V    -¥M,
such that Hz takes a simple form. For example, if Hx has the form:

Hx(Ul'...,vn)=   h(v) 0
)

(2.5)
0 C)

for some constant  c€   R+,then the curves  un   »*  X(vt,···, vn)  are  in fact geodesics,
because from the properties of the Levi Civita connection it follows that V a l=0.

3;. An
As we shall use frequently these properties of the Levi Civita-connection, we list them
here.   The Levi Civita-connection maps every pair  of C°° vector fields  X, Y  on  M  to
another C°° vector field on M, denoted by  VXY.   This  map is bilinear,  and is  in fact
completely determined by the followingl:
Ifx(vi,...,vn) isa parametrization of M, then

1. A C°°-vectorfield X on M can be written as
x= A(v)* + . . . + f.(v)2:, where f,(v) are C°°-differentiable functions

2.  V,(V)4 4 = f(v)Vdi 4

3.   Vdif(v)4  =  le 4  + f(v)v* 84
l In differential geometrical methods in statistics, other connections than the Levi-Civita, are also

important, see Amari (1987, 1990). These other connections are also derivation rules for a vector field
Y with respect to a vector field X, with the same properties as the ones stated here for the Levi-Civita
connection except for the fifth. However, we do not need these other connections.
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4 V 1=Val'
2 ; Bvi h; 8,1;

5.  4(4, 4)1*C.) = (744, 4)1*(·) + (4, VBIi*)IX(.).
From this, it follows that if Hx =In, or in general, if Hz is constant on the manifold
(the Euclidean  case), then Vi 1  = 0.a': aus
One can show that for any point PCM, and for any tangent vector d in the tangent
space Mp, there is exactly one geodesic 7,d, such that 7pd(0) = p, and 22,1(0) = d. If
the geodesic 71,1 is defined on the interval  [0, t], then the geodesic 7p,td is defined on the
interval  [0,1].   One  gets

7p.td(1) = 7p,d(t).

Hence, there is a neighbourhood D of zero in the tangent space Mp, such that the
geodesics 7pd are all defined on  [0,1] for all d ED. Because of this, one can construct a
map from that neighbourhood D of zero in the tangent space Mp in the point p to the
manifold M:

exp,: D -* M     ; expp(d) = 7p,d(1) (2.6)

This map expp turns out to be C°°, and is called the normal map in the point p.

2.2 Further aspects of Riemannian geometry
In this section, we have gathered topics of Riemannian differential geometry that are of
importance for chapter three. Main reference is Helgason (1978).

2.2.1 Topological aspects
Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold2. M has a topology as a differential
manifold3, but M has also a topology as a metric space with distance function d, as
explained in the first section. These topologies coincide (see e.g. corollary I.9.5,
Helgason). M is connected (by definition), locally compact and separable (Proposition
I.9.6, Helgason). The local situation can be more precisely described by a property that
we shall refer to as the normal properly :

•  For every point p€ M there exists a compact ball Br,(p) = {q € Mid(p, q) 5 rp},
such that in every smaller ball with center p any two points can be connected by
exactly one curve in that smaller ball with a length equal to the distance of these
two points (Helgason, Theorem I.9.9). (2.7)

Furthermore, any curve connecting two points with a length equal to the distance of
these points, is a geodesic (Helgason, Lemma I.9.8).
This  implies  that  from any point  q  E  Br,(p) with distance  d(p, q)  <  71  to  p any other
point    in the ball  Br,_g(q) can be reached by a unique geodesic having a length d(q, 4).

2For a precise definition, the reader is referred to the books, mentioned above.
aFor instance, if M = ARn, M has a topology as subset of R .
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Hence, the normal mapping expq is defined on a ball with radius rp - 9 around 0 in
the tangent space Mq, There it is an invertible map to Br,_g(q) C M. Because of this,
Br,(P) is called a normal neighbourhood of each of its points.
If the normal map expp is defined on the whole tangent space for all pC M, i.e., if all the
geodesics with maximal domain are defined on the whole R, the Riemannian manifold is
called geodesically complete. According to Helgason, Theorem I.10.3, M is geodesically
complete if and only if it is metrically complete, i.e. if all the Cauchy sequences in M
converge in M. In this theorem, it is also stated that M is complete if and only if any
bounded closed subset of M is compact.

2.2.2 Charts
On an n-dimensional manifold M we can locally define coordinates, i.e. every point
q €Mhas a neighbourhood that is homeomorphic with an open subset of Rn.  More

precisely, M can (by definition) be covered by open sets U=, such that there exist home-
omorphisms z= : Uo --, 1<* from these sets to open subsets K of Itn, and such that
these homeomorphisms are mutugly compatible. By "mutually compatible" we mean
that if =B: 00 -, V/and =o: U=-+ V=are such n-tuples of coordinates, then the
transformation from one to the other n-tuple on Gon OB should be C--differentiable:

00 0 z)-1 : =0(U= n 00) -0 VB is C-;

=0 0 281 : =B(U. n UB) -4 v= is C°°.
The couple (0=, zo  : 0=  -4  1,=) is called a chart.  The sets U= will be called coordinate

neighbourhoods. Instead of expressing everything in the "coordinates" zo : 0,* -, Va,
we can as well work with their inverses, the homeomorfisms 10. = ==1 : V= -0 U=. We
shall call these inverses "parametrizations".  We did so in the introduction preceding this
section. We have: 4=(61,···,Wn) = p if and only if z=(p) = (61,···,1Dn). If Mis an
open subset of Rn, then the partial derivative 136 corresponds with the tangent vector

Bwile

ds in the tangent space Mp.
Because M is separable, it is possible to cover M by a countable number of open sets
Ua, which have a compact closure in open coordinate neighbourhoods 0=. On these
open sets U= we have in fact two natural metrics: the Riemannian metric d, but also
the metric d, induced by the Euclidean norm on V=:

 (p, q)=  11=Ap)- ==(9)11Euct

The following lemma 2.1 discloses something about the relation between the two metrics
on Ua·

Lemma 2.1 Let (0., za  :  A.  -+  1'a  C Rn)  be a chart  of the Riemannian manifold  M.
Let K be a compact subset of 00. Then, there exist positive numbers EK and MK, such
that

d(p, q) < MK||z=(P) - zo(q)||Eucl     if     Il=.(p) - za(q)11Eucl < EK (2.8)

Ilza(P) - z-(9)11Eucl < M'rd(p,q)     if    d(p,q)) < EK (2.9)
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for all p, q € K.

proof: Because of the the normal property (2.7), mentioned above, we can find a
positive number rp for every point PEK, such that

• the ball Br,(P) is compact,

•  every two points in it can be joined by exactly one curve inside the ball with length
equal to the distance of these two points,

• and Br,(p) C &*·
Only a finite number of balls  Bl,- (pi)  (i =1, · · · ,k) is needed to cover K.  Then, also

Ki =     U    Br, Cpi)
i=l,···,k

is a compact subset of Oo. The quadratic form defining the Riemannian norms on the
tangent spaces Mq of 0=, is a C°° function of its coordinates in 1<*. Consequently, onKi these norms  1 1    l i e on the tangent spaces are uniformly equivalent  with the Euclidean
norm  1 1    11Eucl, i.e. there exist positive numbers  C  and D,  such that

Cll  1,13 -Ile S Ilv'IEucl 5 Dll Evi-2-119 for all q € Ki and v € r.
i=1  Za,s

Let  EK   -     mini=i,···,k rp,.  For  any  p  €  K,  for  which  d(p, q)  < EK holds,  we  have  that
both points p and q are in the same Br,i (ps ).    Let   7 : [0,11  --4  M;7(0)  = p; 7(1)  =qbe
the unique curve in Br,i (ps) with length equal to d(p, q). Then we have:

n            8
20 07 (t ) = (71(t ),...,7n(t)) ; 7'(t ) =  7'(t)3ga,i and

rl                                                     rl

|20(P) -Zo(q)||Eucl S jo  11(=0 0 7)'(t)11Eucldi S    DI'7'(1)1'edt = Dd(p, q).
The proof that we can find the positive numbers EK and MK, such that (2.8) is satisfied,
proceeds in the same way, but is simpler.                                                      0

2.2.3 Derivations. Derivative of the normal mapping
We give some more abstract definitions that we need in some proofs in chapter three.
Let M and N be respectively n- and k-dimensional differentiable manifolds.

•  A function f:M -+ R i s called  C°° if for all charts (0=, == : Do --, V= C Il=) the
function f o z=1  :  I<.  -+  R is  C°°.  The set of the C--functions  f  : M -+ Risa
linear space, even an algebra, denoted by F (or FM ).
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• The tangent vectors in the tangent space Mp can be identified with the deriuations
atp€ M. A derivation d at p is a linear map d: FM -+ R, such that

d(fg) = f(p)d(g) + 9(p)*f) for all f,g E FM (product rule).

For instance, if d = -L   then d defines the derivation8=...i ip

d(f) = - (x=(p)) for all f € YM.
Of o =Ii

Ovi

•A map * :N -+ M i s called C°° if for all C°°-functions f:M -+ R also the
composition f o 4 : N -* R is C°°.

• Such a C°°-map t h:N- , M induces a linear map *.lp:Np-+ M*(p) between the
tangent spaces in the original point and the image point, defined as follows: if d is
a tangent vector in Np (or a derivation at p), we define the derivation 4.& at 10(p)
by:

44*(d) : FM -+ It;  0.*(d)(f) = *f 00).
This linear map is called the derivative of 0 at p.

•  A C--vector field X on M can be defined as a derivation of the algebra Fu, i.e.
a linear map X : 5-M -4 FM, such that

x(fg) = f xg + gx f.

One can see the vector field X just as a bunch of tangent vectors X(p) in the points
p of the manifold M, such that for every Coo function f on M also its derivative Xf
in the directions X(p) is again a C- function on M. On a chart (Oci, z.  :  Oa  -0  K.)
a Coo vector field X can be written

8 8X(P) = A(P)-   t. . . + A(p)-   for all p€U=
0=a,lip OZI,nlp

for some C--functions fi, · · · ,f n€ FM
The set of all C--vector fields on M will be denoted byDM·

•  The Lie derivative of the C- vector field X with respect to the C°° vector field Y
is given by:

Ix,Ylf = XCY f) - Y(X n for all fe FM·
For coordinate vector fields , · · · , 8&- one has:

8    8[- -} = 0 for all i,j.
OZ=,i ' 01:,* j
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•  The Levi-Civita-connection V is a bilinear map from DM x DM into DM satisfying
the properties 2,3,4 and 5, as we have stated in the first section. The fourth
property can be rewritten as:

4.   [X, Y] = VxY - VYX for all  X,Y €  DM.

In the first section we have introduced the normal mapping in a point q € M. It is a
map from an open subset D around 0 in the tangent space Mq to a neighbourhood U
around the point q in M:

expg: D -+ U.
We denote its derivative at the point d € Mg as exp *1 . This derivative is a mapping
from (Mq)d to Mexp(d)· We usually identify the spaces (Mq), and Mg. It can be (easily)
proved that the derivative of the normal mapping in q at O E Mq is the identity:

expe•K,(w) = w    Vw E Me = (Me)0.

2.2.4 Special types of charts
A very special type of charts will be of interest: normal charts. Their construction is as
follows.
Let  p  be a point  in the Riemannian manifold   M,  and  let  e l, · · · ,e n  be a basis  in  the
tangent space Mp. There exists a ball Br,(p) around the point p, such that the normal
property (2.7) holds.  Let Upn be an open subset around p in Br,(p). Then, Upn is a
normal neighbourhood and there exists an open set Vpn around 0 in It", such that the
function  *pn,

*pn  :  Vpn  -0   Upn,

n

*pn(xi, ···,=n) = exp,(E ziei)
i=l

is  a  diffeomorfism.     Any  q   €   Upn  can be written  as  q   =   tpn(zi, · · · , =n), where
(21,···,Zn)'  E   Vpn.    Then,  we  define  the  normal  chart (Up,n,=pn.w) around p, using
tangent   base  el, ' '     , en and vector w E R" as follows:

xpne,w : Upn  -0  Vpn
n

xpne.w(q)    =    (wi,       'wn) + (Zi, · · · , Kn) if q= exp,(I Kiei). (2.10)
i-1

On this normal chart any geodesic 7 with 7(0) = p and ·9(0) = El,1 ziei E Mp has
coordinates

n

=pne,-(7(t)) = =pne..(exp,(t E =:ei) = w + 12. (2.11)
i=l

Hence, in these coordinates, geodesics through the point p are just (pieces of) straight
lines.
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We give a well known fact that will be used as a tool to construct another type of
charts: charts for which the corresponding parametrization is a pencil of geodesics (This
construction can be found in chapter three (example 3.10 and continuation)).
Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let I be an open interval in R, and
J b e a n open subset of Rk (l s k s n- 1).  A C°°-map f:I x J-i M i s called a pencil
of geodesicaf for all 8€J the curve

7: I -+  M; 7(t) =  f(t, a) (2.12)

is a geodesic parametrized, according to arc length.  Let us study the pencil of geodesics
f. We define the C°°-vector fields F and Zi, 1 s i s k o n t h e image of f:

8    n 8%°:of  8
F:= f.(3i) =         at       aza i;

Z ·= f.(-9-) =  aza i o f   8'-
88: i=l    Osi    aza i

on any chart  (0=, zo).   For the geodesic 7, given  in  (2.12),  we  have:   5(t)  = F, hence
VFF = 0. Since the curve 7 is also parametrized, according to arc length, we have:
(F, F>,Ct,,) = 1 for all (t, s) €I x J. Because

02:ca i o f= 82=a i o f for all i, l i i f n
Osi(}t 8183i

on any chart  (0., x.), we get:

ZiF = FZi,  or [Zi,Fl = 0 so Vz:F = V,Zi.
Well known fact: The inner product of the vector fields Z; with the vector field F is
constant along all geodesics 7, defined in (2.12), i.e. the function:

t »+ (Zi, F),Ct,.) (t <  I, a E  J) is constant on I for all s € J.

Proof:

8
3i<Zi, F>,(t..) = F<Zi, F>,C:..) = (V,Z:, F),(4.) + <Zi, VFF) /(1..) =

= (Vz:F, F),Ct.,) t o=  Zi<F, F>,C:.,) = A(1) = 0.084

2.2.5 Tensor fields and distributions

Let FM be the linear space of all C°° functions from M to R. Let DM be the set of all
C-- vector fields on M. Then, DM is a linear vector space, but it is also an .FM-module.
For every C°° function f € FM and every C--vector field X E DM, we also have that
their product fX is a C°° vector field: fX E DM.
A (smooth)distribution is a submodule of DM, generated by a finite or (possibly) infinite
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number of C°° vector fields.   If the distribution D i s generated  by  Xi, ···,Xk,  then in
any tangent space Mp we have the (at most k- dimensional) subspace
D(p)  =  81}an{Xi(p), · · · ,Xk(p)}.   We say that the distribution D i s constant dimen-
sional, if there is a number m, such that dim D(p) = m for all p E M. DM itself is a
constant dimensional distribution.
Also DMk =D M x· · ·x D M(k times) is an FM-module. We denote FM some times
as DM:
A tensor jield of type (r, s) is a map L : DM' -, DM', which is r-linear over FM, i.e.

L(Xi,· -  ,·X: + }1, · -  ,Xr) = L(Xi, · · · ,X: , . . . 'X,)+L(Xi, ···,}1,· ··,XI);
L(Xi,     ,fx:, ···,x,) - fL(Xi, ···,X., ···,X,)    (f E FM)    (l Sigr).

A well known tensor field of type (2,0) is the Riemannian inner product. The curvature
tensor

R(X, Y)Z = vxvyz - Vyvxz - VIx,Ylz (2.13)

is  a tensor field  of type  (3,1). The Riemannian connection  (X,Y)  »+  VxY  is  not  a
tensor field of type (2,1), because VxfY = (Xf)Y + fVXY for all f E FM·  Any
function f E YM induces a tensor field df of type (1,0) by:

aftx) =Xf     (X  e 'DM).
A tensor field of type (1,0) is called a diferentiat form.
A very important property of a tensor fleld of type (r, 8) is that its value in the point
p f Mis completely determined by the values of the vector fields in the point p; it is not
necessary to know the vector fields in a neighbourhood of p. We denote this as follows:

L(Xi, · · . , Xr)(p) = L(Xi(P), ···,X,(p)).

A tensor field L of type (2,8) is called symmetric if L(X, Y)  =  L(Y, X). The Riemannian
inner product is a symmetric tensor field. Any other symmetric tensor field V of type
(2,0)  gives  rise  to a tensor field  V  of type  (1,1) by using the duality property  of the
Riemannian inner product:

V(X, Y)(p) = (V(X), Y)p.

In fact, V is a symmetric linear map from every tangent space Mp into itself. With some
abuse of notation, we shall often denote the symmetric tensor field  V of type (2,0), and
the tensor field V of type (1,1) by the same symbol V.

2.2.6 Involutive distributions, Submanifolds and Curvature
A  distribution  D is called involutive  if for all vector fields  X, Y  €  D  also the vector

field [X, Y]  € D holds.  If the distribution D on the manifold M is constant dimensional
and involutive, then the theorem of Frobenius (see e.g. Kobayashi and Nomizu (1963)
or Nijmeijer and Van der Schaft, Corollary 2.43) states that we can cover M by charts

(0=, zo : G= -0 1/ ), such that
8 8D(p) = 8pan{-.· ··.-}for all p € 0..

820,1
' .

82. m
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In that case, for any p E 0= there is a neighbourhood U, such that the subset N of M,

N={q €Ul zo ™+i(q) =x= m+,(p)   Vi, 1 S i S n- m}, (2.14)

is a submanifold of M, and the tangent space Np is equal to D(p). We shall say that
such a set of charts is adapted to the distribution D.
A submanifold N of M that satisfies Np = D(p) for all P E N, is called an integral
manifold of the distribution D. Every integral manifold of D is of the form (2.14).
A submanifold N of an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M has its own
Riemannian structure. We get the Levi-Civita-connection V of N by projecting the
vector VXY(P) onto the tangent space Np for all vector fields X, Y on N. The relation
between the two connections is:

VXY(p) = *XY(P) + V(X,Y)(p)       (p € N)
where V is a map from DN x DN -, DN-'- C DM4. The map V is FN-bilinear,
symmetric, and is called the second fundamental form  of N  in M.

•  If the dimension of N is n - 1, i.e. if N is a hypersurface of M, then for any point
PEN there is a neighbourhood  U in N of p, and a vector field 6 on U, which is
normal to N everywhere. Furthermore, it has e.g. length one everywhere, and it
is perpendicular to  Ng  for all q E U. Moreover, for all vector fields X, Y on  U we
have:

(Y, 6)  = 0,  hence 0 = X<Y,t> = (VXY,6> + (Y, Vxt), hence

V(X,Y) = (VXY,6)6 = -<Y,VX6)6.
Thus, the second fundamental form is completely determined by X H Vx(. As
1   =   (6,6),  we  have  0 = X<(, 6) I. 2(Vxt, 6), consequently,  the map X(q) »*
vx<(q) is a map of Nq into Ne for all q E U.  This map is called Weingarten's map.
Because of the symmetry of K we have <Y, VxE> =  (X, Vy<), hence Weingarten's
map is symmetric.

•  A submanifold N of M is called totally geodesic if all the geodesics of N as Rieman-
nian manifold are also geodesics of M. A submanifold N of M is totally geodesic if
and only if the Riemannian connection of N is equal to the Riemannian connection
of M, i.e. the second fundamental form is zero.  This is easily seen as follows.  If the
second fundamental form is zero, then it follows from *xX = 0 that VXX = 0,
and N is totally geodesic.  If N is totally geodesic, then we have for all geodesic
tangent fields X on N that VIX = VXX = 0, consequently V(X, X) = 0. Be-
cause  V is FN-bilinear,  we  have for all vector fields  X  on  N  that  V(X, X)  =  0.
Because V is symmetric, it also implies that V(X, Y) = 0 for all vector fields X, Y
on N, thus the second fundamental form of N is zero.
A constant dimensional distribution D is called totally geodesic if for all X,YED
also VxY E D holds. From what has been remarked about involutive distributions
and totally geodesic submanifolds, it is clear that a constant dimensional distribu-
tion is totally geodesic if and only if it is involutive and all its integral manifolds
are totally geodesic.

4 See e.g. Kobayashi and Nomizu, Proposition VII.3.1.
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Curvature. The curvature tensor of type (3,1), denoted by R(X, Y)Z for X, Y, Z E
DM, was already introduced in equation (2.13). In the same way as there is a relation
between symmetric tensor fields of type (2,0), and tensor fields of type (1,1), there is  a
relation between tensor fields of type (3,1), and certain tensor fields of type (4,0).  The
tensor field K of type (4,0) is defined by:

K(U, Z,X, Y)(p) = (R(X, Y)Z, U)p, (2.15)

and is also called curvature tensor. It has the following (anti)symmetric properties:
1.

K(U, Z, X, Y) = -K(U, Z, Y, X);
2.

K(U, Z, X, Y) = K(X, Y, U, Z);

3.                         if
both pairs X(p), Y(p) and U(p), Z(p) are orthonormal

and both pairs span the same subspace of Mp

then K(U, Z, U, Z) = K(X, Y, X, Y).

The third property enables us to define the sectional curvature K(V) of the two-
dimensional subspace V of the tangent space Mp by:

if span{X(p),Y(p)} = V, then K(V) = (2.16)
K(X, Y, X, Y)(p)

<X,X)p<Y,Y>p - <X,Y>&
Using the third property, it is easy to show that this definition does not depend on the
chosen base X(p), Y(p) of V.  In the book of Helgason the rigorous connection with the
intuitive interpretation of curvature is described: if Br,(p) is a ball with the normal
property (2.7) and Dr is a ball (disk) with radius r < rp with center 0 in K then one
can compare the area of this disk with the area of its image under the normal map:
expp : Mp -+ M. A more intuitive definition of curvature would be:

K(V) = lim 12 (2.17)
area(D,) - area(expp(Dr))

r-0 r2area(Dr)

In Theorem I.12.2, Helgason states that both definitions of sectional curvature coincide.
As a submanifold N has its own Riemannian structure, it also has its own curvature ten-
sor.  Gauss has compared the sectional curvature K(V) of a two-dimensional subspace V
of the tangent space Np C Mp in this Riemannian structure with the sectional curvature
K(V) in the Riemannian structure of M. In case N is a hypersurface with normal vector
field <, then the formula Gauss derived can be expressed in terms of Weingartens' map
L : Ng -+ Ng; L(X(q)) = Vx€(q). Then, the relation is:

K(V) = Ii:(V)-((Lu,v>(Lw,w)-(Lv,w>2) (2.18)

where v,w are a pair of orthonormal vectors spanning V:
5 Kobayashi and Nomizu, Prop.VII.4.5.
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2.3 Stochastic variables with values in a tangent
bundle

As stated in the introduction, we want to generalize the usual concept of a random walk
to that of a stochastic process on a Riemannian manifold. Hence, we need to study
stochastic variables with values in a Riemannian manifold. In general, an n-dimensional
Riemannian manifold M does not have an additive structure. Therefore, it is difficult
to see what "expectation" and "variance" of such a variable would mean. The tangent
spaces of M have an additive structure, because they are isomorphic with It".  We can
introduce some kind of concept of conditional expectation and conditional variance for
stochastic variables with values in the tangent bundle TM of M. The tangent bundle is
a well known differential geometrical structure which can be defined as follows:

Let ( (U=, zo : U= -4 K. C Rn) )=€A be a collection of charts that together covers the
manifold M.
We define the tangent bundle TM of the manifold M by:

TM= {(q, d)1   q€M ; d e Mq}. (2.19)

The tangent bundle TM can also be made a topological space, and a differential manifold
by defining:

•  the projection r : TM -+ M  ; 7r(q,d) = qi

•   the coordinate neighbourhoods  ir-1 (V=);

• the "coordinates" So : 7r-1(U.*) -7 20(7r-1(00)) c R2n;

2,*(q,   di- -)  = (=a(q),d), considered as homeomorphisms.
i=l 82=,i

In this way, the projection r : TM -+Mis continuous.

Let  (O, A, P)  be a probability (and hence a measurable) space.   Also the manifold
M can be considered a measurable space, with its Borel sets as a-algebra. As is easily
verified, a mapping between these measurable spaces, q : 0 -+ M, is A-measurable if
and only if ==(q)1 {q€0. l is A-measurable for all charts (0=, 0=)6.
Like M, also its tangent bundle TM is a measurable space with the Borel sets as a-
algebra. A mapping (q, d) : 0 -+ TM is A-measurable if and only if 2.(q, d)1((q,d)€=-1(u.}
is  A-measurable.   If  (q, d)  :  0  -+  TM  is  A-measurable,  then its projection  q  on  M  is
A-measurable, and also Ildllq is an A-measurable function.

6Here we use that M is covered by a countable number of sets Ua.
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Conditional Expectation. Assumptions:  Let (q,d)  : 0 -, TM be A-measurable.
Let its projection q : 0 -+ M be B-measurable, where B is a sub-a-algebra of A. Suppose
furthermore that

E(Ildllel EK}) < 00 for all compact K C M.

We are going to define the B-measurable mapping

(q' Esd) : 0 -+ TM.

Let  (  (0=, =I  :  0,  -4  l'a  C  Rn)  )'*€A  be a collection of charts,  and let  (0.).€A  be  a
collection of open sets, such that U= has compact closure in the coordinate neighbourhood
U. for all a E A, and such that the U. cover M. If q € U= AUB, then we have two bases

in life: (3;5)15,Sn, and ( )15 jsn. Their relation is given by:

8   = E(Dz= 0 =Bl)..-L
/ZIJ 61 " 8=a,i '

Consequently, if d € Mq, we can write:

d = f 6.,--fL = f 4.j-i,izi 82-,i j=l 84.j
where

6.*,i = I(Dz= 0 =Sl),ist;.i·
j=1

Note that  {q € U=} f  B. The second coordinate  d of the map  (q,d) : 0 -, TM satisfies:
n                     8

dl(q€u.}  = E 8a, i(q(w), wllGEU.)80=3i=l

Using the same reasoning as in lemma 2.1 (uniform equivalence of Riemannian norms
with the usual Euclidean norm on the closure of U=), we see that the functions
6=,i(q(w),w)1 geu.  are not only A-measurable, but also integrable.
Now we define:

4                        8Esdl{ecu.} := I El'(6=,i(q(w),w)l{efu.})-·
:1 82.,i

This is a good definition, because Dz. o zil(=B(q)) is continuous in q, hence a B-
measurable function.                                                                               0

Conditional Variance. Let the same assumptions hold as in the preceding defini-
tion. We define (q, Vars(d)) as the following stochastic symmetric bilinear map from
DM x DM to R:

Vars(d)(X, Y)  = EN((d - ENd, X(q)>,(d - Esd, Y(q)>e), (2.20)
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where X, Y are C°°-vector fields on M.
A simple verification shows that this is a good definition. The usual rule for variances:

Vars(d)(X,Y) = ES((d,X(q))g(d,Y(q))q) - ((Esd,X(q)>g<Esd,Y(q)>g)

is valid.  For any X, Y € DM, Vars(d)(X,Y): 0 -, R is a B-measurable map.  In the
same way as for a symmetric tensor field of type (2,0), we can consider Vars(d)  as  a
semi-positive definite symmetric linear map from Mq into Mq.                               O

We end this section with a smalllemma that will be needed in one of the propositions
of this chapter:

Lemma 2.2  Let (fl, A, P) be a measurable space, and M a Riemannian manifold.  Let
(q:)EN bea sequence of A-measurable mappings * : 0 -+ M.  Then, the set {limer- qt
exists in M} is A-measurable. Let h : 0 -+ M be another A-measurable map. Then,
also the map q: 0 -+ M, defined by:

q= lim qi,  if this limit exists in  M; if not  q= h
troo

is A-measurable.

Proof: Take a countable set of coordinate neighbourhoods Oo (together with coordi-
nates ==: 0= -4 1/  C It") which cover M. Then,

{lim qt exists inM} = U{liminf ==(*l{q,€0.)) =
CToo                        a

= linl Sup 20(q:l{e,ee.}) A lim sup z=(*1{e,€0.}) C V=}.

This set is without any doubt measurable. It is now easy to prove the other statement
as well.                                                                                   0

2.4 The asymptotic Fisher information of an
AR(n) process

In statistics, the concept of Fisher information plays an important role.  If the proba-
bility distribution p, of a stochastic variable X depends on a parameter 8 in an open
subset of R™, then (under mild regularity conditions) for an unbiased estimator 0(x)
the inequality of Cramer-Rao indicates that

8'
Va,(0(X))  2 I-1 where I = E-tlog p,(X)-  log p,(X).

80         Be

The term I on the right is the Fisher information matrix w.r.t. the parameter 8.
Under   the   same mild conditions,    for a stochastic process    Xi, X 2, · ·  ·   of   i.i.d.       vari-

ables with probability distribution p., the sequence of Maximum Likelihood Estimators
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(81'(Xl,...'XT) T€N is known to be (first order) efficient, i.e. the limiting distribution of
(4-(er - 0))T€N is normal with variance equal to the inverse of the Fisher information
matrix I.  For a time-invariant autoregressive process (m)tel of order n, Mann and Wald
(1943) proved that the sequence of maximum likelihood estimates al' of the coefficients

a=
E   based on T observations,

is first order efficient, i.e. the limiting distribution< a, j

an  

of (v/T-(al· - a))T€N is normal with variance equal to the inverse of the asymptotic Fisher
information matrix w.r.t. the parameter a. Also the sequence of maximum likelihood
estimators of the noise-level 92, jointly with those of the coefficients, is efficient in this
sense; see for instance Hannan and Deistler (1988). The (asymptotic) Fisher information
matrix can be used to define a Riemannian geometry on the parameter set. This is the
principle of Amari's differential geometrical methods in statistics (1990). He studied
higher order efficiency of estimators for parameters of exponential families by exploiting
the geometry of the parameter space.  He also studied the geometry given by the asymp-
totic Fisher matrix on the parameter set Un of stationary time-invariant autoregressive
processes of order n; a geometry, based on another connection than the Levi-Civita
(1987). We shall study the geometry of Un, based on the Levi-Civita-connection, in
chapter five. This section serves as a reminder for the expression of the asymptotic
Fisher matrix w.r.t. coefficients and noise level (a, 92). Chapter five contains many ex-
pressions of the asymptotic Fisher information w.r.t. other parameters.

Consider a univariate constant AR(n) coefficient process

4 = alz:-1 + · · · anz:-n   04, (2.21)

where (e:):Ez is Gaussian white noise with unit covariance.
We  associate  with this process its natural parametere= (al,...,an, 92), and its as-
sociated polynomial Ln(Z) -   (=n - al=n-1 _ .0. - an •  The AR(n) process is called
stationary if and only if all the roots of Ln have modulus less than one.
From now on, we shall suppose that the process (2.21) is Gaussian and stationary.
We also associate with it its covariance function 11: Tli = Ez:z,_i, i € Z+.  It is well
known that there exists the following relation between the natural parameter and the
covariance function:

/ 110   91   ···  11n \ 1  \    /92\

91    'o    .1.  71.-1                  -                                 (2.22)

-al 0 1

  Un  9n-1 ··· 90 7 -an , , 0  

Let us denote with PL.(zo,... , ZT) the joint probability density function of the T+1
variables z o, . . . ,a•o f the Gaussian stationary AR(n) process with associated polynomial
Ln· For clearness of exposition, we give now a derivation of the well known asymptotic
Fisher information matrix of a Gaussian stationary AR(n) process w.r.t. its natural
parameter which appeared in for instance Box and Jenkins, (1976), p.240.
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In order to study the Fisher information  Ge(n, T) in the distribution PL. (Zo,... ,ZT)'

(T k n) w.r.t. the natural parameter 0 = (al, · · · , an, 92), we have to calculate:

(Ge(n, T))(i = E (2.23)
8 log PL. 8 log PL.

aei ae,
Following Bayes' rule we have:

PL.(ZO„ ..,ZT  = PL. (zn, ··•,ZT  Z&...,Zn-l PL- ZO,...,Zn-1 ,

hence, if we denote by:  1L.(s) := log(PL.(zo,...,z.)),

4-(T) = 2         log(27rqi)--1- 'r(74-alze-1 -···-anzt-)2 +4.(n- 1).  (2.24)
T+1-n

292  

Differentiating yields:

8            .A etz:4    0-4.(T) =L- + -ZL (n - 1);Da: 9 Da,t=n

-9-14(T) = =li £(e  - 1) + --8-4.(n - 1).8(72 Za  02t=n

Now, the first and second terms in these equations are not correlated, and by taking
covariances we find:

Ge(n, T) = (T + 1 - n) x H  + Ge(n,n - 1), (2.25)

where

/5  5 ... "67 0\
...   391    0

HZ= E;E E E (2.26)
44 44

c -7 0 : 11,  21,
H@ will be called the asymptotic Fisher information matrix w.r.t the parameters e.
Note that it follows from equation (2.22 ) that the elements of H@ depend on e in a
dilTerentiable way.

2.5 The theory of shift invariant inner products
This section serves as a reminder of a theory that we shall use in chapter five to investigate
other important parametrizations of the set Un of univariate stationary time-invariant
autoregressive processes of order n, than the natural one. One parametrization that
follows from the theory presented below, identifies this set Un with
(-1,1) X ··· X (-1,1)  x  It+.  If one  uses the natural parametrization the situation  will

be far more complicated. The theory also has implications for identification algorithms:
Levinson's algorithm can be based on it. We shall even use this theory incidently in
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chapter six to discuss asymptotic behaviour of the Kalman Filter for a particular dy-
namical stochastic system with time-invariant system matrices. All the results in this
section are well known, and can be found in e.g. H.J. Landau (1987).
First, we introduce some notation and terminology:

•  A polynomial with real coefficients will be called stable if all its roots have modulus
less than one;

• The linear space of polynomials with real coefficients and degree S n will be
denoted by Un• This space will be identified with IR +1 by means of the trivial
parametrization:

Rn+1  -0 IIn; (bo,..., bn) »-+ boxn + bizn-1 + . . . + bn;

•  The subset of IIn , consisting of the stable polynomials of degree 5 n with positive
highest coefficient (i.e. bo > 0), will be denoted by Un. Remark: Un is open and
connected;

• Pn is the map Hn -+ Un, defined by K=) H =nb(1). We shall refer to this map
as the "sip"transform. Considered  as a linear transformation of R"+1,  P.  has the
matrix:

/0 0 ... 0 1\
00...10 tboj tb„j

pn= i E E E E ; pn E =I E l i (2.27)
01...00 (4   (b,)

(1 0 ... 0 01

• Throughout this section, we adopt the following notation:
Let Ln be a polynomial in Hn, then we denote its sip transform by En = Pn(Ln)•
Note that in that  case P,(=Ln-1(x)) =  En-1 (x)·

Next, we present the main results that we use from the theory of shift invariant inner
products on Hn•

An inner product  (,) on Hn is called shift inuariant

•  if (a(=), b(z))  =  (za(=), =Kz))  for all polynomials  a, b E  Hn-1
or, equivalently;

•  if the sip transforms Pk are isometric transformations of II, for all k f n
or, equivalently;

•  if the positive definite n + 1-dimensional square matrix H = ((xi, zj>)osi,jsn
is Toeplitz, i.e., if it has the form:

/ ho hl 11n '

121 ho . , ,   hn-1
H= (2.28)

C hn  hn-1  ···   ho  /
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Let a shift invariant inner product be defined on Un, and let  H = ((zi,zj))osids.  be of
the form (2.28). Then the equation:

1 ho : ... t) 1 1   =

/ 02 \
111   ho   ... h.-1 -al             0

hn  hn-1  ···   ho / -an /      0

has  a unique solution  (al,.·•,an, 92) with a>0.
The inner product defines a polynomial Ln of degree n by:

Ln(z) = 1(=n - alxn-1 _ . . . - an).C

Let En = Pn(Ln) be its sip transform. Then, it is not very difficult to deduce that Ln
and En have the following properties:

1.<Q(z),Ln(Z)  - 0 for all polynomials Q E Un-1;

2.  if Ln(Z) = (Z -0)P(x) then <Ln, Ln) = (1-02)<P, P>, hence Ln is stable:  Ln € Un;

3.  En is the unique element in IIn, such that  <Q(z), En(z))  =  2% for all Q € IIn.
The polynomial En(0)En =  En is called the "zero evaluator" w.r.t. this inner
product;

4.  (Ln, Ln  = (En, En)  = 1.

On the other hand, let Ln be an arbitrary stable polynomial of degree n with positive
highest coefficient. Ln € Un. Ln defines a shift invariant inner product on IIn in the
following way:

(a(=),b(z)) = -1-                          d0                       (2.30). a(ei0)5(e-i+)
2,r J-* En(ei*)En(e-*)

As En = Pn(Ln) is anti-stable,  8 is holomorphic on the unit disk, and, accord-

ingly, also w.r. t. this inner product  (Q, En>  =  -9(21 This shows that there exists
E.(0)'

a one-to-one relationship between shift invariant inner products on H., and elements
of Un·  From this one-to-one relationship, it may also be concluded that, for given

Ln(z)  =   (zi - alXn-1 _ . . . - an , (9  > 0 , equation  (2.29)  has a positive definite

/ho     hi     · · •     4   \
1   hi     ho     . . .   4-1   L

solution H=      :         :         :         i        i f and only if Ln €  Un·

(4 4-1... 4/
We shall call the unique shift invariant inner product, which corresponds to Ln in the

way described above, the Schur inner product induced  by  Ln.
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Finally, we summarize an important well known result that is the basis of the lattice
and Levinson's algorithms.

We shall call it the proposition of the last Schur parameter:

Proposition 2.3 Let n E Z, n > 0.
Let f b e the map: II„-1 x R -+ IIn, defined by:

(Ln_l,A) 1-+ Ln(Z) = =Ln-1(Z) + XEn-1(x).
Then, the restriction of f : Un-1 X (-1,1) -' Un is a bijection . Furthermore:

. A = klili
•   If Ln E  Un, then the Schur inner product on I|n, induced by Ln, restricted to Un-1,

is induced by 1--A2Ln-1 ·

If Ln €  Un, then A will be called  the last Schur parameter of L..

proof: We shall show that

1.  f is a bijection from 4-1 x R \ {-1,1} onto {Ln € nnILn(0) 4 3:En(0)};

2.  f(Un-1  X (-1,1)) C Un;

3. f-1(Un) C Un-1 X (-1,1).

1.  Let  Ln  =  f(L.-1, A). Applying the sip transform yields:

< Ln(x)   =   =Ln-1(2) + XEn-1(=)
1 (2.31)

En(z)   =   En-1(z) + A=Ln-1(Z) J
If IA 1 96 1, this is equivalent to:

  =Ln-1(z)  =  1-AiL#(0) - i-* En(=)
1 (2.32)En-1(X)   =  i*,En(=) - i-A,Ln(Z) , 

Equations (2.31) show that En(0) = En-1(0) = 1, and A - &  21 The proof of 1 is
E.(0).

now immediate.

2.  Let Ln-1  €  Un-1  and  1Al  < 1, and let Ln = f(Ln-1, A)·
Let (,) be the Schur inner product, induced by Ln-1 on III-1. We define an inner
product on  II  by taking Ln perpendicular to Un-1, and by putting  (Ln, Ln)  =
1 - X2. Then, we have that:

(zLn-1, =Ln-1) =1= (Ln-1, Ln-1),
and

(=Ln-1(z),ZQ(z)) =0= (Ln-l,Q 
for all Q € Un-2. From this, it follows easily that the so defined inner product is
shift invariant, and is induced by

4(11-Ail Ln, so Ln € Un.
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3. Let Ln = f(Ln-1, A)€Un.

Let  <,>  be the Schur inner product, induced by Ln on I[n·

As A = 25}  =  (Ln, En), it follows that  A  <  1 from Schwartz' inequality, property
4, and the fact that L. 96 En (since En 0 Un as n > 0).
Now, equations (2.32) and properties 1 and 3 show that
for all Q E Hn-1, <Q, En-1)  = (1-3()1(0) Hence, the restriction of the inner product
to  IIn-1  is the Schur inner product, induced by 41-AiL„-1, from which  we  see
that  Ln-1  E  Un-1•

2.6 Kalman Filtering and Smoothing; The Ex-
tended Kalman Filter

We assume that the reader is familiar with the principles of Kalman Filtering, (fixed
interval) Smoothing and the usual way to extend these identification techniques in order
to estimate states in non-linear dynamical stochastic systems. Appropriate references
are e.g. P.C.Young (1984), Jazwinski (1970) and Anderson and Moore (1979).

2.7 Arzela-Ascoli; Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
In this section, we gathered the definitions of equicontinuity, the equiLipschitz property
for collections of functions, and the theorem of Arzela-Ascoli. We included these notions
only as a reminder. A good reference for these topics is A.N.Kolmogorov and S.V.Fomin
(1970), pp. 102-107. We shall use these notions in chapter four, where we additionally
introduce the concept of "equislowly" varying coefficients of a sequence of time-varying
autoregressive processes for developing a sound asymptotic theory. In the same chapter
we also use the concept of the well-known Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Velocity process. We shall
consider some basic aspects of this continuous-time stochastic process.

Definition.  Let X and M be metrical spaces with distances dx and (4f respectively.
A collection F o f functions: X -+ M i s called equicontinuous if for every a E X and
every E>O there exists a neighbourhood U., of a, such that

dM('(2), f(a)) < E for all x E U., and all fe F.

The collection F is called equiLipschitz, if there exist positive numbers 9 and C, such
that

if dx(z, a) <7 1 then div(f(x), f(a)) < Cdx(z, a) for all a, = €X and all f E F.

Any collection of functions X -+ M that is equiLipschitz, is also equicontinuous.
Moreover, all functions from such an equiLipschitz collection are uniformly continuous
on X. Furthermore, they can be extended in a unique way to continuous functions on
X, the metric completion of X. The resulting collection of functions X -+Mis again
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equiLipschitz.

Theorem of Arzela-Ascoli.  Let X and M be metrical spaces; X compact. Let F

be an equicontinuous collection of functions from X t o M. Suppose that for any a E X
the set {f(a) I f€F}h a s compact closure in M. Then, every sequence of functions in
F has a subsequence which converges uniformly on X to a continuous function X -4 M.

Now, we give a reminder on the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Velocity (OUV) process. For a
definition and existence proof of an OUV process, we refer to Doob (1942). Continuity
of the sample paths is already stated in that article, but this property can also be proved
using a theorem of Kolmogorov (see e.g. Gard, (1988)).

Doob (1942) has proved that there exist univariate stochastic processes (u:)t€R, de-
fined on the whole real axis, which satisfy the following properties:

' (Ut t€R is stationary;

•i f s= max{al,     , 81} and t>a then p(u: 111.„ ···,u,a) = p(u, 1:,)
(Markov-property);

•  Va, t € Il, 8 0 t, we have  <  11.     Z A/(0, V) with det(V) 0 0.\ Ut
The probability densities of such a process are completely determined by two positive
numbers B and T in the sense that

Eu u.= te-Ble-'1 (2.33)

We shall not discuss the possibility that B = 00, i.e. that (14):€R is "white noise".
As E(u.+A-u.)2  = 2,-2(1 -e-BIN), the process is mean-square-continuous.  One can use a
theorem of Kolmogorov (Gard, 1988) to prove continuity of the sample paths t »+ 14(w),
(w € fl) P-almost sure: The theorem states that, if there exists ho, such that

Elut+A - Ut 10 5 CIA 11+6 Vh, lAI S ho

for some positive numbers  a, 8, C,  then the sample paths are continuous P-a.s.. Since

ut+A - ut is Gaussian, we have:

EIt:t+A - 11,14 = 12r4(1 - e-Blh'r,

hence, the condition of Kolmogorov is surely satisfied.
If one integrates this process, the result is called an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.  The
process u itself is usually called an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Velocity process, characterized
by the positive constants 11 and T: we shall refer to it as an  OUV(B, T)-process.
Due to the autocovariance structure given in (2.33), (or the markov-property) some
authors call the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Velocity process a continuow autoregressive process
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of order one (CAR(1); see Priestley (1981, section 3.7), Chan and Tong (1987), He and
Wang  (1989)  ).  It is easily seen that,  for  all  T E  R+, the discrete-time process (Z:)t€Zi

Zi = u( )   (t E Z)
is a time-invariant, stationary autoregressive process of order one, satisfying the equation

2*+1 = e-$4 + 1, 1 - e-& 1-At, (2.34)

where (At),EZ is Gaussian white noise with variance one.
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Chapter 3

Polygonal processes on a
Riemannian manifold

In this chapter, we present a model for the coefficients of a univariate AR(n) process
(m):20 if these are time-varying.
Consider such a process:

Yt = atill/t-1 + · · · + atinyt-n + 92€ti (3.1)

where

.  at, ac.i(1 S i s n i t 2 n) are given numbers, such that at >0 for all t € Z+

e  (et)*EZ+ i.i.d A/(0,1), and independent  of y_1,...,y_n

•  (7-1,...,y_n)' has zero expectation, and Var(y-i, · · · , 7-n) is positive definite.

Then, one can show by induction that Var(yt,... , y_.)  is  positive definite for  all  t  k  n,
and  that the numbers at, at.:(1  5  i S nit  2 n) are uniquely determined by the process,
because the equation:

/ 1 \ / a:\
-a:,1                 0

Var(yi,···,Y-n) -at,I (3.2)

-at,ntl

\ -at,t / \0/
has  a unique solution  o·t  >  0, at,1,···,at,t• (Necessarily,  at,„+1   = · · · =  at,t   = 0.). Hence,
the following definition makes sense if t E Z+:
The instantaneous associated polynomial denoted as L.,t or qi of the process (3.1) at
time t is the polynomial:

1g: = LI,t = -(=,1 - at,1 Zn-1  -I- at,n  (3.3)
at

37
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The  numbers  a:,1, .  .  . ,a t n,a t  can  be  the  coefficients  of a univariate Gaussian stationary
constant AR(n) coefficient system if and only if the instantaneous associated polynomial
Ln.t is stable.
It is possible to view the process (3.1) as an evolution of Gaussian stationary constant
AR(n) coefficient systems into each other as long as the instantaneous associated poly-
nomials are stable.  We will study the process from this point of view in the next chapter.
Note that as long as the stability condition is satisfied, we can consider the process (3.1)
as a walk of the instantaneous associated polynomials (qi),cz  through the set Un of all
stable polynomiats of degree n with positive highest coellicient.
We would like to model this walk stochastically, taking a relevant geometrical structure
of Un (or another coefficient space) into account.
Among those authors who like a stochastic model for the coefficients, it has been cus-
tomary to model the coeficients (qi)tez  as a (smoothly integrated) random walk

q:+1   =   qi + di
dt    =    adt-1 + v:      (a E [0,1)  )

where  vt is independent  of qo, do, · · · , d:-1, *. Connecting the coefficients *, one gets  a
polygon with edges equal to the directions di.  The length of the term v: can be inter-
preted  as the amount  that the direction  d: is varying  from its expected value  ad:-1.  This
length is independent of the past; it does not depend on where q, is in the coefficient
space.  But the terms "polygon" and "length" are used in the Euclidean sense.  If we
take another type of geometry, these terms will get another meaning.  Now, any
Riemannian manifold structure on the coefficient space defines a geometry. So, it seems
reasonable to generalize the notions "polygonal" and "independent directional variation"
for a stochastic process on the coefRcient space that is in agreement with its geometry.
For instance, in the usual model, the edge of the polygon between qi and qi+1 is a piece
of a  straight  line  in the direction  de. We shall replace  this  edge  by a piece  of the geodesic
from  qi  in the direction dt. Furthermore,  the term "independent directional variation"
will mean that the directional variation vt will have a Riemannian length that is inde-
pendent of the past.
The terms polygonal process and independent directional variation (and some technical-

ities) will be introduced in the sections (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). In section (3.5) we
present methods to describe these polygonal processes of independent directional vari-
ation and their probability distributions. Direction spaces and eigen distributions of a
symmetric tensor jield will play an important role.  Then we come to the kernel of the
chapter. We formulate two models for such polygonal coefficient processes, a Special
Model (a generalization of the usual random walk) in section (3.6), and a General Model
(a generalization of the smoothly integrated random walk) in section (3.7). We study
the linearity of these models in section (3.8), their complexity in section (3.9), and con-
vergence properties of processes, generated according to the Special and General Models

in section (3.10).
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3.1 Polygonal processes and their running times
Let M b e a n n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. For any point q€M and any vector
d in the tangent space Mg at q, there exists exactly one geodesic 7q,d : It -+ M, such
that 7qd(0) = q and fq,d(0) = d. For any point q € M, there exists a neighbourhood Vg
of 0 in the tangents space Mg, such that the following map is C°°, and its restriction to
1/; has an inverse which is also C-:

expq: Mq   -4   M
expq(d) = 7q,7(1). (3.4)

This map is called the normal map in q. Its domain consists of all the vectors d EMe,
such that the geodesic starting in q in the direction d has a length longer than 1.
We also form the tangent bundle TM of the manifold M:

TM = {(q, d)Iq € M; d €Mq} (3.5)

With its Borel sets as o·-algebra, the manifold M, and also the tangent bundle TM are
measurable spaces. For more details on the topology of M and TM and the normal
map, see chapter two.
Let  (fl,A, P) be a probability space.
Let (B:)Ez.12-1, B: C A be an increasing sequence of 0-algebras.
We shall consider a special class of stochastic processes on the tangent bundle TM,
adapted to this increasing sequence of a-algebras.

Definition.   Let (qt, di):ez+,(q:,dt)  : 0 -+ TM, be a stochastic process. We say that
it is a polygonal process adapted to (Bt),ez.:2-1 if

.  (*,dt) is measurable with respect to the 9-algebra B, for all t f Z+

•q o:0 - +M i s B-1-measurable, and

e *+1 = expq,(dt) for all t € Z+ for which the right hand side is well defined.       0

With such a process we associate a special, discretely valued, stochastic variable v:

v = inf{t € Z+I  expe,(di) is not well defined } (3.6)

It is well known that, if M is complete, exp  is defined on the whole tangent space Me
for all q € M, so in that case v = oo. We shall often work, however, with manifolds
which are not complete. The next lemma 3.1 shows that v is a stopping time.

Lemma 3.1 The stochastic variable v is a stopping time with respect to the sequence
(B:)tez.,2-1, i.e. the set {w € 01 1'(w) > t} is an element of the 0-algebra Bt for all t  f  Z+.

proof: We use a fact from the theory of ordinary differential equations:
Let p € N   and  V C R'+1  an open neighbourhood  of (0, w) for some w  €  Rp.  A  solution
= : I -4 Rpof an ordinary differential equation

2(t)  = f(t,z), where f :  V -0 Il' continuous and locally Lipschitz in x,
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is called maximal if its domain I C R can't be extended.  Let the unique maximal
solution  =(.,zo)  of this differential equation with starting value  z(0, zo)  =  zo  €  Rp  be
defined on 4. Then, it is a well known fact that the set

{(t,zo) E VI t € Izo}

is open in Il'+1. It is no problem to extend the validity of this fact for ordinary differential
equations on Rp to ordinary differential equations on a differential manifold N; just use
coordinate neighbourhoods. Consider the maximal solutions 7(t, q, d) of the difTerential
equation on TM

95(t,q,44(t, q,d) = 0  ; 7(0, q, d) =q; 4(0, q, d) = d.

These are the geodesics starting in q €M i n the direction d€Mq. From the above
mentioned fact from the theory of ordinary differential equations, we see that the set

W = {(t,q, d) E R x TMI·y(t,q, d) is well defined  }

is open in R x TM.
We have to show that {v > t}1 is element of B:. Well, note that

{v>t}= n<(l,q„d,) E W},
a<t

which is surely measurable w.r.t. Bt. Hence, v is a stopping time.                          0

The variable v will be called the running time of a polygonal process.  If (qi, d:)tez+ is
a polygonal process, adapted to (Bt):ez+, and p is a stopping time smaller than v, then
the set {p >t-1}i s contained in the set {v>t- 1}. Hence, on this set q: is equal to
qt = expe,_,(d,-1), so on this set qt is not only Bt-measurable, but also B:-i-measurable.
If (qi, clt):cz   is  a polygonal  process, and p is a stopping time,  also the stopped process

(*,di)tez+, defined by:
(#:,di) = (qmin(:.p),dil ,>tl) (3.7)

is  a polygonal process, adapted to (Be):Ez,12-1.

3.2 The Integrability Condition and
Never-Evasiveness

In order to facilitate the treatment of polygonal processes, we need to make some rather
technical assumptions. Firstly, we often assume  that a polygonal process  (qi, dt)tEZ+
satisfies the Integrability Condition:

E(Ildille,l{q,EK}) < 00 for all t E Z+ and compactKCM.
1By abuse of notation, we shall write {v > t} instead of{w f nlv(w) > i}.
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This is just to guarantee the existence of the B,-1-measurable map (qi,EL-'d:); we refer
to chapter two for the definition. We can then define the directional variation term

14 - d: - ES,-164.

Secondly, we shall frequently suppose that a polygonal process is never-euasive, i.e. at
any time t, and for any open subset U of M, there is a positive probability of finding the
process element qt in U. In the next lemma 3.2, we give an easily verifiable criterion to
establish never-evasiveness for a polygonal process.

Lemma 3.2  Let (*, dt)*z+ bea polygonal process, adapted to the increasing sequence
of a-algebras (Bt):ez.,2-1 and v its running time. Suppose that the process satisfies the
Never-Evasiveness Criterion:

P(qo E U and E Ild.Ile. < E) >0 forallopen sets UCM and all< >0 ; t € Z+.
/=0

(3.8)

Then, the process is never-evasive, i.e.:
P(v > t - 1 and qi c U) > 0 for all open sets U C M and t € Z+. (3.9)

Proof: Let U b e a n open set in M. Choose p€U arbitrarily. There exists a ball
Br,(p)  =  {q E  MI  *p, q)  < r,}, such that  any two points  in  this ball can be connected
by a geodesic within this ball, having a length equal to the distance of these two points2.
If q  €  Br,(p)  with  d(p, q)  <  4,  then  expe is defined  on  a  ball  V of radius  rp - 9  with
center O i n the tangent space of Mq, and d(q, expq(v)) = Ilull for all t t€K Now, it is
easy to see that:

1.
 go E Bl. (P) and  Ild, lie.< irp}  C  Br,(p) so (3.10)

{go €Bl.,(p) and E Ild,Ile.<  rp}  C  {v>t-land q, EU}.      (3.11)
'=0

This proves the lemma 3.2.                                                                             0

3.3 Independent Directional Variation
Definition.    Let be given a polygonal process  (qt, dt)tcz+, adapted to the increasing
sequence of 9-algebras (Bt),fz.12-1, satisfying the Integrability Condition. Let be given
a stopping time B, which is almost sure smaller than or equal to the running time v of
the polygonal process.
We shall say that this process is of independent directional variation until p if 3

(qi,dt)  =  (*,ES,-1 (d:) + vi) and (3.12)

||tg| le, is independent of Be-1  on the event  {p >t- 1}. 0 (3.13)

2. Normal property", see chapter  two, or Helgason, Theorem  I.9.9.
aThe definition of"conditional expectation"  (q, ES(d))  of a stochastic variable  (q, d) with values  in

the tangent bundle TM is given in chapter two.
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If a stopping time p is smaller than B a.s., then a polygonal process of independent direc-
tional variation until p is also of independent directional variation until p. If a polygonal
process is of independent directional variation until B, then also the process stopped
at  B is of independent directional variation until B.

We explain the idea behind this definition of independent directional variation .
As shown in Helgason, Proposition I.9.10, for any point p EM, there is a ball Br,(p)  C  M
around  p with radius  rp,  such  that  for any points  a, b  in Br,(p) there exist uniquely
determined vectors A, B € Mp with lengths shorter than rp, such that

expp(A) = a and expp(B) = b

and we have:
lim     |lA- Bllp = 1.

(o,b)-(p,p)     d(a, b)

This  means  that if di and EB,-1 dt are small enough,

d(expe,(ES,-1 di),q:+1) = d(expe,(ES,-idt),expe,(14))  .

- 11£8,-14 - dille, = |114110'. (3.14)

Now, expe,(ES,-,di) is the position you would expect for the new point q:+1, given the
past B:-1. Equation (3.14) shows  that the uncertainty  in this expected position  is  ap-

proximately equal to liu: lie„ which does not depend on where the expected position is
in M.

3.4  A simple criterion for independent directional
variation

We are mainly interested in polygonal processes that are not only never-evasive and
satisfy the Integrability Condition, but also satisfy a third condition.
The polygonal process (*,di), adapted   to the increasing sequence of a-algebras

(B:):cz.:2-1, and satisfying the Integrability Condition, is said to have a directional
variation tenn that is properly representable in vector jields if we can write:

de   =   ES,-'dt + vt where

vt    =    I At,iX:,1(qt)       (A, E R=)   (t f Z+)
4-1

for some C" vector fields Xt,:, such that, on the event {v>t- 1}, At is independent of
Bt-1, and has a continuous probability density that is positive on some open set  U  C  It"'
around 0.
The  set of vector fields  X t,1, . . . ,X t,m  will be called  a  set of vector fields of proper  vari-
ational representation.  If At is, moreover, Gaussian then we say that the directional
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variation  term vt is normally representable in the vector fields  Xt,1, ···,Xe,m.  We call
{X: 1, 0' - ' Xt.m} a set of vector fields of normal variational representation.

We shall discuss a simple criterion for a process to be of independent directional vari-
ation. In order to establish it, we need a general lemma.

Lemma 3.3 If a stochastic vector A : 0 -+ R™ has a probability density which is
continuous and positive on some open set U C R"' around 0, then for any vector x E It™
we can find a sequence (Bn)nEN of measurable sets in It™ and a positive number c, such
that

lim = CZZ'. (3.15)
EAX'1(A€B.)

n-,00 P(A E Bn)
Proof. There exists a positive number p, such that px E U and an invertible linear map

/1j
0

A, such that Az = E  AU and AU contains the set  [-41 + Elm C  AU for some

\O)
positive number €. The stochastic vector AA has a continuous and positive probability
density f on AU. Define the set Bn =  [0,11  x [- , ]™-1  for n  >  1. For simplicity of
notation, we suppose that m = 2. Note that for any continuous function g : AU -+ R,
we have that:

f3i to gtz,7)fiz,V)dzdy      ri
lim - JO g(z, 0)f(z,o)dz. (3.16)n-*co                                          -2

n

From this, it follows easily that:

lim E(AAA'A'1(AX€B.)) ri , Z2
n

f(z, 0)
n-,00 p(AA C B.)      =A C  O   0 ),fj f(u, 0)017:dz

(3.17)

The statement of the lemma 3.3 is now immediate.                                                           0

Proposition  3.4  Let  (qi, 01,)1€Z+  be a polygonal process, adapted to the increasing se-
quence of cr-algebras B:,tez,*2-1, satisfying the Never-Evasiveness Criterion and the In-
tegrability Condition. Let v be its running time. Suppose that the process also has a
directional variation term v, which is properly representable in vector fields:

m

vt = E At,iX:,i(q:). (3.18)
i=l

Then, the process is of independent directional variation until v if and only if the vector
fields Xt,i of proper variational representation have the same inner products everywhere
on the manifold, i.e.

q +  <Xi,i(q),Xtd(q))q is constant on M (3.19)
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for  all  t  €  Z+,1  Si, j  s  m.

Proof: If the process is of independent directional variation until v, then we have for
all Borel sets B in Il"':

Es,_1 ( l 1141 Il l{A,€B}1{V>:-1}) = E( I lvil lt l{X,€B,1<v>:-1}) on the set {v >t- 1}. (3.20)

Now, we have on the set {v >t-1} that:

Es,-1 (11141111{v>t- }1{X,€Bg= ES,-1(*((Xe.i,Xt.j>e,)1545=Atl{X,€B}1{v>t-1}) =

= tr(((X:,i, Xed)q,)isi.isml{v>:-1)E(Atgl{A,€B}l{.>t-1}))

because Xt,4(*)1{v>:-1  is measurable  w.r.t.   B,-1,  and  At is independent  of  B:-1   on  the

set {v >t- 1}. Using lemma 3.3, we see that
,\tr(((Xi,i,Xt,j)e,)19.isml{.>:-1}CZZ ) = CZ'((Xt,i,Xtj)q,)1935™1{v>t-1}0

is constant on the set {v >t-1} for all = € Il"'. This implies that
(<Xt,i(qi),X:J(qi)>9,)lsidsm must be constant on the set {v >t-1}C O.B y the
Never-Evasiveness Criterion the process is never-evasive: P(v >t-1 and qt €U) >0
for all open sets U c M. As the vector fields Xt,i are continuous and M is connected,
the functions q ,-A (Xt,i(q),X:J(q)>g must be constant on M for all t E Z+,1 f i, j S m.

If on the other hand the functions q »+ (Xt,i(q),X:J(q))9 = ctij are constant on M for
all t E Z+,1 5 i, j S m, then:

Ilville, =    I A:ix:jc,ij.
11  j=1

This is independent of B,_i, on the event v>t-1, because it is a function of At.      0

Remark 3.5 The proof demonstrates that most conditions in the proposition, especially
the Never-Evasiveness Criterion, are only needed to show the necessity of the vector
fields Xt,i to have inner products constant on the manifold (3.19) if we want the process

to be of independent directional variation. Those conditions are not needed to show the
sulliciency. For instance, if we take qo € M fixed, as we shall do occasionally, then still
the process will be of independent directional variation if the vector fields Xi,i of proper
variational representation have inner products which are constant on the manifold.

3.5 Minimal descriptions of the variation term
If a process (qt, d:)tez+ is polygonal, never- evasive, satisfying the Integrability Condition,
and of independent directional variation, with the directional variation term normally

representable in vector fields, one might wonder in how many ways we can normally
represent the directional variation term v: in vector fields. In other words, we want to
describe the collection of all sets of vector fields of normal variational representation.
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This description will be given in the next proposition and its corollary. The proposition
will also state a justification for the word "independent directional variation", because we
shall show that independent directional variation implies that the conditional variance
of the direction, given the past, Var44(4),can be given by a symmetric tensor field
of type (2,0), independent of the past. For these concepts: tensor field and  conditional
variance  of the process  (qt, (it), we refer to chapter two. In addition  to the concept of
tensor fields, we shall also need the concept of distributions in the sense of differential
geometry. Also this is explained in chapter two.

Proposition  3.6  Let be given a never-evasive polygonal process  (qt, dt)tez+, adapted
to  a  sequence of 9-algebras  (Bt)t€Z+, and satisfying the Integrability Condition.   Let  it
be of independent directional variation until the running time v, and have a directional
variation term v:, which is normally representable in vector fields:

n

14   =   E At,iX:,i(qi); (3.21)
i=1

At         is independent of B:-1

At    d   A/(0, QI) where Q, E R™x™ positive definite.

The distribution (= the FM-module), generated by the vector fields Xi,„ will be denoted
by Dt. The linear space, generated by the vector fields Xt,i, will be denoted by Ct. Of
course, we have:

D:(p) = £:(p) c Adp.

Then,

1.  For every  t  E Z+, there is an everywhere orthonormal  set of C°°-vector fields  of
normal variational representation at time t, Et,j,1555 4, such that these vector
fields span ft.

2.   For every t  E Z+, there exists a symmetric tensor field  Iii  of type  (2,0),such  that

(a)  Vars,-1((4)(X, Y) = 14(X(q:), Y(q:)) for all C°° vector fields X, Y C DM;
(b)  M can be regarded as a symmetric map from the tangent spaces Mp into Mp

and the eigenvalues Tj, and their multiplicities ma of 'M are constant, and
non-negative on the manifold; V can even be considered as a (symmetric)
linear transformation  of Lt;

(c) D:(p) = 4(p) = (Ker M)1 c Mp for all p € M.

3.   For  every  t  €  Z+,  a  set  of C°° vector fields  is of normal variational representation
at time t if and only if the set is spanning Ct.

proof:
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1.  By the fact that the tangent vectors X:i(q) have inner products, which are constant
on the manifold, we can define an inner product on the space ft by defining:

(Xt,i, Xed> = (X:,i(q),Xt,j(q))q·

Now,  we can apply the Gram-Schmidt procedure on these vector fields  Xt,i.  We
obtain an orthonormal set of 4 C°° vector fields Ew spanning £:, such that

n
Xti(P)  = E Ct j:Et,j(p) for all p €  M.

j=1

The coordinates of the vectors Xt,i(p), with respect to the base (Ev(p))1954 of
D:(p), are in column number i of the matrix Ct. Of course, the matrix Ct is constant
on the manifold M and surjective. Then, we can write:

m m h        4

vt =E Al,iX:,i = E E At,iC:jiE:,i = E(C:At),Et,j.
81 i=lj=l j=1

Let  vt  =  C:At  :  0  -+  Il :  As  X: is Gaussian  and  At  satisfies  (3.21), its variance

Qi is positive definite, and also Vt is independent of B:_i and Gaussian.  Now,
Var(11:) = C:Q:C&, which is also positive definite, because C: has full rank. This
shows that the representation of vt in the E,j is proper and normal.

2.  On any chart  (U=, z=),  we can extend the orthonormal set  Et,j  (1  5  j  5  4) to
a moving orthonormal base of Coo-vector fields Et,1,     -, Et.k., Et.k,+1, · · ·, Et,n just

na Bby applying the Gram-Schmidt procedure on the set  Et,1,        , 15:,k,, 32.„        ' 3=.-
The new vector lields Et,j, j 2 kt + 1 are all perpendicular to D:.

(a) For the vector fields Et j (1 5654), we have:
k:

(vt, Et,i>q,  = E 71:.i<Et,j, Et,i)q, = m.i;
j=1

Vars,-1(d:)(X,Y) = Vars,-,(vt)(X,Y) = ES,-1((vt,X(qi)>q,(14, Y(q:)>q,);
Vars,-,(d:)(Et,i, Et,j) = ES,-:(m,illi,j) = E(17:.ille·j) = (C:QtC:)4,

because 11, is independent of B:-i. If, for any vector field X, X(*) is perpen-
dicular to D:(qi) then, for any other vector field Y, we have:

(vt,X(q:)>e, = 0 hence Vars,-1(dz)(X,Y) = 0.

Now, define the symmetric tensor field 11 :DM x DM -+ F by:

Ii(Et,i, Eed) = (C,QiCt)ij, if 1 5 i, j 5 4;

11(Et,i,Et,j) =O,i f k t t l S i S n.
By this, it is clear that Ve is well defined as a symmetric tensor field of type

(2,0), and that
Vars,-,(dt)(X,Y) = 11(X(*), Y(qi)).
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(b)  Any symmetric tensor field of type (2,0), other than the Riemannian inner
product, induces a symmetric tensor field  of type (1,1), (see chapter two)
and hence a symmetric linear transformation of every tangent space Mp. We
denote also the symmetric tensor field of type (1,1) by li. The matrix of 14,
restricted to £(p) on the basis Et,j (1 S 4), is C*Q,C;, which is constant on
the manifold. This shows that one can consider 11 as a (symmetric) linear
transformation of £:. The eigenvalues of 11, viewed as a symmetric map from
Mp into Mp, are the eigenvalues of the matrix (7*Q,Ci. Hence they are constant
on the manifold,  and the multiplicity  of the eigenvalue  zero  is  mto  -  n  -  4 ·
The eigenvalues are non-negative, because C,Q:C; is positive definite.

(c) On any chart, Ker(14)(p) is spanned by the vectors Et,j(p), (kt t l   j i n),
and D:(p) = C,(p) is spanned by the vectors Et,j(p), (1 S j s kt).

3.  Suppose that the directional variation term is normally representable in the vector
fields 11,1,  ·  ·  ·  , 1/I,.. These vector fields generate a linear space, denoted by £:. We
have to show that £: = ft. Apply part 1. of proposition 3.6: there is an everywhere
orthonormal set of vector fields Et,j of normal variational representation at time t,
and spanning 21• Applying part 2c. of this proposition shows that

2,(p) = Ker(Ve)1, hence dimt: = 4 and

span{Et,1(P),•·· Et,k,(p)}  =  span{Et,1(P), · · · Et,k,(P)}.

Consequently, for every tangent space Mp there exists an orthogonal matrix Ut(p),
such that

k:

Et.j(P) = E Utij(p).it,t(p). Hence,
/=1

4                     4  4                               4

vt = I vt,j,Et.j(qt) = I Ellt,jU:ij(q:)Et,i(q:) = Z(U:Ve),E:,1(qt).
j=1 3=11=1 61

As vt is normally representable in the vector fields Aj, we also have:

k:

vt = I pt''A,1(q,)
/=1

where pt is independent of Bt-1 and Gaussian with positive definite variance.
Hence, by independence of the Et,1,

pt - U:(qt)'lt·

Independence of Ft and m of Et-i implies:

EF:Bil<m€B} = ES,-1/4/41{4,€B} = U:(qi)E(71:77il{m€B})U:(q:)'

for any Borel  set  B €  R+.  So, from lemma  3.3 we conclude  that

Ut(P)=z'Ut(p)'     (p € M; z € It* )
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does not depend  on p.  Then, for all  z  € 184,  and all points p, q €  M, we have:

Ut(p)=='Ut(p)'= U:(q)=z'U:(q)'.

Let A = U,(p)'Ut(q)'-1. Then, A'zz'A  =  zz' for  all  z  C It4. Consequently, also:

(Ati, =='Au) = (16,=z'u)  for all =,u E It+.

It follows immediately that A=I o r A= -I. The manifold M i s connected and the
orthogonal matrices U:(p) depend continuously on p. Consequently, U:(p) = Ut(q)
for all points  p, q €  M, and £:  = f:.
Now, the converse. Suppose  that  Y,i,· · ·, }1,  is  a  set of vector fields spanning  Ct.

By re-ordering  we may suppose  that  }1,1,·· ·, }l,k, is a base of £:, and that Y.k,+j =
Efli Gaj}li, and Et,j = Eki Wt,j}1,1. The term vt is normally representable in Eu,
hence vt = E;Li mjE:J(*), where 111 € Ill„ is zero mean Gaussian with positive
definite covariance.   Let  (p:,1,. - 0, P:,,-k, )'  also  be zero mean Gaussian with positive

definite covariance, independent  of 71: and independent of Bt_i.  Then,     111  1  is
\pt /

zero mean Gaussian with positive definite covariance. Now, we can write:

1,                    S-/4                          ks

vt = E Vt,jEta +  I pt.j(Y:,4+i - E Gujy,1) =
j=1 i=1 /=1

s-ki

=  (  Wits'li·j -    Gtljpt,j)}1,1 + E p:JYe.4+5 =
1=1 j=1 j=1 j=1

kt

= I(Willt - Glpt)1¥*.1 +   E  p:.1-k,Yi,1 -
/=1 t=k:+1

/W: -Ge\(71,1
=I 4,111,1 where Mt -      O       I     I61                              /   pt j

As the matrix Wt € Rk,xk, is non-singular, K: is zero mean Gaussian with positive
definite variance and independent  of B:_i, showing  that  the  set  Y,1 ;   - , Y,i  is  of
normal variational representation at time t.                                            0

Corollary 3.7 There is an everywhere orthonormal set of C°°-vector fields Ft,m,0+k
spanning 4, l i k s k:, such that we can write:

dt    =    ES,-1 di + vt
k,

ve   =   E it.,Tt,Ft,m,0+1, (3.22)
k=1

where the process (lt),ez+ is Gaussian, such that Var(At) = Ik„ 1, is independent of
B,-i and

0  <  T:,15-'  S Tt.'4 .
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Proof: Vt, restricted to Ker(11)1, has the matrix C:Q*Cj with respect  to the orthonor-
mal base (Et,j)isisk„  and this matrix is constant  on the manifold. Hence, there exists
an  orthonormal  set of eigenvector fields (Ft.m,0+1)isksk„ corresponding  to the positive
eigenvalues 0 < T 1 19 T , such that

kt

Ft,m,0+k = E Ut ikE:,i for all 1 5 k S 4 (3.23)
j=1

where the kt-dimensional orthogonal matrix U: is constant on the manifold. Then,
k,                                             n

vt =  62 11:JU, ikFt,™,0+4 - E(Ut'lt)"Ft ,mtotki
j,k=1 k.1

where

/ TA   0...  0

v..Ce.'.) = lic.Q.ciu; -  1.      "      .1.    0   '1.
< 0    0   ••· Tik,  

By defining:
/ Ttil      0· · ·    0

0       T61     . . .     0    1
11= : iii     U:4:

\0 0     ...  71,2 /

we get the expression (3.22).                                                                           0

According to proposition (3.6) and corollary (3.7), the variation term vt completely
determines the symmetric tensor field Iii and the vector space £, We shall call £: the di-
rection space at time t of the polygonal process. The inner products of the vector fields in
£: are constant on the manifold. However, if we don't want to distinguish between obser-

vationally equivalent processes, we sometimes do not need to specify this direction space.

Observational Equivalence On any chart (Oa,z=), we can extend the orthonormal
set of vector fields  Ft.™*,+k,  l  S  k  5  kt  to an orthonormal base (F:,k)15ksn, using the
Gram-Schmidt procedure. All these vector fields are eigenvectors  of the tensor field  11.
The eigenvector fields Ft.1+Ext m,j ' . . . , Fi,Ell ™,j' corresponding  to the eigenvalue  TA,

generate a distribution Dt,r„ of constant dimension mti. The tensor field M is completely
determined by these distributions and the corresponding eigenvalues.  On the other hand,
as vt is normally representable in vector fields, it is easy to verify that the probability
distribution of vt, conditional on the past Bt-1, is completely determined by its van-
ance which is given by V. If ES,-14 = 0 a.s., then this is also true for the conditional
probability distribution of d:. Until the running time v, these conditional probability
distributions together with the probability distribution of qo : 0 -+ M determine the
probability distribution  of (q., d.)05•st,  conditional  on  {v  > t} (Bayes' Rule). Conclu-
sion:
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Corollary 3.8 Suppose that two never-evasive polygonal processes are oj independent
directional variation until their running times,
have normally in vector fields representable directional variation terms,
satisfying ES,-14 = 0 a.s. ,
have the same probability distribution for qo : 0 -+ M,
and have the same Iii  for  ali t  E  Z+,
Then, these two processes have the same probability distribution until the running time v.

These processes need not be equal:  If an eigenvalue of lie has a multiplicity larger
than 1, then, for any orthonormal base of eigenvector fields (Ft.i)15isn, we can form an
other orthonormal base of eigenvector fields (Gi.:)15,Sn, such that the coordinates of the
Ge,i(p)  w.r.t.  the base  (Ft,j)(p)1555n  are not constant  on the manifold.  Then, the G:,i's
are not linear combinations of the F:j, hence the corresponding processes are not equal
according to proposition 3.6 part 3.                                                         0

Now, we are able to formulate our first Model for a polygonal process of independent
directional variation, which will be used to model the process of the coefilcients (qt)ZEZ+

Yt

of a timevarying AR(n) coefficient process (y,):ez+, (qt,        i       )= et, et 4. Ar(0,1).
C vt-n )

Note that the geometry of M has been used in two ways: in defining a polygonal process,
where we used the geodesics of the Levi-Civita-connection to get from q, to q:+1, i.e. for
the edges of the polygon, and in defining the concept of independent directional variation,
where the Riemannian metric was used to measure the length of the directional variation
term.

3.6 Special Model of a polygonal process
Before we introduce the main model for a polygonal process of independent directional
variation, we treat a special case of it.  It will be the case that ES,-,(it = 0. This "special
model" is the generalization of the usual random walk model for a coefficient process.

Special Model.  Let M be a n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, TM its tangent
bundle and let m€N,m s n. For any t€Z+ let be given m C--vector fields
X:,1,    - 'Xt,m  on  M.  Let  (fl, A,P)  be a probability space. Let (At),Ez,      At  :
0 -1 Itm be m-dimensional Gaussian white noise with variance Qi > 0, and let
qo : 0 -+ M be A-measurable, independent of the white noise (At)tez and non-
evasive i.e; such that

P(qo € U) > 0 for all open sets UC M. (3.24)

We define the increasing sequence of 0-algebras (Be)wz+ by:

Iii = the smallest cr-algebra, such that qo and A, (3 5 t) are measurable,  (3.25)
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and we recursively define the process  (q:, di):ez ,(q:,di)  : 0 -+ TM by:

m

de    =    E AtiX:,1 (3.26)
i=l

q:+1   =   expg, (dt), if this is well defined. If not, (3.27)
qttl =     h,+1  some  Bt-measurable ht+i. (3.28)

Then, this is a polygonal process. Let v be its running time. We shall show that the
Never-Evasiveness Criterion and the Integrability Condition are satisfied, and that the
directional variation term can normally be represented in vector fields.

The Never-Evasiveness Criterion: As the Xt, are continuous vector fields, the ex-
pressions  q.  and d. depend continuously  on  qo, Ao,···,At,  if a  S  t  S  v. The proof of
lemma 3.1, which shows that v is a stopping time, now makes clear that the set in
M x R™(£+1),

Y = {(go, Ao,···,A:) E M x R™('+1)1 v > t - l and E lid,lie. < E}
-0

is open, as well as its projection on It™( +1), the set Zi,

Z: = {(Ao,···,At) € Il™('+1)1 there exists qo E M,  such that  (qo, Ao,·,At) € 11}.

Then, for any open set U C M w e have:

P(qo E U and I lid,16. < E) 2 P(qo E U and (Ao,···,At) C Zi) =
a==0

= P(qo E U)P((Ao, · · · , A,) E Z:) >0

because  qo is non-evasive,  (Ao,···,At) is Gaussian with non-singular variance,  and  Z:  is
open.

The   Integrability    Condition:    By   the   continuity   of the vector fields   Xt,„   the   semi-
positive definite matrix  ((X:,i(q), X:.i(q))9)15,.ism is bounded  on  any  compact  set  K  C
M,  and this implies  that  E(Ild, 1 Iq,l{q,€K})  < 00, because  At has finite second moments.
Furthermore,  we  have  ES,-, de  = 0, because  At is independent  of Bt_i. Hence, the direc-
tional variation term is dt, and can normally be represented in vector fields. Accordingly,
we conclude that the process is of independent directional variation until v if and only
if the vector fields X:,i satisfy

q H  <Xe,i(q),X:J(q))9 is constant  on  M

forallt€Z+,1 5 i,jsm.                                                                       0

I+om now on we assume that the process is of independent directional variation un-
til  v. In order to be useful later on in identification procedures, the transition equation
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of the Model, (3.27) should be expressed in coordinates. We shall give an approzimate
expression: the expression of a (partly) linearized transition equation.
In the preceding corollary 3.7, we have seen that we can replace equation (3.26) by:

k:

dt = E it,Tt,m,0+k.Fl ,mtotki (3.29)
k=l

where   0 < Tt,™,o+1    5    · · · Te,n,   and   At   is unit variance Gaussian. Furthermore,
Ft,m,0+1,···, Ft,n  is an everywhere orthonormal  set  of 4 C- vector fields,  and  the  Xt,i
can be expressed in the Ft,k by means of coordinates, constant on the manifold.  On any
chart  (U=, zo),  we can extend this orthonormal  set  to  a base (Ft,k)isksn,  and  then  we
can replace equation (3.26) by:

n

dt = I lin,iF,J (3.30)
j=1

where 1, is n-dimensional unit variance Gaussian white noise and OST:,15 -     ,S T: .n•
The vector fields Fw can be expressed in the basis (5;51)15*Sn:

na
Ft.i(p)= Egi.= ki(w)-Ip if ==(p) = w.

A=1 8Za k

Hence, the coordinates of Ft,j with respect to this basis are in column number j of the
invertible matrix gt,„. Let Ct be the n-dimensional diagonal matrix

/ T:,1    0    . . .    0   )

Ct = ..0    0,2   · · ·    0    |

, 0   0  ... ... )
Then,

nn   a  n

d. = E,R,tia,joijilt,-   = E(g.,actit),3 -k'q'. (3.31)8%= k lq,

Let Ho be the quadratic form, defining the Riemannian inner product on Uo, i.e., let

8    8(Ha):j(w)=<-,-) if zo(p)= w.
8%0 /Zaill'

Because the Ft,j's form an orthonormal base, we have:

g;,aHagt,o = In,

i.e.

/ "-1
(3.32)9',09:,0 = 11= .
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We express qi in the coordinates of U=: let us denote

/ 141 1
x.(q:) =:vt=|    E | (3.33)

  Vin ,'|

Now, we linearize the map expq, : Mq, -+ M in the origin 0 E Mq„ and then express the
linearization of the transition equation

*+1 = expe,(dt) (3.34)

in these coordinates. The derivative of the normal mapping in the origin is the identity
(see chapter 2), and expe,(0) = qt. The linearized transition equation (3.34), expressed
in the coordinates x=, gets the following form:

14+1 = vt + gt,=(14)C,1, (3.35)

This linearized transition equation models the process (14)*EZ+, vt = x.(q:) as a mar-
tingale.
Locally, there exists a chart, such that the linearized transition equation (3.35) expressed
in the coordinates of this chart is exactly equivalent to the transition equation (3.34):  use
a normal chart around qi. This is explained in chapter two. We shall discuss some con-
ditions under which the system (3.35) is globally exactly equivalent with the transition
equation of the process  (qt, dt)t<z+ in section  (3.8)

3.7 Main model of a stochastic process on a
Riemannian manifold.

The preceding Special Model is just a special case of our general model for a stochastic

process on a Riemannian n dimensional manifold M of independent directional variation,
according to its metric until the running time v. We get this main model simply by re-
placing the unit variance white noise process (1:)tez in the preceding Special Model(3.30)
by, more generally, a stationary Gaussian m-dimensional process (8:)tez·

General Model. Let M be a n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, TM its tangent
bundle,  and  let  m  €  N  ,m  S  n.  For  any  t  E   Z+  let be given m mutually  or-
thonormal C--vector fields  Fin-™+1,···,Ftn on  M  and an increasing sequence of
m non-negative numbers Tt,n-m+1,···,Tt,n•  Let  (fl,A, P)  be  a probability space.

Let  (8:):€Z, et  :f l- ' R™,81 -  (81.n-™+1,···,et.n) b e a n m-dimensional stationary
process with unit conditional variance given the past, and a rational spectral den-
sity  matrix  f(ei+)  (0  E [-7r,74), which is everywhere invertible  on  [-r, lr]  .   Let
qo : 9 -, M be A-measurable and independent of (4):€z. We define the increasing
sequence of a-algebras (Bt&EZ+ by:

Bi= the smallest a-algebra, such that qo and 8, (3 5 t) are measurable.  (3.36)
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Then the process (*,de)*Ez+,(q:, 4) : n -+ TM will be defined recursively by:
n

de =  E etind.Fl,j (3.37)
j=n-m+1

q:+1   =   expq, (d:),if this is well defined. If not, (3.38)

q:+1   =   4+1, some B,-measurable 4+1. (3.39)

0

As the spectral density matrix f is rational, and everywhere non-singular, it is possible
to factorize f in the form

f(e,0) = lk(e'0)Qk(e,0). (3.40)
2,r

where k(z) is rational in z, analytical within a circle containing the closed unit disk,
det k(z) 0 0 for all z, Izl  < 1, k(0) = I and Q a positive definite n-dimensional matrix
(Hannan and Deistler, Theorem 1.3.3). As the transfer function k(z) is rational and
analytical in a disk, containing the closed unit disk, we can make a stable state-space
realization for the sequence (et)tcz:

6+1   =   FL + KAi
et  =  GE: + Al (3.41)

(Hannan and Deistler, Theorem 1.2.1), where (A:):Ez is white noise with variance Q.
Since we have assumed that the spectral density matrix is invertible everywhere on
[-,r, 7r],the transfer function k(z) = G(I - Fz)-1Kz + I is invertible on the closed unit
disk, and it is a well known fact that this is possible if and only if besides F, also F - KG
is stable (just note that:

i  I -j"  -K' j =
( I 0) (I-F z               0             ) (I  -(I - 170)-1102 \

=   G(I -Fz)-1   I ) <     0       G(I- Fz)-1Kz +I     0             I                   
Consequently, instead of (3.41) we can also formulate the system as follows:

6+1   =   (F - KG)6 + Ket
At  =   -Gf + et, (3.42)

which again is a stable system. From this, it is easily seen that the smallest Hilbert
space containing all 8., 8 St, is equal to the smallest Hilbert space containing all A.,
8 St, and, moreover, that (Al):Ez is Gaussian. This implies that

dt = ES,-idt + vt, where

Es,_164    =    ES'-1 (     I      #tin.:Ft,:(q,))  =      E     (G6)iTt,iFt,:(qi)
i=n-m+1 i=n-mtl

n

Ut = E Atirt.,Ft.i(q:), (3.43)
i=n-m+1
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where  At is independent  of Bt_i. Moreover,  we  see  that  Q  = I, because  we  have  as-
sumed that the conditional variance of 8, given the past, is equal to the identity. From
proposition 3.4 it is also immediately clear that the process is of independent directional
variation. In order to write the model in coordinates, we can proceed as before: we ex-
tend the set of vector fields  Ft,n-™+1,···,Ftnto a n orthonormal base (Ft,j)19Sn  on  any
chart  (0=, zo); we express these vector fields in coordinate matrices gt,=  w.r.t.  the base
( )15:sn, and linearize the transition equation *+1 = expq,(dt). The variation terms

ve determine a symmetric tensor field 11 with eigenvalues n.i and, possibly, zero, and
furthermore the direction spaces £, On the other hand, the stationary process 8, the
direction spaces ft, and the symmetric tensor fields lii, together with the initial proba-

bility distribution of qo, determine the probability distribution of the whole process. In
contrast with the special model, we now have to specify these direction spaces in general
for this probability distribution, because  the Es,-1 (dt) is expressed in vector fields  of Ct.
Let Ct be again the n-dimensional diagonal matrix with on its diagonal the increas-
ing sequence of non-negative numbers Tt,i, and let & be the n-dimensional station-
ary   process   et   =   (0, · · · ,0, et,n-m+1,···, 8:,n)·  Then the linearized transition equation
v:+1 = 14 + 9:,=(14)Ct#t in combination with (3.41) gives the system:

t („, j  =         F       0 j (6) + (    K       A..      (3.44)
< Vt+1 / \ 9*#(11,)CeG  I jl (v, ( g,B(14)Ct

where

(U=, x= : Ua    -0    K.  c Rn) chart;
Za(qi)  =  vt ;

za(q,+1)    =    v:+1   and

Etd(qt) = E(91,°)4(14)88=,0
i=1

This system is almost linear, except for the non-linearity in the factor gt,=(vt). Further-
more, it is locally exactly equivalent to the transition equation of the process if one uses
normal coordinates around the point qt. In the next section (3.8), we will discuss the
global equivalence between the transition equation and the linearized transition equation.

3.8 Equivalence of transition equation and its
linearization

In this section, we shall investigate how linear our Model is, especially how linear its
transition equation is.  This is important, because, if the transition equation for the
coefficients qt of the time-varying AR(n) coefficient process (y:):ez+ is linear in some
coordinates, the model gets the character of a Dynamic Exponential Family Regression,
an extension of Dynamic Generalized Linear Models. These are quite well studied in the
statistical literaturei. We shall examine the conditions that the transition equation is
globally exactly equivalent with the transition equation of the process  (qt, dt)EZ+· These

'See e.g McCullagh and Nelder (1989); Fahrmeir and Kaufmann(1991) and chapter six.
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conditions depend on properties of the distributions Dt, generated by the vector fields
Ft,1, ··· , Ft m.  In  case we do not  work with the Special Model, we also need a condition
that the direction spaces £: should satisfy.
We have already shown that dim D:(p) =4 for all p€M and some constant 4 €N.
From proposition 3.6 it is clear that without loss of generality we may assume that
m= 4, which we shall do in this section. We need some well known results about
involutive and totally geodesic distributions. See chapter two for these concepts.

Proposition 3.9 Suppose that the process (qi, di):cz+, defined  in the Model,  is  of in-
dependent directional variation until the running  time  v,  and  that the distribution  Di,
generated by the vector fields in the direction space £:, is involutive for all t E Z+. Then,
the following statements are equivalent:

1. There exists  a  set of charts  (U=, zo  :  0=  -* K), covering  M, and adapted  to  the
distribution Dt, such that for all a the transition equation of the process

*+1 = expe,(4)

is exactly equivalent with (3.35) under the condition  that  qt, q:+1  C  U=.

2. D: is totally geodesic, and has curvature equal to zero.

Proof:

(1  -+ 2)   Suppose that statement  l i s true.  Let Ft,1,-     , Fe ™b e the moving orthonormal
base in Lt as constructed before. Since the process is never-evasive, the transition
equation q,+1 = expe, (di), and v:+1 = vt + 9:,=C:#t on the chart  (A, zo), adapted
to the distribution  Di, are equivalent  only  if:

m
==(expq(£ 14.P:,i))  =v t g:.=(v)11 ,if za(q) =v; for all q€ 0=,

i=1

and all small u= (Ul,...,lim,0,...,0)€ Rk. (3.45)

Now, take a small 1 1= (al,  ..,lzm,0, ···,0) € Rk,q€ 0, and t€Z+ arbitrarily.
Let X be the vector field X = St1 1:jAi ; let ==(q) =v  €  V= and define the
vector field X by:

f = E(g:,a(v):t)i-_2. (3.46)
81 8Ka i

Then, X(q) = *(q). Moreover, because of (3.45), X is the tangent field of a
geodesic through q, hence we have:

CV k) Cq) = 0.
As the coordinates ki = (gt,=(v)u)i of X with respect to the base ( )15iSn are

constant on U=, we also have:

vt* (p) = I *,(p)*j(p)V  e  -2- (p) for all p E 0=.
8.- : aza ii,j-1
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Using that X(q) = f(q), we find:

E Xi(q)Xj(q)V- 0 - (q) = 0
8

0-: 8Za ji,j=l

for all vectors X(q) € Mq, such that X(q) = E;1114.Fl,j (q) for some
1 1= Cul,  '  ,lim, 0, · · · ,0)  6 Rk. But all vectors in D,(q) can be written like that,
and we conclude that

8 0
73.:-4 3Kaj(q) + VT.:-73Xai  q  =  '

Because we also have:

vr.-,32=icq, = Vi-- - 31=-i(q),

it follows that

V       - _(q) = 0 for all q € 0=; 15 i,j S m. (3.47)<38%. i
From this it is easily concluded that VXY E Dt holds for all vector fields X,YED,
It also shows that the curvature tensor R(X, Y)Z is zero for all vector fields X, Y
and Z € A. Consequently, the distribution D: is totally geodesic and has curvature
zero.

(2 -+ 1) Choose an arbitrary point q € M. Take a chart (0=,zo : Oa -+ 1<,) in the
neighbourhood of q, adapted to the distribution Dt. Adaptedness means that Dt
is spanned by some coordinate base vectors, say by 3=8=1, · · · , 3=8-· We shall con-
struct m independent vector fields Bi, · · · ,B m i n Dt around q, such that
VXBj=Ofor all j, 1 5 j i m,a n d all vector fields XED,
We simply show that the partial differential equation

V  a  Z=Ofor all l S j s m (3.48)
8Sa i

is solvable in Di for every starting condition Z(q) =w€ D,(q). To see this, we
first express Z w.r.t. an orthonormal base (Ft,j)lsism of 4 :

Z = E Z:F:,1.
/=1

Using this, equation (3.48) can be rewritten as:

,  3 --(Zi)Ft,i +  Z:Viz.--Ft,1 = 0.
By taking the inner product with Ft,k, we get

am
- (Z,) = -E Z,<Ft„ V a Ft,t>  for  all  1  S  k, j  S  m,
8Za j 8.a j

/=1
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or, in vector notation:

8
- (Z)= -AjZ forall l S j Sm, (3.49)
8%°i

where

A j= <         i                         :

(Ft,1, VaFt,1) ··· <Ft,1, V_aFt.m) \
ba i 8aa i

(Ft,m,V_L.Ft,i) ··· (Ft,m,V_.aFt.",>  
ema i 8'a i      /

Such a linear partial differential equation with starting condition Z(q) = w ER™
has a solution, provided differentiating equation (3.49) entry j with respect to z. i
will give the same equation as differentiating equation (3.49) entry i with respect

to zo j. This condition, which correctness has to be shown, can be reformulated as

8 8--Alt AiA:=--A:+A:Ai (3.50)
a=al 8Zai

We show this equality by evaluating entry kr of this equation. We have:

(a)                                   88(-Aj)kr = -(Ft,k, V__a.Ft,r) =
8Ka i 0=a i es. i

=  <VBti Ft,k, V,47Fer> + (Ft.k, V itiV=37Ft,),  and

(b) because

8
0 = BE-(F:,k, Fu)  = (94,Ft,k,Ft,i) + <Ft,k, VBLF:.A,

and m

D, 3 9   8   Ft,k = E<V   a   Ft,k, Ft,t)Ft,t,em. i /=1 ha i

we also have:

(AjAi)kr = E(Aj)k'(Ahir = I<Ft,k, V_L_Ft,i>(Fu, VeeiF'.r) =
61 /=1

=- I<v Ft,k, Ft.1) (Ft.1, V--2-_ Ft,>  =  -(V_. L Ft, , VB=:-2 FA.
61 4, e.. i 6/aj

Since the curvature  is  zero  in  Di, it follows  that

V  a  V  a  F#=Va  V  a  Ft'71
ba i   esa i 8•. i   *a i

which shows the correctness of condition (3.50).
Hence, we have m vector fields Bi, · · ·B m i n 1):, independent in Me, and thus also
independent in the neighbourhood of q, such that VXB: = 0 for all X E D, Then,
in particular we have [Bi, Bil = VB:Bj - VB,Bi = 0 and, according to Nijmeijer
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and van der Schaft Theorem 2.36, we can find a chart (00, x  : 08 -+ 1/B C Rn),
such that Bi = for all 1 5 i s m. Let again (Ft,j)15 js™ be an orthonormal
base of eigenvectors of the symmetric tensor 11 in the direction space Le. Then,
the transition equation of the Model at time t is

m

q:+1 =expq,(E At.iTt,iFt,i). (3.51)
i=l

Let  %0(qi)   =   (vei, ···,vik)   =  vi. The vector field  Ft,i  can be expressed  in  the

coordinate vectorfields -L = Bj, (1 S j s m)b y means of the coefficients in the
8=0 i

ith column of matrix gt,B. Hence, the vector X(qi) = Eiti At,iTt,iFt,i in the point qt
can be written as:

*(q:) = E(gt (U:)1:)jB,
j=l

where u = (At,11:.1, , -, At,mn,m, 0, ···,0) € Ilk. As we have VB: Bj = 0, the vec-
tor field *, defined by X = E;11(9,.0(vt)u)jBj is a tangent field of a geodesic.

Consequently, the translation of equation  (3.51) on chart  (00,2:B) is  exactly

(V:+11,       - , v:+1  k)  =  (141, ··· , 11:k)  + 9:8 (11, 11,

where =Bqttl - 14+1 and u is as defined above.                                                0

Example 3.10 A simple example of an involutive, totally geodesic distribution with
curvature zero is a distribution generated by the field of tangent vectors of all the

geodesics through a certain point.
The precise construction is as follows. Start with an arbitrary Riemannian manifold M,
choose a point q_1 E M, and likewise an open normal neighbourhood U (with nor-
mal  property, see chapter two) around the point  q-i ·  Now,  let  M  be the Riemannian
manifold:

M=U\ q-i·
Any point p€M can be connected with q_1 by one and only one geodesic 7 in U, such
that

7(0) = q-1 ; 9(0) = v with Ilv  q_, = 1 and 7(t) = p for some t € R.

This implies that
expq_, (tv  = p.

Now, define the vector field F by:

F(p) = 9(t).

Then, F is the tangent field of the geodesics through the point q_1. It can be verified
that F is a C--vector field with constant length one. The distribution generated by F
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is constant dimensional, involutive, and has curvature zero (all one-dimensional distri-
butions have curvature zero and are involutive), and totally geodesic.
We shall often make use of this example for constructing a very interesting type of Mod-
els: the Geodesic Models.
Definition. A General Model on a manifold M will be called a Geodesic Model if, for
some geodesic tangent field F on M, all direction spaces (t satisfy

Ct = span{F}. (3.52)

Instead of a tangent field F of geodesics through a point, one can also make tangent
fields of geodesics perpendicular to a hypersurface. In chapter five we shall encounter
two examples of fields of the latter type:

• Let M = Un, the stability region for associated polynomials of stationary AR(n)
processes, and let the Riemann structure on M be given by the asymptotic Fisher
metric.    On this manifold  we  have the example  of the vector field  F  =   3 ,  the
geodesic tangent field given by the arcsines of the last Schur parameter. It is per-
pendicular  to the hypersurface  Un_1.

• On the same Riemannian manifold, we also have the example of F = 2, the
geodesic tangent field given by the log-noise-level. It is perpendicular to the hy-
persurface ARn, of polynomials corresponding to All(n) processes with noise-level
equal to one.                                                                                 0

Under which circumstances can we obtain a linearized transition equation that is not
only exact but also completely linear? The answer is given in the following Corollary.
We call it "Corollary", because it is proved in almost the same way as the preceding
proposition.

Corollary 3.11 Suppose that the process (qi,d,)t€Z+, defined in the Model on the
k-dimensional manifold M, is of independent directional variation until the running
time v with direction spaces (, that generate distributions 13:(t E Z+).
Then, there exists a set of charts, covering M, and adapted to the distribution 1)4 such
that the transition equation at time t, expressed in coordinates of these charts, is not
only exact but also completely linear if and only if all vector fields X and Y in the
direction space (t satisfy VxY = 0.

Proof:  Let  F:,1, • •,Ft,m  be an orthonormal  base of the direction space  ft.  As  the
exact transition equation is equivalent to its linearized one, we have:

m
2=(expq(E uj.Ft,j)) =v t g:,=(v)u, if zo(q) =v

i=1

for all q € 0. andall small u = (ul, ···,um, 0, · · ·0) E Rk where, as we have seen in
the proof of the previous proposition 3.9, the first m coordinate base vector fields 32. i
(1 S i s m) satisfy

8
V  a  - =0  (see (3.47)).47,/Za i
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The transition equation is completely linear, hence the first m columns of the matrices
gt,a(v) are constant on K ; these do not depend on v. Consequently, the m vector fields
Ft,j are constant linear combinations of the first m coordinate base vector fields. The
elements X, Y of the direction space £: on their turn are constant linear combinations
of the Ft,i, hence also of the first m coordinate base vector fields, and, accordingly, X
and Y satisfy VxY = 0.
Suppose on the other hand that all elements X and Y of the direction space £t satisfy
VxY = 0. The rest of the proof is almost a repetition of the last paragraph of the proof of
the preceding proposition:   Let  Ft,i, ·  · ·, F:,™  be an orthonormal base of eigenvectors in  £,
of the symmetric tensor 11. In particular we have [Ft.i, Ft,il = VF,..Ft.i- VF,JF:i = 0. We
can apply proposition 2.36 from Nijmeier and van der Schaft: around any point q EM,
there exists a chart (UB, =B), such that

8
- =Ft,i    (Isism),
8ZB:

hence, adapted to the distribution Di. Any constant linear combination X of the Ft,: is
in ft, hence satisfies VxX = 0, and, accordingly, is a tangent field of a geodesic. The
Model defines the following transition equation:

m

q:+1 = expe,(E At.in,ilii).
81

As X = ETi At,iTt,4Ft., is the tangent field of a geodesic on the chart (08, zB), we exactly
get:

(14+1  1,   - ' ' 14+1  k)  =  (141, ···,vtk) + (X:,1Tt,1, '    - ' At'mn,m, 0, · · · ,0)

with
=0(q:+1 ) = (14+1 1,  -,14+1 k);    St,(*) = (141,  -'vtk).

The right hand side of this equation is linear in At and vt.                                               0

Note that the probability distribution of a Special Model only depends on the eigen
distributions of the symmetric tensors 11. If all the eigen distributions corresponding to
non-zero eigenvalues n i of 11 are totally geodesic, and Di has curvature zero, then the
Special Model is observationally equivalent to a Model with transition equation at time
t that on some chart is exactly equivalent to a completely linear equation.

As we already said in the first paragraph of this section, the study of models with a
linear transition equation will take an important place in this thesis. The reader will not
be surprised about the word we use for this type of models.

Definition.  A zero-curvature model is a General Model on a manifold M, such that M
can be covered by charts with respect to which the transition equation is exactly linear.  0

A fairly rough estimate of the error, made in replacing the transition equation of the
process at time t by (3.35), is contained in the following lemma 3.12. First, we introduce
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some notation.

Notation
Let  (U=, xq : 0. --,  1'= C Rn)  be a chart of a n-dimensional
Riemannian manifold M. In every point w Eva, we define the following n+1 symmetric
n-dimensional square matrices:  if z=(p) =w and  1 5 i,j,kin then

8    8
the matrix defining the metric is: (H=ki(w) :=   (-,->Ip;

82°i °Zoi
the christo#el symbols (P)ij(w) are : matrices defined by

8VIAL-(p) = E r :(10)-8-(P).    (3.53)
bi :  ga

j k=l -      /Za k

These matrices are smooth functions of w. Furthermore, for any compact set K C V=,
we define the non-negative numbers

I'max(K)   =  max{IXI I A eigenvalue of I' (w),   1 5 k s n,w€K}
Hm=(K)  =  max{p  I p eigenvalue of H=(w),  w E K}
Hmin(K)   =   min{p  I B eigenvalue of H=(w),   w € K}. (3.54)

Lemma 3.12 Let (Es)15#n bea moving orthonormal base of the tangent spaces of M,

n                 8Ej(p) = E(9°),j(w)- jf ==(p) = w,
6=1 8Zai

and let q be a point in Uo; x=(q) = v. Then, there is a compact neighbourhood W of v
in Ii= and a number r > 0, such that

.                                                          46\1 H-(W,rImax (W) n .
d(expq(E t:jEj), zal(v + go(v)U)) 5 E u; (3.55)2Hmin(W) j=1i=l

for all u E It" satisfying
£.:<''I

Proof: We use Theorem I.9.9, Helgason (see chapter two) to make a compact ball

Br,(q) around q, such that its image zo(Br,(q)) lies in a ball with radius f in K, and
such that any two points in Br,(q) can be connected by a geodesic in Br,(q) with length
equal to the distance of these two points.  Let W be the convex closure of x=(Br,(q))
and let r = min(rq, r). Then,  W is compact.
Firstly, we approximate the distance of two points p,   in Br,(q) by the Euclidean distance
of their corresponding points  w, 6,  in W. Connect the points  w, *  by a  straight  line in
W; let 77  : [0,11  -+ M; 71(0)  = P; 71(1) = # be the corresponding curve on  M. Then,

rl

d(p, ) S jo  111>(t)Ilg<t)di S V Hm„(W)11w - tDIIEuct  (3.56)

Secondly, we compare, first in V*, the image 7 = zo('1) of the geodesic

·9 : 10,11  -+ M; ·9(t) = expq(t E;=1 1,jEj) with the straight line
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6: [O, 11 -0 K,; 8(t) =v t go(v)ut. Let h: [0,11 -4 1<*; h(t) = 7(t) - 8(t) be the difference
of these two curves in K*. Then,

h(0) = O; h'(0) = O; h"(t) = :i(t) for all t E [0,1],

and we have:

A  -                                                      e

h(t)lloo = 11 j, j,  h"(1-)drdilloo = 11    (t - 7-)h"(·r)drll- 5 - max I lh"(7-)160.
2 r€[O,4

Because ·9 is a geodesic, we have:
n

'9,(7·) = -E ·h(T)rt(Thj(r),
ij=l

and, consequently,
1;b,(r)1 5 rm"(w)117(T)11Euc

Now, we compare the Euclidean norm  1111Euc on K with the Riemannian norm 11 Ilvt:
1

  • (T)1| UC
- (7(·r),H=(7(T))H=-1(7(1-))7(1-)) < 114(r)11:(r).- Hmin(W)

The tangent vector of a geodesic has constant length, hence we have:

n

114(T)114(.) = E uj.
j=1

It follows that

IliC,)11- 5 2Z E jf ·:.
Inequality (3.55) now follows immediately from

xll]Duc S v/;ill=11- for all = C Rn.

0

Remark 3.13 It is a well known fact (Kobayashi and Nomizu,I,1963, Proposition 8.4)
that for a normal chart (U=, zo) around a point p, as defined in chapter two, the christoffel
symbols vanish in the point p, i.e.

rt(w) = 0 if zo(p) = w.

With this fact, the inequalities of the lemma show that normal charts have locally good
properties as far as the equivalence of transition equation and its linearized version is
concerned.                                                                                                                                0
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3.9 Complexity
The design of a Special Model of independent directional variation until the running
time v depends on the following specifications:

1. The specification of the Riemannian manifold M;

2.  The specification of the probability distribution of the initial point qo: 0 --+ M;

3.  The specification of the vector fields X:,1,..., Xt,m  and the variance of At, Qt > 0
for  all  t  E  Z+.

As we have seen, we can replace point 3. by:

3.'  The specification for all t € Z+, of a finite, increasing sequence of positive numbers
Ttj,  and
corresponding with these, a finite sequence of mutually orthonormal C- vector
fields Ft,j·

On any chart (0., 2.),we can extend the set of vector fields Ft,j to an orthonormal base
(Ild)15jsn), such that the last 4 vector fields Fin-k,+1, · · · , Ft,n span the same distribu-
tion D: as the vector fields Xe,i· Expressing the moving orthonormal base (Ft,j)lsisn on
the coordinate neighbourhood U= in the coordinates yields a factorization of the inverse
of the quadratic f rm Ho, as equation (3.32) shows.  At the intersection of two coordinate
neighbourhoods Ua n UB, we have:

n                     nF''i =   9,hj- =  I  ge,j(DZ. O =Sl)k,_- - for all 1 5 j s 4,
r=1 azo, r,k=1 Oza,k

hence,

there is a number kt E Z+, such that for all charts (Ua, zo), (UB, z ) and for
all p € 0= nOB, the last 4 columns of gt,=(w) are equal to the last 4 columns
of (Dz= o zil)gt ,(li)  if =,(p)  = w  and  =,(p)  = u.

(3.57)

It is not difficult to verify that, if a collection of factorizations H=-1 = 91,=9£,0 on all
coordinate neighbourhoods Oa satisfies the compatibility condition (3.57), then this col-
lection completely determines a moving orthonormal set  Ft,n-k,+1,···, Ft,n on M,  and a
moving orthonormal base on any chart. Hence, we can replace point 3'. by:

3".   For  any  t  €  Z+,  one  has to specify an increasin  sequence  of n non-negative  num-

bers  T:,1, ···,Te,n  and a collection of charts (U.,==), covering M, together  with
factorizations HJ1 = gt..96,= satisfying the compatibility condition (3.57).
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If we are only interested in the probability distribution of the process, then we merely
have to specify:

1. The Riemannian manifold M,

2. The probability distribution of the initial point qo : 0 -+ M,

3.   For any t  E  Z+, the symmetric tensor 11 of type (2,0) with non-negative eigenvalues
and multiplicities which are constant on the manifold.

As we stated in the remark 3.5, we can specify instead of point number 3:

3"'. For any 1 E Z+, a finite set li of non-negative numbers ni and, corresponding
with  these,  a  set of constant dimensional distributions   1): .c, which are mutually
orthogonal, and which together span DM.

Complexity of a model depends on the number of specifications to be made. In order to
reduce the complexity of a Model, one can make a priori assumptions on the process like
e.g. that the vector fields X4 , or the tensors V*, are all equal to 0 except in one "jump"
time, or that the vector fields do not depend on the time t. In the latter case that the
vector fields are constant in time, we can now give a list of Special Models of increasing

complexity:

Complexity typea

1.  The set T of non-negative numbers mentioned in point 3"'. contains only one num-
ber T that, consequently, has to correspond to the total distribution DM. The
probability distribution (until v) depends only on that number 7- and, as we shall
see in the applications, in a not very critical way on the probability distribution of
qo.

We shall call these models the Simple Models.

2.  The set T contains only two numbers, To = 0 and T > 0, where T corresponds to an
involutive, totally geodesic distribution D. with constant dimension m. Then, the
probability distribution depends on the number 1-2, the distribution D„ and also on
the probability distribution of qo in a critical way. In fact, qo determines on which
integral manifold N(qo) of Dr the process will proceed until the time v. According
to Frobenius' Theorem (see Nijmeijer and Van der Schaft, Corollary 2.43), for any
integral manifold  N of an involutive distribution  and any chart  (Do, zo), adapted
to the distribution, there are numbers  al, ' '     , an_m  E  R,  such  that

Ar n U= = {q E Gal=o ™+1(q) = al,···,za n(q)=an_m}.

Determining the manifold N(qol is the same as determining
xe, ™+1(qo), · · · , %= n(qo) if qo E Ug.
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3.  The set T consists of two positive numbers Ti and 1-2. The distribution 1)11 is con-
stant dimensional and involutive, and the distribution Dr, is of constant dimension
1 (so it is involutive), and totally geodesic. Although this is already a very com-
plicated situations, we can construct charts that reduce the complexity.  It is  done
in the following lemma 3.14. The lemma is almost trivial if one is familiar with
pencits of geodesics.  The definition of pencils of geodesics, and some well known
facts about these, can be found in chapter two.

Lemma 3.14 Consider a Model with tensors V (t E Z+). Suppose that for some time
t E Z+ the tensor 11 is characterized by only two eigenvalues 0 5 7-,1 < *2 with mul-
tiplicities n-1 and 1 respectively, and corresponding orthogonal constant dimensional
eigen distributions 4, and 4,. Then, the following statements are equivalent.

1.  There is a collection of charts  (U„, 241 : g, -* VV) covering M,  such that

(a) They are adapted to both distributions Dr,1 and 2,

(b)  The linearization of the transition equation q,+1 = expe,(dt) on this chart is:

\,
if =g(qi)   =   (1 4 1   · · ·   vt n-1   114 )   and,

\/
if  =„(q:+1 )      =       (  14+11                   v:+1  n-1      W:+1   )     then,

vt+1     -     vt + 9„(14,114)7-tlA:, (3.58)

W:+1   =   114 + Tt,At, (3.59)

where <  t  | is unit variance white noise, and
\At,

9(v,w) =   09(v, W)  On-iixi   satisfies gg' = 14101xn-1

(14(v,w) is the matrix of the Riemannian inner product on the coordinate
bases of the tangent spaces of U ).

(c) Equation (3.59) is precise.

2. The distribution D.*, is involutive, and the distribution D.„ is totally geodesic.

Proof:

(1 -+ 2) One can deduce Ii; from equations (3.58, 3.59); it is clear that the eigen dis-
tribution  Dr,t is spanned  by the (orthonormal) vector fields   Ft,1,       -, Ft,n-1 ·  They
have their coordinates w.r.t. base ( )19<n in the first n-1 columns of the

matrix g. As the last row of these columns is zero, the fields Fu (1 S i s n-1)
are already linear combinations of the 24, (1 S j j n- 1). Thus, D:1 is spanned

9,

SOne might argue that this case is simpler than case 2, if Ti > 0, because then the model does not
depend that heavily on the probability distribution of qo.
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by these first n-1 coordinate base vectors, and is hence involutive (A distribution
spanned by coordinate base vector fields is always involutive). The other distri-
bution D,2 is automatically involutive, because it is one-dimensional. Moreover,
because equation (3.59) is precise, proposition 3.9 shows that D,2 is totally geodesic.

(2 -+ 1) We shall construct a chart with properties (a),(b),(c) around any point in M.
The distribution 1)B is spanned by a geodesic vector field B, i.e. VBB = 0. Then,

B<B,B)q = 2(VBB, B)q = 0 for all q E M,  so also the vector field

B(q)
X(q) = - satisfies VIX = 0,

11Bllg

and is a geodesic vector field spanning the distribution  DB.
Fix a point p € M. Then , there exists a ball Br,(p) with center p and radius
rp, such that any two points in it can be joined by a geodesic that lies in Br,(p)
(normal property, see chapter two). Hence, for any point q in the ball Bi„(p) the
map exp, is defined on a ball with center 0 and radius  rp in the tangent space
Mg. Let I be the interval I = (- rp, iwrp) in It.
Because 4, is involutive and of constant dimension n - 1, this distribution has
integral manifolds through every point (Frobenius' Theorem).  Let N be the integral
manifold of D„, through p. Then N is a differentiable manifold and Ng = 4, (q) C
Me for all q E N. Let (Ut,zi : Ul -0 1/i C Il*-1) be a chart of N, such that p E Ui.
Let U b e the interior in N o f U i n Bir,(p). Then, for any q€U the geodesic

7q(t) = expq(tX(q)) is well defined on the interval I. Let 1/; = zi(U). In that case
K is an open set in Il"-1. Let  =1(P)  = ao E  Ii'.
Now, we are able to defne the map 4 : 1/i' x I -+ M by:

*(a, t) = 74(t) = expq(tX(q)), if xi(q) =a E K. (3.60)

Note that  *(a, 0)  =  q, if zi(q)  = a, hence in particular  *(ao, 0)  =  p.  The map
10 is C°°,8 and we shall calculate its derivative *.1(.,o)  :  It"  -+ Mp in the point
(ao, 0)  E  K  x  I.  If a  :  V'  -+  It'  is the natural chart  of K,  i.e. the identity,  and
t:I- +I the natural chart of I, then we have for any C°° function f:M- · +I l:

8      8                      8                    8
0.1(oo.o)(-)f = -(f o exp=Tics)(0))1=.0 = -(f o zil(a))10=00 = (-),(f),Da:      Bai                            Dal                       821 4
and

8
41(ao·o)(3i) = exppilo(X(p)) = X(p),

because the derivative of the normal map in the origin of the tangent space is the
identity. This shows  that the derivative of *  in  (ao, 0) is bijective, because the
tangent vectors (2-)p, 0.-,(5218=4), form a base of Np, and X(p) forms a base

6In chapter two we have recapitulated some basic facts about C°°-maps between differentiable man-
ifolds and their derivatives.
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of Nj·,so together they form a base of Mp. By means of the Implicit Function
Theorem, we see that there exists an open set K, C It' x I and an open set
UHCM, such that 10 : 111 -+ Unisa diffeomorfism. Let zn : Ug -+ 1<, be the inverse
of 4.  Then,  (U„ z,)  is a chart  of M. We shall  show  that  it is adapted  to  both
distributions. Note simply that 4 is a pencil of geodesics, because the t-curves
79(t) = expe(tX(q)) are geodesics parametrized, according to the arc length for all
q EN (see chapter two). We have:

8
(-)7,(t) = 0.1(St)( ) = te(t) = X(·ye(t)), because X is a geodesic tangent

820 n

8 8
field and (3%--)7,(t) = 0.1(0,)(-) =: Si (notation) if 1 5 i f n-1.

9 5                    Oal
As was stated in chapter two, it is a well known fact that the inner product
(Si,X)7,(t)  of the vector fields  Si  with the vector field  X is constant along  all
geodesics 7g(t) of the pencil *. If t=0 then S,(q) = (d-)q so (Si, X)e =0 for all
q €N, and we conclude that  (Si, X)  = 0 everywhere on  U .
X spans the distribution 42, hence the chart (Uv, x,) is adapted to this distribu-
tion, and the other coordinate base vector fields 3=8    = S, are perpendicular to X,

9S
so they span 41. Consequently, the chart is also adapted to this distribution.
If we specify an orthonormal base of eigenvector fields (Ft,j)lgsn of 11, which de-
termine the Model, then necessarily Fn = X everywhere or Fn = -X everywhere,
because M is connected. Writing out the linearization, using this basis on the chart
(UA, z„), gives us immediately equations (3.58,3.59). Finally, we know already that
(3.59) is precise, which completes the proof.                                            0

Example 3.10 (Continued): We continue with the situation of Example 3.10. Accord-
ing to proposition 2.41 of Nijmeijer and Van der Schaft, the distribution perpendicular
to the distribution generated by the tangent field of all the geodesics through a point
q-1 E Mis involutive, because there is an integral manifold of it through each point in
M=U\ q-i· These integral manifolds  are the spheres  S.(q_1 )o f points with distance
r  to  q-1.  It  is  also  easy  to  make a direct construction  of a chart that 4ives equations
(3.58,3.59). For instance, if n=2 and el, e2 is an orthonormal base of Mq_„ then take
xg  = 0-1,  where  for  some  R  >  0

0 : (-ur,7r) x (0, R) --4 M;     0(a,t) = expq_,(t(cos(a)el + sin(a)e2)).    0

The following corollary 3.15 gives a sufficient condition for the existence of a similar
type of chart, as constructed in the lemma 3.14 above, in case the distribution Dn, has
higher dimension than one, or in case there are more than two eigenvalues. We shall
use this corollary in chapter five and six in order to make an extension of the Geodesic
Model: the Geodesic plus Noise Model.

Corollary 3.15 Consider a (General or Special) Model  of a process  (qi, di)1€Z+  on  a
k-dimensional manifold M with direction spaces Ct and symmetric tensors 'M (t € Z+).
Suppose:
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1. that for some time t the r-dimensional distribution D corresponding to the low-T:1 '

est  eigenvalue  Tti   of  Iii, is involutive,

2. that one eigen vector field Ft ,r+1, corresponding to a higher eigenvalue 1,2 in £:, is
a geodesic field and,

3.  that the subspace £t of (t perpendicular to this field and to Dr,1 satisfies:

VXY= 0 for all X € DM and all Y Ett and

VYFI.,+1 = 0 for all Y E Ct.

Then, there is a collection of charts (Ug, 4 : U  --4 1/ ) covering M,

•  such that the linearization of the transition equation at time t,

*+1 = expq, (dt),

on this chart can be written as:
if xv(*) = (141,    · , Ul.,W:1, · · ·Wt k-')'' and
if =9(q:+1 )  =  (14+1  1, -       , 14+1  r, 114+1  1, - '   114+1    k-r  '  then,

u,+1   =  14 + 6(14,10:)Ttlit (3.61)

/ Tt2     - '        

114+1   =  Wt + 0  · 0             (3.62)

\  0    . . .   Tti /

where ( :. ) is
unit variance white noise, and

f  6(11, w)      0,xk-r     
g(v,w)  =  1 -    satisfies gg' = H,-1, and< Uk-•xr .4-kxr-k

• such that there is no approximation error in (3.62).

ProoP Every element Y of the subspace 2, is a tangent field of geodesics, because of
the third assumption . This space 2: is spanned by an orthonormal set of eigen vectors
Ft,+2, · · · , Ft,t, of the tensor V. For j  2 0, let Gj be the distribution of the vector fields
perpendicular to Fe.,+2+j, · · · , 'IiI,k• Then, Gj is spanned by 4„ Ft,+1 and  (if j  > 0) the
fields Ft.,+2, · · · , Ft,+1+j· We show that gj is totally geodesic.
Let  X, Y  €  Gj.  For all B  €  span{Ft,+2+j,   -.,Fe,k}  we have:   (Y,B)  = 0 everywhere,
hence  X(Y, B)   =  0.  On the other  hand  we have: X<Y, B)   =  (VxY, B), because  of
the third assumption of this corollary. This shows that Vx Y € Gj, hence Gj is totally
geodesic. In particular, gs is involutive.  As it is also of constant dimension, there is
an integral manifold Nj(q) of gj through any point q E M. Ft,+1 is still a geodesic
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tangent field on No(q), and 4, is involutive on No(q). By lemma 3.14, there is a chart
(Ov, =4  :  04 -4  4)  of No(q) around the point q, adapted  to 11r,„  such that  one of the
coordinate vector fields  is  Fe,+1.  Just  as  in the proof  of the lemma  we  can  show  that
there is an open interval I C R around 0 and a subset V' of VY, such that the map
16 : V' x I -+ M, defined by:

0(a, 8) = expp(8,5,+2(P)),  if x,(p) =a€V'

has constant rank r+2 i n the neighbourhood of (ao, 0) with xm(q) = ao. Again, we have:
0.1(a,t)( )  =  Ft..+2(10(a, t))), because Ft,+2 is a tangent field of geodesics.  As Ni(q) is
totally geodesic, we have in fact:

0:V'x I= Ni(q),

hence the inverse of 0 can be used as a chart of Ni(q) around q. Denote the other
derivatives by Ci := 10.1(0.t)(4)· Then, on Ni(q), we have:

96..+2(1 = V.Ft..+2= 0; (3.63)

the first equality, because Ci, Ft,+2 are coordinate vector fields on Ni(q), and the second
equality by assumption of the proposition.  Also Ft,+1 is a vector field on Ni (q), and by
assumption  of the proposition  we  have  VM,+2 Ft.,+1  =  0.  Let us write  C,+2  :=  Ft,-+2.
Then, equation (3.63) implies  that on Ni(q), Fe,,+2(Ci, Cj)  = 0  for all
1      5      i, j      S      r   + 2, while the assumption    of the proposition also implies    that

Ft,+2 (Ci, Ft.,+1>-0. In particular,  on Ni (q), we have:

(Ci, Ft.,+2) =0 for all 1 S i s r t l;

<Ci,Ft,+1) =0   (1 S i s r o r i=r t 2);    (C,+lift,-+1) =1, and also
(Ci, C.+1>=0  (ISIST);  <C,+1,C,+1)= 1,

because on No(q) C,+1 = Ft,r+i·    From    the    last two statements,    it is clear that
C,+1 = Ft•'+1 anywhere on N ( ) Accordingly, we have constructed a chart on Ni( )'
such that the last two coordinate vector fields are Ft,+,  and  Ft ,+2, and, such that these
are everywhere perpendicular to the other coordinate vector fields. By induction one
can finish the proof.                                                                                      0

3.10 Convergence
In this section we present some considerations about running times and convergence.
We denote the square root of the maximum eigenvalue of 11 by n. SO Tt,n = n. We say
that a geodesic has finite length if its maximum interval of definition is bounded.  For
a geodesic with finite length, its length is equal to the length of the maximum interval,
provided it is parametrized, according to the arc length. If, for v € Mp, 7. is the geodesic
which satisfies

7•(0) =P    ; t(0) =v,
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then we have ·yv(t) = 7,v(1), thus, if the length of the geodesic 7. is less than R, then

expp(tv)  is not defined if  Itullp >  R.

Lemma 3.16 Suppose that there exists a positive number K, such that

Tt> K  Vt E Z+

Suppose that all geodesics in M have a finite length, and that these lengths are uniformly
bounded. Then, the running time is a.s. finite.

Prooj:
If the maximal intervals of the geodesics, parametrized according to the arc length,

are uniformly bounded, there is a number R, such that expq is not defined any more
outside the ball BR(0) in Mq for all q E M. Then, v = oo implies that 116416 5 R for all
t E Z+. Then, also let,.Tt| - ||et,nft..Ft,nll < R, hence

R
|et,n| < - for all t € Z+.

'C

Now,  (8tn)t€Z  is a one-dimensional Gaussian stationary process  with an everywhere

positive spectral density.  Just as we have seen above, there is a one-dimensional Gaussian
white noise sequence (71:),Ez, such that (71,)teZ  is output of a BIBO-stable system with

Cet,n):€Z+ as input. Consequently, there is a number R, such that

19:1 < R for all 1 E Z+.

Now, P(11111 <R) =c<1 for all t€ Z+, because the 71£ are Gaussian and identically
distributed. As the Vt are also independent, we immediately have:

P(  d:Ile, < R Vt E Z+) 5 P(|11,1 < R Vt E Z+) = 0.    0.

Remark 3.17 If all the geodesics of the manifold M' have finite maximal interval of
definition, and M C M' is an open subset with compact closure in M', then M is itself
a Riemannian manifold. Its structure is inherited from M' and the maximal intervals of
its geodesics, parametrized according to the arc length, are uniformly bounded. This can
be concluded from the proof of the lemma 3.1 that shows that v is a stopping time:  the
set  W  =  {(q,w)  E  TM'17(1, q,w) exists  }  is  open.   As any geodesic  has a finite length,
the function  q H max{  11011  1  (q, w) €  W} is well defined  on M', continuous because  W

is open, and hence bounded on the compact closure of M.
Another example of manifolds, where the geodesics have uniformly bounded maximal
intervals, will be used in the next corollary: every point in a Riemmanian manifold is the
center of a ball in which every two points can be joined by exactly one geodesic in that
ball with a length equal to the distance of these two points (Helgason, Theorem I.9.9,
see chapter two). The interior of such a ball is itself a Riemannian manifold with the
property of the lemma.
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Corollary 3.18 Suppose that there exists a positive number K, such that Tt > x for
all t E Z+. Let M be an arbitrary Riemannian manifold. Then, the process (qi) t<Z+,
defined according to the General Model, does a.s. not converge.

Proof: As M is separable, we can cover M by a countable set (Bi)„N of balls of the
type Helgason, Theorem I.9.9 describes. If the process would converge, there would be
a ball Bi that contains all but a finite number of the qi. The lemma 3.16 above shows
that this occurs with probability zero.                                                      0

This corollary shows that although, by linearizing the coordinates of q, as in (3.35),
one approximates the process by a martingale, the process itself does not inherit all the
properties of an n-dimensional martingale.  If the process is bounded it does e.g.  not
have to converge, as the example of a random walk on the circle (which obviously is a
bounded Riemannian manifold) shows.

Lemma 3.19  Let M be an arbitrary Riemannian manifold.  Let the process (qi, di):Ez+
be defined according to the General Model with running time v. Let the Brmeasurable
variables 4+1 of equation (3.39) satisfy:

d(qi, At+1) S Ild:Ile"  a.s., if v S t.

Let the square root of the maximum eigenvalue of the symmetric tensor field V be
denoted by Tt. Suppose that

2ft < 00.
t=0

Then (qi):cz+ a.s . converges to a point of the manifold or to the boundary.

Proof: We say that a sequence (Pn)n€N  in M is converging to the boundary, if for
any compact subset K there is a number C, such that Pn ¢ K for all n > C. This is a
logical definition, because there exists an increasing sequence of compact sets, the union
of which is M (follows from local compactness and separability of M).
Now, first note that

Ef |Idille, s E 4.Elld:lli = E   Eli E 81.irt,iFt,:112 =
t=0 t=o t=O V i-1

= 2,IE:E 18.,12':,  S , /",r".(Var(8.,)) :S n,t=0 V i=1

hence E;to I  dt j 6  is  a.s.  finite. Next, introduce

v, - 88,_:(I lid,lie.).
a=t

Then, we have:

EL-i=t+l = EB,-,(EB,   lid,Ilq,) = EN,-1   lid,lie, 5 =:,
:=ttl S=ttl
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sO (=t)tez+ is a positive supermartingale, and consequently converges a.s.  (see e.g. Neveu,
Theorem II-2-9).
Let p EM. The triangular inequality tells us that

d(q:+i,P) S d(qi,p) + d(*+i,qi) S d(qi,P) + Ild:lle'.

Introduce the stochastic variables

zt = d(*,p) + =t.

Then,

Es,_iz,+1 = EB'-td(*+1,P) + ES'-9 I  lid.lie.) 5
/=ttl

5 d(q:,P) + ES'-'lld:'le' + ES,-1( E  lid.lie.) = zt,
S=ttl

hence, (zt)tez+ is also a positive supermartingale, and it converges a.s., therefore

lim d(qi,p) exists a.s. for all PEM.
£Too

We are ready, if there is a point p € M, such that limitoo d(qi,p) = 0. Now, assume that
there is a compact set K and an infinite number of points of the sequence (qt),cz+ in it.
Then there is a converging subsequence, and we certainly have such a point p. On the
other  hand, if there  is no point  p  €  M,  such  that  limet- d(qt, P)  =  0,  then any compact
set  contains  only a finite number of points  of the sequence (qt): z+,  and the sequence

converges to the boundary.                                                                       0
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Chapter 4

Asymptotics

The aim of this chapter is to answer questions about stability and asymptotic properties
of an AR process with time-varying stochastically defined coefficients. These issues are
important if one wants to analyze estimation procedures, e.g. for hyperparameters on
which the conditional likelihood of such a process depends, given the stochastic process
generating the coefiicients. Unfortunately, it is hard to discuss stability and asymptotic
properties in this context. Let us indicate the difficulty.
Let (B)tez+ be a univariate time-varying AR process satisfying

Yt = gitt + ae: (t € Z+),

where * =  (14-1, , , , , Vt-n)', and (et)tez is Gaussian white noise with variance one.  The
coefficients *  =  (al 4-,an t)' are vectors in It: The set of all vectors (at, ···,an  ,
such that the polynomial =n - alxn-1  .0. -a n i s stable, is denoted by ARn• This set
is open and bounded in It". Suppose that the transition equation for the coefilcients qi
is of the form

q:+1 = qi + cg(q:)At    (t C Z+), (4.1)

where (At):ez+  is i.i.d.  Al'(0, In), and g is a continuous matrix function, such that g(q) is
invertible for every q E ARn• For an arbitrary compact subset K C ARn, we define the
stopping time vK:

vK = inf{t € Z+ I q, 0 K}.
Then, it is easy to verify that 1

P{VK = 00} = 0.

Moreover, if the coefficients qt would remain in ARn forever, then they would converge,
because equation (4.1) shows that the coefficients are modelled as a martingale, and
ARn is bounded (application of theorem II-2-9, Neveu, 1975). Because they get out
of any compact subset of ARn in finite time, the only possibility is that they then
a.s,  converge to a point on the boundary of ARn, and such a point corresponds to

1If, instead, the coeflicient process follows a Special or General Model as defined in chapter three,
we can make the same statement for any compact subset K of a neighbourhood in which all geodesics
have finite length, according to Lemma (3.16).
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an unstable polynomial. Hence, we face the problem that with equation (4.1) stability
of the resulting time-varying infinite AR(n) process is very unlikely. Because of this,
questions as stability and asymptotic analysis, just based on one infinite time-varying
AR(n) process, look quite odd. If we are only interested in stable models of a process,
then   we are particularly interested   in   the   part   of the process until VK, provided   the
compact set K is large in ARn, In order to perform asymptotic analysis, we have to
look at a sequence of finite parts of such time-varying AR(n) processes. The first idea
to get such a sequence is: sample a continuous time process with increasing frequency.
In the next section, we shall explain why we think that this is not a good idea. It was
Dahlhaus who, in the author's opinion, was the first to recognise that it is necessary to
consider a sequence of time-varying AR processes to carry out meaningful asymptotic
analysis. He also had the view that such a sequence does not necessarily originate from
ever more frequent sampling of one continuous time process.  In the next section, we shall

give a fictitious example to explain our understanding of his ideas.  This will be done
with a model with deterministic coefficients. In section (4.3), we introduce Dahlhaus'
notion of time-varying spectral density for a sequence of time-varying AR processes with
deterministic coefficients. We shall link it with the concept of stability in a similar way
as in the time-invariant case. This concept will be introduced in section (4.2). In sections

(4.4,4.5) and (4.6), we introduce the time-varying spectral density of Dahlhaus for a
sequence of time-varying AR processes with stochastic coefficients. This spectral density
will be conditional on the stochastic process generating the coefilcients.

4.1 The asymptotics of Dahlhaus
The probability density of a discrete time zero mean Gaussian stationary process is

completely determined by its autocovariance function, and hence, by its spectrum. One
can say that all the information about the process is contained in the spectrum. Ergodic
theorems show that it is possible to know this spectrum more and more accurately
from a single realization by taking more datapoints into account. Asymptotic theory
for Gaussian stationary processes can almost completely be based on this spectrum and
ergodic theorems.
In general, time-varying AR processes are not stationary, although there have been
some reports of very special cases of stationary time-varying AR processes (with random

coefficients, Pourahmadi, 1988).
Yet, with the idea in mind to have a basket for collecting all the information, one can
search for the possibility to construct a time-varying spectrum. Such a spectrum should
contain all the relevant information, hence we expect that

• such a time-varying spectrum facilitates to find workable expressions for e.g. the

probability density, Kullback-Leibler divergence etc. for time-varying AR processes

(conditional on the stochastic process generating the coefEcients).

•  Furthermore, the time-varying spectrum should help us in constructing interesting
filters.
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•  It would be nice if there is some direct relation between the time-varying spectrum
and the coefficients of the process.  (This is one of the reasons that we did not
adopt the evolutionary spectral theory, cited in the Introduction (chapter one).
An evolutionary spectral density of a time-varying AR process has a complicated
relation with the coefficients, see e.g. M61ard and Herteleer-de Schutter (1988)).

•  Finally, a theory of time-varying AR processes with time-varying spectrum should
contain the theory of time-invariant stationary AR processes with the ordinary
spectrum as a special case.

One can't hope for ergodic theorems for a time-varying spectrum in general: how could
we expect that an increase in the number of datapoints between e.g.  time 1000 and
time 2000 would help us in knowing more accurately the time-varying spectrum between
time 100 and time 200? This will only be possible if the spectrum in early times has
much in common with the spectrum in later times.  If this is not the case, then we need
more than only the datapoints of one time-varying AR process in order to obtain precise

knowledge of such a spectrum.
The first idea could be to intensify the sampling between time 100 and 200. This opinion
stands for thinking of the time-varying AR process as a discretization of a continuous-
time process that has a time-varying spectrum.  By more intensive sampling of this
process, we would then get better knowledge of this time-varying spectrum. However,
we think that this thought is wrong. Let us explain our view.
Firstly, it is not always possible to see a discrete-time time-invariant AR(n) process as
a discretization of a continuous-time time-invariant AR(n) process. This is possible for
an AR(1) process with a positive coefficient smaller than one. Such a process can be
embedded in a Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Velocity process. However, for an AR(1) process
with negative coeflicient this is already not possible anymore (see e.g. Chan and Tong,
1987). Necessary and sufficient conditions for embedding a discrete-time time-invariant
AR(2) process in a continuous-time process of the same kind are given in He and Wang
(1989). These conditions imply far more than just stationarity.
Now, we will try to explain the difilculties which can arise in the time-varying case.
Let (14)*z,yi: 0 -+ R be an autoregressive stationary process with deterministic time-
invariant coefficients and with spectral density f(=) = IC-, A=k, (= E C, 1=1 = 1),
such that Ek.-00  1.Al  <  CO.  Let  (zt):ez  be the process  that we obtain by sampling  the
process (yt),cz only at time points that are multiples of a certain integer p:

Zt =ypt  Vt E Z.

Then, also (z:):cz is a stationary process with spectral density g(x)  -   k--00 gkzh,
(2 € C, 1=1 = 1), and it is easily recognised that we have:

gk = fpk,                                          (4.2)

because

Ez:+kz:  =  Eypt+pkyp:.
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Now, let (14)1€Z bea time-varying AR process with deterministic coefTicients, and sup-
pose that we would have been able to define a time-varying spectral density

f(t,=)=  E  ft,=1     (ZEC, lzl=l).
k=-00

I seems reasonable to assume that this density can be decomposed as f(t,x) = IA(t,=)12,
where A(t,.) is a Hardy function  on  the  unit  disk. We shall require that A(t,.) is
maximal, i.e.  if f(t, z)  =  18(t, z)12     (z  E  C, 1=1  =  1)  and B(t,.) is  a Hardy function,
then  IA(t,0)12  2  IB(t,0)12. We shall also require that  A(t, 0)  E R+, which implies  that
the  decomposition is unique2.   A "reasonable" definition of time-varying spectral density
should satisfy:

Ey:+ky' =  ::L  r  e"*A(t + k, e'0)A(t, ew)610. (4.3)Zlr J-.

This, because we define time-varying spectra in order to simplify expressions for the like-
lihood of the process BAge, Kullback-Leibler divergence, and so on. If the process is
Gaussian, the likelihood is completely determined by the autocovariances of the process.
At least, one should be able to express those, using the time-varying spectrum.
If again (zt):cz is the less frequently sampled process as above, we would get:

Ezi+kzt = Eypt.+pkypt = 1-  f'  e*LA(pt + pk, e'0)A(pt, ei+)d0. (4.4)21r J -,r

We can write

A(t, =) = E at,t=' ,(z € C, 1=1= 1) so ft.k =    I   al,tai,i+k and
i=o L.Ov-k

00 00

Ey,+Allt =      at+4,1 ,i* , so Ez:+kz: =   I   apt+pk,tape,i:Gk·
1=Ov-k 1=Ov-pk

This shows that a time-varying spectral density g(t, z) for the process C,Ze)Ez could be:

g(t, =) =     gt,k=k, where g:,k =     I    ape,tap ,1+pk = fpe'k'
k=-co i=OV-pk

but  not g(t, %) = f(pt,z), because under the same "reasonable" requirements we would
automatically have:

Ez:+Aze = -1-  f'  e'+kA(pt + pk, e'0)A(pt, e )d0
2·r  J -,

in contradiction with (4.4).

Conclusion:
2A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence  of such a decomposition  is that

r.

1  log f(t, 20)(10>  -00.

This, and all we have stated in the last paragraph, can be found in Rozanov, pages 57-64.
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It is not possible to give a "reasonable" definition of a time-varying spec-
tral density f(t, z) for the process (yt),ez, such that the time-varying spectral
density for the process (zt),ez, zt = ypt would be f(pt, z).

This means that it is hard to construct an asymptotic theory, based on just ever more
frequent sampling of the same process, in order to obtain asymptotically accurate knowl-
edge of the time-varying spectrum.  If we go from (zt):EZ to (y:): Z, then we do not only
have to deal with an increasing number of time points of the spectral density, (which
perhaps could be dealt  with by continuity  in t arguments  for  f(t, x)  ),  but  also  with
an increasing number of spectral coefficients, like fpt.pk+i,...fp:.pk+p-i. The number of
spectral coefficients, to be estimated, is therefore multiplied by p2, whereas the number
of new data is only p times the former number of data.
Even when we do not seek refuge in time-varying spectra, the same phenomenon can be
observed by taking a look at the autocovariances.  If the process is time-varying, then
sampling more frequently, i.e. going from process (ze):EZ to (11):EZ, would multiply the
number of autocovariances   to be estimated  by p2, whereas the number  of  new   data  is
only p times the former number of data. Hence, it is difficult to formulate an asymptotic
theory what so ever if it is based only on one ever more frequently sampled process.
Dahlhaus thought of another possibility: in order to get more accurate knowledge of a
time-varying spectrum one should (abstractly) think of a sequence of processes, using the
same time-varying spectrum ever more intensively. For instance, an ordinary stationary
infinite process can be seen as a sequence of finite processes. The tenth process contains
the ten datapoints from time 1 until time 10 and process number hundred contains the
hundred datapoints from time 1 until time 100. The autocovariances in every process of
the sequence are determined by a common spectrum.  But the sequence of processes can
be of another kind too. There are e.g. processes in the sequence with 100 datapoints
between time 100 and 200, but also with 1000 datapoints between these times. The
processes have autocovariances that, with increasing number of datapoints, are more
and more determined by the same time-varying spectrum. However, we don't suppose
any other relation between the processes in the sequence. In order to make this idea less
abstract, we composed a fictitious example of such a sequence of processes.

4.1.1   A time-varying doubly indexed AR(1) process

Completely fictitious. January 1994. Person 0 should pay a certain amount of money to
person 2. The money should be transferred to person 2 within one year. She does not
know person 2, but she does know person 1, who knows person 2. So she sends the money
immediately to person 1, who waits half the time (half a year) after which he transfers
the money to person 2. Both use the same Bank for the transferences. The Bank charges
a certain promillage of the amount of money for transferring it, and charges also some
rather accidental fees like telephone or telex costs. Also person 1 can charge telephone
costs etc., if he didn't like the job or add something to the amount, if he liked it.  As the
Bank is competing with other banks, the charged promillage may vary from day to day.
Let  Yi,2  be the amount of money  sent,i  <  2, or received,i  =  2, by person  i.
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Then, we have:

*1,2  =  a(O)Yo,2 + eo,2 (4.5)

1/2,2  =  a( )14,2 + el,2 (4.6)

In these equations is 1000 x (1- a(p)) the promillage that the Bank charges on the day
that fraction p o f the year 1993 has passed (p =0 corresponds to January 1; p=1
corresponds to July 1). The noise term ei,2 stands for the accidental other subtractions
or additions made by Bank or person i.
We shall call such a situation a one-year chain of payments. Of course, such a "one-year
chain of payments" may consist of more than two links. For instance, if it consists of
four links, and if Yi,4 is the amount sent (i < 4) or received (i = 4) by person i, we have:

Yl.4   =  a(O)110.4 + €0.4 (4.7)

112,4  =  a(1)111.4 + el,4 (4.8)

73,4      =      a( )72,4    €2,4 (4.9)

74,4  =  a(2)73,4 + e3,4 (4.10)

(4.11)

If we consider the extra payment term ei.4 as stochastic, i.i.d. normally distributed  quan-
tities (i.e. white noise), then the four-link one-year chain of payments (yi,4 1€{0,1,2,3,4}
becomes a time varying AR(1) process.
Now, suppose that the Bank becomes bankrupt in 1995. There is almost no information
anymore about the promillages charged on every day in the year 1994. A committee of
inquiry has only the data yt,T of some chain(s) of payments. Can the committee recon-
struct the day promillage function? (The only fact known is that the day promillage
function belongs to a certain parametrized set of time functions). Dahlhaus' answer to
this problem would be: YES provided the promillage function a: [0,1] -+ Ris smooth,
and we have a chain of payments with a sufficient number of links at our disposal.  To
be more precise: we can determine the parameters characterizing the smooth promillage
function asymptotically accurately if we have a series of chains of payments available
with a number of links increasing to infinity. To obtain a certain degree of accuracy, it
is only necessary to analyze one chain out of this series with a sufficient number of links.

In Dahlhaus' idea the coefilcient a(t) will be deterministic, but it is not dillicult to
extend the idea to stochastic coefficients. In this example, this would mean that the
promillage function follows a stochastic mechanism. A committee, trying to reconstruct
this mechanism in the year 1994, should not only look at chains of payments via one
bank, but also via other banks, of which the promillage function is thought to follow the
same stochastic mechanism.

4.2     Stability of a sequence of time-varying systems
In this section, the main object of study will be a sequence of systems (ET)T€N :

ET:i j (05 kET) (4.12)
f Xk+l,T AtrX ,T + B ,TUKT 1
l Yk,T Ck,TXk,T
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Here, the Ak,r's are linear maps from Rn to Ie,the Bk,r's are linear maps from It™ to
Rn, and the Ck,T's are linear maps from Rn to R'. The states Xk,T are vectors in Itn,
the inputs uk,T are vectors in It™, and the outputs yk,T are vectors in Itp. By "initial
states" we mean the vectors Xo,T (T € N).
Note  that of every element  ET  out  of this sequence of systems (ET T€Nonly a finite
number of path points is defined; only the points (111.T'XL.T, 34•T)  with  0  5  k  S T+ 1.
Because of this, a concept of stabitity does not make much sense for any particular ele-
ment of the sequence .  Yet, it is interesting to introduce such a concept for the sequence
as a whole.

Definition. We shall  call the sequence of systems (El' T€N defined above (4.12)
BIBO (Bounded Input, Bounded Output) stable if for every positive number M there
exists a positive number  N,  such that for every input u, satisfying Iluk.TI |S M for  all
k,O s k S T for all T€N,w e have for the corresponding output with zero initial state
that Ilyk.TI| S N for all k, 0 S k S T for all T€IN.                                             0

This definition can very well be compared with the concept of BIBO stability in
the single system case. It is, hence, not amazing that we have a same type of criterion
for testing BIBO stability for (ET)TEN as for testing BIBO stability for a single system E:

Lemma  4.1 The sequence of systems (ET)TEN is BIBO stable if and only if there exists
a number G, such that

k

Slick,TAk-i,r···Aj,TBj,Tll<G forallk,  0 S k s T for all T E N.
j=1

Proof: If the initial state is zero, the output y can be written as

k

116.T = $2 ChirAk-lir  -* Ai,rBi,TU i:r, (4.13)
S=1

or, more briefly,
k

YKT = E Kk,j.TUAT,
j=1

where

Kka,T =  Ck,TAh-1,T "' Ai,TB i.:r  e RP*m.

Suppose that the sequence of systems is BIBO stable.  Let M, N be as in the definition
of BIBO stability. Choose arbitrary T E  N ; k,0  5 k S T; i,1 5 i S m and 8,1  S  a s p.
Define the following input 11:

(uj,Th = Msign((Kk,j,r)..i) if 1 5 j i k;

(14,s)• = 0 for all other indices.
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The input satisfies Ilur,511  5  M  for  all  r, S. Hence, the corresponding output  yr,S with
initial state zero should satisfy

I
l yr, s 11 S N. For this output, we have:

k

(Yk.T),=ME 1(Kkj,T)'.:1·
j=1

Hence, El,11(Kk,i,T).,il 5 5 for all k,T,a,i. This implies the criterion.
Suppose that the criterion is satisfied. Let M be as in the definition above. Equation
(4.13) immediately implies the definition: take N = GM. 0

In the case of a time invariant single system

E : ,  Xk+1   =  Ark + Buk  yk = Cxk

we have also another criterion to establish BIBO-stability: it is sufficient that the ma-
trix A has all its eigenvalues in the interior of the unit disk. This is even necessary if
the system is controllable and observable. We shall show that we have the same type of
criterion for sequences of systems of type (4.12) if the system matrices are slowly varying
in a certain way.

Definition. The system matrices of a sequence of systems with increasing number
of path points (4.12) are said to vary equislowly (with that number of path points), if
there exists a number C, such that

< 11Bk+i,r- Bi,TI|  <   z  > for all k,Osk<Tandforall T€N.
11Ak+LT- A ,rll   <      1

1|Ck+1,T - Ck,TII   <   T J

Let us suppose that the system matrices are equislowly varying, and moreover,
are uniformly bounded. We consider the polygons  (C, A, B)T through the matrices
(Ck,T, Ak,T, Bk,T)05"ST, defined on the segment  [O,11 as follows:

(C,A, B)r(0) =(C, A, B)O,T·
k    k+lIf - < u 5 -, thenT      T

(C, A, B)T(u) = (Ch,T, AA.T, BKT)+
+ (Tu - k)((Ck+1,T, Ak+l,T, Bk+l,T) - (Ck,T, Ak,T, Bk.T))· (4.14)

The collection of these polygons forms an equicontinuous set of curves on [0,113.  Ac-
cording to the theorem of Arzela-Ascoli, this set of polygons has a compact closure under
the supremum norm. Of course, also its subset D of limit curves is compact and equicon-
tinuous. The union D of the images of these limit curves is compact as well, because the
function

[0,11 x D -+ £(Rn -+ RP) x ((Rn) x ((Rm --4 Il");
aSee chapter two for equicontinuity, equiLipschitz-property, and the theorem of Arzela Ascoli.
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(=,f) »-+ f(=)
is continuous. Next, we define the projection D2 of D on £(Il"):

DI={A€ ((Rn)13C, B   [(C,A, B) E D]}. (4.15)

Then, D2 is compact too.
The nice point of this construction is that many system theoretical concepts for single
systems with time-invariant system matrices can be transferred to completely similar
concepts for sequences of systems with increasing number of path points, and equislowly
varying, uniformly bounded system matrices. These will have similar properties. We
shall only demonstrate this similarity in the case of BIBO stability.  In the same way
this can be done in the case of controllability and observability.
Let U be the set of asymptotically stable matrices of size n x n:

U = {A E £(R'*)lA eigenvalue of A -+ IX < 1}. (4.16)

It is well known that U is open. Also well known is the following lemma 4.2:

Lemma 4.2  A E U, if and only if there exists an operator norm, such that its value in
A is smaller than one.

(Proof: If A E U, then simply take a number p > 1, such that PA is still in U, and
define the norm on Rn: VA(Z) = E &0  |(PA)j(=)11. This form is well defined, because

limn-•oo IIA"llt = max(IA ), A eigenvalue of A. The rest is trivial.)                        0

Corollary  4.3  On any compact subset of U, the form  E;to I  Aj   is bounded,  and  the
sequence of power functions A »* Ak (k € N) is equiLipschitz.

Proo# If A € U, there is a compact neighbourhood of A in which all the matrices
B have values less than one under the same operator norm. By lemma 4.2 and the
equivalence of norms, the first statement immediately follows. To prove the second one,
we make the following five observations.
1) If a function f:V C R' -, W is continuously differentiable, then for any points x,y,
such that (1 - A)z + Ay € V for all A € [0,1] it follows that:

Ilf(y) - f(z)11 5  sup  11Df(i-A)%+Ayll liz - yll.
A€[0.11

2) The function f : Ilnxn _* Rnxn, defined by f(A) = A , is continuous-differentiable,
and DfACH) = EN Ak-1-sHAj.
3) As U i s open, for any compact subset K o f U, there is an & >0, such that A+H€U
for all A € K, and H satisfying 11Hll S E.
4) The set Kl  of all matrices A+H, where A€K and  I IHII S E i s again compact.
5) According to the lirst statement, suPB€K'   O|'Bill) <00.
Combining these five observations, we get the following inequality for A EK,
and IIH ' S E:

k-1

11(A+H),-Afl S 11Hll sup E 11(A + AH)"-1-,1111(A t AH)ill S
X€[0,11 j.0
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Co k-1

s 'IHII sup EZI'(A+AH)1-1-ill 11(A+AH)'11=
Xeto,11 1,=li=o

= lIHII  sup (62 11(A + AH)'11)2 5 lIHII sup (I 11841)2.
Xe[O,11 5=0 B€Kl j-0

This shows that the set of power functions A »+ Ak on K(k E N)i s equiLipschitz.  0

Now, we are able to formulate another criterion to establish BIBO stability.

Proposition 4.4 Assume that the sequence of systems (ET)T€N, as defined in (4.12),
has uniformly bounded system matrices and is equislowly varying with the increasing
number of path points. Define the sets D2 and U as in equations (4.15, 4.16).  Then:

1. if D2 C U, the sequence is BIBO stable;

2.  if the sequence is BIBO stable,  then  for all triples  (C, A, B)  E  D, the invariant
single system (C, A, B) is BIBO stable.

Proof:

1. Because of uniform convergence, the compactness of D  and the openness of U,
there exists a compact set K C U and a number S, such that for all T>S and
k, 0 5  k S  T, Ak,T  E K.We shall prove that the criterion in the first lemma 4.1
of this section is satisfied by using a Gronwall-type of iterative inequalities.  Thus,
we shall prove that

Atl                   k

I "Ak.T ···Ai,TII =El'Ak,T...Ai.TII + 11Ill
j=1 j=1

is bounded uniformly in k, T.
Note that by equislow variance of the system matrices, and the equiLipschitz prop-
erty of the power functions on K , there exists a number C, such that

11 41+1.T- Al.Tll<ET Vj,T> S,q€N,

where ET =  .
Using this inequality we have:

11Ak.T • · • Aj,T 11 5 11 Ak,T " Ai+1.T l 111 Aj+1.T - Aj.T I 1 + 11 Ak,T · · · AL.l,T 11 5

5 E T I ' A k, r · · · Ai t i . T i l t l ' A k, T . . . Aj .1.2. T 111 ' A l ' .2. T - Al+ l, T i l t | 1 A k, T · · · Al t .2, T 11 5

k

SET E 'IAAr-4.TIlt 'IA:3/+111.
:=jtl
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Conclusion:

k                    k-1  k                    k

EllAh.T···Ajir||SETE I 11Ak,r···Ai,trII+El'AW-,11. (4.17)
j=1 j=l 4=jtl j=1

Next, by iterating (4.17) we get:

k                     k-1 k-1    k

El'Aktr···Aj,TI| 15 6  E Z E 11Ak.r··.4.Tilt
j=1 j=lil 4+16=il +1

k-1  k                k

+ETE E 'IAW-i, 11 +El'At:1-511,
j=lil=jtl j=1

hence,

k &-1 A-1 k-1 k-1       k

E 11 Ak.T · · · 401 S E E; E E ... I E 1 IA:V-411. (4.18)
j=1 ,=0      j=lit=jtl      4.-1=i,-2+1 i.=i,-1+1

Rearranging order, we can rewrite the coefficients in this power series of ET

(we substitute rt =k t l- ii; ro =k t l- j):
k-1 k-1 h-1       k                  k ro-1 r.-1-1

E E ···   I     E   'IA:k-611= I I ··· E 114:Til=
5-1 il=jtl      i.-1=68-2+1 i.=i.-1+1 ro =2 ri =2 r.=1

k k  k
= E(  E  ··· E )1'ARril.

r.=1 r.-1=r.+1 ro=rltl

Now, the expression between parentheses satisfies:

k                 k                                                      TSE ... I 1-   E   1<-- 8!.r.-1==rstl rO=rl +1 ro,··f.-1,//<r.-1< -ro<k

So, according to corollary 4.3, there exists a number B, such that

k

E 114%11 5 B  Vk, T > S.
r.=1

Putting all this in the inequality (4.18) yields:

k                       k-1 E T'  k
E "Ak,r ··· Aj,TII - I --ir E 'IAL:rll 19 ecB. (4.19)
j=1 ,=0        0     r.=1

This proves part 1 of the proposition 4.4.
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2.  If the sequence is BIBO stable, then according to the first lemma 4.1 of this section,
there exists a number G, such that

k

E Iici+A.TAj+k,T ···Ai+i,TBi+:,Tll S G    forall jand k, such that j t k i T,
i-1

and for all T. Take a fixed number k. Consider the set V of 2k+1-tuples of matrices

(Citk,T, Aja.T, Bjtk.T, Aitk-i,T,Bjtk-1.T, ···,Ajtl.T, Biti,T)  E

€ X := £(R" -4 RP) x (£(Rn) x £(Rm -+ Rp))k.
It is a precompact set; the set of its limit points being

{(C,A,B,A,B,···,A,B)1(C,A,B) € D)}.

The map X -, R,
k

(C, Ak, Bk,···,Al,Bl) 2* E 'ICAkAk-1 ···AiBill
i=l

is continuous, and bounded by G on the set V. Hence, on the set of the limit points
of V, the map is bounded by G as well:

k

IlICAiBII < G  V(C, A,B) ED.
i=l

As this is valid for all k E N, the invariant single systems with system matrices
(C, A, B) €  D are  all BIBO stable.                                                                                                0

Remark 4.5 It is not sufficient for BIBO stability of the sequence of systems that
all  (C, A, B)  E  D  are BIBO stable. The construction  of a counter example  goes  as
follows.    The  set of matrices  (C, A, B),  such  that  (C, A) is observable  and  (A, B)  is
controllable, forms an open subset of £(Ir -+ It') x ((Ir) x £(Ilm -+ Itn), its com-
plement having an empty interior. (Look at the sum of subdeterminants of the matrix
( B   AB   · · ·   A"-'B ) to recognise this).  Fix a matrix C and B. Take an unstable
matrix Aoo (one eigenvalue having modulus one), such that the smallest Aoo-invariant
subspace of Rn, containing ImB, < A- 1ImB >, has dimension n - 1, (Aoo)l<A-!ImB> is
stable, and (C, A-) is observable.  Take the half line in £(Rn), beginning in 0 through
Aoo. It starts in U and reaches the border of U in the point A-. In A-, we still have
that E,50 lICASBII < 00. Now, we can approximate this half line by other half lines
starting at 0 through matrices Ak, such that  (C, Ak, B) are observable and controllable.
Consequently, if the half line through Ak leaves U in PkAk, then E 0 IA I    CAiBII = co
if A = /4, and Ero 'Ail 'ICAiBII < co if IXI < Ip,1. Hence, we can find a sequence Ak,
such that AkAk -+ A- and

k < I I.All lICAlBII < 00.
:=0
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The set, consisting of A- and all A,Ak, is compact, all (C, A, B) are BIBO stable, but
Eno 'ICAiBII is not bounded on this set.  As is clear from the proof of proposition 4.4,
however, it is necessary for BIBO stability of the sequence that there exists a number
G, such that

 lICA'Bll< G  V(C, A,B)€D.
;=0

0

4.3 A spectral density for a time-varying AR
process

In this section, we introduce a spectral density for a sequence of time varying AR pro-
cesses. Dahlhaus already did this, but we shall show that by using the concept of BIBO
stability for a sequence of time-varying systems, matters get clearer and easier. In fact,
we shall show that having a spectral density is the same as being stable.

Consider the following sequence of time varying Gaussian AR(n) processes with in-
creasing number of path points:

14.T = (at,T)ly,-i,T + · · · + (at,T)nyt-n,T + at,Tet,T (0 Sts T;TEN) (4.20)

where

.  (eo,T,''''eT,T)'  A/(0, IT+i);

0  (Yo.T, y-1.Ti    , 7-n,T)'   A/(0, 9T) where Vr is positive definite and Toeplitz, such
that

1   \    / air  

VT   Col')1                                   (4.21)

0

(ao,T)n / = <  /     

0   7-1.T,"'1 1-n,T) independent  of (eo,T,···,er,r) for  all  TEN;

0   4,T  >  0  for  all  t,  (O  St  s  T)  and  all  T  E  N  .  So,  we can write:   4,T  =  e'i•T.

Note that because  of (4.21) the polynomial with natural coordinates  (ao,T, 4,T)  is  an
element of Un, i.e. it is stable, it has degree n, and its highest coefficient is positive.
The  processes  y.,T  can be extended  to be defined  for  all  t  E  Z; t  ST, such  that  the
processes remain Gaussian  and  Evt, _.,Ty:,T   =  Ey:,_.,TY,2.T  for  all  a  €  Z+; 11, t2  6  0•
In fact, the processes in the time before 0, (yt,T)150, are just constant AR(n) processes
with  coefficients and noise levels  (ao,r, 4,T)·  In the smallest Hilbert space Hyr, which
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contains all ye,T (t 5 T), we can extend the set {et,TIO S t s T}t o a n orthonormal basis

(et,T):ST· We can define an isometry on this Hilbert space into L2(8T) by:

/T --0 C )

e'.T - <0  -  5, j. (4.22)

Under this isometry, we have the correspondence:

lit,T '-+ 2'pt,T(Z) (4.23)

where z »+ pt,T(z) is a Hardy function. The isometric property of this map can be
formulated as:

1 /,r

Ey:,ry.tr = -i  /    e,('-t)01't,T(es0)p.,T(ei+)cl0 = .i  21-'p:,T(=)P„T(x)dm(z),      (4.24)2x J -1

and the map translates equation (4.20) in:

p:,T(=) = (at,T)l=pt-1,T(=) + · · · + (at,T)n=npt-n,T Z  + at,T· (4.25)

We shall make two assumptions about the coefficients and noise levels. First, a definition.

Definition. We shall call a finite sequence of vectors in Rp a path in Rp. Let be given
a sequence of paths (bt,T)ostsT, TEN  in W. The second index T indicates the number
of points of the path (b:,T)05:ST· We state that the b:,T vary equistowly with increasing
number of path points, if there is a number C, such that

114+1.r - bt,Tll<   for all t,  0 5:S T-1.0

Assumption 1.

The initial log noise levels ro,  = log(cro,T) are uniformly bounded. The
coefficients at,r, and log noise levels rt,T = log(MT) vary equislowly with the
increasing number of path points.

Because of (4.21), the initial coefficients ao,r are in AR , hence uniformly bounded.
Uniform boundedness of the initial log noise levels ro,T and the initial coefficients ao,r,
together with the equislowness-property, ensure that all coefficients at  and log noise

levels reT (0 S t s T) are uniformly bounded. The log noise levels are uniformly bounded
if and only if the noise levels are uniformly bounded away from zero and infinity.
We  could have replaced the ordinary metric    1   1  in Assumption  1  by any other metric

(4 on a compact set K C Rn+1, containing all coefficients
  at,T  

, without altering
Tt,T )

the assumption. This, provided it satisfies the following property: there exist positive
numbers EK and MK, such that

d(p, q)<Mir|IP-qll     if lip-gil<EK (4.26)
lip - qll< MKd(p, q)     if     d(p, q)  < EK (4.27)
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for all p, q E K 4 Consequently, if the noise levels are uniformly bounded away from zero
and infinity, then the log noise levels rt,T satisfy the equislowness property, if and only
if the noise levels a:T (or their roots at,T  have this property.

Let the polygons 71· =    T   b e defined on (-00,1] as follows:

{ a,(.)

, / ao T  

4(71) j   =   l 4 T )  if „5 0; (4.28)

   aT(u)  j    _        0, T  j  .   (Tu -t) x(   a',+1'T     _     a,,T )            (4.29)4(U) j  _  < at,T / \ attl,T j 4 T     

t    t+1if,-< 1,5 -,05*ST.T      T

These polygons are constant left of 0, equicontinuous (even equiLipschitz), and

(   aT 11      T€N
is bounded for every u € (-00,11. Hence, the Theorem of Arzela As-

aT<U)
coli applies: every subsequence of these polygons has a subsubsequence that uniformly
converges to a continuous curve on ( -00,1}.

Assumption 2.

For all u € [0,1] limr--    afl·r '1 exists.
\ a[.Tl,T )

According to Assumption 1, this means that there is only one limit curve 7=
< ;2)

for the set of polygons, and we have:

( aT(u) \hm 1  2, .1
-       aa,tt     

1 uniformly  in  u  E  ( -00,1].T--400 ( aTCu 3    J

The curve 7 is continuous and of bounded variation.  In fact, it is easy to see that if the
polygons 7T converge to 7 uniformly in 11, then 7 is of bounded variation if and only if
the coefficients and log noise levels vary equislowly.

We  study the following  form  for a spectral density, introduced by Dahlhauss:

f(71,w) =  45, „ -w'Cot,(ytur+& ,T, Vt.,T-;LT), (4.30)

with u € (-co, 11, w € T, i.e.  w = e<*,  4 E [-Ir, 7rl and the summation is taken over all
3, where Cov(y[uT+11.T,Y[uT-zl.T) is defined.

ISuch a property is certainly satisfied by any Riemannian metric defined on a difTerential manifold
M, which has a parametrization defined on an open set U covering K, see chapter two.

5In his introduction of this form, Dahlhaus refers to Wigner-Ville
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Due to our two assumptions, we are able to give the exact condition under which this
spectral density exists and is non-negative everywhere.
Technical observation: in the proposition 4.6 and the proof below, we use the following
notational convention for the unit circle variables w and z:

w=ei*,   (10 E [-lr,lr]);  z = ei+,   (0 f [-,r,lr]).

Proposition  4.6 The sequence of time-varying AR(n) processes with increasing number
of path points, defined in (4.20) and satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2, admits Dahlhaus'
spectral density (4.30) in the sense that

00

0 5 f(u, w) = lim  E  w'Cov(YtuT+6+fi,T,y[*,T+4-41.T),
1 -/.0

I -00

uniformly in w, Iwl = 1 for all re Z, (4.31)
if and only if all points of the limit curve 7 are stable, i.e. 7(11) E Un for all u € (-co, 1].
Moreover, we have:

0(11)2

f(11'to) =  11 - a(11)1,U t· · · + -a(u)nlon "

proof:
if.

With the introduction of the polygons 7T, it is possible to define a type of "polygons"
through the transfer functions pt,T by expanding equation (4.25) into:

Pr(u, z) - ar(u)1=pr(u -   , z) + · · · - ar(161.=npl,(9 -  , = ) = 02,(9).           (4.32)

Given ·yr = (ar, al), we can solve this equation,  and we find a unique solution PT, such
that PT(11,=) = PT(v, z) for all 11, v S 0:

if t:5 0 then PT(u,z) =
O(0)

1 - a(0)ix + ·-. + -a(0)n=n'

if 0<u s* , then Pr(u, =) = a(11)1=pl'(0, z) t- ' + a(11)42"PT(0, 0) + 0(u) etc.

Note that PT(11, =) is rational  and well defined in z for all u € (-00,11. Hence,
0 H Pr(11, 64) is a many times differentiable function on (-,r, lr) for all u. Note also that
Pt,T(Z) = Pr( , Z)·
We shall prove that pr(u, ei0) and  isiPT(11, e<*) are uniformly bounded in u and 0, and
that the set of functions (Pr (U , Z))T€N,e is equiLipschitz in u.
Choose w 5 0. Define:

/ al'(m + 41)10   . . .   . . .   al'(m + 41)n=n  11 0 0
Ak,T =

\0   1 0
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<1\0

B=      i      ;C= (1 0· · · 0).
(01

Then, the sequence of systems with increasing number of path points is:

<  Xk+1.T    =    Ah,TXk,T + Buk T  1
'

  (0 5 k ST) (4.33)
Zk,T =    C Xk,T

is BIBO stable, according to proposition 4.4, and the assumption that 7(u) is stable
for all u. It is also clear from the proof of that proposition and lemma 4.2 that the
constants in the definition of BIBO stability don't depend on m nor on z. The same is
true for the sequence of systems that we obtain by replacing the map B : Rm -+ It" by
Ao,T: Ir -+Rn. Hence, bounded initial states in (4.33) yield a bounded contribution to
the outputs. Now, define

C      PT(W + 4, %)       )

Xk,T='    E    li
\ Pr(W + 8- -11, =)  /

k+1
zktr = Pr(= +  ,=);   14.T = ar(w + --ir).

As zk,T is the output of system (4.33), if tlk,T is the input, and this input and the
initial states are bounded,  also  zk,T is uniformly bounded in  w, k,T, z. Hence, PT (11, x )
is uniformly bounded in u and z.
Next, we differentiate equation (4.32) with respect to 0 (remember that we write =E T
instead of ew,  + E [-7r, lr]). We write p;.(11, 2) instead of 4PT(11, ei*). We obtain:

p (11,=) - aT(11)1=*(11 -  i,x) t· · · - ar(16).=np (11 -  ,=) =

n
= ial·(t:)1=pr(11 -  , Z) + · · · + inal·(11)n=npr(14 -

T,=)
Define:

/      p;·(tu + 4, Z)       1Xk,T =

C ph(. + Ed#=11, =)

zk.T = P;·(tu +  ,z);
k+1 k+1 k-(n-1)14.r = ial'(w t-ir)i=pr(mt  ,=)t· ··tinar(wt -T)nx-Pr(W +        T        'z).

Again: As zk,T is the output of system (4.33), corresponding with the input uk,T, and
as well this input as the initial states are bounded, also zk.T is uniformly bounded in
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w, k,T, z.  Hence, p (u,z) is uniformly bounded in u and  z.
It can be proved in the same way that also

p (u, z) =  iPT(11, ei0)

is uniformly bounded in u and x. This fact will be used below.
By subtracting from equation (4.25) the same equation, in which 11 is replaced by v, we
obtain:

(pr(u, z) - pr(v, =)) - ar(v)i=(pr(1 -  i,z) - pr(9 -  ,z)) t. · ·t
n n

-ar(U)nzn(Pl'(11 - T,=) - Pr(v - T,s)) =
n

= (ar(u)-al·(v))+(ar(11)1-ar(v)1)=pr(11- ,Z)+···+(aT(11)n-aT(v)n)=npl'(1:-T).

Choose w, e  S 0. Define:

t«,T- 1                                                1.
Pr(* +  )- pr(w + *, z)               

C prce + 8=19=11  0,_Pr(= + tifig) 11

zk,T =pr(- +  ,=)-pr(to +  ,=);
k+l k+l

ul,r = aT(- + --T,Z) - aT(= + --T,=)+

+ E(aT(e + k. _1)5 - al'(rn + 1 1)j)='pr(e + k - ( -1) , =).
j=1

We have seen that the polygons 7r = I  are equiLipschitz, and pr(11, =) is uniformly
(„\OT  J

bounded, hence there exists a number C, such that

uk.Tl 5 Cll* - mil for all k,T.

Furthermore, Xo,T = 0. As zk,T is the output of system (4.33) with input uk,T and zero
initial state, we have that, using the first criterion of BIBO stability, the collection of
functions on (-co,1], 1 1+ PT(u,z),  T E N, z€T i s equiLipschitz. This collection is
also uniformly bounded and constant on (-00,0]. Therefore, we can apply the theorem
of Arzela Ascoli: every sequence in the collection (Pra)k€N has a subsequence (Pra, )1€N
that converges uniformly in u to a limit function A It follows from equation (4.25) that
this limit function should satisfy the equation:

f(u, 2) - a(u)121 (u, z) + · · · - a(11)nznf(U, Z)  = 9(71). (4.34)
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As the polynomial 1-a(u)12+· · ·-a(11)nxn has no roots on the unit circle by assumption,
this equation has exactly one solution:

a(u) (11, 2) = p(U, 2) =
(4.35)1- a(u)i= + 0 0 0- a(u)n=n

Consequently, there is only one limit function and the sequence (pr)T€N converges uni-
formly in u to p. The convergence is pointwise in z, but majorized, because Pr is uniformly
bounded in u and z.
These two facts: the convergence of PT to p, which is uniform in u and majorized in =,
and the uniform boundedness of p%(u, x) in u and z, are enough to show the convergence
of the Dahlhaus expression (4.31) of the spectral density, as we shall do now. Rewrit-
ing this expression, using equation (4.24), makes clear that we have to prove that the
righthand side of:

- r [UT t i t U [UT +6- ]    '1
f(16,10) = lil E w. 6 %'PT(    T  ' , v)Pr( T , z)am(z)        (4.36)

./.-00

converges uniformly  in  u  E  [0,11, w  € T.
['.T+i+:1We  write q(s,z) instead  of Pr(       T        , =).  As  q(s, ei*)  is a three times continuously

differentiable periodic function of 0 on  [-,r,lrl, we have:

q(a,Z) =   E   qk(a)=A, and q"(8, =) =-   I kiq&(s)=1 (4.37)
k--co h=-co

uniform in z ET, where (qk(a))MEZ's are the Fourier coefficients of the function
z  H  q(s, =).  As  we  have seen, q"(8, z) is uniformly bounded  in  =  and  8  and  T,  and
consequently, there exists a constant C, such that

Iq,(8)1  <   for all 3, Ti  k 0 0. (4.38)k 

Also, there exists a constant 0, such that

Iq.(8)1  5 0 for all a, T. (4.39)

We first consider the tails in the sum of expression (4.36). We obtain the following
inequalities, using (4.38,4.39) and Parseval's theorem:

I E ws L *'qcs,z)q(-s,z)dm(z)1 5 I IL 2.q(a, =)9(-8, =)dm(z)1 =
8=N a=N

=I'I qk(S)qk-,(-3)1 5    Igo(8)1 Iq_.(-8)It
.=N k€Z s=N

+I Iq.(8)lie(-8)1 +I     I     Iqk(8)1 Iqk-,(-8)15
s=N ,=N k€Zi/:00;111,
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152205+CE E   =k2(k - 8)28-N .=N k€ZA#O,k#•

- 20( 2 3+ (2  (      E      (1 - Ft-i)') s (,eet ,ef) fl  i.a=N ,-N k€Z;kto;kts

This shows that for any E>O i t i s possible to find a number N, not depending on T nor
on w, such that the following tail is smaller than E:

E w'   2'q(8,96)q(-3,=)dm(z)1 < E.
8-N

Next, we only have to consider the middle part of the summation:

N N

Tfm- E w.   E.q(a, =)9(-8, z)dm(=)= E w. j  5.Ip(11, =)1'dm(=)
8=-N 8=-N

due to the majorized convergence of q(4 z) to p(u, =) (Lebesgue). This proves that  the
convergence is uniform in w, and that

/(16, w)=  Ipli,w)12.

only if
It sufces to show that

 (1 - a(1:)lw - · · · - a(u)nwn)@'f(u,w)dm(w) =Ofor alli=1,···nfor all li.  (4.40)

Then, the polynomial  1- a(u)lw - · · · - a(u)nwn is  a multiple of the zero evaluator  w.r.t.
the Schur inner product  on Un, defined by  f(u, w)  and must, therefore, have all its roots
outside the unit disk. Hence, the curve 7 lies completely in Un.
First, note that:

I   w. .11  5.ziPT([tiT -1 ]-j, =)5iPT([UT - ]-i,=)dm(z)=
S./-00

= .A w. f 5.=iPT( [(UT - i - ) + 1-6.111  K)5;pr(ICILT - i -, . ) _ 1-2+11  x)dm(=) =

= ./4   2  W. f *'PT(
[(UT - -1) +1 1 [(UT - -4) -t]

21'X)PT( .    2 ,%)dm(Z),T               Tt=-00

which converges  to:  wj-i f(11, w) uniformly  in  w  by our assumptions.   Then, the expres-
sion

[UT - f]
.'foo w  L 2,(PT(       T   *  ' x)+

A      [uT - 11 [UT - 41 - j [UT - 4] - i
- Lar(      T   I )14PT( 1:           ' =))2'PT(           T           ' 0) (4.41)

j=1
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converges to
(1 - a(u)lw t· · · a(11)nw4)@'f(u, w),

uniform in w. Now, the expression (4.41) is equal to:

[UT- 61   .    [UT- 4]- iE   w. j  E.al,(       T   '  )2'Pr(           T           ' %)dm(z) = I t.w'
./.-00 ,=1

for some (t,).€N because, as argued in the beginning of this section, the p:,T,s are all
Hardy functions. Uniform convergence in w now proves equation (4.40). This concludes
the proof of proposition 4.6.                                                                                         0

It is easy to establish the "if' part of this proposition also for sequences of time-varying
ARMA processes under the same assumptions; the "only if" part looks a little bit harder.

Corollary 4.7 For a sequence of time-varying AR(n) processes with increasing number
of path points, defined in (4.20), satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2, and with time-varying
spectral density  f(u, w)  (11  €   [O, ll; w E T), the asymptotic autocovariances are given
by:

lim Cov(y[uT-,1,T, Y[uT-t},T) = j  1D1-jf(u, w)dm(w) for  all  1, j  G  Z;   for all  u  €  [0,1].TTOO

(4.42)

Proof:
Because summation and convergence are uniform in w, according to proposition (4.6),
we have:

J  ekf(u,w)dm(w)     =     lim    1Dk    E   w'Cov(yIuT+S+il,Ti Y[*1'+S-*].r)dm(w)  =Tte°.11     .=-00

=     Ffl Col,(YIUT+5+81,1., YluT+5- 91.T)

for all r, k € Z.  From this, equation (4.42) is immediate.                                                  0

4.4   A sequence of stochastic coefficient processes
In this section, we construct sequences of stochastic coefficient processes, modelled ac-
cording to the General Model of chapter three. We will show that such a sequence of
time-varying AR processes admits the time-varying spectral density, conditional on the
coefficient process. This result may help us to describe the asymptotic conditional dis-
tribution, given the coefficients of these time-varying AR processes.

In the preceding sections we dealt with the theory of BIBO stability and time-varying
spectral density for a sequence of deterministic coefficient processes under the assump-
tion that the sequence of processes satisfies the equislowness property. This equislow-
ness property guaranteed the existence of limiting continuous coefficient curves having
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bounded variation. This was essential in the proofs above.
In the following sections, we consider stochastic coefficient processes. Suppose that we
try to embed a sequence of coefficient random walks in a continuous coefficient process.
Then this process would be a Brownian motion. A Brownian motion, however, does
not have bounded variation. So, the theory is not directly applicable to that situation.
However, the situation is different if we work with a sequence of coefficient smoothly inte-
grated random walks. If suitably defined, a limiting curve will be an integrated Ornstein
Uhlenbeck Velocity process, which is even differentiable. This idea will be pursued in
the next sections.  It will lead to a model for a sequence of time-varying AR processes
with stochastic coefficients that follow smoothly integrated random walks.
In this section (4.4), we introduce the model for the sequence of stochastic coefficient

processes. For every single process in the sequence, we earlier defined its running time.
For the sequence as a whole, we shall introduce the asymptotic relative running time. Its
properties will be discussed, and the existence of a limit coefficient curve will be proved.
In section (4.5), we consider a sequence of time-varying AR processes corresponding to
the coefficient processes of section (4.4). We shall show that such a sequence admits
the time-varying spectral density, introduced above, conditional on the values of the
asymptotic relative running time. The whole density will be conditional on the Ornstein
Uhlenbeck Velocity (OUV) process that generates the coefficients. In section (4.6), we
indicate how the time-varying spectral density could be used in identification and for
other purposes.
Some aspects about Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Velocity processes can been found in chapter
two.

A sequence of coe cient processes according to the General Model.
Main Model Sequence.
Let  X i, · . . ,X m  be m  C--vector fields on the n-dimensional Riemannian manifold  M,

Let Bi, Ti (1  f i S m)b e some positive numbers.
Furthermore, for all T € N, let qo,r : 0 -1 M be stochastic variables, such that
P(qo,r C U) > 0 for all open sets U CM.
Let  (#i(U)).€R,(1 S i s m) be m (continuous-time!) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Velocity pro-

cesses, mutually independent and independent of qo,r for all T E N, where (£&(U) uER is
determined by the parameters Bi  and Ti, i.e.  let  8,  be an OUV(Bi, Ti)-process.

Then, we recursively define the following sequence of polygonal processes:

for allt E Z+ :
1 T

'ir  =   1 : 1: .1.                                                         C..43)m.T) ,

B:,T  = the smallest 9-algebra, such that qo,T, and 8.,T (3 5 t)
are measurable, (4.44)

14.,   =     S ei t.Txi, (4.45)
t=1
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q,+i,T   =   expq,T(di,T) if this is well defined. If not,
*+1,T  =  ht+1,T for some Bt,T-measurable hi+1,T· (4.46)

0
The running time of process T will be denoted by vT.

Lemma 4.8 The polygonal process T, (qi,T, * E ,1 81&.T·74(q:.T)):cz+ is of independent
directional variation until vr if and only if

q H (Xi(q), Xj(q))q is constant on M. (4.47)

If the polygonal processes of the sequence are of independent directional variation, then
they are modelled according to the General Model (see section (3.7) )

Proof: Consider process number T. We have seen in chapter two that (8:,T):€Z is an
AR(1) process, satisfying the equation:

/ e-9      0     · · ·      0    \
0      e-     · · ·       0

4+1,T = 0t.T+

\    0        0      · · ·   e-   /

     1  -  e-2* n      ···                        0

+         E  T (4.48)

\                 0                   · · ·      1  - 8-2* rm   

where (At,T):cz+ is m-dimensional Gaussian white noise with variance equal to the iden-
tity, independent of qo,T and 80,r. The conditions of the proposition (3.4) (integrability,
never-evasiveness, proper representability of the variation term) are easily established,
hence we can apply this proposition, proving the first statement. Consequently, if we
want to prove the second statement, we may assume that the vector fields Xi (1 S i s m)
have constant inner products on the manifold M. By means of a Gramm-Schmidt pro-
cedure, we construct an orthonormal set of vector fields Ej (1 S j S r), such that
Xi = C,·iEs for some r x m-dimensional matrix C, which is constant on the manifold M.
Let Q be the conditional variance of 0t,T, given the past, i.e. let Q be the m-dimensional

diagonal matrix with the numbers ' as entries on its main diagonal. Let U and(1 -e-2*)1-2
T3

W be r- and m-dimensional orthogonal matrices, respectively, such that

/+1  0  ···  0  0 ··· 0 )

UC,NW =      u    112   .1.    u    u l.   u     ,  where 4 5,0.
\0 0 ··· f. 0 ···Oil

Let Fk  =  E;=i UkjEj. Then, Fi,···,Fr form an orthonormal set of r vector fields.

Let #: = W v/Q-let.r. Consequently, (81):ez is an m-dimensional Gaussian stationary
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process with unit conditional variance given the past, and with an everywhere positive
definite spectral density matrix. Now,

l™ l m,         l m,
dt= T E eti,rxi = T E E #ti, Cj,Ej =T E  I ( / WA)ici:U;,iF  =

:=1 :=13=1 4=1 j,k=l

= E(UC»#,).F. = I #"fkF.,
k=l k=l

and we obtain expression (3.37) in the definition of the General Model.                       0

I+om now on we assume that the processes in the sequence are of independent direc-
tional variation until their running time pr, or, equivatently, that condition (4.47) is
satisjied.

Remark 4.9 Consider the role of the independent variation term in changing qi,T into
*+1.T in comparison with the total changing factor:

Eli* Sli  l- e-2*Tixti.Txill2 = * E;11 11·X,112 (1
-

e-2* 

ElI* E i eti,TX 112 * I;11  1 Ixil 12 2

This proportion tends to zero if T tends to infinity. Interpretation: in this sequence of
stochastic coeficient processes, the coeflicients  get  ever  more  "deterministic".    0

By introducing the OUV-process 8, we are relating all the elements of the sequence of
polygonal processes with each other. The higher the index T of the polygonal process,
the more values  of the OUV-process  8  in the interval  [0,1]  it  uses for the generation of
the process points  (qi, de)05:ST· Following  the idea of Dahlhaus, the higher the index T
of the polygonal process, the more information of the same kind the polygonal process
contains. On account of this, it must be possible to do asymplotics on this sequence
of polygonal coefficient processes and the corresponding sequence of time-varying AR
processes.

Next, assume that the sequence of initial coefficients qo,T of all processes converges,
i.e.

lim qo r = qo with probability 1. (4.49)TTCO '

Then qo : 0 -+ M is A -measurable.
Now, consider the following increasing sequence of 9-algebras  (Bu)u€R+, defined by:

if u 2 0, then Bu is the smallest a-algebra in A with respect to which qo; qo, 
(T EN),and 4(a) (1 S i S m,0 5 8 5 u) are measurable.

Obviously, the previously defined 9-algebras BLT satisfy Be,T  C  B*
Furthermore, we call  B a stopping  time w.r.t.   (Bu)*ER+,if f  :  0  --* R+ is measurable
with respect to A, and the set {w € 01 B(w) > u} is element of Bu for all u € R+. For
example, every running  time vr induces the stopping  time     w.r.t.  (Bu)*ER+.
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The supremum of a sequence of stopping times is again a stopping time. The minimum
of a finite sequence of stopping times is again a stopping time. Any constant variable:
0 -,14 is a stopping time.

Definition of limit coefilcient curve 7 and asymptotic relative running time   v.
Consider the differential equation on the manifold M 6:

m

9(u) = E 8((li,w)Xi(7(11)); 7(0) = qo. (4.50)
i=l

The sample path t »+ (81(t,w), ···,8™(t,w)) is continuous with probability  1  (see chap-
ter two). Consequently, the right hand side of this differential equation is then also
continuous and locally Lipschitz in the argument of the Xi (use charts). This is enough

to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of a solution of (4.50). Hence, there is P-a.s.
a unique maximal solution 7 of (4.50). Let I(w)  =  (-a(w),v(w))  be its domain.   By
definition, 7 is Cl with probability 1 on 1(w). In the following proposition 4.10, we shall
prove that

1M1 qturl.r = 7(1&) for all U E  [0, v(w)), P-a.s.. (4.51)

Hence, 7 will be the limit coellicient curve of the sequence of processes.
We shall also prove that v, the supremum of the domain of 7, is a stopping time w.r.t.
(B.1,€R+ · We shall call v the asymptotic relative running time of the sequence of polygo-
nal processes. The term can be explained by the fact, as we shall prove, that the running
times vT of process number T asymptotically satisfy vT 2 VT  (T -4 00).                    0

In order to prepare the proof of the proposition, we introduce a kind of polygons
through the points qi,T as follows:
Define the curves of stochastic variables 71'(11) on M by:

71' :[0, ]  x 0    -+ M (4.52)
7T(O,w)   =   go.T(W) (4.53)

71·(u,w)    =    expe )(.)((u-  i) I #i( ,w)14(q:,r)) (4.54)
i-1

t    t+1
if-<1:5 -T      T

Note that ·yr(11) is measurable w.r.t. BLE, hence also w.r.t. Bu.
T

Proposition 4.10 is in fact a version of the existence theorem of Cauchy and Peano
for solutions of an ordinary differential equation. Before we formulate and prove it, first
an observation that will be frequently used:

I E Gi(u,w)Xi(q)1 I, is constant on the manifold M
i=0

6Here, we have written the argument w in order to stress that 8:(u) is a measurable map 8,(u) : 0 -
M. We shall frequently omit this argument, so qi,T is used to abreviate q:,T(w), and 7(u) to abreviate
7(u, w).
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for all u €R+,w€ 0. Consequently,  we may omit the dependency of the tangent space
in which the norm is taken and just write:

11   #i(tt, w)XiII or merely  jl Z Gi(u)XiII.
:=0 :=0

Furthermore, we use the notation f A g for the minimum of two functions f and g,
hence

(f A g)(0) := min(f(z),g(=));

(f A g A h)(z) := min(f(x),9(z),h(x)).

By  d(p, q)  we  mean the Riemannian distance between points  p and  q  on the manifold
M. By B,(p) we mean the ball in M with center p and radius r:

8,(p) = {q E Mld(p, q) S r}.

Proposition 4.10 Let ·yr's be the "polygons", as defined above, and vT's the running
times.  Let 7 be the maximal solution of the differential equation (4.50) and v the
supremum of its domain.
Suppose that

lim qo.T = qo (4.55)
TTCO

with probability 1, and in mean square, i.e.

lim Edi(qo,T, qo)  = 0. (4.56)
TTCO

Then, we have:

1. With probability 1,
lim inf 5  >  v.
Troo T -

2. visa stopping time w.r.t. (Bu)uci*. If M is complete, then with probability  1,
v= co; vT =0 0 for all T€N.I f v<c o, then there is a unique way to define 7
as  a continuous curve on the segment  [0, v], where 7(v)  lies  on the boundary  of M
in the metric completion of M.

3.  Let R€ 14. Let B=R A v a n d Br =R A v A  .  Then p and Br are stopping
times, and we have:

lim 71'(u A FT) = 7(u A B) uniform in a E [0, R] (4.57)
TTOO

with probability 1 and in mean square.
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Remark 4.11 The number R ( "relative consideration time") indicates   that   we   only
want to consider the first [RTI elements of the process with index T in the sequence. In

fact, the case R=1 has been considered in the previous sections, where the index T o f
the process was the same as the number of elements considered. By re-indexing, we can
always return to the case R = 1.                                                                            0

Proof of the proposition: Since the proof is rather tedious it will be split up into a
number of steps.

Step 1. There exists a positive number 8(W), such that

With probability  1, the "polygons"  7r are defned on  [0,3(w)]  for all  T  >  N
for some number N E N  and limTT- 71'(11) = 7(u) uniform in u, u€  [O, 8(w)1.

(4.58)

Necessarily, the number 3(w) is strictly smaller than V(W),   (8(W) < 1/(W)).
Proof of Step  1: For every point p € M, there exists an open set U(p), containing the
compact ball Br,(p), such that U(p) is a normal neighbourhood of each of its points.7
This means that there is an open set V in Mq for any q €  U(p), such that expq :  V -, U(p)
is a diffeomorfism. Particularly, if d(p, q) <r< rp, then exp  is still defined on the ball
with center 0 and radius rp - r in the tangent space Mg.
Let U(qo(w)) and B.mc.,(qo(w) be such an open set and compact ball around qo(w),
respectively. Choose No(w), such that  for all T >  No, 7TCO)  = go,T €  Bi„0 (qo).

•   We  construct  an interval [0,3(w)], such  that ·yr(11) € B.,0 (qo) for all
u  E  [O, 8(w)1.   Consequently,  the  set  {·n'(71)IT € N}  will have compact closure  in

M for ail u E [0,3(w)].
Between two consecutive points 71'(*) = *,T and 71'(*) = *ti,T the curves 71'
are geodesics, hence,if * <u< 9, the length of the tangent vectors is constant:

11 ' i r ( u ) " 7' ( u)  =  11 E e : (   ) X, ( q:, T ) l i e ' . r  =  11 E #i (   ) Xi i i (4.59)
1=1 :=O

(Mind the observation made just before the proposition).
Define the constant K on the manifold

K =  max 11Xill. (4.60)
i.1,···,m

Then, we have the following inequality for the tangents of the polygons:

IlfT(u)1|77(u) S E, 18:( )1  :2x   11Xill =K E lei( )1.:=1 :=1

7In fact a weaker statement than Helgason, I.9.9. or the normal property, vide chapter two.
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From this, it follows  that for  all  0  5 u  S   ,

1 [u11+1 m    i
d(7,(11), 71.(0)) 5 f Ilir(111)1|=(w,du, S  KT   E  (E led(T)1).t.0  1=1

The  functions  0, are continuous with probability 1, hence integrable.    With  prob-
ability  1  (* El:$+1(IZi lei(*)1))T€N converges  to  j; E.li 18i(T) dr uniform  in
u, 9  €  [O, tis]· The latter is a continuous function of u.  For that reason,  (with
probability 1), there exists a number 3(w) > 1, such that

fo=   19,(T)ldr <   if 0 5 u s 8(w), (4.61)

and there is a number N(w) > No(w), such that  for all T  >  N  and u E  [0,8(w)]
we have:

1 [*21+1 m
t ...    r O

T    (  14(T)1) < 2*·
It  is  clear  now  that  on the whole intervall  [O, 8(w)1 the polygons  7r's  lie  in  the
compact ball Brm(qo).

•   We prove that the  set of curves V= {71'  : [O, 3(w)] -0 M  I T> N(w)} is equicon-

linuous (even equiLipschitz)
Just   note that because   all   u    »0    8<(u, w)'s are continuous   on   [O, 8(w )},  also
E;11191(11)1 is maximized by a constant C(w) on this interval. We have:

il'(u)117,(u) 5 C(w)K =: D(w) for all u E [0,3(w)]., (4.62)

andalso for all 0 5 v SUs a(w),

d(71'(1:), 71·(v))  5  JI  IlfT(w)11.rr(.)dw  S D(w)lu - ul. (4.63)

•  Now we can apply the theorem of Arzela-Ascoli (see chapter two). Every sequence
in V has a subsequence (7Tk k€N , which converges to a curve ·9, uniformly on
[O, 3(w)] and with probability 1.  We shaU show that every limit curve must satisfy
the dilrerential equation (4.50), so they all coincide with 7· Then, it can be con-
cluded that limTT= 71'(u) = 7(u) with probability  1, and is uniform in u E  [O, 3(w)].

•  But  first  we  show that,  a.s.  if *  < 11  <  9,
m

lim  11+T(t) - E *(u)Xi(71'(U))1|7,(u)  = 0. (4.64)
TTOO 1-1

In order to do this, we derive an inequality for the form
(7T(t:), IZi Bi(*)Xi('72'(11))>7T(u), and after   that, an inequality   for   the  form

11.91'(11) - E;11 8&(u)Xi(7,'(u))1 IL(u).
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Note that

lin (iT(11), 514(E)24(71·(10)),T(u) =Ul' ;=1

= 11 E Bi(   )Xi(q:,r) I ll.T = 11 E 8,(   ),ri ' 12. (4.65)
S=1 :=1

As 7T is geodesical between subsequent points q:,r, and q:+1.T, we have that

96(u)'11'(u) = 0, hence

au-9--((*(11),f #i( )1.(71'(u)))7T(u)) =
:=1

=  (V+Tc.,tr(11), I 8,( i )X (7 ·(11)))7Tc.)+i=1

+(tr(u), vic") f #i( )Xi(71'(1:)) 7rcu)=
5=1

= (#(1:), vi,(u) E #i( i)Xi(7 ·(1:)))=(.)· (4.66)
i=l

On every tangent space, we define the symmetrical bilinear form:

{„.x„. - R(a, b) 0    (Vaxi, b)e + (a, 176.Xi>q = (a, F.(q)b)q   

These bilinear forms are uniformly bounded on the compact set Brfo (qo), containing
all images •yl'(u), because

11.F4(q)11 9,0....t...... 5 F(w)  Vq € Br.,c-,(go(w)).

Using this expression (and also equations (4.66) and (4.59)) and the boundedness

of the ei, we conclude that there is a number G(w),such that

1-9--(fr(lt), I #i( )Xi(71'(1:)))7,(•)1  =0U 1=l

= 1<*(11), 77») I F.( ).Xi(71'(11)))7T(.)| =
i=l

=  1 E e;( i)(fT(,L), 942'(u)Xi('n·(11)) 7,(u)1 5i=l

5 mC(w) F(w) 11·91·(101 12 = G(w) 11 Z GiC   ) Xi i 12
i=l

if  * <   71   <9. This, together with equation (4.65), enables   us to derive  the
following inequality for  (74(u), E;11 Bi(*)xi('n'(11)) 7T(u):

(ir('1), I 8.(   ).ri(71'(1:)))=(.)  2  11 E #,(   )Xi l l, -:=1 1=1
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-G(w)lu-  11'E #i( )xill..i=1

Now, we are able to establish the main inequality. In the derivation, we also use
equation (4.62)

11*(u) - I 8,(u).r,(71'(1:))114,(u) =
 =1

= 11 I   (   ) Xi 112 + 11 I #i ( 16 ) X' 112 - 2 (lt ( 1& ), E el (  ; ) Xi (72' ( 11 ) ) ) 7, ( u) +1=1 i-1 i=l

+2<74(u),E(*(E) - ei(tt)).r ('yr(U)))7·r(", 5
;=1

5  li E #i(u).Xill' - 11 Ee,( )X 112 + 20(w)11 X:(e,( ) - 8,(1:))XiII+i=1 1=1 i=1

+2(*w) 19 -   1 11 E 8,(   )X,112 5i=1

5 41)(w)11 ECe,(1:) - #i( ))Xiii + 2D(w)'G(w)lu -  1i=1

for all 11, * < 9 5 9. The functions u ,-+ Bi(u,w) are continuous on [0,8(w)], so
also uniformly continuous. With the inequality just derived, this proves (4.64).

•  Secondly, we prove that any limit curve ·9 satisjies the diferential equation (4.50).
Let  f   :M-+  R  bea C°° function,  and  let   (7rk),EN     be a subsequence  of  the
polygons, converging to ·9.  Then  d/,  defined  by  dfq:Mq  -+  R, df,(v)  =  v(f),  is  a
differential form on M 8. The matrix elements of #q are C°°-functions of B The
matrix norms of the dfe are uniformly bounded on the tangent spaces Me on any
compact subset of M. From (4.64), it follows that

m [UT]
lim dAT,(u)(7T,(1:)) - df,T,(.)(E #i(1-)14(7r,(11))) = 0.AToo

i=1

Hence, also
m

lim df,4(.,(7T,(ti)) = dficu)(E 8,(lt)Xi(·9(t,))), uniform in u €  10,8(w)],
ATOO

4-1

or, equivalently,

lim ·in(16)(f) = E ei(u)Xi(·YTh(u))(f),
&100

i=1

which yields:

lil- j  44(u)(f)611: = JI,-   ei(u)Xi(•9(11))(f)du for all  w E  [O, 8(w)].

8See chapter two for differential forms and tangent vectors, considered as derivations.
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As

tr,(U)(f) = Of o 'yr,(1:)
8u

we also have:

lim  /- fT.(u)( f)dli = lim f o 7Tk(w) - f(qo) =
kroo Jo AT°O

= f o  (w) - f(qo) = jl '" 4(u)(f)du,

and, consequently

4(11) = I #da)X:('9(71)),   Vu E [O, 8(w)] and ·9(0) = qo
i=l

i.e., ·9 satisfies the differential equation (4.50).

• Since this differential equation has exactly one solution with initial condition
7(0) = qo, so   = 7. As the maximal solution of equation (4.50) is not defined on
[v(w),001, all this also shows that necessarily, s(w) < v(w). This proves Step 1.

Step 2. Statement (4.58) is valid for all intervals [0,81,0<s< V(W).

Proof oj Step 2: Define the number S = S(w), 0 < S(w) 5 00 by

S(W) = sup{s E (0, v(w))1 statement (4.58) is valid on [O, 8(w)]}.

By Step 1.  of the proof, it is clear that S(w) is well defined (with probability 1). Suppose
that S(W) < V(W). Then, the point 7(S) exists. We can make a compact ball .8,44(7(S))
around this point, contained in an open set U(7(S)), which is a normal neighbourhood
of each of its points.
Because the curve 7 is continuous, there exists an E > 0, such that
7(u) E Bi,*s,(7(S)) for all 9 satisfying S-E<u<S. We know that the polygons 7T

are equiLipschitz on  [0, S) in accordance with  (4.63). By definition of S, we know that
limTIoo 'Ir(11) = 7(11) for all u € (S -E,S). Moreover, there exist a 6,0  <  6 < € and  a
number Ni(w), such that •n'(11)  E Bir,(s,(7(S)) for all T > Ni  and all u € (S - 8, S).
Because the ·n·'s are uniformly continuous on (S - 6, S), and Br*s,(7(S)) is compact,
the 71''s are also defined in S for all T > Ni. By the equiLipschitz property of the 71·,
we also have that limTTOO 71·(S) = 7(S). We are in the same situation as in Step 1 now.
From this, it is clear that we can extend the interval on which statement (4.58) is valid,
which contradicts the definition of S. Hence, S(w) = v(w), which proves Step 2.

Step 3.  The rest of the proof of the proposition.

1.  For all s€  [0, v(w)), statement (4.58) is valid on the interval [0,8]. Consequently,

lim infTT- 9  2  3,  thus  also lim infu'T= 9  2  % This proves  part  1.  of the proposi-
tion.
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2.  We are going to show that v is a stopping time.
Before proving this,  we show  that the radius rq„ which  we used in the proof of Step
1, is a measurable function w.r.t. Bo. We do this by showing that we can choose

rp, such that it is a continuous function of p. Define the function p:M -0 RU {00}
by:

p(p) = sup{r € 141 B,(p) is compact, and contained in an open set,

which is a normal neigbourhood of each of its points}   (4.67)

From Theorem I.9.9., Helgason, we known that p(p)  >  0 for all p E  M. If d(p, q) >
4 then p(q) > p(p) - E. Let Y € R+. Then define:

rp =   min(p(p), Y).

This function is obviously continuous on M. Furthermore, Br,(p) is compact and
contained in an open set which is a normal neighbourhood of its points. Conse-
quently, reoCM : El -+ R is measurable w.r.t. Bo., proving our claim.

In the first part of Step 1, (see equation (4.61)), we constructed a number 3(w),
such that

f   le,(T)ldr < 1-  if 0 5 1: 5 8(w). (4.68)2K'

(Here, K is the number, defined in equation (4.60)). This was sufficient to prove
that  on the interval  [0, 3(w)] statement  (4.58) was valid.   We'll  make a stopping
time out of this condition by defining:

80(w) = inf{lt € R.+I jf' I 18,(1.)Idr- Im- 2 0}. (4.69)
1=1 2K

Indeed, 80 is a stopping time, because

{ao> W}={jo-I *(r)Id,· - 2K<O} €B-
li=1

(Note that the stochastic variables .1  Eni IGi(T)ldr      (0 s v< u) are measurable

w.r.t. Bu for all O S U< u.)
Statement (4.58) is valid on the interval [0, s.(w)1, hence we have:

lim •n·(u A so A   ) = 7(11 A 80)
TTOO

Because ·n·(u A so A  ) is measurable w.r.t. Bu, also 7(1: A 80) is measurable
w.r.t. Bu· In order to prove that v is a stopping time, we have to show that the set
{v > uo} is an element of Be for all uo > 0. We already know that so > 110 implies
that v > 110. If also v > uo would imply 80 > 110, then the proof would have been
complete, because so is a stopping time. But the last implication need not to be
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true: condition (4.68) was only suflicient, not necessary for statement (4.58) to be
valid on interval  [0, s]. We overcome this difficulty by defining a double sequence
of stopping times.
Fix uo > 0. For any n E N , we recursively define the stochastic variables:

81,n = 30 (4.70)

kuo
8/84-1,1    =   sk,4 if ak,0 5 -; (4.71)n

kuoif sk,n > - thenn

sk+1.n   =   inf{112 3321   jc   E lei(T)ldr - r.'(-PA'...)  20}.       (4.72)
n      -2 i=l 2K

Note  that  sk,n  > e implies  that  4+1.n  >  82. By induction,  we show  that  ah,n  is
a stopping  time for all  k  E IN, and that  7(u A ak,n) is measurable w.r.t.  Bu  for  all
u  €  R+.  Only the induction  step  has  to be proved:

kuo kuo
if w 5 -, then {ak+1.n   w} = {sk.n 5 w} E Bw and if w >- thenn n

{Sktl.n > w} = {ak,n > *ME}n{ C  E 10&(1-)Idr-7(n;RA....) < 0} E Bw·n      '-=2 i=l 2K

Just as in the case of so one can prove now that 71'(u A 3„+1,n A  ) is
measurable w.r. t.  liu, and converges to 7(u Ask+1.n), which consequently
must then also be measurable w.r.t. Bw

Now, we are able to prove that v is a stopping time.
If v > 710, then for some E > 0, the curve {7(v)1 v E [O, uo+El} forms acompact part
of M. The function p », rp has a positive minimum on this curve. The function
u »* fil#i(T) Idr is uniformly continuous on [0,1:0 + E]. Hence, there is a n n€N,
such that sk,n > As for all k,l s k i n. Consequently, there is an n€N, such
that  an,n  > uo. On the other hand, if there is an n € N, such that ann > tio, then
automatically v > 110. Hence,

IP > 110   =   U  {snin  >  uo}  E  Be.
nEN

This proves the first statement of this part 2. of proposition 4.10.
Ne=4 the second statement.  If Mis complete, all geodesics are defined on the whole
R. Likewise, also the polygons are defined on R+, and, consequently, vT = co. Sup-
pose that v < co. As the (7T T€N 's uniformly converge to 7 on  [O, v), the sequence

(71·(v))TEN is Cauchy. Because a geodesically complete manifold is also metrically
complete (Helgason, Theorem 10.3), this sequence converges to a point p € M.
The same reasoning as in (a) shows that the differential equation (4.50) has also
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a solution on an interval [O, v + E), which contradicts the maximality of 7, i.e.  the
definition of v. So v = oo (with probability 1).
In case v < 00, we now know that M can't be complete. We can form the com-
pletion M of M as a metric space. In M, we can extend 7 in a unique way to
a continuous curve, defined  on the segment  [0, v], because equation (4.63) shows
that  7 is uniformly continuous  on  [O, v).  In  this  case, 7(v)  is an element  of OM,
the boundary of M in M.

3.  The minimum of a finite sequence of stopping times is again a stopping time, hence
Br = R A 1' A *and p = R A v are stopping times, and •n'(uAFT) is B.-measurable
for all u.
We prove uniform convergence of•yr(u A Pr) to 7(u A v)  with probability 1.
Consider the functions:

fT : [O, R] n [0, v) -, R ;  fr(u) = d(73'(u A Br ),7(11 A v)) (4.73)

For all 9, v E  [O, Rl n [O, v), we have that:

d(71'(u),7(11))    5    d(71'(u),go) + d(7(10, qo) 5 (4.74)

1 [Rn+1  m    t
5    d(·Ir(0),go)+ T    I    'lze,(T)XiII +

t=0   5=1

+     L : 11 2 8,(v)Xiildv., (4.75)
1=1

and also

pi(72'(u),7(u)) - d(7T(v),7(v))1 5 d(7r(u),71'(v)) + d(7(li),7(v)). (4.76)

These inequalities, together with inequality (4.63), show that the functions fT are
equiLipschitz, and uniformly bounded. Because of the Lipschitz property, they
can uniquely be extended to a set of uniformly bounded functions on [O,Rl, which
are also equiLipschitz. We already know that the (fT  T€N 's converge to 0 on
[0, R] n [0, v) pointwise, but by Arzela-Ascoli, we now also know that the (fT)Teri 'S
have to converge to 0 on [0, R] uniformly with probability  1.
Next, we prove that 7T(11 A FT)  converges to 7(u A v), uniformly in 11 E [0, R], also
in mean square sense.

First, we show that the (fT)reN 's are uniformly bounded and continuous in mean
square sense, i.e.

3PVT € N    Ef# <  P, and VTVu E  [0, Rl     lim ElfT(11) - fT(v)12 = 0.U-+U

Then, we prove convergence in mean square by the majorized convergence theorem
of Lebesgue.  We have to restate a proof of that theorem, because we want to prove
uniform convergence in mean square.
Because El 81(11 + h) - Bi(1:)12 = 2r2(1 - e-B,Ihl), all 8: are mean- square- continuous
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functions on  [O, R],and u »+  1 1 E;11 8;(u,w)XiII is integrable on  [0, R]  in the mean
square sense (see e.g. Yazwinski, Theorem 3.7, Corollary 2).  It is also easily verified

that + EICT' 11 E;li Oi( * ).Xi I I
converges to fo  11 Sti Gi(u)XiI I in mean square sense.

So, for all E>0 there is an N, such that for all T>N w e have:

/R  m
E(jo   11 Ee,(u)X,110111)2 +6 2 E(  [I 1 1 I 8,( ).7011)2.            (4.77)

:=1 t=l  :=1

From this and the inequalities (4.75, 4.76), it follows that the (fr)TEN's are uni-
formly bounded by a certain number P>0 and are, moreover, uniformly contin-
uous in mean square sense.

Next, we define:

1 [RT1   m t R m

4 = (T E 11 I 0,( T)xi I I + .110   11 E ei(tz)xii i)2 - fr(11)2t=1 :=1 :=1

and
rR

h=4(1 11 :01(76)Xilldu)2.i=l

Then, by (4.75),

hr 2 0 VT € N and  lim hr(u,w) = 11(u,w), a.s. uniform in u € [0, R].TT-

Also u H EhT(U) is continuous by mean square continuity of fT.
The increasing sequence (91')TEN, 91' := infkkThT is also well defined, measurable
and converges to h a.s. and uniform in u. Let g(w)  =  ES=1 ailA. (w) be a measurable
function with a finite number of values, such that 0 5 g 5 h. Let E>0.W e define
the measurable set ET = {w € 0191'(u) 2 (1 - g)g Vt; E [0, Rl n  IQ }. By uniform
convergence a.e., the sequence of these sets ET is increasing, and its union is n.
Consequently, for all measurable sets A, limTT°. p(An ET)= P(A). Now, it follows
that

P

Ar(u) 2 gr(11) 2 (1 - E)glE, - (1 - E) E ailA.nET,  Vu €  10, R] n  IQ.
6=1

Hence, using (4.77), there is an N, such that for all T>N

P

EA + 46 2 EAT(11) 2 (1 - E) E NP(Ain ET) Vu E [O,R] n  IQ.
j=1

The  last line holds  for  all  u  E  [0, R] since u  +  EAT(u)  is  continuous.   As  Eh
is the supremum of the expectations of all measurable functions smaller than h
with a finite number of values, the proof of part 3 of the proposition is now easily
concluded.                                                                                                           0
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If the coefficient processes in the sequence are stopped at their running times, or ear-
lier, then the sequence, after re-indexation, satisfies an equislowness property. We write
this formally down below.

Let (*,r, d:,T t€Z+,r€N be a sequence of coefficient processes, modelled according to the
Main Model Sequence in equations (4.44-4.46).  Let RER+ be the relative consideration
time of our study of this sequence of processes, i.e. we shall only consider the first
[RT]  elements of process  (qi,T, di,T)tez+ · Assume that these processes are of independent
directional variation until their running times vr.  Then [RT]Ae is a stopping time of the
process  (*.T, dIT):EZ+ smaller than vr. Accordingly, this process is  also of independent
directional variation until [RTI A Pr.
Stopping and re-indezation
We  define the sequence of stochastic processes  (*,RT, diAT)ostsRT (with sequence of 0-

algebras) by:

*,RT = *AIRTIA"r.T

d JiT - dfAIM'AvT,T (0 Sts RT) (4.78)

8t,RT = Bt:r (0 Sts RT) (4.79)

These processes are just the stopped processes (qi,T,di,T), stopped at time [RT] A vr, and
re-indexed in order to let the second index indicate the number of path points, taken
into consideration. Also these stopped processes are of independent directional variation
until [RT} A vr. As an immediate consequence of the previous proposition  (4.10), we have:

Corollary 4.12 1. The (*,s)05:55;S€RN 's vary equislowly with the increasing num-
ber of path points, i.e. there is a number C(w), such that

d(41+1.s,*.s) 5 ( );

2. If v> R, then for all u E [0,1] we have w.p.  1:

lim q-Ius},s = 7(„R) E M;
SToo

3. If v S R, then there is a point p=R i n [0,1] such that w.p.1:

stm- *psl,s
= 7(v) E BM.

Proof: To see part 1. of corollary 4.12, just use equation (4.63), derived in Step 1.
of the proof of proposition 4.10. To prove part 2.  and part 3. of the corollary, just use
part 3. of the proposition. 0
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4.5   A conditional spectral density
We consider a sequence of univariate time-varying AR(n) processes with stochastic co-
efficients:

y:,T = al,t,ry:-1,r + · · · + an,t,TY:-n,T + at,re:,T      (t  E  Z+,   T  € IN) (4.80)

where  4,    >   0  for  all  t   E   Z+,T  E   N,  and  the (4,1, )t<Z+, T € N are Gaussian white
noise sequences with variances equal  to one, independent  of  y-1.T,       , Y-n,T  and  also
independent of the stochastic process, generating the coefficients.

About the coefilcients (or instantaneous associated polynomials, as we called these
earlier) and pre-initial observations  y-n,T,...,7-1,T,  we  make the following Assump-
tions:

1. The instantaneous associated polynomials

1             n-1qt,T = Ln,t,T = -(Xn -
al,t,TZ . . . - an,t,T)

et,T

are walking stochastically in Un, the set of stable polynomials of degree n with
positive highest coefficient, which is embedded in It"+1 in the "natural" way :

/ al  

UL 3 e-'(=n + alxn-1   ...an-ix + an) H       i    1  E lin+1.
an

\r/

2. These instantaneous associated polynomials are walking in a Riemannian manifold
M that is a submanifold of Un. Note that we now have two distance measures on
M:  its own Riemannian distance measure  d  and the Euclidean distance  l i l I,  in-
duced by the "natural" embedding in Rn+1. The first was used in proposition 4.10
and corollary 4.12, the latter in proposition 4.4 and proposition 4.6. On compact
subsets of M the two distances are equivalent, as shown in lemma 2.2 in chapter
two.

3. The instantaneous associated polynomials are generated, according to the Main
Model (4.44-4.46); the polygonal processes are of independent directional variation
until their running times.

4. The initial instantaneous associated polynomials qo,T are all equal to a stochastic
polynomial qo : 0 -+ M, independent of the OUV(131,Ti) processes, used in the
Main Model.
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5.  The pre-initial observations  y-n,T,···,7-1,T are independent of these  OUV(Bi, Ti)
processes. Conditional on qo, these observations have a zero mean Gaussian dis-
tribution with variance as if they belong to a time-invariant AR(n) process with
associated polynomial qo. Hence, conditionally on qo, but independently from the
OUV(Bi, Ti) processes, the processes  (y.,T),  T  € N can and will be extended to the
infinite past.  (This is just a technicallity of the same kind as used in section 4.3).

6. In order to derive also properties on the process after the asymptotic relative
running time, we make an assumption on the definition of the *+1.T if expq,,T(di,T)
is not well-defined.  Let the Bt,r-measurable variables ht+11' of equation (4.46)
satisfy:

d(*,T, 4+LT) 5 Ild:.ill a.s., if vr St.q:,r,

In combination with equation (4.46), this assumption implies that

d(q:,T, *+1,T) S  Ild:,TI|q„r  a.s..

Let RER+ be the relative consideration time for which we study the sequence of
processes (Vt,T)OstsRT, T€N· In order to apply concepts as BIBO-stability and Dahlhaus
spectral density, it would have been necessary to re-index this sequence. We did so in
Corollary (4.12). We shall omit that now.

Remind that B  is the smallest a-algebra in A with respect to which qo, and

4(11)(l S i S m,O S S I R) are measurable. The 0-algebras Bt,r were defined in
(4.44-4.46).

Almost trivial is the following Statement.  Let  T, t C N with t S RT.
For all polynomial functions h : It'+1+n _+ R, we have:

EBRh(y-n.T,..., Yt,T)  = EB'.Th(y-n,T,"I,yt,T)•

The conditional distribution  of y-n T, o- ' , Vt,T, given  BR, is  the  same  as the conditional

(Gaussian) distribution of y_n,T, · · ·i Yt,T, given Be,T.
Proof.  We can rewrite h(y-n,T, · · · , Vt,T)  as
9(y-n,T, · · · , 9-1,T, qo, Ao,r, · · · , At-1,T, €o,T,···, Et,T)  for  some  function  g  that is polyno-
mial in €:T and y.,r, and where A.,T  f  B.,T  was defined in equation  (4.48). The terms

€.,r and the pre-initial observations y-n,T, '      , 7-1.T are supposed to be independent  not
only from Xi,T, ,..,A:-1,T, but also from the OUV(Bi, Ti) processes #i (1 S i S m), even
conditional on qo. The first statement is now immediate. The second statement follows
from the first.                                                                                       0

Conditional on Ba, we associate with the process (yt,T)095RT, a system E  with
time-varying system matrices (C: T,At,r, Bt,r), where

Ct,T   =   (1   0· · ·0)
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/ ai,:+1,T  a2,8+1,T         an-1,:+1,T   an,:+1,T 1
1      0···    0      0

At,T   =           0            1       · · .         0              0

\ 0 0 ··· 1 0    /
/  Ottl,T  \

0

Bt,r  =         0              (0 S t s R T- 1). (4.81)

\0/
If one defines Xt,T - < yt   yt-1       *   14-n  , one can write, conditional on BR,

E R :

< .74+1,T  =  At,TX:,T + BIT€t.T '      Co S t s RT).           (4.82)1/t,T = Ct,TXt,T

Let A e BR be an event with positive probability. We shall call the sequence of pro-
cesses (Vt,T)05*ERT, T € N conditionally BIBO stable on the event A i f o n this event the

corresponding sequence of systems (E )TEN is BIBO stable.

Let A € BR be an event with positive probability. We shall say that the sequence
of processes (14,T)05:5RT, T E N admits the conditional time-varying spectral density
f(u, wiG) on the event A if on this event the following limits exist:

CO

f(u, wle) = lim    I   111'Covs.(YINT+6+il.T, YluT+5-*l.T), (4.83)
1 -DOD

I=-00

uniformly in u€ (-00,R], and w E T (i.e. w = e40, 0 E [-lr,r}) for all r E Z. (the
summation is taken  over  all  8,  such  that  CovBR(yluT+5 +21.T, 11[uT+3 - fl,T)  is  defined).

Theorem 4.13 Under the Assumptions 1,2,3,4,5, we have:

1.  The sequence of time-varying AR processes (y:,T)0515RT is conditionally BIBO sta-
ble, and admits the conditional Dahlhaus spectral density on the event {v > R},
i.e. on the event that the asymptotic relative running time is larger than the rela-
tive consideration time.

2. If the manifold M is complete, then the sequence of processes (Itt,T)05:SRT is con-
ditionally BIBO stable, and admits the conditional Dahlhaus spectral density with
probability 1.

3.  Suppose that assumption 6 is valid.  If the closure of M, as part of Rn+1, is compact
and lies in Un, then the sequence of processes (Y:,r)05:5Rr is conditionally BIBO
stable with probability 1, and it admits the conditional Dahlhaus spectral density
on the event {v 2 R}.
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4. Suppose that assumption 6 is valid.  If M coincides with Un, and the Euclidean
distance is smaller than a multiple of the Riemannian distance everywhere, then
the sequence of processes  (vir)05:SRT  is conditionally BIBO-stable, and admits
the conditional Dahlhaus spectral density on the event {v > R} and on this event
only.

Proof:

1. On the event that v>R,w e have that vr > RT, if T>N for some N(w) E N,
hence *,RT = *,T for all 0 5 1 5 R T and T>N.  Here, *,RT was defined in
(4.78). By corollary 4.12, we know that the coeflicients (*.111')Os:SRT, RT€N  are
equislowly varying in the sense of the metric.  If v > R, then there is only one
limit curve completely lying in  Un; this limit curve  on  [0, R] is compact, hence
the coefficients lie in a compact subset of Un. By lemma 2.2 in chapter two, the
coeffcients are also bounded, equislowly varying, and have one limit curve, in Eu-
clidean sense. Proposition 4.4 and proposition 4.6 now show that the sequence of
processes (yl,T)05:SRT; T€N  is conditionally BIBO stable, and admits the Dahlhaus
time-varying spectral density.

2. If M is complete, the asymptotic relative running time is infinite; v = 00 (see
proposition (4.10). The second statement of the theorem now follows from the
first.

3. If the closure of M in IC'+1 is compact in Un, then the coeflicients lie in a com-
pact subset of Un, whatever the value of v. The definition of the dta· in equation
(4.45) and assumption 6, on the choice of the *+1.T after the running time VT,
make clear that the coefficients (*,T)ostsur,T€N are equislowly varying, and
are bounded in metrical sense. Again, according to lemma 2.2 of chapter two, they
are equislowly varying, and bounded in Euclidean sense. As all the limit curves of
the coefficients lie in Un (in metrical, but also in Euclidean sense), the sequence of
systems is conditionally BIBO stable, according to proposition  4.4.  If v 2 R, there
is only one limit curve, hence the sequence of systems admits Dahlhaus' spectral
density, according to 4.6.

4. If, for some number C, we have that lip - q11 5 Cd(p,q) for all p,q € M, then

equislowness, boundedness and convergence in metrical sense imply equislowness,
boundedness and convergence in Euclidean sense. Even convergence to a point in
the completion of M implies convergence to a point in the boundary of Un in IC'+1.
We show that the sequence of processes (Yt.T)O5tsvT, T € N, defined conditional
on the event {v S R}, can't be BIBO stable. On this event, then also the sequence
of processes (ye,T)OstsRT, T  €  N  can't be conditionally BIBO stable, according  to
the definition of BIBO stability.  By the definition of the dt,T in equation (4.45)
and assumption 6, the coefficients (qi,T)05'54, T E N vary Equislowly, and are
bounded in metrical sense. The limit curve is  7  :  [O, v]  -+ M, where  M  is  the
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completion of M and 7(v) 0 M. Then, also in Euclidean sense the coefficients
have this limit curve, and 7(V) i Un• According to proposition 4.4, the sequence
(14,1')ostsvT, T E N i s not conditionally BIBO stable, and according to proposition
4.6, it does not admit the Dahlhaus spectral density. Then, also the sequence
(Y:,T)05:5RT, T E N can't admit this density.                                                                  0.

Corollary 4.14 Assumptions 1,2,3,4,5 as in the Theorem. On the event that p > R and

conditional on BR, the autocovariances of the processes (yc,T)ostsRT are asymptotically:

lim  Cousli(y[e-,1.Ti Y[IT-1.T     -    J  1 -jf(u, w 8)dm(w)
TTOO

for alll,j€ Z;  for allu e [0, R].     (4.84)

Proof: Just as the proof of corollary 4.7.                                                                0
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4.6  The use of the spectral density, an heuristic
discussion

In this section, we shall explain what our aim was in constructing this concept of a con-
ditional time-varying spectral density, and how far we have got in achieving our goals.

We give some indications how one could use this density.
First of all, by using corollary 4.14, we have been able to prove asymptotic properties of
zero-curvature models, which makes the role of the metric clear. These results will be
presented in chapters five and six.
Secondly. The usual stochastic coefficient models have in common with the models pro-
posed in chapter three that it will be necessary for a useful application to estimate the
hyperparameters Bi, n  of the (smoothly integrated) random  walk,  or the OUV-process.
This is already not an easy question.  But on top of this we added a lot more structure
to be specified: the manifold with metric and the direction space with eigenspaces of
the symmetric tensor field.  With the extra structure, the number of hyperparameters
involved has increased, and becomes comparable to the number of parameters in para-
metric deterministic models. Dahlhaus has constructed and analyzed a method to fit
these deterministic models in practical situations. A method that is closely related to
maximum likelihood estimation.  Our idea is that it must be possible to use his meth-
ods and analyses for the estimation of the extra structure we added to the models in
chapter three.  The idea is to estimate the extra structure after the choice of Bi, Ti has
been made. In other words, the estimation will be conditional on our a priori choice of
OUV-processes A, Ti.  Let us explain the method we propose.   It uses ideas and results
from Dahlhaus. The elaboration of the method remains to be done; this section has an
heuristic character.
Let yo,···,YT be a series of (univariate) observations, supposed to be the realization of
the Tth element of a sequence of finite Gaussian equislowly time-varying AR(1) processes

(11:,T)05:ST, T E N, for some order 1, with probability densities P;(Z). Assume that the

sequence admits a time-varying spectral density  f-(u,w).   We are going  to  fit a model
of a sequence of finite Gaussian equislowly time-varying AR(n) processes that admit a
time-varying spectral density. First, we discuss the case that the model belongs to a
class of parametric deterministic models. The probability densities of a model in the
class with parameter < will be denoted as pc,T(z) and its spectral density as fg (11, w).

We have to choose a criterion for optimal fitting of a model in the class to the given se-
quence of processes. The sequences of processes, on which proposition 4.6 applies, can be
regarded as douMy indexed locally stationary processes, as defined by Dahlhaus. In order
to fit a model of a class of locally stationary doubly indexed processes to a given locally
stationary process, Dahlhaus proposes to minimize the asymptotic Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence between the probability distributions of a model in the class and the probability
distributions of the given sequence of processes. Hence, he proposes to minimize

D(pc,p') = lim -LE,· log(&!E). (4.85)TT. T+l    T       p;
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He succeeds in writing this divergence by means of the spectral densities as

1 fi r f<(u w) f'(11, w)

D(pc,p*)=ijo A{log<f·(u'w)) + - l}dm(w)du. (4.86)
f<(U,w)

Minimization of this criterion w.r.t. < is the same as minimizing the criterion

1  F r f*(u w).
·1(<) := 5 jo A{log(fc(u,111)) + '

}dm(w)111. (4.87)
fc(u, w)

It is not possible to minimize Y immediately, because the spectral density f'(tt, w) of
the observed sequence of processes is unknown. Dahlhaus proposes to estimate this by
a "local version  of the periodogram",

1 ESl h(*)1D'yIuTl-*titl.TI2
IN(u,w) =

E'1:2 h(*)2
(4.88)

where N i s a n even number and h:R- *R i s a continuous function which is zero outside
the interval [0,1). Then his new criterion becomes:

11 S , IN(uj.w)JT(<)=--E/{log(f,(lij,lu) +   ,     ,]dm(w).   (uj=  ) (4.89)2 S j=i ·4 fcluj, w,

He succeeds in proving that, under certain conditions, a minimizing <T of.72'(<) converges
to a minimizing G of y(C) , and even succeeds in determining the asymptotic distribution
of VT(6 - G).
Now, we want to fit a class of Main Model Sequences, as defined earlier. The Model
Sequences in the class satisfy the Assumptions 1,2,3,4,5 of theorem 4.13.  As we said
above,  we have chosen the hyperparameters Bi, Ti of the OUV-processes 8 a priori. Every
realization (8(11))u€[0,11  (or  (8(0),8(*), ···,8(1))  ) of such an OUV-process can be seen
as a parameter of the model sequence (or model number T, respectively) belonging to
the parameter space Par, on which we have laid our prior OUV distribution, determined
by B:, n. A Model Sequence in the class depends furthermore on the extra structure, we
referred to above, and which we summarize in the hyperparameter <. The corresponding
asymptotic relative running time will be indicated by v<; the relative consideration time
will be one, as in the beginning of chapter four.  On the event {v< > 1},the model
sequence admits the spectral density f (u,w 8). The joint probability density on the
product of sample space and parameter space for process number T of the model sequence
will be denoted by PC,T(z, e). According to Bayes'rule, we have:

pc.1·(z,8) = R (Zle)p,(8) (4.90)

where PT(8) = p(8(0),0(*),..., 8(1)) is a marginal probability density of the OUV pro-
cess 8 and pt,T(z #) the density of the conditional Gaussian distribution, given BT,T.  We
have seen before that this distribution is equal to the conditional distribution, given the
whole 0-algebra Bi ·  We want to compare the given sequence of processes with the model
sequences of the class on these products of sample spaces and parameter spaces. As the
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given processes do not depend on our a priori chosen OUV process, the corresponding
density of process number T on sample space times parameter space will be

pi(z, 8) =pi(z)1)1•(8)· (4.91)

A logical measure of fit will be the Kullback-Leibler divergence over both variables z and
8:

P(,T(z,8)
DT(pt,p·, Sam x  Par)    =    ---1      (   p;(z, 8)log( )dedz =T+1 J J p;(z, 8)

-1 f f   ,      PCT(ZI#)= - 1 PT(8) j' P;lz) log(  ',, ,  )dzde =Ttll PT<z)

P<,T(·10)= Eouv(T- ll·Epilog( )) (4.92)
PT

By this measure, we are taking the mean of the Kullback-Leibler divergence from model
number T to process number T over all possible values of the process 8 that generated
the coefficients of the model, weighting these values by our OUV prior distribution.
An important aspect of this version of the Kullback-Leibler divergence is that it is non-
negative and invariant for (bijective) reparametrizations of the sample- and/or parameter
space. (See S.Kullback, 1959, chapter two) 9 10
Hence, in order to obtain optimal fitting of a model from the class to the given sequence
of processes, one should minimize the asymptotic Kullback-Leibler divergence (w.r.t. <)
over both the sample- and parameter space,

D(p<,p*,Sam x Par)  =  lim Eouv DT(Pc'p*le) where (4.93)
Troo

-1 p<,T(.18)Dl'(Pc' P'le)    =    -Epilog(                  ),                              (4.94)
T +1              4

the conditional Kullback-Leibler divergence, a Bl-measurable function (we assume that
the limit exists). We shall base the criterion that we want to minimize on this asymptotic
Kullback Leibler divergence.
In equation (4.93), we can split the expectation over the parameter space in two terms:

D(pc,p*, Sam x Par)   =   Di(<) + D,(<), where

Di (<)     =     lim  Eouv DT(pc,p.18)1{v<>1) and (4.95)
TToo

D,(0  =  lim Eouv Dr(Pc,p*|e)1{ 51}· (4.96)
TTOO

We discuss the second term, Ih(<).
On the event {vc 5 1}, BIBO stability, or the existence of a conditional spectral density,

gBy reparametrizing one can also include the transition variance parameters T; in the set of hyper-
parameters, we propose to estimate by this method.

10Non-negativity and invariance are shared by other types ofdivergences, based on ratios of probability
densities too (see e.g. Amari, 1990, p.87), but for time-inuariani stationary autoregressive processes,

Amari (1987) has given geometrical arguments, showing that the Kullback-Leibler divergence is a very
natural one.
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is not guaranteed.  If we work with a model class satisfying the assumptions of part 4
of theorem 4.13, then stability and spectral density are even excluded. Our assumption
about the given sequence of processes was, however, that it has a density, hence, that it
is BIBO stable. Accordingly, we may expect that the models, corresponding to a 8 in
the event {v< 5 1},have large divergence to the given sequence, much larger than the
models corresponding to the event {v< > 1}. In other words, we have an a priori dislike
in fitting an unstable model to the given sequence. We can lay more stress on this dislike
in our model by one type of specification of the model we did not completely make until
now: we did not completely define what the instantaneous polynomial q:+i,T should be
after the running time VT. That is, we did not define the ht+1.T in equation (4.46). As
an alternative to assumption 6 of theorem 4.13, we can define: let 4+i,r = h, h Bo-
measurable, h : 9 -0 Rn+1 j Un. It is easy to adapt the definitions of General Model etc.
in order to enable us to make this kind of assumption.  If we do so, part 4 of the Theorem
4.13 will remain valid. In other words: as soon as the coefficients of the model menace
to run out of Un, we stop the coefficient process of the model and make the coefficient
(or instantaneous associated polynomial) a constant, unstable polynomial. By choosing
h far or close to Un, we can manipulate the divergence of a model with corresponding
coefficient process to the given sequence. In this way, we can give prior weights to our
feeling that the given sequence of processes is really BIBO stable. But to make things
less complicated, we choose for another option with the same idea.  In the choice of the
criterion we replace term D2(<) simply by:

b (<) = MP({vc 5 1}) (M constant, not depending on 8 nor <). (4.97)

Here, the number A/t should be large.
Now, we discuss the first term, Dl(<).
The models, corresponding to the event {v< > 1}, admit the spectral density, hence on
this  event,  we have point-wise convergence  in the parameter space  Par  of Dr(p<,p' 18)
to the expression (4.86), derived by Dahlhaus. We have to derive conditions, such that
Dr(pc, p.le) is majorized by an integrable function of 8. Then, we can apply the ma-
jorized convergence theorem of Lebesgue, and rewrite term Dl as

Di(<) = Eouv(5 jo A{log( 1+ .  - l}dm(w)dul{v<>i}).    (4.98)
1 ,1 r    f<(11,w) .  f*(u,wle)

f'(11, w 18) f<(ti, lu,
Dropping the terms which do not depend on <, we now obtain the first criterion that we
propose to minimize w.r.t. <:

1  fl r f'(11, w)
3(0 := Eouv(i Jo  A{log(fc(u,wle)) + } dm(w)dul(,>1}) + MP(v< 5 1).

fc(u, wle)
(4.99)

We follow the idea of Dahlhaus to estimate the spectral density of the given sequence
of processes  by some kind of periodogram estimator IN(u, w), and propose the following
actual criterion to be minimized w.r.t. (:

YT(<) := Eouv Ill I £{log(f<(uj,wle) +  P'(16'w) ]dm (w)1{.c>l}) + MP(v( 51).2S h(uj, wle)
j=1

B, = i) (4.100)
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We are not going to do any asymptotic analysis of the variables <0 resp. G, minimizing
the two criteria .7(<) and ST(<) respectively.  That is beyond the scope of this thesis.  We
only show the link between minimizing the second criterion, and the ad hoc method we
used in experiments (see chapter six).  In this method, we simply excluded values of < that
yielded coefficient estimates running out of Un, and under this restriction, maximized the
likelihood with respect to (. We computed this (approximate) likelihood by Prediction
Error Decomposition, included in an Extended Kalman Filtering algorithm.
Also in showing this link, we restrict ourselves.  We make a very special choice of spectral
density estimator and very special choices of N and S. The justification of this restriction
is that we only want to illustrate ideas.
A simple periodogram-type of the spectrographic estimator (without data-taper h as in
equation (4.88)) is

N-1

IN(11,111)  =   1 E ti)"yfun- +k+l,T|2. (4.101)
k=0

The spectral density fc(u, wle) is, according to proposition 4.6 :

fc(U,lule) = ,
0(11,<)2

 wn - al(u,<)wn-1 _  0, - an(u,<)12
(4.102)

where 7(u,<)  =  *51(wn - al(U, <)wn-1 _   - . - an(71, <)).  With this spectral density-
estimator and expression for fr, the actual criterion 3T(<, y.,T) becomes:

1    s-i

ST(<,y·,T) =
2(S - 1)   Eouv {(log(92(14, C)) +

1
1 1(14))1{9>1 } + P({v< 5 1})A/1  (14 =  ), where     (4.103)

Q2(tti, <)
N-1

t(u)   =        1 E @1(1 - al(11, C)@ +k=0

_ . . . - 4(11, <)iD'*)viurl-*+1+1.TI'dm(w)  =
1 r N-1

=   N .4 1 I (91 - al#1-1 -··· nok-n)*klwdm(w) + c(u,y,N).
k=n

Here, #k = Y[url-*+k+1,T, ai= ai(11, <), and €(u,y, 1V) is given by:

n-1

E(11, y, N) = -     1 I (81+.9N-1  t. . . + an#N+•-n)@N+.12dm(w). (4.104)
'=0

Now, we can rewrite t(u) as follows:

1 N-1
t(u)    =    .*  E (91 - al#k-1 -"' an#k-n)2 + E(u, 3, N) =k=n

1 [uT]+*+.
=   w        I       (Yk,T - al,k,TYk-l,r - · · · - an,k,TYk-n,T)2 +

k=tuT}- *tn+1

+E(11,7, N). (4.105)
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If N S=T t l,w e find that the actual criterion can be rewritten as:

JT(<, yo.T, · · · , yr,T)  = .fT + P({v<  5  1})A,1 + 11(71 N, T) , where

ST = EOUV { 1{9.T>T,v<>1}

1

2(T + 1) X
T

x  (log(( T) +   7k'T - al,k,Tyk-l,T I. . . - an.k,Tyk-n,T)2 ).}
k=0 gk T

(4.106)

Statement  For a suitable choice of N,  e.g.   N = Ti, a suitable choice of the manifold
of the sequence of models (e.g. compact subset with non-empty interior of Un), and a
uniformly bounded sequence of processes (11:T)05:ST, TEN,we have:

lim 11(y, N, T)    = 0. (4.107)Troo

Proof: We only give elements of the proof of this statement.  It is immediate from
equation (4.104) that

E(lt, y, N) = 0(. )   (N -+ co).
By the compactness of the manifold in Un the concept of "bounded and equislowly

varying coefRcients" can be defined equivalently in terms of the metric of the model and
in terms of the Euclidean metric. We even have:

Eouv
d,C ( :SI I: ) , (  :il:)  ) )1'.'.T,T'.c,1, = AE.uve,( )1'..'.T,T..„1, s   i,

for  some  C  € R+, where  d  is the metric  of the model,  and a similar inequality holds
w.r.t. the Euclidean metric. Because the vt,T are uniformly bounded, and the coefficients
(aIuT},T,  u'll,T) uniformly converge  to  (a(u, <), a'(u,<))  in mean square, according  to
proposition 4.10, it is easy to deduce that

lim g(u,y, N)  =  0
TTOO

and to finish the proof.                                                                                  0

For large M and large T, we can approximate the minimizing < of YT by minimizing
the function .fT(<) over a subset 20 of the parameter space, where P({vc > 1}) is large

(and almost constant).
Minimizing expression .fT (4.106) over Zo is the same as maximizing the likelihood
p<,T(YO,T, "   1 YT,T) (conditional  on a running time larger  than  T)  over  Zo,  as  will  be
shown in Remark 6.10.
Above, we have put the ordinary maximum likelihood method by prediction error de-
composition for estimating the "extra structure", in perspective. We have equated it to
a form of criterion .7T of equation (4.99), in fact the most rude form because we used the
most simple periodogram-type of spectrographic estimator. This suggests that improve-
ments can be made: introducing data-tapers in the spectral density estimator; choosing
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other combinations of N and S; taking more account of the event {vt 51}. This section
had a very heuristic character; almost everything in this direction has to be investigated
yet.  Despite this, we think that a merge between the well-analyzed methods of Dahlhaus
and the stochastic coefficient modelling methods is possible, yielding the possibility of
parsimonious models with higher precision.
In this section we did not discuss how to choose the prior OUV distribution. The de-
termination problem of transition matrix hyperparameters A and transition variance
hyperparameters Ti is common to all models, where time-varying parameters are as-
sumed to follow (smoothly integrated) random walks or generalizations of these. We did
not discuss that problem here. We shall discuss this subject in chapter six. What we
elucidated in this chapter was just isolating the remaining problems (the determination
of the other hyperparameters) from this crucial problem.  In this respect, we did a similar
thing as in chapter three, section 3.8: there we isolated a linear transition equation with
parameters 136 and T:, leaving a non-linear measurement equation.



Chapter 5

Geometry on Un

This chapter deals with geometrical structures on the set Un of stable polynomials of
degree n with positive highest coefficient, or, equivalently, the set of stationary AR(n)
models. The theories, underlying this section, have been gathered in chapter two: the
section on the theory of shift invariant inner products; the section on the asymptotic
Fisher matrix for a univariate constant AR(n) coefficient process; the introductory sec-
tion on differential geometry, and the subsection on submanifolds and curvature.
Un represents the class of stationary AR(n) processes. Different parametrizations of
(parts of) Un have been studied in statistics. Usually, the purpose in these studies is
to obtain certain desired properties of the asymptotic distribution of ML estimators of
these parameters for AR(n) processes.
Such a study has been done in general for models in the class of exponential families.  A
Gaussian stationary AR(n)-process yo, · · · , VT  can be regarded  as a member of a curved

 (n+1)(n+2),n +1) exponential family, as is shown by Arato in  (1961).
For one-dimensional curved exponential families, different types of parametrizations were
studied by Hougaard (1982). He gave some rules to obtain parametrizations, such that
the corresponding MLE satisfies various asymptotic requirements, such as

• the MLE has zero asymptotic skewness;

• the MLE has a stabilized variance, i.e. a variance that does not depend on the
parameter value.

By Kass (1984) it was pointed out that the rules of Hougaard could be geometrically
interpreted. These rules were in fact flatness criteria w.r.t. different connections of
the Riemannian geometry given by the Fisher metric (see also Amari, 1990, pp.150-152).
Parametrizations, yielding zero asymptotic skewness, are possible if and only if the corre-
sponding (sub)manifold is flat in the -1-connection w.r.t. the Fisher metric. Covariance
stabilizing parametrizations are possible if and only if the corresponding (sub)manifold
has zero curvature in the 0-connection w.r.t. the Fisher metric. The 0-connection is the
usual Levi-Civita-connection, the only type of connection that we use in this thesis.
The importance of covariance stabilizing parametrizations has been pointed out by Vaeth
(1985).  Unlike the likelihood ratio test statistic, the Wald test depends on the used
parametrization. For one-parameter exponential families, Vaeth showed that the Wald
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test may-be ill-behaved unless we use covariance stabilizing parametrizations.
For AR(1) models, Ravishankar, Melnick and Tsai (1990) computed these types of
parametrizations. The parametrization that reduces the skewness of the distribution
of the MLE asymptotically to zero, is the one where the AR(1)-coefficient a C (-1,1) in
the equation lit = ay:-1 + 94 is replaced by:

ez - e-K
a = tanh(x):= (A E It). (5.1)t + e-K

The covariance stabilizing parametrization that makes the asymptotic variance of the
MLE constant on the parameter space, is the one given by:

7r  X
a = sin(K) ('e€(-2,2)) (5.2)

Both  parametrizations  were  also  used  in a different context  by  Gray and Markel  ( 1976).

A main objective of our study of geometrical structures of Un is to design General
Models that have a linear transition equation with respect to some parametrization of a
submanifold of Un. Such models will be named zero-curvature models. In chapter three
we gave sufflcient and necessary conditions for a General Model to have a linear transi-
tion equation. We shall study a few interesting parametrizations, for different metrics,
with respect to which the transition equation can be linear.  We are especially interested
in their analytical formulas.
We shall first investigate the geometry given by the Fisher metric and the Levi-Civita-
connection. From one point of view, one can see our study as a search for covariance
stabilizing parametrizations.  For Un, it will be shown that for dimensions higher than
one there do not exist covariance stabilizing parametrizations of the whole manifold,
i.e.  parametrizations, such that the asymptotic variance of the MLE does not depend
on the parameter values. But there do exist parametrizations that stabilize the asymp-
totic MLE covariance of one parameter with respect to itself and the others. We mean
parametrizations, such that the MLE of one parameter has asymptotic variance con-
stant on the manifold and, moreover, is asymptotically uncorrelated with the MLEs of
the other parameters. These parametrizations will be called pencits of geodesics.

Secondly, we introduce a complete metric which, in the AR(1) case, yields the asymp-
totic skewness reducing parametrization.  Furthermore, we precisely define what we mean
by Euclidean metric.

As already was indicated, throughout this section, we work with parametrizations
0 :U C IC'+1 -+ Un ' instead of with their inverses, the charts x= 0-1 :U n- 'U, just
as was done in the introductory section on differential geometry in chapter two.

5.1 The asymptotic Fisher metric on Un
In order to define a Riemannian structure on the set Un, we first have to turn Un into
a differential manifold. This is simple, because Un is an open and connected subset of
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the set IIn of all polynomials of degree n. IIn will be ident ified with Rn+1 by the trivial
map:   (bo,...,bn)  »+  boxn + . . . + bn. The tangent spaces in every point  of Un  are  also
identified  in the usual  way  with  It™'-1,  and  thus with  IIn,  so  that the tangent vector  4
is identified with x-4.

Now we introduce a distance on Un. As we have linked the elements of Un to the
Gaussian stationary AR(n)systems, it seems evident that a good concept of distance
between these systems will give a relevant geometrical structure on Un.
A good notion of distance between Gaussian stationary AR(n) systems can be based on
the asymptotic Fisher information.

Consider a Gaussian stationary AR(n) process:

zi = ChZ:-1 + . . . + anzi-n + cret (5.3)

where (et):Ez i.i.d.A/(0,1).
Its associated polynomial is Ln - =n- alzn-1 _ . . , - an; we have seen that Ln € Un•
Let e=(al,•-,an,02) beits natural parameter, and let 71: 11: := Ez,z:-i if i E Z+ be
its covariance function . The map

e:u I= {(al,..., an, 2)1 (=n - alzn-1 _ .-an,€4 + 4
defined by:

1

(al,...' an, 0*2) »+ L= -(=n - alXn-1 _ . . . - an C

is  C°°-differentiable,  and so is its inverse, hence UI, e is a parametrization of Un. The
asymptotic Fisher matrix of the Gaussian stationary AR(n) process (5.3) w.r.t.  the
natural parameters (al,•••,an, 92) is equal to:

/2  2 ... JEC 0 1.2       .2     . . .   -Fr     U
H@=iEEE (5.4)

ti:1 9:Fl . . . 9\  0    0   00   0/
(see chapter two). HG is positive definite, and equation (2.22) shows that the matrix el-
ements 5 depend on the natural parameters (at, • • • , an' 92) in a C°°-differentiable way.
As UI, e is a parametrization of Un, H@ defines a Riemannian structure on Un.

The Riemannian structure of ARMA(n,q) processes, based on the asymptotic Fisher
information matrix, has been studied before. The most important contribution has been
made by Amari (1987). He has shown that in the set of AR(n) models, it makes much
sense to use the so called 1- and -1-connections instead of the Levi Civita connection,
because Un is Rat with respect to these connections.  As a consequence, instead of the
Riemannian distance, Amari has to work with the weaker concept of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence. We shall refer to his article later. Another article on this subject was
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written by Ravishanker, Melnick and Tsai(1990). We already referred to their article
above. In addition to what has been said there, these authors computed formulas for
Fisher matrix and Christoffel symbols that determine the geometrical connections for
ARMA(n,q) models. We shall study the Riemannian geometry of Un in a way that
differs from both Amari and Ravishankar, Melnick and Tsai:

•  By characterizing the Fisher metric on Un in a coordinate free way;

• By studying the Riemannian distance and not any other divergence; consequently,
we work with the Levi Civita connection and not with other connections;

•  By studying the pencils of geodesics perpendicular to two types of hypersurfaces:
the hypersurfaces of polynomials in Un with constant highest coefficient, and the
hypersurfaces of polynomials in Un with constant last Schur parameter;

• By studying geometrical properties like geodesical completeness and sectional cur-
vature;

• By giving all the geodesics in U2.

5.1.1 The pencil of noise geodesics and characterization of

the Fisher metric
First, we study the hypersurfaces of polynomials with constant highest coefficient, i.e.
the polynomials corresponding to a fixed noise-level. We shall show that these are totally
geodesic. Simultaneously, we give a coordinate free characterization of the Fisher metric.

Definition.  ARn is the hypersurface in Un of stable polynomials of degree n which
are monic, i.e. correspond to a noise level equal to one.

Alternative to the natural parametrization.
Instead of working with

ie 1- n-1e:Ut-+Un; (al,···,an,a)»+L=-(2- _ alz - an)
C

we can put r = log 0.  Then we obtain another parametrization X of Un, defined by:

X:U" = <(al,•..,an,r)le-'(zn - alxn-1 . . . - an) E Un} --+

--* Uni

(al,...'an,r) »+ e-'(zn - al=n-1...- an .
The coordinate vector field 2=2 will be called the 109-noise vector jield.

Proposition 5.1
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1. (coordinate free characterization of the asymptotic Fisher metric).
The inner product, defined on the tangent space IIn in the point Ln e Un by the
asymptotic Fisher matrix, is related to the Schur inner product on IIn, induced by
Ln in the following way:

(a) both inner products coincide on  IIn-1 ;

(b) both inner products  Ln are perpendicular  to  IIn-1;

(c)  according to the Schur inner product (Ln, Ln)ScAw = 1, and
according to the Fisher inner product <Ln, Ln)Fuk, = 2.

2. JARn is isometric isomorphic with ARn by the diffeomorfism : AR„ -, ARn;
Ln   »+    1 Ln;

3. The log-noise vector field 2 is perpendicular to any submanifold  ARn of Un, and
satisfies:

8
Vx 3;  = O (5.5)

for any vector field X on Un. ARn is a totally geodesic submanifold of Un;

4. For any Ln E Un, the curve r »* e-'Ln (r E Il) is a geodesic.

Remark 5.2 The geodesics r »+ e-'L. will be called the noise geodesics.                0

We like to recall here that the main facts about Schur inner products were summa-
rized in the section about the theory of shift invariant inner products in chapter two.

Proof

1. With respect to the newly introduced parametrization X, the asymptotic Fisher
metric becomes (use equation (2.4)):

/ 3   S  ...  5710\1 1'2,      .2, • • • 9:191 0

(5.6)

39!'   W   . . .    S    0
,0 0 0 0 21

Furthermore, in the point  Ln the tangent vector 2  = -Ln, hence (Ln, Ln) = 2.
The tangent spaces  of  Un are spanned  by the vectors  *   and  2.   Now,  we  have:
2' = 2-,  = -e,23  , if i < n, hence <zi, =i) = 111- i for all i,j < ni
-Ln = 2 is perpendicular to   for all i<n, hence Ln is perpendicular to
Hn-1 ·
These two facts are also true for the Schur inner product, induced by Ln (see
chapter two, equation (2.29) and equation (2.22)).  We have seen above that
(Ln, L.3Fi,h r = 2, and in chapter two that  <Ln,Ln)sc,™r  = 1.
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2. Note from equation (2.22, chapter two) that the matrix elements 5 of H; do not
depend  on  0,  only  on  (al,...,an)•  Thus,  the left upper  part  of the matrix  H;
defines isometric Riemannian structures on all the hypersurfaces  ARn, 9 E R+.

3. The tangent spaces of  ARn are spanned by the vectors 4, and from H; we see
that 2 is perpendicular to these vectors. We have already noted that the elements
of the matrix H; do not depend on cr, thus also not on r. If we use the properties
of the Levi-Civita-connection, as mentioned in chapter two, then equation (5.5)
is immediate. Hence, the second fundamental form of ARn w.r.t. Un is zero and,
consequently, geodesics in ARn are also geodesics in Un (see chapter two, subsection
about submanifolds)

4.  The tangent vector 2 of the curve r »+ e-'Ln satisfies 7-6   = 0.                          0

By the third part of proposition 5.1 it is clear that any parametrization 4 :

{V-».1 (V x R  +      Un     17,        3  can be extended to a parametrization 4 :  <
K H

11'lA) J L  (K, r)   H  (10(K),r) f '
such that the asymptotic Fisher matrix with respect to this parametrization has the
form

/ H,(n) 0 )
H.(A,r) = <   &    2) '

Hence, the MLE of the parameters xi of a stationary AR(n) process has asymptotic
variance that does not depend on the log-noise-level r, and that is uncorrelated with the
MLE of this log-noise-level.  This fact is reflected in the possibility to concentrate the
noise-level out of the likelihood for such a process; the noise-level can be regarded as just
a scaling factor. Parametrizing the noise-level by its logarithm stabilizes the variance of
its MLE.

5.1.2 The pencil of Schur geodesics and sectional curvature

In propositon 5.1 item 1, we found the pencil of geodesics, described by the noise level

(the noise geodesics). For further study of the geometry of Un, it sufilces to study ARn,
because we have seen in proposition 5,1 item 2 that ARn is isometrically isomorphic

to  ARn for all a E It+, and ARn is totally geodesic. We now present another pencil
of geodesics, directed on ARn, perpendicular to the hypersurfaces of all polynomials in
ARn with constant last Schur parameter. For that purpose, we shall use the theory of
Schur parameters, as stated in chapter two, in particular the theorem of the last Schur
parameter.

Definition. ARn-1 will be inbedded isometrically in ARn by:Ln-1(Z) »* =Ln-1(Z)·
We denote the set of polynomials in ARn with the same last Schur parameter A=c by:
AR =C. Then, AR -0 = ARn-1·

Proposition 5.3
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1. For any parametrization p:V- + ARn_1,(dl,•••, dn-1 ) E-* =Ln-1 (Z  of ARn-1,
we  obtain  a new parametrization  of  ARn by defining:   iB   :V x  (-  , i)   -4
ARn; (di,•••,4-1,a) »+ Ln(Z) = =Ln-1(=) + sin(a)En-1(z), where En-1(0) =
= Pn(=Ln-1(x)) is the sip transform of =Ln-1(z);

2. For any Ln = =Ln-1 + sin(a)En-1 € ARn, the curve

a »* =Ln-1 + sin(a)En-1  (a € (- , i)) is a geodesic of maximal length on ARn•
ARn and Un are not geodesically complete; the distances on ARn are bounded from
above by 2nlri

3.  The map  f : A.Rn-1  -+ AR&-*in(=); =Ln-1  »+ Ln =  2Ln-1 + sin(a)En-1  is not iso-
metric, but satisfies:

dj 07 djop 1 + sin2(a) d.1  d11 2 sin (a)          17        641(- , -  >IL. *         2,  1 < - >.L. 1 1 2,   , <• 4 -   ), -    1=L    1,dt 10 dt O cos (a)    dt 10' dt 10     -    cos (a) dt io   dt io     "-

i.e.

1 + sin2(a)   8 0 2 sin(a)           8        0
< .4)IL- -

C s2(a) (adi'ad;>I.L.4
+

cos2(a) <P.(33 )' 33;>1
=L.-1 (5.7)

4. (Weingarten's map for AR =«'*))
The vector field £ is perpendicular to any submanifold AR&=*4=) of ARn and
satisfies :

8 1
 ir- = - n    (5.8)

- Da     cos(a)
for any vector field X OIl AR&=•in(M . A geodesic on the submanifold ARn_t is
in general not a geodesic in the manifold ARn• ARn-1 is not a totally geodesic
submanifold of ARn•

Remark 5.4 The curves a H =Ln-1(Z) + sin(a)En-1(z) will be called the Schur
geodesics.                                                                                             O

Proof.

1. That   is bijective follows directly from the theorem of the last Schur parameter,
which has been stated in chapter two. The C°°-differentiability of iB and its inverse
is easily verified.

2. If Ln = *(01'... , 4-1,a)   =   xn  +..  +  bn,  then   4   =   Ln(0)   = sin(a). Hence,

Abn =0, thus 4 i s alinear combination ofthe vectors 4= =n-j with 1 S j<n,
i.e. 4 E zII#-2·The tangent space in Ln to AR =a(=) is, consequently, ZI[n-2
whereas the tangent space  in  Ln  to  ARn  is  Un-1,  as  we  have seen before.    The
Fisher inner product on the tangent space in Ln to ARn coincides with the Schur
inner product on Un, induced by Ln• We know from the theorem of the last
Schur parameter that the restriction of this inner product to Un-1 is induced by
4(1 - X2)Ln-1=cos(a)Ln-1.  Hence, En-1  = Pn-1 (Ln-1)  is  a multiple of the "zero
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evaluator" in IIn-1, from which it follows that En_t  is perpendicular to zIIn-2• We
have  also that (cos(a)En.1, cos(a)En-1> = (cos(a)Ln-1, cos(a)Ln-1    =   1.  How-
ever,  A  = cos(a)En-1, hence the Fisher metric  on the parameters  di,•..,4-1,a
has the form:

HAIG _t h(di,0..,dn,a) 0 )
(5.9)b -(  0  1 j

According to chapter two, this shows that

a H #-(di,·..,dn,a), a € (- , ),(di,·..,dn) € V

defines a pencil of geodesics.  As b is surjective these geodesics can't be extended;
they are maximal. Accordingly, ARn (and also Un) is geodesically not complete.
The length of the geodesics of this pencil (which are described by the last Schur
parameter) is Tr. Applying the theorem of the last Schur parameter n times yields
the unique set of n Schur parameters of the polynomial Ln € ARn, and the stable
polynomials   =Ln-1, • • • , %n-1 Ll, ="Lo   =  r. We shall describe a curve  from  the
polynomial =n to Ln• First, go from =n to =n-Ll following the geodesic on the
submanifold ARi, described by the first Schur parameter. Next, go from  n-1Ll
to zn-'L2 following the geodesic on the submanifold AR , described by the second
Schur parameter and so on. All these curves have length less than r on their
submanifolds, but as these submanifolds are isometrically inbedded in ARn; their
length remains the same in ARn. So, the total length of the curve from =n to Ln
is less than nlr, hence all distances on ARn are less than 2nx. (The space ARn is
therefore bounded. It is also closed in Un, but as it is homeomorphic to an open
set in Itn, it is not compact. On the basis of Theorem I.10.3 from Helgason (see
chapter two), this also implies that Un is not geodesically complete).

3. The map f : ARn-1 -0 AR =-in(=) is linear:  =L„-1 H Ln = (In+1 +
sin(a)Pn)(=Ln-lb
For that reason, it induces also a linear transformation A of the tangent space
ZII.-2 on ARn-1 in =Ln-1 into the tangent space =Un-2 on AR&=«=) in Ln:

87    A 8(f 07)                                       87= (In+1 + sin(a)P )(- ). (5.10)
at 10          Ot     lo                            n   Ot 10

The inner products on both tangent spaces have much in common. The inner
product on the tangent space Un-1 on ARn in =Ln-1 is the Schur inner product,
induced by Ln-1· The inner product on the tangent space Hn-1 on ARn in Ln is
induced by cos(a)Ln-1, as  we have seen above. Hence we have:

1
(U, w)IL. =      2/  \ (v, w)l=L.-1 for all polynomials v, w € Hn-1· (5.11)

cos Ca)

From (5.10, 5.11) follows the formula of the proposition. Note further that
18(di'...,dn-lia) = f op(di'...,4-1), sO *IL. = f.( il=L._,h which explains

equation (5.7).
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4.   We already proved  that   £ is perpendicular   to any submanifold   N   =   AR&-'"'(°),
and has length one. Hence the map Nq -, life : X(q) »* Vx  is in fact Wein-
garten's map from Ne to Ng (see chapter two, subsection about submanifolds). As
this map is symmetric, we have:

8 8
(v# .  >  =  (v# 3Z' 3 >'

and consequently:

888 88 8 8  88-<- - = 78 - ->t<ir.vi->=29-1-,->.Ba Od:' 81i 0. Ddi' Bdi        Cd,     0- 845 04 Ba  adi

Now, when we differentiate equation (5.7) w.r.t.  a, we get the same right hand side
as when we replace 4 by -3=)P"(4) and multiply by 2, hence equation (5.8).
The second fundamental formof the submanifold ARn-1 is, consequently, non-zero.
Therefore the geodesics on ARn-1 need not be the geodesics on ARn (see chapter
two, subsection about submanifolds).                                                 0

The  manifold  ARn  can be parametrized  by the Schurparameters  (Al,...,An)   €
(-1,1)n,  as is clear from section  2.5 in chapter two. Proposition  5.3 (and equation
(5.9)) implies  that on the submanifold  ARk of ARn, the vector fields  Bf-, ' ' - , d:  are
mutually perpendicular and perpendicular  to the other Schur vector fields  4, · · · , BAh '
In particular, the MLE of the nth Schur parameter of an AR(n) process is asymptoti-
cally uncorrelated with the MLE of the other Schur parameters. Another word for Schur
parameters is partial autocorrelations.  The fact that the MLE of the nth partial auto-
correlation of an AR(n) process is uncorrelated with the MLEs of the first n-1 seems
to have firstly been derived by Quenouille. A different derivation of this fact can be
found in Barndorff-Nielsen and Schou (1973), also different from our derivation which
was done without knowing this article. The use of the partial autocorrelations for order
estimation is well known.  The Wald test statistic W for testing Ho: the order of the
autoregresive process (y:)05:ST  is  n -1, against  Hi: the order is  n, is simply  W  = Tai,
where dn is the MLE of an, the arc sine of the last Schur parameter if one uses this
covariance stabilizing parametrization.

Proposition 5.3 has a number of corollaries. Firstly, we are able to calculate the
projection   of any polynomial   Ln   €   Un  on Un-1. Secondly,   we  have an example  of  a
two-dimensional totally geodesic distribution of curvature zero. Thirdly, we are able to
calculate the sectional curvature of a number of tangent planes to Un. Fourthly, we are
able to calculate  all the geodesics  in   U, ·

Corollary 5.5 For any Ln = =Ln-1 + sin(a(0))En-1 E Un, the polynomial zLn-1 is
the nearest point on Un-1 in the sense of the asymptotic Fisher metric. The distance
of Ln to Un-1 is equal to la(0)1, where sin(a(0)) is the last Schur parameter of Ln and
a(0) E (- ,i)
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Proof:

Consider an arbitrary C--curve t »+ 7(t) from the polynomial Ln to the hypersurface
 n-1:

7(0)  = Ln (5.12)

7(1)  E UL-1 (5.13)

Using the new parametrization, we have:

7(t) I (di(t),0 ..,dn-1(t),r(t),a(t)),
and

81               8                    8            8           8-(t)=dl(t)- +     .d'     (t)-tr'(t)-ta'(t)-81               Bdi          n-1    Bdn-1           Br           Ba
From proposition 5.3, we see that:

87
8t11-(i)112 la'(t)1.

If we denote the length of the curve from Ln to Un_1 by 171, then we have:

fl 87
171= 4  11.at(t)11* 2

26 Ll la'(t)ldt 2 1 Ll a'(t)dil = la(1) - a(0)I = la(0)1.
The right hand side is exactly the length of the curve a H =Ln-1 + sin(a)En-1
with  starting-point  Ln and end-point  =Ln-1  on  Un-1·
This shows that zL„-1 (2) is the Fisher optimal AR(n-1)- approximation of Ln•           0

Remark 5.6 Projecting Ln On Un-1 means minimizing the Riemannian distance of Ln
to  points  in  Un-1 · Instead of minimizing the Riemannian distance, one could minimize
the Kullback-Leibler divergence  of Ln to points  in  Un-1 · As Amari has shown,  also  the
Kullback-Leibler divergence is based on geometry, derived from the asymptotic Fisher
matrix as Riemannian metric. This geometry uses the 1- and -1-connections, instead
of the 0- or Levi-Civita-connection  that  we use.   Then  one finds  cos(a)2Ln-1 (Z), instead
of zLn-1(Z) as nearest point of Ln on Un-t.
Another principle of projecting Ln on Un-1 is maximization of the entropy over all AR(n-
1) processes with same autocovariances 90,      ,11.-1 as the AR(n)-process Ln. Again, one
finds cos(a)=Ln-1(x) as the point in Un-1 which is nearest to L  in this respect. See
Amari (1987) and Landau (1987).
The strong advantage of the Kullback-Leibler divergence in comparison with the Rie-
mannian distance is that one can also project Ln easily on Un-k for all 1 5 k s n.I t
is just a repeated application of the procedure with the last, second last etc. Schur pa-
rameter. This is not clear for the Riemannian distance; related with this is the fact that
the Riemannian distance of Un, restricted to Un-1, is not the same as the Riemannian
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distance of Un-1 ·  This is because  Un-1  is not totally geodesic in Un· Hence, a geodesic

(or shortest curve)on Un-1 that connects two points in Un-1, need not be a geodesic (or
shortest curve) in Un, and the Un-distance between the two points will be smaller than
the Un-1-distance.
For our purpose i.e. coefficient modelling for time-varying autoregressive processes, one
advantage of the Levi-Civita-connection, however, is that ARn is totally geodesic in Un.
This is not true for other connections. As we shall show in chapter six, this makes it
possible-to some extent-to separate the identification of the moving noise-levels from
the identification of the (other) moving coefficients.                                                 0

The next corollary 5.7 is an illustration for proposition 3.9.

Corollary 5.7 The distribution generated by -& and £ has a constant dimension two,
is totally geodesic, and has a curvature zero.

Proof: Immediate consequence of the propositions of the last two subsections.        0

The next corollary 5.8 gives a type of parametrization of Un, converting the asymp-
totic Fisher matrix to a simpler form. At the same time the sectional curvature of
tangent planes, containing the vector  , is  calculated. It turns out  that this sectional
curvature is negative, except for the sectional curvature of the plane spanned by   and
211:, which is zero as we just saw.  This has consequences for stochastic processes on Un
of independent directional variation, according to the asymptotic Fisher metric.

Corollary 5.8

1.  Let (al, · · · , an-1) be the natural parameters of ARn-6 In that case, we get another
parametrization  p(di, ...,dn-1) of ARn-1 by defining:

4= a: + an-: if l i i s   and
42,

ai - an
d·             - 'i f  <i i n-1.S =   42,

With these parameters the metric on ARn-1 has the form:

HAR.-1 -   Hl  0  
(5.14)

p          (  ,   H. 1

Then, w.r.t. the parameters d j, · · · ,4-1,a,r (where r = log g, as in the preceding

theorem) the metric on Un has the form:

C   1+,8(0) H 0   0 0)
0                  1-LELE) H.      0     0     |

H; =   ,-. .)  ,   1..'.l.)      1  0  1                   (5.15)0      02
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Filrthermore, we have:

8 1 8Va- if i S 1,mi Ba =  cos(a) 84'
0    -1  870 - if i>  9,  andmi Ba =  cos(a) 0(4'

Vx  =  0  for all vector fields  X.

2.  The sectional curvature of the plane W =  [4, Alin the tangent space in Ln to
Un is

-1
K(W) = (i S ;). (5.16)

1 - sin(a)
and

-1 n
K(W) =

(1> 2 b (5.17)
1 + sin(a)

Consequently, if n > 1, the sectional curvature of Un is not constant.

Proo 

8188
- = -(- t- ) € ZIIn-2 if S i 5 9, and84  42 Bai  Dan-i
8    18     8- = -(- --) E ZI[n-2 if n>i> ,ad,  42 Dai  Dan-i

hence, 4 is the eigenvector of Pn, corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, if 1 5 i f  
and 4 is the eigenvector of Pn, corresponding to eigenvalue -l if n>i> 9. Note that
the Schur and Fisher metric coincide on I[n-1, and that under the Schur inner product
Pn is an isometric transformation of zII.-2. This explains equation (5.14). Applica-
tion of formula (5.7) and proposition 5.3 item 1 yields equation (5.15). Application of
the sectional curvature formula from the preceding section yields equations (5.16, 5.17).0

Remark 5.9 From corollary 5.8, it is clear that U2 has a non-positive curvature every-
where. It is also easy to prove that in general any two-dimensional tangent plane to
Un, containing the vector j. has non-positive curvature. But it is not true that Un has
non-positive curvature for any n > 1. Take, for instance, the plane K generated by
4.,£- in the point al = 0,ai = 1,a3 = 0,0 = 1 in U3. V is also a tangent plane to the
hypersurface in U  of all the polynomials with last Schur parameter equal to zero. This
hypersurface is just U2. In U2 the sectional curvature of V is K(V) = - , according to
the above corollary. But in U3 we have to use the formula of Gauss (2.18, see chapter
two). Weingarten's map of U, in UB is just P3 : =Hl -0 ZIIi, as proposition 5.3 shows.
We have:

-1  = det(.Ps) =  (P3v, v) (P31U, W)  -  (Psv, w>'
for any orthonormal base v, w of xIIi· Applying Gauss' formula (2.18, see chapter two),
we obtain:

K(V) = Ir(V) - ((P3v, v>(Paw, w) - (Itv,w>2) =  .0
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We now come to an important fact. By the observation about the curvature we can
prove that there is no covariance stabilizing parametrization of the whole model set of
AR(n) processes if n > 1.

Proposition 5.10 It is not possible to find a parametrization X:V C R=+1 _0
Un; v  F-+  X(v)  of  Un,  such  that the asymptotic Fisher matrix  Hx(v) with respect  to
this parametrization does not depend on v if n > 1.

Proof: If H*(v) does not depend on v, then V     =   Ofor  all   1   5  i,j   S  n  +  1,
thus the sectional curvature would be zero for any plane in any tangent space.  This
contradicts the preceding corollary 5.10.                                                       0

5.2 The asymptotic Fisher metric on U2
In this section we study the coefficient space for stationary AR(2) processes in more
detail.
Corollary 5.8 shows a simpler form of the asymptotic Fisher information matrix with
respect to the Schur parameter parametrization. In case of U2, this simpler form makes
it easy to calculate all the geodesics.

Corollary  5.11  If 0, a are the arcsine  of the first  and last Schur parameters of poly-
nomials in U, and r  = log(a), then w.r.t. the parameters  , a, r these polynomials  have
the form:

Ln(z) = e-'(22 + sin B(l + sina)= + sina) (Ln E Um) (5.18)

and the Fisher metric on U, is:

1+lin. 0 0

'e.. - { 1-i =  :  : }                         ('.19)
The equations for geodesics  7(t)  =  (0(t), a(t), r(t)) parametrized, according  to  the  arc-
length are:

&20             2      do  dol-+ =0 (5.20)de cos a dt dt

ea 1    1 + sina  043  -
--                (-)&  = 0 (5.21)dty cos a l- sin a   dt

fr = O (5.22)
dt2

1 + sina  d/3 - da. dr.
(-)* + (-)' + 2(-)'  = 1 (5.23)1 - sina   dt           dt             dt
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A formula for all the geodesics through a point  (a(0),0(0),r(0))  in  U2 is:

sin a(t) sin2 7 + cos2 7 sin(qt + 6); (5.24)

0(1) 0(0) - 2 arctan( ) - sin 7 X qt +
cos 8

sin 7(1 - sin 5)

+ 2 arctan( ) if 7 96 0; (5.25)
cos(qt + 6)

sin 7(1 - sin(qt + 6))
B(t) B(0) if 7 = 0; (5.26)

r(t)       r(0) mt 1/ xt (5.27)

/1 - q2 Cos2 7

V       2

where:

. -i- S P S 7 5  + api

. 8€ 1-i, )isasolution of sin(a(0))=sin27+Cos27sin6;

•  qi cos2751;

. 0(0) E (-i, );
• 40)€ R, and

•  t  is an element  of the largest interval around  0,  such  that    sin a (t) 1    0    1    and
B(t) € (- , i) (if q 4 0 this interval is bounded).

If q = 0, then we have the geodesics of the noise pencil, treated in this section, and if
q2 = 1,7 - 0' we have the geodesics of the Schur pencil.
All geodesics have a finite maximal interval, except the geodesics of the noise pencil, i.e.
the geodesics, described by the log noise level.
The lengths of the maximal intervals of the geodesics on AR  are uniformly bounded.

Proof:

The form of the matrix Hj,a, is a direct consequence of proposition 5.3 item 2.  We know
already that V   a_  1  8 and it is also easy to calculate that* 3=  -  ==33,
981= 1 1+sina 8

'EB ae cosa 1-sina 8a . From this the remainder can be derived
(the equation (5.23) expresses that we want to parametrize, according to arc length). 0

This corollary 5.11 has a consequence for stochastic processes on totally geodesic sub-
manifolds M of U  of independent directional variation, according to the asymptotic
Fisher metric of the General Model type.

Corollary 5.12  If the noise level a on the open submanifold M of U2 is bounded away
from zero and from infinity, or if the submanifold M is equal to AR2, then the running
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time is a.s. finite.

Proof:
If the submanifold M i s open or M=   AR2, then M is totally geodesic. Because of the
bound on the noise level, the lenghts of the maximal domains of the geodesics on M are
uniformly bounded. Application of lemma 3.16 ends the proof.                                       0

We conclude this section by showing that U2 is a normal neighbourhood of any of its
points. The proof, by elementary means, is based on showing that any two points in U,
can be connected by one and only one geodesic.

Corollary 5.13 U, is a normal neighbourhood of any of its points. Any two points in
U2 can be connected by one and only one geodesic.

The proof is structured as follows. First, we prove that the projections on iAR,   of
the geodesics are also geodesics, and except for the geodesics of the Schur pencil (7 = 0),
they satisfy the following equations:

(da212 (1 - a2)3= cot2(7) - (1 - a2)2 (5.28)40
'

(1 + a2)

1    cos(2 ) - a2 .cos(27) - a,B =Bo rt (2 arctan(-.4 ) - 2 sin 7 x arctan(v' )) (5.29)sin 7 1+a2 1+a2

7 E (0,  ) (5.30)

From this we shall conclude the following:

1. geodesics on  AR2 of the form (5.29) with the same Bo, but with different 7 > 0,
do not intersect;

2.  two geodesics on U, have at most one point of intersection;

3. the union of the geodesics on  AR, of the form (5.29) with the same Bo is equal
to  AR2;

4. any two points in U, can be connected by a geodesic.

Prooh

The Fisher metric on  AR, w.r.t. the parameters B, a is:

11:siaa  O \

H'  - ( 1-8..  1) '                         (5.31)B,a -

thus, it is possible to extend the Riemannian manifold  AR, to M = (-00,00) x (-1,1)
with parameters B and a, = - sin(a). With respect to these parameters the geodesics
of M of the Schur pencil (7 = 0) are the vertical lines. Furthermore, have geodesics of
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M of the form (5.29) the following properties: they are the graphs of concave functions
with top (Bo, cos(27)), domain (Bo - (1 - sin 7),r, Bo + (1 - sin 7),r), and axis of symmetry
at B = /30. Note that a higher top corresponds to a larger domain.
Now, assume that two geodesics of the form (5.29) with the same Bo, but different
7 intersect.  In that case, because of symmetry, they would intersect as well in the
increasing part of the graph as in the decreasing part. However, from the remark made
above (on top and domain), it is clear that they have to intersect at least twice in the
increasing part. Since on the increasing part one can consider B as a function of 02 for
both curves, e.g.  (a2) and  (a2) respectively, the difference f- # must be zero for
some a2, which contradicts (5.28).
Almost the same reasoning can be applied to prove that two geodesics on M have one
point of intersection at most. Vertical geodesics intersect other geodesics in at most one
point, because the latter are graphs. Consequently, it suffices to look to two geodesics
of type (5.29). Suppose that they have two points of intersection. It is not possible that
these two points are in the increasing part of both graphs, or that both points are in the
increasing part of one and in the decreasing part of the other, just because of the same
argument as above. Suppose that one point of intersection is in the increasing part of
both geodesics  and the other in the decreasing part ofone ofthem.  Then, the domain of
one of them must be smaller than and contained in the other domain. However, equation
(5.28) shows that its top is higher than that of the other, which is impossible. A point
of intersection in the increasing part of one and the decreasing part of the other and
another point of intersection vice versa is not possible, because the decreasing part is
on the right hand for all geodesics of form (5.29). This proves the second statement as
far as M and therefore  AR7 are concerned. To prove the second statement for UI, we
suppose that two geodesics in U2 intersect in two points. We project the two geodesics
on AR2· The proof follows now from the observation that the projection of a geodesic
on AR  is injective and again a geodesic unless it is given by r(t) = r(0) i t, with a and
0 constant, in which case the projection only consists of one point.
For the third statement, we show that if

V= {(7,a,)10 <7<  ,-1 <a 2 6 cos(b)}and

f:v , -0 [190,Bo + Mr) x (-1,1) is defined by:

f(7, a,) = (Bo + (2 arctan(-.4              )-1     cos(27) - a,
sin 7 1+a2

cos(27) - a2- 2 sin 7 x arctan(4 )), aj ) (5.32)1+a2
then, f is surjective. This follows directly from the observation that, for any a2 E (-1,1)

f(arccos(a,)/2, a,) = 0; lim f(7, ai) = 7r,
7-00

and the map 7 »+ f(7, a,) is continuous.
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Figure 5.1: pencil of geodesics in the asymptotic Fisher metric through the point  (0,0)
in AR2
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Figure 5.2: other pencil of geodesics in the asymptotic Fisher metric on AR2
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As   AR,  is the part  of M, corresponding to (-i, i)  x (-1,1), we have shown that
the part of the geodesics at the right hand side of the vertical line B =Bo covers the right
hand side of  AR2. In the same way, one proves that the left hand side of the geodesics

covers the left hand side of  AR2·
We prove the fourth statement first on JAR2• Without loss of generality, we restrict
to the case that  one of the two points to be connected is B = 0; a2  = 0. Introduce the
expressions:

1

b(7) =  -2 sin 7 x arctan(\/cos(27)) + 2 arctan(- V'cos(27))     (5.33)
sin 7

1         cos(27) - a' ) -2 sin 7  x  arctan(v/
COS

(27) - aw)    (5.34)k(7, a2) = 2 arctan(-.4sin 7 1+a2 1+a2
and the set:

V= {(7,a,)10 <7 5  ; -1 <a,5 cos(27)} (5.35)

Further, we define the functions:

91  :V-0 M;91(7, a2) = (b(7) - /:(7, a,),a,) (5.36)

92:  V  -+  M; gl (7, a2) = (5(7) + k(7, a2),a,) (5.37)
93: V --* Migi(7,a2) = (-b(7) + k(7, a2),a2) (5.38)
94:  V  -*  M; gi (7, a2) = (-b(7) - k(7, a,),a,) (5.39)

For any 7 E  (0,  ), the curve a2 »' gi(7, a2) is the increasing or decreasing part of a (not
on arc-length parametrized) geodesic through  (0,0) with top (b(7), cos(27)) if i S 2 and
with top (-b(7), COS(27)) if i 2 3. Note that

lim b(7)   = T (5.40)7-40

lim k(7, aw)    =    gr Va2 E (-1,1) (5.41)7-IO

With this, and a continuity argument, it is easy to show that the union of the vertical
geodesic through (0,0) and the images of the functions gi is equal to (-2,r, 2,r) x (-1,1),
which proves the fourth statement as far as  AR2 is concerned. Now, if two points in
U2 are given, we first connect their projections on AR2 by a geodesic, and thereupon,
we only have to readjust the values for r(0) and q in the equations (5.24) to find the
geodesic through the two points in U2·

5.3 Other metrics on Un
In this section we look for other metrics on Un, satisfying some desirable properties. The
asymptotic Fisher metric on Un is such a metric. It has the property that VI2 - 0
for all vector fields X on Un. This property makes it possible to separate identification
of noise-levels from identification of other coefficients, to some extent, as will be shown
in chapter six. We shall say that manifolds and metrics with this property satisfy the
separation criterion.

Definition. A manifold M satisfies the separation criterion if
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• either M is open in Un or M is open in  ARn;
the metric on M is induced by a metric on an open part M of Un.

• the log-noise vector field 2 and the coefficient vector fields * (l s i f n) satisfy

Vx-2-=0     VX € DM (5.42)8T

and
8 8(---)= 0. (5.43)Br'  Bai

• Furthermore, the log-noise-levels have to be bounded: we assume that there exists
a number M > O, such that

Ir(q)1 < M   Vq C M. 0 (5.44)

The assumption on the log-noise vector field (5.42) implies that the inner products

14. 4 i            <t. Bash              <2. il ,
are constant along r-curves. Hence, the metric has a matrix on the tangent spaces with
respect to the natural coordinate base of the form:

Hno:(at,0..'amr) =   H(all ...,an) On;1   ;Ulxn

a matrix that does not depend on r. The matrix H defines mutually isometrically iso-
morphic Riemannian structures on the manifolds JARn n M forall noise levels   92.

Furthermore, the r-curves are geodesics. The projection of any geodesic in M on the
manifold M n  ARn is again a geodesic or a single point.

If the separation criterion is satisfied, it is possible to model the process of the in-
stantaneous associated polynomials Ln,t(x) = e-"(zn - al,tgn-1 - . . . - an.tl according
to the General Model, by modelling two processes independently from each other:

• the process of the projected instantaneous polynomials =n - al.exn-1 t. .0- an,t,
according to the General Model on ARn;

•  and the process of the log-noise-levels, according to the General Model on R.

If the process of the projected polynomials on ARn is modelled according to a zero-
curvature model, the complete model of the combined processes is also a zero-curvature
model.
An important example of such a zero-curvature model arises if the process of the pro-
jected polynomials is modelled according to a Geodesic Model on ARn. Then, we call
the complete model a Geodesic plus Noise Model. In terms of "direction spaces" (see
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chapter three), we can define this two-dimensional model formally as follows.

Definition. A Geodesic plus Noise Model is a General Model on a manifold that
satisfies the separation criterion, such that the direction spaces Lt all satisfy

8
Le = £ = span{F. -}1

Or  '

where  F  is a geodesic tangent field perpendicular  to the log-noise vector field   2.              0

5.3.1 Complete metrics on Un
We give an example of a complete metric on Un. It is not difficult to construct complete
metrics. In fact, there is much freedom in choosing a particular complete metric. There-
fore we formulate some additional features we would like to be satisfied by the complete
metric in view of the application to the General Models.

1. The metric should satisfy the separation criterion. Consequently, the submanifolds
lARn  will be totally geodesic, and have mutually isometric Riemannian structures.

2. The metric should have zero-curvature. This will enable us to apply identification
methods developed for zero-curvature models, presented in chapter six, to models
of various dimensions.

3.   Using the criterion of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the projection of the polyno-
mial Ln(Z) E  AR„ in Un on Un-k is  -A ... 1/1 - AL-k+I=6Ln-k(x) (notations
as in chapter two, section 2.5.).
Using the criterion of the Riemannian distance given by the asymptotic Fisher
metric, the projection of Ln(Z) on Un-1 will be KLn-1(Z) on the same submanifold
 ARn·
Also, if we use the metric that we are constructing as a criterion, the projection
of Ln(z) E ARn on Un-A, will be on the same manifold ARn, because

will be totally geodesic. In order that the metric retains some relation with the
statistics of time-invariant autoregressive processes, we propose that the projection
of Ln(z) on Un-1 should be =kLn-h(Z).

Let A: (-1,1)n -e ARn; (Al, ...,An) »+ Ln(Z) be the parametrization of the manifold of
monic stable polynomials by the Schur parameters, as introduced in chapter two, section
2.5. Then, the requirements 1., 2. and 3. will be realized if the matrix of the metric on
the parametrization

A: (-1,1)" x I i- * Un,   A(Al,.-  ,$,p) = e-'/i,Ln(Z)
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has the form:

/ A(Al)       0 · · · 0  0\
0       f2(A2) ··· 0    0

HA(Al,...,Amr)= f (5.45)
0          0       . . .   A(4)   0

\0   0     0  1/
We introduce the parameters 0, defined by:

tx; 1
13;: (-1,1) -1 11;      A(Xi) = JO    R (z)dz. (5.46)

With  respect  to the parameters  (191, ···,Bn,p), the metric has a matrix equal to  the
identity. This shows that the curvature is zero. It is also immediately clear that the
metric wil be complete if and only if 11 = R. For example, if the function A : (-1,1) -+
R+  has  the form  fi(z)  =  f(z)  =  ITZ:VT,  then  this  will  be  the case  if and  only  if h  22.
For h = 2, this yields

Xi =tanh(Bi). (5.47)
We have seen for the set of stationary AR(1) models that this parametrization yields an
ML estimate of 14, such that the asymptotic skewness of its distribution is zero.

5.3.2 The Euclidean metric on Un
Let ARn be the set
ARn  =  {(al, ...,an)|=n - air-1  - . . . -a n i s stable  }. The "natural" parametrization
x: ARn  x  R --,Un  will be defined  by X(al, ···,an, p) =  e-'/5,(xn - alxn-1  _ .0. - an)•
The Euclidean metric will be defined as the Riemannian metric, such that its matrix
with respect to the parametrization X is the identity. Then, also this metric satisfies the
separation criterion.



Chapter 6

Identification

This chapter is dedicated to identification techniques for time-varying autoregressive
processes. Given a sequence of data coming from such a process, we want to describe
the underlying process of coefficients and noise levels. We assume that we already have
selected a class of General Models that is suitable for this purpose.  Our task will be
twofold.

•   Identvication of hyperparameters:  We have to select a specific General Model from
the class that is optimal, in some sense, for helping us to describe the coefficient
process. This selection will be done by computing optimal values for the hyper-
structural parameters that determine the individual elements of the class.

•  Identijication of coellicients and noise-kuets: A General Model helps us in describ-
ing the coefficient process by giving a prior distribution to the coefficients and noise
levels. Once a General Model has been selected from the class, it will be our task
to compute the posterior distribution, given the data.

The main emphasis will be on classes of zero-curvature models. Zero-curvature mod-
els were defined in chapter three. There are charts which cover the manifold, such that
the transition equation of the zero-curvature model is linear with respect to these charts.
Important examples of zero-curvature models are geodesic models and geodesic plus noise
models. Geodesic models exist for all manifolds and metrics.  At the end of the chapter,
we shall also discuss the simplest type of non-zero-curvature models.

First, we shall discuss the identification of coefficients and noise levels if all hyperstruc-
tural parameters are given. The determination of the posterior distribution of coefficients
and noise levels will be studied. For the usual random walk model for the coefficient
process the posterior distribution of the coefficients is Gaussian, hence, in that case it
suffices to compute the conditional expectation and the conditional variance of the coef-
ficients, given the data. This can be done by application of the Kalman Filter followed
by Kalman Smoothing. The conditional expectation coincides with the maximum loca-
tion of the posterior density of the coefficients. However, if we do not use the Euclidean
metric, our models are non-linear in general and the posterior distribution will not be
Gaussian anymore.  But, if the posterior distribution does not divert too much from nor-
mality, the maximum of the posterior density is still a paramount distinguishing mark of
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this distribution. Hence, a first step in identifying the coefficients will be maximization
of their posterior density, or, as it is called, posterior mode estimation.
Maximization of the posterior density of the coeillcients is the same as maximizing the
joint density of coefEcients and observations with respect to the coefficients. This gives
a criterion with a nice interpretation. Minus the logarithm of the joint density is the
sum of squared fitting errors plus a sum of penalties for changing a coefficient into the
subsequent one. This spline interpretation of smoothing goes back to Whittaker (1923),
and has again been pointed out by Kitagawa and Gersch (1985) and others. In this
criterion the chosen Riemannian metric on the coefficient space acts as a set of weights
in the sum of the transition penalties.
Another important feature of the posterior distribution is the concentration of the pos-
terior density around its maximum or "mode". This can be measured by the second
derivative 0 of minus the logarithm of the density in the maximum point.  In the
Euclidean case the inverse of this second derivative is the conditional variance of the
coefiicients, given all data. Hence, if the posterior distribution is not far from normality,
one can conceive of the diagonal elements of the inverse of U as error variances of the
coefficient estimates.
We shall restrict ourselves to the discussion of algortihms that approximate these two
basic features of the posterior distribution: its mode and the matrix U.

The methods used to maximize the posterior or joint density with respect to the
coefficients (and noise levels) will be variations of the Newton search routine.  For zero-
curvature models it will be possible to apply a Gauss-Newton iterative procedure. The
procedure we shall propose is based on an article of Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1991).
Generalizing this article slightly, in such a way that it is applicable to the situation we
are studying, we shall show that for zero-curvature models Extended Kalman Filtering
and Smoothing can be regarded as a simplification of this Gauss-Newton procedure.
Moreover, it will be shown that for the manifolds we are studying, this variant of the
Newton search routine implies a separation of every iteration step into two parts: one for
updating the coefficients, the other for updating the noise levels. It will also be shown
that it is not necessary for identification to have analytic knowledge of the parametriza-
tions, on which the transition equation of the zero-curvature model is completely linear.
An approximation method for these parametrizations will be given.

Secondly, we shall discuss the identification of hyperparameters. This will be done for
the geodesic and (heuristically) for the geodesic plus noise model. The criterion for opti-
malisation of the values for the hyperparameters will be aiming at the maximum of the
likelihood. For obtaining this maximum, Gauss-Newton and Expectation-Maximization
algorithms are used.
Finally, we discuss the identification of Simple Models. In chapter three, we made a list
of complexity types, and the Simple Model was then seen as the least complex model.
Yet, identification is not that simple if the model is a non-zero-curvature one. The Gauss-
Newton search routine for the posterior mode is now much farther away from Extended
Kalman Filtering and Smoothing than in the zero-curvature models.
The chapter will be concluded by showing results of experiments where, on simulated
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data series, we applied the geodesic model and the most simple model, using the Eu-
clidean and also the asymptotic Fisher metric.

We make the following assumptions on the models for which we are going to discuss
identification techniques.

1. the manifold M satisfies the separation criterion (see chapter five, section 5.3);

2.  the process of the projections zn - al.tz _   -o- 4*of the instantaneous poly-n-1

nomials on ARn and the process of the log-noise-levels rt E R are modelled as
independent processes;

3. the direction space £ and the symmetric (or variance) tensor field V are constant
in time; (see for these concepts chapter three, section 3.5)

4. the probability distribution of the first instantaneous associated polynomial qo is
given by the transition equation from a fixed point q-1 € Un, according to a Special
Model with direction space £;

5. the stationary process 8, used to generate the instantaneous associated polynomi-
als, is an autoregressive process of order zero (white noise; in Special Model), or
of order one (just as we used in the sequence of General Models that admitted the
time-varying spectral density).

6.1   Posterior mode estimation
We shall study identification of the coefficients and noise levels by posterior mode estima-
tion, using modified Newton search routines. We shall assume that all hyperparameters
are given.
In 6.1.1, we show that posterior mode estimation boils down to minimizing a criterion
which is just minus the logarithm of the joint probability density of coefficients, noise
levels and observations. We give (approximate) expressions for this criterion for all gen-
eral models satisfying the assumptions 1,2,3,4,5 mentioned above.
Then, in 6.1.2 we elaborate the Newton iteration step for zero-curvature modeb (e.g.
geodesic models)by calculating both the derivative and second derivative of the criterion.
In 6.1.3, we modify the gain matrix of the Newton step. By taking conditional expecta-
tions, the gain matrix is modified in such a way that the corresponding iteration step can
be separated in a half step to update the coefficients, and another half step to update the
noise levels.  The step to update the coefficients is then just the Gauss-Newton iteration
step of a non-linear least squares problem.
We took the idea to do posterior mode estimation for zero-curvature models by means
of a (Gauss)-Newton search routine from an article of Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1991).
In subsections 6.1.4 and 6.1.5, where we consider the updating of the coefficients, we
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mainly elaborate that article, and adapt it for our purposes. In this article, posterior
mode estimation in the theory of Dynamic Exponential Family Regression is treated.
This theory deals with models of the following form:

• the observations vt have a conditional distribution given the former observations
yo, ···,yt-i belonging  to an exponential family parametrized  by  B  €   Rp,  e.g.    a
conditional Gaussian distribution with mean depending on yo,···,yt-i  and A  €  Rp
and a non-random variance:

11: = 4(Bt, vt-1,···,yo) + 4, (6.1)

where (4):ez is a white noise sequence €t & A/(0, E:),Et > 0.

•  the unobserved parameters A are stochastically modelled and satisfy a linear tran-
sition equation of the form:

A+i   =   T:Bt + At
Bo   =   a t A-1 (6.2)

with non-random transition matrices T: and non-random initial condition a. The
error process (A:)tez is white noise  A:     A/(0, QI),  Q:  >  0 and independent  of

(€t),EZ·

Note that Special zero-curvature models of time-varying autoregressive processes fit pre-
cisely in this theory, because the coefficient coordinates with respect to some chart follow
a random walk.
Fahrmeir and Kaufmann design an algorithm to perform Gauss-Newton (G-N) itera-
tions for finding the posterior mode, and they show the relation between the iteration
steps and Extended Kalman Filtering and Smoothing (EKFS) (see Anderson and Moore
(1979, chapter 8)) for models of the form (6.1,6.2).
Also Jazwinski ( 1970), pp. 349-351, mentions procedures to perform posterior mode
estimation for dynamical models, based on iterated Extended Kalman Filtering and
Smoothing. These procedures are different from the (Gauss-)Newton method, proposed
by Fahrmeir and Kaufmann.
We present their G-N algorithm and the comparison with EKFS in 6.1.5. However, we
had to adapt their algorithm, because we want to apply their algorithm and analysis
also to our more General zero-curvature models. We want to apply it to models where,
with respect to some chart, coordinate coefficients follow a smoothly integrated random
walk which has as a consequence that then the transition equation is not any more of
the form (6.2). We are interested in these more general models, because in chapter four
we were able to do asymptotics on a sequence of this type of models.
In the algorithm of Fahrmeir and Kaufmann, at every new Gauss-Newton iteration, a
new observation is taken into account until all observations are processed. In order to do
posterior mode estimation with a given number of observations it is, of course, necessary
to repeat the Gauss-Newton iterations with all the observations until they convergence.
Some small considerations about convergence are presented in 6.1.6.
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In 6.1.7, we give some asymptotic results for different Riemannian metrics, related to
observability of geodesic models. Uniform complete observability and uniform com-
plete controllability play an important role in linear filter theory (see Jazwinski, 1970,
chapter 7).  We show that these concepts can also be used in the non-linear set-
ting of geodesic models, here to bound the smallest eigenvalue of the gain-matrix in
Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's algorithm away from zero.
In 6.1.8, the updating of the noise levels is treated. Special attention is paid to the
"Gauss"-Newton gain-matrix including the determination of a lower bound for it. We
also give an alternative to Newton iteration, inspired by Kitagawa and Gersch (1985).

6.1.1 (Approximate) expressions for the joint probability den-
sity

According to Bayes Rule, we can express the posterior density in the joint density and
the marginal density of the observations:

p(qo, ···,qr, 70, · · · , yT)p(qo, ···,qrlyo, ···,yr)  = P(Yo,···,YT)

This shows that posterior mode estimation is the same as maximizing the joint density
p(qo,···,qr, yo,···,yr) with respect to qo, ···, qr. We shall give some (approximate)
expressions for this joint density in this subsection.
According to assumptions 3,4 and 5 in the beginning of this chapter, the transition
equations of the General Model have the form:

k

go    =    expe_,( I WiriF); (6.3)
j=k-m+1

k

*+1      =      expq, C       E        #:,irjfi)  if t 20; (6.4)
j=k-rn+1

w    d A/(0,92); (6.5)

et+1   =   Ae: + At if 1 2 0, (6.6)

mxm
where (Ae)*ez is m-dimensional Gaussian unit variance white noise, matrix AER
is stable, and matrix Q' E Rmx™ is positive definite. The number k is the dimension of
the manifold M, and the vector fields Fj (k-m t l s j s k)o f the direction space £
are orthonormal.
We saw that, after choosing a chart  (0=, zo  : 0=  -+  V.  C  Rk), we can extend the set
of vector fields  Fk_m+1,··· .F k  to an orthonormal base (Fj)isjsk on U=, and express the
coefficients qi = e-4(xn - at,izn-1 t. . . -a t n) and vector fields Fj in these coordinates:

0 = =al;  =a(qi) = bt;   qt = 10(,c:)   (qt E Oa;, t E Va);

k 019(qi) = I(9=)4(4)-,
i=1 8Za:
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where go : 1<* -+ Rkxk is some positive definite matrix function. Linearizing equations

(6.3,6.4) w.r.t. the coordinates of this chart in combination with equations (6.5,6.6)
gives the following approximate model for the process (yi):20:

8   =   49:)1:-1 t- ' + 4(K,)Yl- ; €t (6.7)n  te*•+1 A,)

Ko   =   A-1 + 9.(E-1)CW (6.8)

80   d   N(0,   AkA'k); (6.9)
1=0

(8", 1
-

(I g=(Mt)C ) /A t)   /0)
t+1 7 (O A )(0 )+ I A,iftzo;

(6.10)

/ 0 ... 0 \

0  ··· 0
E Rk*m (6.11)where C  = 71-mtl   "'    

\ 0 ...  71 /

Here, (4),ez is Gaussian unit variance white noise independent of (A:)t€z and indepen-
dent of the initial conditions : the probability distributions of qo and y-n, ···,7-1. If the
used general model is a zero-curvature model, then we can choose the parametrization
4, such that equations (6.8,6.10) are completely linear and there is no approximation
in model (6.7-6.10).
Using this approximate General Model, it is now possible to calculate the joint prob-
ability distribution, where the pre-initial coefIcient q_i and pre-initial "observations"
7-n,"   37-1 are regarded fixed.  If m<k, then this distribution is partly degenerate.
The coordinates Kt will have to satisfy k-m fixed equations.
Now, denote minus the logarithm of the density of the non-degenerate part of this dis-
tribution for T+1 observations and T+1 coordinates of coefficients by JT:

.4 = -logp(,Co, · · · , AT,70, '-,YTIM-by-ni "YY-1 •

If we have observations yo, ···,yr, then posterior mode estimation means that JT is the
criterion function that should be minimized with respect to Ao,···, MT+1· By Bayes Rule
we have:

-log p(8+1,11:IK-t, · · · , 4,7-n, '-,Yt-1   =P t+ 11,
where

pt = -10gp(At+lib-1, ·   · , Mt,y-n, ' ' ' 114 

(or the non-degenerate part of it) and

4= -logp(y,IK-h · · · , Mt, y-n, "I ith-1)•

Also because of Bayes Rule, we can express the criterion function Jr as a sum of the
terms 4 and pt:

T-1

Jr = p-1 + E(4 + pt) + 4.
:=0
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First, we calculate the log-likelihood-terms lt. We write

a(*g) :- < 01(,c)

) < 14-1 '1
: 1;    r(M):= 4.-1.1(4;    4'     |    E | (6.12)

*AK) 3   Yt-n  

Conditional on past coefrlcients and data, the distribution of Yt is

ye d K(0ia(Ki),exp(2r(,ct))),

hence, apart from the additive constant   log(27r),

4 = r(,ct) +  e-2,(Mi)(y: - 0:a(Kt))2. (6.13)

This term consists of two components.  One can be interpreted as an error of fitting
y, by *a(Kt), weighted by the measurement noise e'("'), the other being a penalty for
allowing that measurement noise.
Next, we calculate the terms pt. We introduce

n    1    n  ...  n \

P :=
0 ··· 0 0 0 ··· 1

Th

At  :=  gil(,ct)(5*+1 - 4). (6.15)

Then, (ht  1, * ·0,h t k_m)  = (0, ···,0), which gives the degenerate part of the distribution
of Et+i, given past coefficients and observations,  and  (ht k-™+1'...,ht k)'  =  Pht  =  4.
Now,  if t  >  -1,  4  =  AB:-1  + At-1, where  At-1 is independent  of the initial conditions
A-1,7-n,  0,7-1, of ...,8...., et-1 and the measurement noise (E,),po. Hence A,-1 is
independent  of the  past  #-1,         , Kt, 1-n,  ' , Vt· Consequently, the distribution  of  Phi,
conditional on this past, is normal with mean Aet-i = APht-1 and unit variance. This
gives the non-degenerate  part  of the conditional distribution  of 4+1, hence, apart  from
the additive constant  T log(27r),

pe    =      11Pht  - APht_i i.   (t 2 0); (6.16)

P-1 =  IIQ-iph-1112. (6.17)

One can consider  the  term  pt  as a penalty for changing the coefficient  qt  into  qt+i.  The
change is not measured directly by the coordinate difference 4+1 - 4, but by
ht = 9-(At)-1(R|+1 - 4). The factor in front of the coordinate difference causes the
coefficient change to be measured by the length of the vector represented by Kt+1 - 01
in the tangent space at the current coefficient qi = 10(4):

k                 /2
1 I ht 112 = < E:+1 - Et, Ha ( At ) (,c:+1 - At )> = 11 I ( 'c: +1 - R, )i - 1 19, ·

i=1 8=a i
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Remark 6.1  If we use the asymptotic Fisher metric, then the term 1|ht 112 has an inter-
esting form. It has the same form as used in the Wald statistic to test (for given 4) the
restricted zero-hypothesis Mt+1 = At against the unrestricted alternative 8+1 0 K: for a
time-invariant stationary AR(n) process. The form is evaluated in qi = 10(kt) (the "zero-
hypothesis"). In zero-curvature models it doesn't matter where the form is evaluated;
we get the same result in *(Mt) and in 0(k:+1).                                                  0

6.1.2 Zero-curvature model and Newton algorithm
In this subsection, we start the discussion of the Newton method for posterior mode
estimation by considering zero-curvature models. We have an exact expression for the
joint probability density and linear equations (6.8, 6.10) on some parameterization for
these models.
For a zero-curvature model on a k-dimensional manifold M with m-dimensional direction
space £,the point qo can be any point in the whole manifold M, for instance if we have
a situation as discussed in chapter three, example 3.10. Subsequent coefficients *, t > 0,
however, are lying on an m-dimensional, totally geodesic, integral manifold N(qo) of the
distribution generated by the direction space £. One can parametrize these manifolds
by the first k-m coordinates  <  =  (,co 1, . . . , Mo h-m) of qo.  If we work conditional  on
this initial point qo, and, consequently, assume the coordinates < = Ao 1, 0-   , Rok_m to be
given, we can as well work with this manifold N(qo) instead of the manifold M. Nothing
will change to the model. Hence, we shall suppose in this section that k=m and that
the matrix P is invertible. As the manifold N(qo) has curvature zero, it is possible to
cover  N(qo) with charts  (OB  C  N(qo), e  :  6  -0  1,B  C  R™)  (that  can be extended  to
charts on M), such that 4 + gN(x) is constant on VB. We can even ensure that gf = I".
The transition equation is completely linear on these coordinates and the expressions for
JT of the preceding subsection are exact. The transition equations (6.8, 6.10) now have
the form:

Ao  =  E-1 + Cw; (6.18)

80   d   A/(0, f AkA'.); (6.19)
k-0

f„„, 1= +1 1 A t i f t 2 0 (6.20) I C)(..1 (,1\ 0,+1 / (0 A ,&) (I J

hence, the coordinates (Al)£20 are modelled as a (smoothly integrated) random walk.
We calculate the derivative of JT  =  ELo I t t E --11 pt with respect  to 40,···,KT·  The
transpose of this derivative will be denoted by:

(fo) mo + co

f(40, ···,RT) =|     E        =                                                             (6.21)
fT           TnT t CT

Here, m is the derivative of EL t: minus the conditional log-likelihood given the coeffi-
cients A, and c is the derivative of El---11 Pt minus the logarithm of the prior probability
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density of Ko, · · · , KT·
The functions mt are the score functions and are given by:

Blt'
mt = :r (Kt) = (Dr'(At))(1 - e-2'(ni)(1: - 0;a(,ct))2) +OK

-(Da'(ict)*)e-2'(4)(yt- *a(,ct));  (0 S t S T) (6.22)

The terms ct are given by:

CO = -P'(I + A'A)P(,cl - Ko) + P'(Q-2 + A'A)P(*o -

K-1   

+P'APbo- A-1) +

+P'A'P(EY - 2,cl + KO); (6.23)

Ct = -P'(I + A'A)P(n,+1 - 2'ct + Et-1) +

+P'APAt- 2Rt-1 + 4-2) +
+  P'  A'  p 04+2 - 24+1 + Mt)    (1 S t s T- 1);

CT-1   =   -P'P(,ST -2XT-1 + XT-2) + P'A'AP(KT-1 - MT-2  +
+P'AP(RT-1 - 2KT-2 + ET-3) +
+P'A'P(ET-1 - MT); (6.24)

CT  =   ' <AT - KT-1  - 1"AP(#T-1 - KT-2 · (6.25)

Obviously, maximizing the posterior density  on  VB or, equivalently, minimizing  Jr,
requires the computation of a zero of f. A common search routine to approximate a zero
of a function is the following Newton algorithm:

choose Al in a neighbourhood of zero x
update Ap recursively as 2'+1   =  2 - (Df(Ap))-lf(Ap) (6.26)

The sequence (Ap)pEN converges to a zero n under suitable conditions. This zero will
constitute a local maximum of the (conditional) joint density if the derivative of f in
5 is positive definite. In modified versions of the Newton algorithm, the gain matnx
(Df(Ap))-1 may be replaced by other matrices, e.g.  (Df(K))-1 or by some kind of
conditional expectation of it. The derivative U = Df(AP) has the following block-five-
diagonal structure:

/ U.   Uot   [702     0       0       0      0      0      0     0     0     -I l   ,
U10 Ull U12 U13              
U20 U21 U22 U23 U24 Q Q        
  U31 U32 U33 U34 U35      U 
0 0 U42 U43 U44 U45 U46        
0 0 0   U53  U54  U55  U56  U57   U       Q

: 0       ·     '·      ·      ·      ·    0

U= (6.27)

\ 0  0 ··· •., '·, UTT )
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Let us denote the derivative of the score functions by:

8mt    - -ff:(Ar) = -(Kr)
8Kt . I

Then, we can express the elements in the block matrix U as follows:

Uoo = 80+P'U+A'MP+PYQ-1+A'MP+P'AP +P'A'Pi
Ut 1+1   =   U +1 t= -P'(It A'A)P - 2P'A'P    if O s t S T-2;
Ut ,+2   -   U;+2 1= P'A'P    if O S i s T-2;

Utt   =   Mt + 2P'(It A'A)P + P'AP + P'A'P    if 1 S t s T-2;
UT-1 T-1  -  MT-i t P'(I + A'AlP + P'P + P'AP + P'A'P;

UT-1 T   -  Uft T-1 = - '  -  'A'P,-
UT  T    -     MT +  P' P. (6.28)

Remark 6.2 If matrix A in the Model equations (6.3-6.6) is equal to zero, then the
gain matrix U has only three non-zero diagonals.  It was this situation that Fahrmeir
and Kaufmann studied. The case A=0 corresponds to the case that the process (81):Ez
is white noise, and (At):€ZI is a random walk, i.e. it corresponds to Special Models.
However, in chapter four we needed General Models, where (0,):cz was an AR( 1) pro-
cess and (Mt):EZ+ was a smoothly integrated random walk. It was on a sequence of this
type of models that we were able to define the stability and spectral density concept.
We want to discuss the identification of these models too and, therefore, need to include
the possibility that A 0 O. We shall study the method of Fahrmeir and Kaufmann for
this situation in subsection 6.1.4.                                                           0

6.1.3 Gauss-Newton iteration for zero-curvature models
The second derivative U of Jr(ic) can also be written in another way. The coordinates
x are modelled as a smoothly integrated random walk, hence the prior distribution of
Ao, . . . , KT is Gaussian with positive definite variance W. Minus the logarithm  of the
density of this prior is the term Et---11 Pt in the criterion JT(4) (apart from a constant),
hence its second derivative is equal to the inverse of W. This yields the following ex-
pression for U:

T        T-1
U   =    D'Jr('c) = D2 E l, +D'  I  pt =

t=0 t=-1

/A. 0
O M 1 0· · · · · · · · ·

E      +
w-1. (6.29)

\ ... . . . . . . 0  MT/
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The whole matrix U(,c)-= Df(,c) can be seen as a kind of Bayesian information
matrix. One can consider lift(Mt) to be the contribution of yt to the information on Kt.
The random information Mi can be decomposed in

4=  M At +  M Bt,

where

MA:(A;) = 2Dr'(AT)Dr(Ar) + Da'(Af)-<, „Da(A;), (6.30)
e  ,4/

and

MB:  =  D'r'(Af)(1 - e-2,(R:)(1: _ 0;a(Ar))2) +
-2Dr'(A )Dr(k )(1 - e-2,(R$)(7: _ 0;a(A ))2) +
+Dr'(AT)*Da(AT)e-2,(A:)(9: - 0;a(AT)) +
+Da'(AT)*Dr(A;)e-2'(Ar)(1: _ 0;a(Aj)) +

-D'a'(Af)*e-2,(RT)(1:- tia(Af)). (6.31)

Only the term MB: depends on the current observation at time t, vt. It depends on

yi in such a way that if one takes the expectation of Mt(8), conditional on coeflicients
Ao, · · · ,4  and past observations y-n, ···,y:-1„ this conditional expectation  lift is equal
to MAi(Kt): so the conditional information, defined by:

Mi = E(A ('ct)|At,Y-n; -,Yt-1), (6.32)

equals

0,01 -
E(MAi(,ct)15*, 7-n, · · · , 14-1)  = 2Dr'(Mt)Dr(Mt) + Da'(Mt)  -F)ua(,ct).           (6.33)

This conditional information is obviously non-negative definite.

We obtain Gauss-Newton-iteration if one replaces the random information M, in
the gain-matrix U in the Newton iteration step by the conditional information lift. It
follows from equation (6.29) that the gain matrix is then strictly positive definite, hence
the iteration can be carried out. Furthermore, if the noise-levels are taken fixed, the
minimization is just a non-linear least squares problem, because the criterion can be
written in the form:

Jr(X) = n(E)'n(A), where

 n-1 
n = I i;

  n2T

n-1(4) = Q-ip;
n2/'(K)   =   6-4(yk - tia(,ck))  (0 S k S T);

n,k-1(K)   =   P('4 - Kk-1) - AP(,4-i- Kk-2)  (1 S k s T). (6.34)
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It can easily be verified that Dn'Dn = U and Dn'n = f.
There is another advantage of using Gauss-Newton iteration instead of Newton iteration.
We have made the assumptions 1 and 2 in the beginning of this chapter. Hence, in equa-
tions (6.3-6.6), M is supposed to be an open part of ARn or Un· Hence, n s k i n t l
and, if k=n+1,w e can choose F.+1 =  2, the log-noise-level vector field for some

CA  O\
B   E  R+, and

matrix  A  has  the  form  A  =                     .    For
the chart (00, =B) we have:

a

gf = Im, implying that 3  = Fn+1, hence p := Rm= ir, andwecan write:

0,(A) = t,( c  p P = e-1,0(Xn - al(R)Zn-1 _ , , , - an(R)).
R\

Now, the gain matrix U of the Gauss-Newton-iteration consists of two diagonal blocks
(which each is a block-five-diagonal-matrix), the first only effecting the derivative of the
log-joint density with respect to At  (0 i t i T), and the second only effecting the deriva-
tive with respect to pt   (0 S t s T). The first half iteration step consists of updating the
coefficients with given noise levels. In the second half step, we take the coeflicients fixed
and improve the estimates of the time-varying observation noise.

6.1.4  Identification of the zero-curvature model with given
noise levels- decomposition of gain matrix

In this subsection, we study an LU decomposition of the gain-matrix U of the Gauss-
Newton iteration step. This LU decomposition is the basis of the Fahrmeir/Kaufmann
algorithm to carry out the Gauss-Newton step. We compare this decomposition with
the decomposition of two other matrices: the matrix S of the conditional variance of the
states given the observations for a tinearized model, and the matrix V of the conditional
variance of the coordinates K: , given the observations for the same linearized model.
The decomposition of S can be obtained by means of Kalman Filtering and Smoothing
with respect to the linearized model.  If the components K of the linearization point
2 in the linearized model are well chosen, then Kalman Filtering and Smoothing with
respect to the linearized model is just Extended Kalman Filtering and Smoothing with
respect to the exact model. In this way, we (and Fahrmeir and Kaufmann) are able to
relate EKFS to G-N iteration.

Exact model.
If the noise levels at are given, the zero-curvature General Model (6.7-6.10) reduces to
the following form:

Attl   =   At + (38:
4+1   =   Ag + 1,

59   =   *a(At) + at€t, (6.35)

where
  1'   '·M' A/(O, Im), matrix A € Ir-ix™-1 is stable, and matrix O f R=-lxm-1

€tL
has inverse P.
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This is in fact the zero-curvature model for the projected instantaneous associated poly-
nomials on ARn, see chapter five, section 5.3.                                                     0

We study the first-half-Gauss-Newton-iteration  step from point  AP =  (A , ···,A#)  to
the following point  AP+1. We compare it with Kalman jittering  and smoothing for a model
which differs from (6.35) in the fact that the measurement equation a(Rt) is linearized
and replaced by:

a(At) = a(<) + Da(A;)(Rt - A;).
Linearized model.
Introduce the 2(m - 1)-dimensional states

Zt = ( :  }-(et-1 },
the filtered observations

1/ AP.   1/rt /ZP\ZP
ze = 71 - 9:a<4 ) -1- 94·1• a(4 )4,

and the system matrices

.,1 =  I  OAO-1 )9     0 AO-1    } '
; 8-(i};; G = *Da(A )(I  0).

Then, model (6.35) with the linearized measurement equation reads as follows:

z,+1   =   Azt + BA:-1,
Zt = Ct=t + cre€t;

ZO    d   AR < A-1  )   C  OQ20'   (302e' )           0                    (6.36)0   /1, C OQ'(3,   eQ'(3, 11.

The posterior density p(zo, · · · , XTIZ-1, Zo, ···,ZT) ofthis linearized model is Gaussian,
hence, the posterior density p(ko, · · · , ;il'15-1,11-n, = , yr) is based on this model (6.36).
The derivative of minus the logarithm of the latter posterior density w.r.t.  R in AP is
just given by (the first part of) f(Ap). The second derivative of minus the logarithm of
the latter posterior density is equal to the Gauss-Newton gain matrix U in the point
AP, and is hence positive definite. Its inverse, clearly, coincides with the variance V of
the posterior distribution w.r.t. R for the linearized model, and is therefore also positive
definite. However, the variance S o f the posterior distribution of the states zo, · · · , ZT
can't be strictly positive definite. This follows from the definition of the states xt:

At )=t =
At - At-1  ) '

hence, we have the noise-free equations

(Zt l - (Ze-1 )1 - (Z:)2 (6.37)
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for all t,O s t s T,s o the dimension of the kernel of the variance S (seen as matrix of
a linear map) is at least half its whole number of columns. Because the variance of V is
positive definite, the rank of the variance S is exactly half its number of columns.  This
is also clear from the following lemma that gives a decompositon for the matriz S.

Lemma 6.3.   The variance  S of the posterior  distribution  of the states  zo, · · · ,ZT'
according to model (6.36), has the following decompositon:
There are matrices L and D of the form

/ Do    0           · · ·   · · ·   · · ·  \
/ I -Fo 0 ··· O \ 0 Dl 0 ··· ··· ···

0     I     -Fl    0    · · ·       0
L= E : ;

D= .. I

0     0       0     · · ·    I    -FT_i
\0   0    0   ...  0     I   /

0  DT /
(6.38)

such that LSL' = D, and such that Do = 0; Dr has full rank and the rank of De is half
the rank of Dr for all t, 1 S t s T - 1.
The matrices Ft are the Kalman fixed interval smoothing gain matrices, and Dr is the
conditional variance of the state zr, given all observations, according to the linearized
model (6.36).

Proof: The proof is based on well-known relations from Kalman Filtering and Smooth-
ing theory.
We denote the conditional expectation of zt, given z o, · · · ,z k (or, equivalently, yo, ···,yk)
by zilk and its conditional variance by Etlk. These variances satisfy the well-known rules

Ettilt = Art\tk + BB' (6.39)

Em   = (It Et,-1 ( 1:.   : ) )-,Eti,-, where (6.40)

  M.  , )  =
Clat

(6.41)0 0, al .

Note that the matrix ( B   AB ) has full rank, hence the linear system (6.36) is control-
lable.
Although Eolo is singular (but half-rank), we have that Eilo is non-singular. This can
be shown as follows: Eol-1 = BQ'B' and Eve =0 implies that both B'z = 0 and
EoIoA'x = 0. This yields Eol-1·A'= = 0, hence B'A'x = 0. As the rank of matrix

( B  AB ) is full, we conclude that z = 0.
The linear system (6.36) is controllable, and, consequently, all Etle and Et+lit are positive
definite  for  all  t  211. This enables  us to define the (smoothing gain) operators Ft for

allt, OstsT-1 by:
Ft = Etit.,4'Eitne. (6.42)

1See e.g. Jazwinski, lemma 7.3.  Note that in the terminology of that book, the system is uniformly
completely controllable with N = 1.
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Then, we have the following well known property for the conditional covariances:

\,

Let  St :+k    :=    E((xt - =:Ir)(=:+1 - 2,+kir)  zo, · · · , zT) (0 St<ttk ST)
then, St t+k   =   Fe · · · Fitk-1 EitkIT· (6.43)

This relation shows the first claim of the lemma, i.e. we can decompose the matrix of
the variance S as follows:

/I ··· 0 0  0 \
/I   -Fo    0    · · ·   0 

L., Lo=     u      1      .u.   .1. .   1,-0,   L,-1 -     I   . . .   i   i        i
\0     0      0    · · · I) 0   . . .   0   I   -6-1

\0  ···  0  0    I   /
then, with L= Lr-1... Lo, we have:

/ Soo -FoS,ifj              o               · · ·                        0                          0    \
           11

- FIS22·     · · ·                        0                          0
LSL' =

0                      0             "'   ST-1 2'-1 -FT-iSTTF -i     0
' 0 0 ··· 0 STT /

(6.44)

Furthermore, we can rewrite every diagonal element D, := ElIT - 17:E,+111'Ft, on the right
hand side of this equation (6.44)from which by using the well known fact

Di = E:IT - FtE:+ill'F; = Etit - F:E:+11:F;    (0 S t s T- 1). (6.45)

Now, we are going to compute the ranks of the matrices Dt, (0 S t s T). As proven

above, Dr = ETIT has full rank. In order to calculate the rank of the other
D:,  O s t S T-1,w e note that we can decompose the matrix

-   C Ellt  EmA' 1
S'  =   <   Artle      Et+ilt   j|

in two ways: firstly,

/ I 0)-/I Al \     / FT-  1-   btlt 0 1.
  -A I)S,  O   I   -(O   BB' ) '

and secondly,

(: -,6 }S. ( -,r., :} = (  . il. 11.}
This shows that for 0< *S T-1,

rank Dt = rank E,le + rank BB' - rank Et+11, = rank BW,

So every Dt has half rank for 0<t f T-1, whereas for t=O w e have:

rank Do = rank Eolo + rank BB' - rank Ello = 0·
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This completes the proof of lemma 6.3.                                                                                        0

In order to be able to compare the Gauss-Newton method with the Extended Kalman
Filter plus Smoother, we first compare the decomposition of the Gauss-Newton gain ma-
trix U and its inverse V with the decomposition of S.

Because the block-five-diagonal matrix U is positive definite, one can apply Gaussian
elimination and decompose U as follows:

/I   -Bo    Co       0      0    · · ·       0            0            0      \
OI-Bl     Cl      0    · · ·        0            0            0
0 0 I     -82   (2   · · ·       0           0           0

Let A=     iE      E      E     E    E      E        :
0 0 0        0      0    . . .   -Br-3    CT-3         0

0 0 0 0 0 ··· I -BT -2 CT -2
0     0        0        0      0    . . .        0           I       -BT-1

\0 0     0     0    0  ···     0       0       I   J

/80    0· · ·0   \
0 Al "0 0

then U = A'
:    A.                                  (6.46)

<   0     0    0-   A T)

The  matrices  Bk, Ck, Ak are implicitly defined  by the following equations from which
these matrices can be solved forward recursively:

ao = uoo
-A080 = Uoi

BAAoBo + al   =   Ull
At,Ck  =   k 1,+2

-Blakck - ak+1Bk+l   =  Ultl k+2
C 81Ck + Bl+lak+1.Bk+l + ak+2  =   Uk+2 k+2· (6.47)

The variance V is, according to the linearized model (6.36), the inverse of the Gauss
Newton matrix. Hence, we have:

a l     0     · · ·     0    \

1: T IE
0

= AVA'.                      (6.48)
0     . . .   Lj i 1

The matrix V was already decomposed as part of the matrix S. Hence, we can relate
B, and Ct (0 S t s T-1 t o the Kalman smoothing gain matrices Ft (0 S t s T-1)
and the matrices Di to AI-1.
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Lemma 6.4 1. The smoothing gain matrices Ft, 0 S t S T-1 can be expressed in
the matrices Bt and Ct as follows:

Ft=  (       I           -I   \=
C Ct-i-Bt-i + I  B:-1 - I /1

i -1 /

( : -'' }   1 8)-1  -t-1 } ( I  -,I }
(15-ts T-2) (6.49)

Fo  =  (I  -I  ,  and FT-1 =  BT-1
0  1.(6.50)CI -I) \CT_2-BT#+I BT_2-I )

2. The matrices De can be expressed in the matrices Ai-1 as follows:

Di         <0     0     1    (1 S t S T-2) ;=  \ 0  8&/
DT -  / a91   00    a-1     1   Do =

0. (6.51)
T-1 /

3. The matrices Ai-1 satisfy the (in)equalities

a&d = VTT, and (6.52)

at-1  <  Vit  (O St<T). (6.53)

Point 3 can be interpreted as follows. If 2' is close to the maximizing K of the poste-
rior of the original model, we can interprete &*1 as the approximate error covariance of
AT, given all data yo, ···,VT.

Proof of Lemma: If we define Vj* =0 for all j>T o r k>T, then equation (6.48)
yields the relations:

ail   =   Vkk - 14 k.1.1.81 + 14, k.1.2(7  +
-Bkl'kti k + Bt,Vkti kti,Bl - Bk'Vkti k+2C  +
+Ckl'kt, k - Ckvk+2 k.1.1·Bl + Ck·14+2 4+2(7  =

=    Var(,ck - Bk,ck+1  + Ck,4+2 IZO,···,ZT);
0= V™k - 14„ A+1•81 + Vm k+,C  +

-B™V„*+1 k + BMV„,+1 1+181 - B™V„.+i 1+,C  +
+CmVm+2 A - Cmv„,+2 k+1Bt + Cmvm+2 kt,Cl =

=   COU(Am - Bm,cm+1 + CmK„,+2, Ek - Bkkk+1 + Ct,Kk+2  Zo,··· , ZT 

forall 0 S k,m S T. (6.54)

This shows that, in accordance with the linearized model (6.36), the sequence

MT,     MT-1 - BT-14,    RT-2 -BT-2KT-1 + CT-2KT,    ET-3 - BT-3KT-2 + (T-3'ST-1,  "
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consists of mutually conditionally independent variables. Hence,

Var(8 - B:8+1 + C:K:+2|ZO, · · ·,zT) 5 Var(*:Izo, · ··,ZT) = Vit·
This immediately proves the third point of the Lemma, and in combination with the
following three facts:

. =t = C     Ki     ).
\ Kt- 4-1    '

.   Di  = Var(zt - Ftz:+ilzo, ···,zT), hence the variables Zr,=r-1 - .FT-ixT, · · · ,Z: -
Fixt+1 are conditionally independent;

• rank D,=rank At i f l f t s T-1,
it also proves the first two points.                                                                    0

6.1.5  Identification of the zero-curvature model with given
noise levels- Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's algorithm

Now, we return to the Gauss-Newton iteration.  We are now able to calculate the iteration
step AP+1 = AP - U-if. Following Fahrmeir and Kaufmann, we compute  the  step  U-1 f
as follows:

/a o    0    · · ·0   )
o    81-0    0    1

Let 6  =  U-lf, or equivalently, A'(     :     :     :      i      A&) =f
<             "0   8 T  

t'   2,   '.1        j
First, we solve  A'L = f, and next A6 = 6. (6.55)

0 0 -' AT
Solving the first equation, is just performing the forward recursion

Co = fo
61   =  866 + A

6+1   =  B;6 - Ci_16-7 + Ati
forlstST-1, (6.56)

while the second equation (6.55) can be solved backward recursively:

4      =      a*16.
6·-1   =  Br-16· + a*21(T-1
61-1   =  B:-18: - Ct-lottl + 8216-1

for 1 5 t s T-1. (6.57)
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After carrying out one Newton iteration step, based on the T+1 observations
Yo,   0   i YT,  the data analist  has two options. Firstly,  he can continue the procedure
and perform another step in order to improve the approximation. Secondly, he can con-

.ptl
sider  a new observation  YT+1, and regard the found estimate A as a starting point
for the Newton search of the maximizing R o f the posterior density, based on T+2

-P+1observations. Of course, he has to add one new A to initialize the algorithm, but thisTtl
can be accomplished by the prediction rule

=Ttlir = A=T*

in combination with
(XTIT 2 - (STIT 1 -  XT-l IT 1

yielding:
:ptl fptl -  - A_i AP+1 :ptl ,

ICT+1 - AT   + CAU  -(AT   - ET-1)· (6.58)

In this way, an initialization point for the Newton search with T observations can be
found by just performing one iteration step of the search for the first t observations, for
allt ST.The method of Fahrmeir and Kaufmann becomes:

1. Initialization:
20    -      ZO

A-1 = A-1;   (xk = 0   for k < -1);
for t= 0, · · · ,T;

2. Prediction step:
A; = A;_1 + 0Ae-'(A;_1 - A;_2);

3. Forward recursion, for 8 -  0, · · · ,t i
Compute 771., C„ f. = m, - c., M., U„, A„ B., C., 6„ using equations  (6.22)  for m,;

m. = -(Da'(A )0,8-2'.)(y, - 4.a(AZ));

(6.23-6.25) for c.; (6.33) for M.;

It    0.0    _       :tM. = Da'(R.)-Va(4);
   e24

(6.28) for U,,.
For A,, B,, C,, we can use (6.47)  or we can use (6.49)  and  (6.51), and the covari-

ance recursion for Etlt, Et+111, Ft ,D: from equations (6.39), (6.40), (6.42), (6.45);
For L. we use (6.56).

4. Filter correction:
First equation of the backward recursion (6.57)

St = di-16
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combined with
:ttl   -4
4    = At- 6.

Note that, according to the linearized model  (6.36), Ai-1  = Var(,ct Izo,···,zt), see
equation (6.52).

5.  Smoother corrections.  For s=t-1, · · · ,8=0.
The other equations of the backward recursion (6.57) and

3*+1   -4
A.    = ES- 8..

(Remark: Having stored E,I, (0 5 s s t- 1), one can wait until this step before
computing Ail from D, by (6.51), and D, from EA, by (6.39); (6.42); (6.45). )

For a linear model like (6.36), performing steps 2,3,4,5 at time t = 11 yields immediately
the mode or the conditional expectation of xo,···, Kil given yo, ··,14„ because f i s linear
and U is exactly the derivative.  If we, subsequently, carry out the part of the method
based on yo, · · · 174+1, then we obtain 60 = O,· · ·,6, = O;6,+1 = A,+1.

f 4+1From the definition of the terms ct,+1 (6.25) and the definition of k in the predictiont1+l
step, it follows that Ai+1 = mt,+1 in the part of the method at time ti + 1. Hence, with
the help of the first equation of the backward recursion (6.57) and equation (6.52), we
obtain that £4+2 24+1

St,+1 = 41+1 -  tttl t:tlmt:+1· (6.59)

This is the same filtering update equation as we get if we apply the Kalman Filter to
model (6.36). The whole backward recursion (6.57) coincides with the Kalman Smooth-

z tl +2 Ztltling algorithm for this model, because the resulting nk     = Ak    - 6„ will give us imme-
diately the conditional expectation  of Ek, given yo, · · · , y:+1. Hence, step 5 i s superfluous
for the linear model for times t < T. It is enough to perform this step only once, when
we  base  us  on  all the observations  yo, ···,yT, because  we are merely interested  in  the
conditional expectations of the #t, given all the data.

Recapitulating, for the linear model, we see that Fahmeir's method immediately gives
us the desired mode. The only steps that have to be carried out are prediction step 2
and the filter correction step 4, or equivalently, equation (6.59), and these are the same
as the prediction and filter correction step in the Kalman Filter. From the last part of
the method, based on all data, also step 5 has to be carried out, and this recursion is
just Kalman Smoothing. Hence, the method we discussed above for the linear model
reduces to Kalman Filtering and Smoothing.
Now, we compare the proposed method of Fahrmeir and Kaufmann with the ordinary
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) for tile non-linear zero-curvature model. The algrithm
is just Kalman Filterin  on the linearized model (6.36), where the components A, of the
point of linearization A are recursively determined by the Kalman Filter itself. Hence,
EKF is the Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's procedure, in which in particular steps 3 and 5 are
not carried out. The calculation of the 6's is omitted as well as the backward recursion
(smoothing) at every instant t after which all residuals or scores mk, the informations
Mk, the gain matrices Bk, Ck and Ak (k S t+1) are recomputed.
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6.1.6    Repetitions of Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method based on
the same set of data

Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's procedure was just the method that produced a starting point
:Tx   for the Gauss-Newton iteration step, based on all data yo,··· , VT.  If the procedure
is completed, already more work is done than in applying the Extended Kalman Filter.
But one can proceed.
For the time being, we suppose that the fixed noise-levels are already the ones corre-
sponding to a minimum of the criterion if such a minimum exists in the region (V,) we
consider.  Then, the second part of the G-N iteration step is not necessary anymore.
Now, we can repeat steps 3,4,5 of the method. This is just another Gauss-Newton
iteration step, based on the same data. We obtain a sequence of estimates (2')p€N·
Sufficient conditions for the convergence of the Gauss-Newton estimates to a minimum
R' E i of JT(x) (if it exists) are given in Theorem 10.2.1 in the book of Dennis and
Schnabel (1983).  We use the notations of equations (6.34).  The most critical condition
of the theorem is that the smallest  eigenualue  of the gain matrix U(A')  =  Dn(A-)'Dn(R-)
should be larger than the matrix norm of D2n(R*)'n(R*).  If this condition is satisfied, the
theorem guarantees the existence of a neighbourhood of RI, such that any G-N sequence
starting in this neighbourhood converges to R'.
We have assumed that the pt's are already minimizing, hence we are only working with
JT as a function of R. We can drop all terms with Dr or D2r in the expressions MAi
and MB: for the derivative Df in equations (6.33, 6.31). Consequently, D2n(AI)'n(RI) is
just the (symmetric) part of the derivative Df(R') that was dropped in the gain matrix
U(R*). The matrix norm of D2n(RI)'n(RI) is just the length of its largest eigenvalue.
Hence, D/(R-) is positive definite, and A' constitutes a local minimum of the criterion
if the condition of the theorem is met.

If condition of theorem 10.2.1 in the book of Dennis and Schnabel is not satisfied,
but there exists a minimizing A' in K, then there are various alternatives. For instance,
one  could  use the exact derivative Df instead  of  U  For a minimizing   A-, the deriva-
tive Df(A')  is  non-negative  definite.   If it  is  even  positive  definite, then D fCK) will be
positive definite in a neigbourhood of A-. In that neighbourhood Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's
method can be used to calculate the minimum, because the algorithm (step 1,2,3,4,5)
works also with U = Df(A') if this matrix is positive definite. The method yields a
sequence of estimates, convergent to A-, if we are close enough to R*, according to The-
orem 5.2.1, Dennis and Schnabel. We shall show below that it is possible to compute
(a-good approximation of) Df(2) even if an analytic expression of the parametrization
: K, -4 N(qo); R H a(R) is not known, and only the metric itself is available.
Other alternatives to strict Gauss-Newton iteration are e.g. Levenberg-Marquardt's
method, or adapting the stepsize by using ppu-lf instead of U-lf for some Bp E (0,1).
One can ensure that the Gauss-Newton iteration step will increase the posterior density
by modifying the stepsize.

Existence of a minimum ki is guaranteed, if V, = It™-1, because the criterion JT(K)
is coercive. The chart (0=, z.; 0. -+  lK,) was such that the transition equation of the
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general model was linear on it. Hence, the condition V, = Il™-1 can only be satisfied if
the metric is complete.

More precise conditions on existence of minima on given charts and on convergence of
Gauss-Newton estimates remain to be established, as well as a quantitative evaluation of
the advantages of Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method in comparison to the ordinary Extended
Kalman Filter and Smoother.

6.1.7  Observability for geodesic models
In the beginning of this section we introduced the random information at time t for a
zero-curvature model, Mt, and the conditional information, defined by:

M:(4) =E(M,(Kt)14,1-n,-' ,0-9, (6.60)

which is equal to

0,0:Mt = 2Dr'(p:)Dr(pt) + Da'(At) RADa(A). (6.61)

We are going to calculate an asymptotic expression for this conditional information.
In order to do this, we have to combine corollary 4.14 and proposition 5.1.  Let
(Vt,T)05:5RT, T  E  N  be a sequence of time-varying AR(n) processes with asymptotic
relative running time v and relative consideration time R, and satisfying assumptions
1,2,3,4,5 of theorem 4.13. According to this theorem, on the event that v>R and
conditional on the a-algebra BR, the sequence of processes admits the Dahlhaus-spectral
density

9(t:)2
f(u,1Ule) =

11 - ai(U)w - · · · - an(u)W'* 2
(6.62)

We define:
1

Ln.,•le(Z) = -(zn - al(u)=n-1 _ . - - an(U)) (6.63)gcu)

as the asymptotic instantaneous associated polynomials of the sequence of processes.
Now, we can reformulate corollary 4.14 of chapter four as follows:

Corollary 6.5 On the event that p>R and conditional on the 0-algebra BR, the
autocovariances of the processes (Vt,T)05:SRT are asymptotically:

lim CousR(VIuT-j],T, y[.,T-11.T)    =    (%7-1, 21-1 L., „Fisher•
TT-

for  all  l, j,   1  5  1, j  S n; for all u € [0, R} (6.64)

ProoP Apply corollary 4.14 and equation (2.30) in chapter two to see that the left
hand side is the shift invariant inner product, induced by Ln,ule on Un-1; apply propo-
sition (5.1) to see that this is the same as the inner product on I[n-1, induced by the
asymptotic Fisher metric  in the point Ln,W.                                                                                                                     0
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On the chart (OB, =B),  introduced  for  the zero curvature model (6.18-6.20,6.7),  we
have gf = Im, hence the orthonormal vector fields Fl in the direction space £ are the
coordinate vector fields:

F--   D    =800. (6.65)'

8ZBi 8 Ki

We represent the elements of Un (and its tangent spaces) as polynomials, hence

Ln = 00(R, p)   =   e-'(p)(Kn - al(A)%*-1 - . . . - an( ))

F = 80# e-'(P)(-80(Algn-1 _-  _ Da* ))
8ki Al ' '               ip

F=; 900           87= _Cp)Ln(z) (6.66)
9     op

According to proposition 5.1, LnlIIn-1  and <Ln,Ln L. = 2 if the asymptotic Fisher
metric is used. Equations (6.61, 6.66) and corollary 6.5 yield immediately
Lemma 6.6 The expectation of the information matrix MI,T], conditional on the coef-
ficient process asymptotically, becomes:

lim EBRMI,al,T(K[.T},T) = lim EBRMIUT],T(bfuT},T) = (<F:, Fj>a.F.m.)i j = HB(7(11))
TT°  T.roe

(6.67)
where I4 is the matrix on the coordinates 40 of the Riemannian metric induced on

N(qo) by restricting the asymptotic Fisher metric to this manifold.                       0

Zero-curvature models exist for all metrics, including the asymptotic Fisher metric
itself; for example, the geodesic models.  If the geodesic tangent field is F, then, for a
geodesic model based on the asymptotic Fisher metric we get the asymptotic expected
information  at  relative time point  u  E   [O, R]:

lim EBRM[',11.T(K[UT}.T) = lim EBRMIUT},T(K[ul'],T) - (F, F)a.F.m. = 1. (6.68)
TTOO TTOO

Interpretation:  if we we the asymptotic Fisher metric in the Geodesic Model, then

asymplotically (in the Dahthaus-sense) we suppose that the contributions of the obser-
vations y[ull.T  (u  E  [0,1])  to  the  information  about the changing parameters K  are  equal. 0

Hence, the parametrization, induced by the asymptotic Fisher metric, stabilizes the
expected contribution of each datapoint to the information about the coefficients. We
have seen in chapter five that such a parametrization also stabilizes the variance of an
ML estimator of the coeilicient in the time-invariant AR(n) situation.

For other metrics the situation is different. For instance, in a model on ARi based on
the Euclidean metric, this asymptotic expected information in u  €  [O, Rl is  i-=S.p , and if
we use the complete metric introduced in chapter five (see equation 5.47), this is 1 -a(u)2.

However, we have to note that asymptotically in the Dahlhaus sense, the data are
more used to determine the hyperparameters than the coefficients.
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The random informations Mt and the conditional informations M: are related to the
concept of uniform complete observability (Jazwinski, 1970, chapter 7). This concept
and the concept of uniform controllability play an important role in linear filtering the-
ory.  We illustrate them for geodesic models.  Then, the linearized model (6.36) hastwo-dimensional states.

Let a E (0,1) and T € R+. Consider the linear stochastic system with two-dimensional
states and time-varying measurement matrices

2,+1    =    ./tx, + BA,

4    =    ( 4   0 ) 4 + cre#, where (6.69)

    4         "ff    N(0, I,)  for  all  t  f  Z+;
At

Ct  E  R;          at  C  R+;

A = (1 a), 8=(fl. (6.70)CO a)' \Tj

Let

(2

Aft= at.

Let N E N. F o r t€N w e define the observability gramian over the timesttl,· · · ,t+N,
3(1 + N,t + 1),  by:

/ Ct+k 'It
N       I  n  )(C:+1 0) N

3(1+N, ttl) = EA,k-N \
v

.4'-" = R-"(IA·' l '5"     ) A')A-".gel                9/                        A-1

(6.71)
Jazwinski calls this matrix the information matrix. This term can be explained by
the fact that, if 7- = 0, then there is an unbiased estimator of x:+N from the data
Vt+1,0    - i Vt+N, for which the variance is minimal,  and this minimal variance is equal  to
LT(t +  N, t + 1)-1. Hence,  .7(1 +  N,t + 1) coincides  in this situation  with the notion  of
information used, in the classical estimation theory (Jazwinski, 1970,chapter 7).
The linear system (6.70) is called uniformly completely observable (Jazwinski, 1970, chap-
ter  7) if there exists  N  €  IN and positive constants  a, B  such  that

0 < aI < 3(t+ N,1 + 1) S BI, for all t€Z+. (6.72)

For  system (6.70) the controltability gramian  over  the  times t+1, · · · ,t+N,  is  time-
independent. It is defined as:

/B'\

AC(t +N, itl)=(B    AB    · · · AN-lB) :
'. (6.73)

B' A'

\ B'A'N-1 j
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The system is called uniformly completely controllable if there exists N€ N and positive
constants a,B such that

0 < aI </C(t + N,t + 1) S BI, forall t€ Z+. (6.74)

Clearly, system (6.70) is uniformly completely controllable: just take N = 2. In linear
Kalman Filter theory, these two concepts are used to prove asymptotic stability of the
filter, and to bound the error covariances. We shall use these concepts too, although the
geodesic model is non-linear in general. The

concepts will be helpful in bounding the
matrix U of the Gauss-Newton iteration in the point R  away from zero.

Now we shall investigate a condition for uniform complete observability.

Lemma 6.7 Suppose that for some N E N there are positive numbers B and B such
that

N

0</:SEM,+&5# forallt€N (6.75)
k=0

Then, the system (6.70) is uniformly completely observable.

Proot First note that

Ak= (lar-/1 bk)
C O  a) - (O  ak   where

4   -     a  if k> 0;
k-1

bk   =   - I( )4 if k<0 and a>0. (6.76)
i=o

The (bk)k€N are strictly increasing. From equation(6.76) it follows that

A.N.7(, + 21'' ,)42" =  k, (  t't"    :  ) A' -
t E:51 Mt+k   EANi Mt+kbk ) =

k=i                               \ E 51 61'f:th  E l Mithbt )
1       01/1                0

=    M'+'   Et' "b,   1 j l e   E:5, ,•b: - CE:N, p,b,)2 ) {     E:51'.4 ).(6.77)

In this last equation,

lift+k 2N
pk = ,  hence  E pk= land pk  2 0.

Ej50 MEj k=0

Accordingly, (pk)Osk52N  is a probability measure on the set  {0,1, · · · , 2N},  and  V  =
ENIi pkbI - (ENIi pkbk)2 is the variance of the variable (bk)osks,N· This variance is only
zero if bk = bj a.s., and, as (bk)05&52N is strictly increasing, this is only possible if one of
the pk = 1 and the others are zero. Now, P 5 Ef-1 M,+k S A for all t€ N, hence there
is  a  ki,1  5  ki  S  N,  such  that  lift+ki   2  # .   Also  B  S  ELN+1 lift+1  5 A, hence there  is
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a  number k , N t l s k,5  2N,  such  that  Mi+4 2# . Consequently, the numbers pt
and p4 satisfy

pk,   2  q  and  pk,   2 q, where  q = 2 ji · (6.78)

If we minimize V over the set
2N

 CPO, '',P2N | Ipk =  1Apk  2 0 Vk  A  3kt,4 [0 <k i<k 2 5 2 N A  pki  k q A  pk,  2 ql},
k=0

then we get a positive minimum, because the set is compact, V is a continuous function
of po, ···,P2N,  and V i s strictly positive  on  this  set,  as we argued above. The minimum
6 is  only a function  of   ,N  and the number a. Hence we  have:

0<6<V< a. (6.79)

Next, we derive inequalities for the eigenvalues p of

G   =     Et, Pkbh   1 )  (0 1 jl        EINi pkbk   (E l Pkbk)2 +1 j '
1          0 )  (  1   Eff, p.bb     =  t 1 Efet pkbi      )

It is immediate that (ENI1 Pkbk)2 =p+i-2, hence

1

MN + 2
6PSb:N+2.

This concludes the proof.                                                                    0

Note that the linearized model(6.36) for a geodesic model has the form of system
(6.70). If model (6.36) is uniformly completely observable, where 3'(t + N, t + l) satisfies
inequality (6.72) and the controlability gramian AC(t + N, 1 + l) satisfies inequality (6.74),
then Lemma 7.1. in Jazwinski (1970) indicates that the filter error covariances Etlt of
the states xt are bounded from above by:

E:115( a )I1+ aB

for all t 2 N.  As EllI > 0 we can also apply the subsequent Lemma 7.2 of Jazwinski:
for all t k N+l these covariances are bounded from below by:

Eti: >    ciI.1 + aB

Moreover, one can write the transition equation for the filter estimates ztlt of the states
of model (6.36) as follows:

=tit = Eti:EIiA. A=:-lit-1 + Elit z: (6.80)

Denote the transition matrix by Gi:

G:= Ell,EIi -1·A (6.81)
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In case of uniform complete  observability and uniform complete controllability, the system

=t = G:=8-1 (6.82)

is uniformly asymptotically stable, according to Theorem 7.4, Jazwinski (1970), i.e.

'IG:Ge-1... Gh+i G.11 5 ve-4,-4) for all 1 2 k (6.83)

where v and D are positive constants, of course (only) depending on a, B, N and a. Now
we can reorder the product of these transition matrices:

G:G:-1 · · ·G k= Eti,Fl_l · · · .Fl-irillik-1,

where the Ft are the smoothing gain operators, defined in (6.42). Consequently, one has,
for all t k k k N:

1 + 043 2   -0(:-k)I'FAA+1 · · · FIll S (-)  vea
Look  at the total variance  S  of the states zo,··· ,ZT, conditional  on  zo, ···,zr·    As

St :+1  =  Ft · · · Fe+k-1 Et+kIT  and  E:+kir  5  Et+kit+1  5  192 the variance  S is bounded
from above by:

21,     1 + aA
P=           . (        - )3I1-e-v     a

Consequently, also the variance V of the *t, given zo, · · · , z , satisfies V 5 P.
This gives a lower bound for the gain matrix U:

U 2 p-1 (6.84)

and this bound  is  only  a function  of a,B,   N  and a  (and not of T).

The concepts of observability and controllability not only enable us to say something
about the smallest eigenvalue of the gain matrix. We deduce also a statement about the
errors in the initial values.

If model (6.36) is uniformly completely observable and controllable, an error in the
estimate Eol-1 of the error variance of the initial coefficient coordinate Ko will gradually
be forgotten, i.e. will go exponentially to zero (theorem 7.5, Jazwinski (1970)).

6.1.8   Estimating the noise levels
We treat the second half "Gauss"-Newton iteration step and an alternative to it in this
subsection. In this half step, one considers the coefficients a:(R) as being fixed, and the
noise levels are updated.  The log noise levels r( 8 ) are multiples of one of the coordinates
of the parametrization r(At) = FLPt. Consequently, Dr(,ct) =  (0   0   · · ·   0   p) . The
score functions mt with respect to the log noise level are:

mt =1- e-2,•p, (v: - *a(At))2. (6.85)

The terms ct remain as given in (6.25), but are one-dimensional now.  The (one-
dimensional) block of the conditional information Mt, with respect to the log noise level,
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is just 22. Consequently, the block of the gain matrix U, to be used in this second half
iteration step, is almost a Toeplitz matrix. The important difference with a Toeplitz
matrix O i s the block of size 2 x 2 a t the bottom at the right hand corner. The unimpor-
tant difference is the element at the top at the left hand corner. U is the same matrix
as  one gets in twice, deriving the log posterior density of po, · · · ,P T of the model

. = R}
z:+1  =    1  a  

/1\
o  a " +l'j A 2-1

Zt =
(21' O)x,+9,

C      \   / 9   2 \

d     Aft 1   P-1   1     1   P'     P'    1 )
%0   -    -l c   0   ) ,C 3   3 3

(At):EZ   ; (11:):EZ independent sequences of

Gaussian unit variance white noise. (6.86)

(Note that we have used lower case letters a and p, instead of the capitals A and P in
equations (6.28) ).
This is a time-invariant, detectable and controllable system for all values of a. Conse-
quently, if T tends to infinity,2 then for all k>l the covariances ET-kIT-k tend to the
only self-adjoint non-negative definite solution Eoo of the Riccati equation

C'C
(I + (ArooA' + BB')-7-)E. - AE-W + BB' (6.87)a

where
1

A= ( :  : ) ;  8= (f) ; C= (2 8  0) ;  a-l,P

and the filter gain matrices  GT-k  tend  to the asymptotically stable matrix Goo, where

C'C
G.  =  (I -  EN-F)·A.C

Statement. E- > 0.
Proof: From the last equation of (6.47), it is clear that ar  5  UTT  = 2„2 +p' for all T, and
also AT-1 5 UT-1 1'-1 = 2 t ,2(2+29+a'), hence the sequences (&*1)TEN, (ai.11)TEN
are bounded away from zero. The filter error covariances ETIT = DT are also bounded
away from zero, according to equation (6.51).                                                 0

Consequently, also the smoothing gain matrices Fr-k tend to an asymptotically stable
matrix F00, where

0C
Foo = EoeA'(I- --,E.)ET:

CI

iHere we are not performing Dahlhaus asymptotics. The variables a and p are assumed to be
independent of T.
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Hence, the smoothing gain matrices (BT_k-1)TEN, and  (CT-k-i)TEN  (k  E  N) have a
limit Boo and Cz respectively, where

=2 - B=z + Coox is stable, (6.88)

because of equation (6.49). Equations (6.47) show that all sequences (BT_JTEN,
(BT-1 T€N,  CT-k TEN,   T-k TEN, (AT-1)TEN, (al')TEN converge. One could
work with these limits, e.g. for larger values of T, instead of with the genuine
BT-k, Br-1, CT-k' 211'-&, AT-1, AT without harming the results.    This  is  in  the  same
line as working with the time-invariant Kalman filter for the linear model (6.86), which
is asymptotically optimal. The limit values can be computed from equations (6.47).
We have also a result about the smallest eigenvalue Amin(U) of U.

Statement. limTT- Amin(U) = 2p'

Proof: Note that 0 is part of the covariance matrix of an MA(2)-process which is
stationary and regular, and, hence should have spectral density g(0) = A-1(ei20 -
B-ei0 + Coe)12. In the limit, the smallest eigenvalue of 0 will be the minimum of g.
From equations (6.47), we derive that

Aoo(1 -Boo + Coe)2 = 2#:
The left hand side is just g(0). Consequently, the smallest eigenvalue of U is smaller or
equal to 2/ 2 in the limit. On the other hand, from equations (6.28) and (6.29) we have:

2 I S U S# .               O                          (6.89)
So, Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method and subsequent iterations, as described for the first

half step, can be carried out. As we don't have a (non-linear) least squares problem in
the strict sense of the word, we cannot refer to the theorem of Dennis and Schnabel to
analyze the "Gauss-Newton"-method.  We have to appeal on a theorem of Kantorovich
and Akilov (XVIII, 2.1; 2.2), in which conditions are given for local existence, unique-
ness of a zero of f, and convergence of a Newton sequence with modified gain matrix
to that zero. However, because of the large non-linearities involved, one can hardly
expect that these conditions will be satisfied. But again, if we are close enough to a
minimum  * of the criterion, and D f(K-) is positive definite, the strict Newton method
(with U = Df (AP) ) yields a convergent sequence.  It can be carried out by means of the
Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's procedure plus iterations.  If we do so, we should not separate the
determination of noise levels and coefficients.

There is an alternative to the G-N second half step. It consists in approximating the
log-likelihood terms 4 in the criterion Jr(p). (The coefficients a(A) are again considered
to be known). The idea to approximate 1, = Bpt +  e-2"p,(y, - 0;a(At))2 can be found
in Kitagawa and Gersch (1985).
First a remark. If (4):ez is Gaussian white noise with unit variance, then also (4:):EZ,
defined by:

2
*,=  log(-2 )
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are mutually independent identically distributed variables, but their distribution is not
Gaussian anymore. It is not difficult to calculate the moment generating function of 0:

r(z + M)
Eexp(4) =   r(1) , (6.90)

where F is the Gamma function. Let 7 be Euler's number. It follows from (6.90) that

E,1 = -7 - log(4)
57r2

Var(&) = T:= R. (6.91)

If we define
0 := log(2 ) +7=  +7+ log(4)

then, it is clear that the sequence (111),Ez is zero mean white noise with variance equal

to R = f.
Conditional on coefficient coordinates 4 and noise level coordinates p.,the sequence

Et = e-Bp'(Vt - 0'ia(Rt))

is Gaussian unit variance white noise.  Set zi := log 2(y, - a(Rt))2 + 7. Then, conditional
on R., p.,

zi = 2/:pt + lh,

( 0 as defined in the remark.) As we want to minimize the criterion Jr only with respect
to pt, we can as well minimize the criterion jT, where the log-likelihood terms 4 have
been replaced by:

4 -4-  z•·
A comparison of the conditional distribution, given the A„ p, for it with the conditional
distribution for (4-:r')2, makes it reasonable to replace the log-likelihood terms 4 in the
criterion Jr altogether by it =  (*'-2Bp')'. We obtain the new criterion Ir. It would be
nice if minimization of.Ir is asymptotically the same as minimization of the old criterion
JT  or jr. However, we doubt  that  this  is true, because for given  rT  =  (rJ,...,rJ)  the
expectation (not conditional on rT)

-LE(.4(rT) - YT(rT))T+1
does not tend to zero.
The new criterion  is  just  the  - log joint density  of the linear model  (6.86)   (with  the
only exception that the measurement error covariance is R instead of 1). For minimiza-
tion of this criterion, not the whole Fahrmeir/Kaufmann procedure is necessary, as we
explained in the last subsection; only Kalman Filtering and Smoothing once is suffl-
cient.  Note that model (6.86) relates the a priori non-stationary smoothly integrated
randomwalk pt to an asymptotically stationary AR(2) process a posteriori with a spec-
tral density 9;0-B +c- i, ·
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6.2   Approximating the parametrization
We have proposed an identification method for zero-curvature models. We implicitly as-
sumed that the parametrization, on which the transition equation is linear, is available
in an analytical form, for example, the formulae of some pencits of geodesics.  We have

given some examples of pencils of geodesics for the asymptotic Fisher metric in chapter
five. However, the purpose of this section is to show that it is not necessary for identifi-
cation to have such an analytic expression of the parametrization at one's disposal.  It is
only necessary to have an explicit formula for the metric of the k-dimensional manifold
M on some set of charts.
According to corollary 3.11, the direction space £ of a zero-curvature model satisfies

VxY = 0 for all X, Y E £, (6.92)

hence all vector fields in £ are tangent fields of geodesics and the distribution D, gener-
ated by £, is totally geodesic and has zero curvature.
If one does not have an analytic expression of this chart, on which the transition equation
is linear, then approximation is necessary. In order not to complicate the situation more
than needed, we suppose that the manifold M is covered by one chart (OB  =  M, =B) that
is adapted to the distribution D, and on which the transition equation is completely
linear.  We also suppose that  M is covered by one other chart (A  =  M, x=),on which an
explicit form of the metric is known.  In case M is an open part of Un, the latter chart
can be the natural one:

M e q= e-'(r - alxn-1   ... - an) 0 (al,...,an,r) E ARn x R C RI+1.
The first chart (M, =B  :  M  -,  1,BC  I )  can be expressed in terms  of the latter chart
(M, z=  :  M  -+  Va  c  R ) by means  of the coordinate transformation  0  =  =0 0 zil   :
1/B -+ V,, which is a diffeomorphism. One can view * as an (indirect) parametrization
of M. The coordinates of the vector 2 are the coefficients of the tangent vector 3 --
with respect to the moving coordinate basis

(
)15jsk. Accordingly, we can write 2

instead of -L Hence, our problem is to approximate the function 4 and its derivatives.
82B..

The chart (M, zB) is adapted to the m-dimensional distribution D. This distribution has
integral manifolds N(q) through every point q EM. The adaptedness of the chart means
that the last k-m components A m+1, · · · ,A k of =B are constant on any integral manifold
N(q), and that the first m components Kl,...KI, can be used as coordinates  on that
manifold, i.e.

N(q) = {p€ MI(=B(p))™tl = (=B(q))mtl, I' ' /ZB(P))k = (%0(g))k}·

In the sequel,  we will denote these  last  k  - m components  by  <1, · · · , 6-m instead  of
Km+1,···' Ak, and use A exclusively to denote the first m coordinates of xx Accordingly,
we will write:

zi    I. 20; (6.93)
86
80

Fi       = exi (6.94)
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The vector fields Fj (l  S j S m) are elements of Z. The transition equation is completely
linear on the chart e, and we can choose the chart, such that for any q€M the m-
dimensional matrix gf = I, constant on the manifold N(q).  (This is the same as choosing
F l, . . . ,F m t o b e a n orthonormal basis of eigen vectors of the symmetric tensor V i n £).
Consequently, the inner products

(.4.  4>  =  <Fi, Fj)  = 8,j,
84. 0$

are constant on N(q). As the vector fields F. are elements of £, they satisfy:

FF.Fj = 0. (6.95)

The vector fields Zi, Fi are coordinate vector fields, hence they satisfy [Zi, Fj] = 0.  This,
together with equation (6.95), imply the following relation:

VF,VF,Zi = R(F:, Zi)Fi (6.96)

where  R(X, Y)Z  is the curvature tensor  3). We shall now develop an approximation
method for 0, and its derivatives based on recursions using

Fi,   Z:  and Wit := VF,Zi.
To that end, we need analytic expressions for the Christo#el and curvature symbols ri'j
and Rfij of the metric with respect to the chart  (UG,z=). These symbols are implicitly
defined as follows:

if U = Et=i U,86; V = Ill 143=80-; and W = ELi 1143=o, then
k               k                  0

VUV  =  E(Uvi + E I.:juily)-: (6.97)
s=1              44    '           84,
kk

R(U,V)W   =   IC I RLivivjwr)-. (6.98)
8%. Is-1 id,r=1

If H := Ho is the matrix of the metric on the chart (0=, x.), then we have the following
relations between this metric and the Christoffel and curvature symbols:

1 k
0Hii 8Hil 8 Htir:j   =     ECH-1).1(--+- +-) (6.99)

1=1 °Zat  °Za:  82°i

arm arm kR:;j   =   -11 - -E- + 'S"(rt. IT- I.Irr;). (6.100)
8=a :     82= i    bil   'r

The idea is that, if we made an initial good guess of Gi = <1,6 = G,: = · · · , the differences

6+1., -6,6 will be small in comparison with the differences R:+1 - 4 4.).  So, in a Taylor

 A vector field Z along a geodesic with tangent field F, such that VFVFZ = R(F, Z)F, is called
Jacobian.

4In the Fahrmeir/Kaufmann method, we have considered G.;  (1 S i s k-m)a s hyperparameters,
hence then the differences G+1,4 - G,i will be automatically zero and the approximation algorithm
presented below will be much simpler. Still we need the derivatives with respect to < also in that case if
we want to determine these hyperparameters Co,1, *   - , G,k-In by maximizing the likelihood or posterior
density by means of a Gauss-Newton iteration, see next section 6.3
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series expansion of order 2 of lb(Attl, 6+l) around  (At, 6), quadratic terms in the first
type of differences will be neglected. In the Taylor series Expansions of order 1 of the
vector fields  Z,(4+1, 6+1)  and  Wj,(A:+1, 6+1) around  (At, <t), these differences  will  be
neglected altogether. Then we obtain:

k                         k

if Fi = II'll'-8-; Z,=EZ,1,-8- andWj,=X:Wjti.-2.- then
/=1     82= / .-1     02. S .=1      0Za ,

821  C E.,r-1 r..F,1.Fjli  
O=VF;Fj  =4 - = -1 (6.101)

OK,BRi ( Et,=  I'„F*FA  
Wjt    :=    VFi ZI  =>

11'ilil / E...=1 r:Fjl.Zil.  

OG  -  C .L. ) - 1 e,„ 4,#z* J
(6.102)

V,;Wji    =    12(Fi, Zi)Fj =>
2          2

= = 1
..rd"=1

Ri.,Fil.Z,1.Filp j- <
....1 I'lfeH/illr )

a                               EL,p= 1  R.k.-pfil, z,1. Filp  )                 ri,r=1  rk, Fii. wjg.    
E |.     (6.103)

The Taylor series approximations now become:

m

10(4+1,6+1)  =  0(4,6) + EF,(4,6)(A:+ib- At,i) +
i=l

k-7

+ E Z,(At, 6)(6+1.1 - 6,1) +
61
m k-r

8211'    .

+ E E 3;I-37-(Ke, G)(At+l,i - At,i)(6+l.1 - 6,1) +1-1 /=1       '

1 m 024
+5 i l 3;I-32(4,6)(At+l,i - At,i)(At+id - At,j) +

+0(Il  2  bli) +
0(IWI2) (6.104)

m  02*

F,(4+1,6+1)    =    F,(4,6) +   3;Iib;i;(4'6)(4+la- Al.i) +
k-r 024

+ ,  3#, 6(4,6)(6+1.: - 6,1) + O(11      112)        (6.105)
m  2*

Z:(At+i, 6+i)  =  Z:(At,G) +  3<3<;(R:,6)(Atti,i- At,i) +

+Oad C) "9+0(KI) (6.106)
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m 8WB

Wi:(4+1, 6+1)    =    Wit(4,6) + I -8---(4,6)(4+i,i- At,i) +81 ns

+Om <  A+0(  (  ). (6.107)

Illustration. For the a.F.m. on AR2, the matrix of the metric H, and the Christo#el-
and curvature- symbols I'tj and R'ij with respect to the natural coordinates

q = Z' - alz - am »+ (al, (12)

were computed with the aid of "Mathematica", a computer algebra program. We show
the results below:

We use the following notation:

d  =   (1 + a,)(1 - al - a,)(1 + al - a2);
rs =

(rb  2 } -,
f R:11  1112 1RT = ,\ 1211  1 2 '1
with this notation,

H  =   1/1-a,     al    1
d (    al      1 - a, )

r   =   22 (    al     1 -a, \
d (1-a i al    

r'   - 1(1-a w al  
d <    ai     64 tai - 4 jl

lt 0 _ 1-2     \

1-al 1+a, 1

d \ T t                   d C 1+02 0 )
R'       1(    0     1Zq  .       -1/    0     ilt \
1  =  d \ -1&0    0  3 '   R  -d   -i:t;    O ,1.

(6.108)

0

We have to complete the approximation algorithms, presented above, with the initial
conditions. The initial situation is characterized by the probability distribution of qo,
which is given  by the fixed point q_i, followed  by a transition equation. We distinguish
two situations.

0 q-1 E M.  Then, q_1 determines the manifold N(qo) = N(q-1), on which the
coefficients move. There is no problem in initiating the algorithm, because the
initial values  of the vector fields   Fj,   Zi,   Wj,  in the point   q_1,   i.e. the values

of *(K-1,<-1),Fi(K-1,(-1), ZE(K-1,(-1) and Wit(K-1,<-1), are well defined and
determine the start of the approximation algorithm.
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• q-1 IM.For instance, we encountered this situation in example 3.10. The vector
fields Fj, Zi, Wj: are not well defined in q_i. Yet, it is well possible to indicate
how to choose initial conditions for these vector fields, as we shall do below. We
restrict ourselves to the Geodesic and Geodesic plus Noise Models, defined at the
end of chapter five. The manifold M and the geodesic tangent field F are as defined
in example 3.10. Note that we suppose that the manifold satisfies the separation
criterion, see end of chapter five. According to corollary 3.15 in chapter three,
there is a chart  (UB, zo) of M, such that  Fi  =  F; F2  = 02  and  Zi LF. for all 1, i.
As

0 = Fj<Fi, ZE> = (F:, VF,ZE)

also  WjilF,  for  all  j, 1, i.    In  case  of the Geodesic plus Noise-Model,   we  have
 21 = 0 everywhere, because of the separation criterion. The value *(#-1, <-1) =
(al(K-1,(-1), ···,an('6-1,<-1),r(E-1,<-1)) and the log-noise-vector field 6 are well
defined in q_i, but the other fields F - Fi, Zi and Wit are not. We take limits. It
is possible to show that we can take the chart (UB = M, =0), such that

Zi(q-i) =  lim  Z,(x,<) = 0,
.-.-1

see the definition  of the "normal" chart  (OB,xB) in example 3.10, continuation, in
chapter three. The value of the vector field

Fl(q-1):= -liT., Fl(X, <)

determines the direction of the geodesic, and can be considered as a hyperparameter
of the Model. The values of

Wit(q-1) := „RT.1 Wl'(41 <)

have to be taken perpendicular (in the sense of the metric) to Fi(q_i) and have to
be independent; for the rest these are free. As the definition of the normal chart
in example 3.10 shows, the values of Wit(q_1) only determine a particular chart
(UB, zB) with the above mentioned properties. Other values would give another
chart with the same properties.

6.3    Identification of hyperparameters
The class of processes that can be described by autoregressive models with time-varying
coefficients is much wider than the class of processes generated by standard (constant-
coefficient) AR models. Of course, there is a price to be paid for this descriptive power,
and part of that price lies in the number of hyperparameters that have to be specified.  In
this section, we shall discuss methods to determine the hyperparameters from data in a
number of special cases, corresponding to relatively simple types of time-varying autore-
gressive models. Our methods will be approximative and partially heuristic. However,
the methods, to be presented in subsection 6.3.1, below have been subjected to extensive
numerical testing and we shall report on the experience gained from this.
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6.3.1 Geodesic Model on M C  ARn
The Geodesic Model was defined in chapter three, section 3.8. It is a zero-curvature
model. We shall treat a model, where the measurement noise level 92 is considered
a constant, and with direction space Z = span{F}, where F is the tangent field of
geodesics through a point  q-1  €   ARn• We shall formally  work with a chart  (UB, =4)
as constructed in chapter three, lemma 3.14, but we only use the fact that such a chart
exists; we are not assuming that we have an analytical expression for the chart. We only
assume that we have analytical expressions for the Christoffel- and curvature symbols on
the natural chart. On chart (UB, =B), the transition equation is linear. The submanifold
N(qo), i.e. the geodesic through q-1 on which the coefficients move, is given on this chart
by:

N(qo) = {q € UBIq =  (=n - al(E,<)xn-1 t ... - an('c,<)) with < = G},

for some vector G  f Rn-1, just  as we have seen in subsection  6.1.2.
Estimation of hyperparameters is based on maximization of an approximate likelihood.

We do not compute the likelihood of the exact model of the Geodesic Model:

Ao      d     A/(A-1, TIQI)

KI+1   =   Kt + a4 + TAt
8:ti   =   a#t + 7.Xt

91    =    tja(,ce, G) + 9,4, (6.109)

but we linearize the model  in a point  Ap  =  CK:, · · · , 4), which  will be specified later.
Then we obtain the model:

  71-1  

A    =     (0    0  1|  ;         8 =  ( );     C,=  (062(4, Co)    0  );      (0,=1       E          )
/1 a)

\ Vt-n /

" =CAt)8t

8a
4    =    vt-  0144, G) +  4 -c ',G)4 (6.110)

/85'Kt

=:+1   =   ·Ast + BA:-1
Z:  =  Ctxt + CE,

"     d    AFC (  .6,  )  ,
BQ'B'). (6.111)

In the first instance, we shall restrict ourselves to Special Geodesic Models, i.e. we
assume that a = 0. We shall give a method to determine the following hyperparameters:

• the noise-level 02.
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• the hyperparameter G that determines the geodesic N(qo). This hyperparameter
is crucial. Wrong specification makes all coefficient estimates go in the wrong way,
hence it yields bad results.
In the original Geodesic Model, <0 was just a parameter with a prior distribution,
determined by the prior distribution of qo. In subsection 6.1.2, we fixed it and
made a hyperparameter out of it.  It has been our experience that it is easier in
identification to treat <0 as hyperparameter than as ordinary parameter. We refer
to this issue in the next subsection 6.3.2.

•  ratio of the measurement noise level a2 versus the tensor eigenvalue T2 (or system
noise variance) NVR = S.

By applying the Kalman Filter to model 6.111, we can calculate 41,-1, the conditional
expectation  of Kt given  zo, ···,4-1, according to model  (6.111).    At the moment  of
computing %11:-1,we  only  need the values  of  the past components  4, · · · , 4-i   of  the
point KP in which we linearize model 6.109. Hence, we can define the point KP by the
Kalman Filter itself by putting 4 equal to *MA· In doing  so, we are just applying  the
Extended Kalman Filter to model 6.109, see Anderson and Moore (1979), chapter 8.
We shall use the likelihood of the linearized model. The approximate log-likelihood
can be obtained by Prediction Error Decomposition, where the prediction errors are
produced by the Kalman Filter, applied to this model. The method of Prediction Error
Decomposition is described in Harvey (1990), chapter 3. We shall elaborate the method
further below. Briefly, a procedure to estimate the hyperparameters, that worked well
in our experiments, had the following general outline.
One can concentrate the noise-level out of Kalman Filter and log-likelihood. This leaves
the hyperparameters G and NVR to be determined. In the experiments, we performed
with this model, the fact is used that

min  4(yo, 0· * ,vT, G, NVR) = min(minlo(yo, ···,YT,G, NVR)), (6.112)Co,NVR NVR G

where 4 is minus the concentrated approximate log-likelihood.
Minimization w.r.t. G can be carried out using Gauss-Newton iteration. Minimization
w.r.t. the NVR has been done using a discrete parameter search method.

We shall elaborate the procedure now. The Kalman Filter for the model (6.111) can
be given the following form: According to this model, the prediction error

pet = Ze - Ct=t t-1 = 14 - *a(Kil:-1, G) (6.113)

is normally distributed, conditional on the past zo,···, ze-1 with mean zero and variance

,Ba            la'
pee = C,Etlt-le: + 2 = 0,3;i(Ktit-1,<0)141:-13  (41,-1, G)* + cr'. (6.114)

We define the "normalized prediction error at time t," or npet, by:

p4npe,= =. (6.115)
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The normalized prediction error at time t has a variance equal to one, conditionally on
the previous data yo,···,14-1. The (modified) gain vector Kt is defined by:

Etit-ic:
Etit-i

<  2,(*,1,61, <0)*   
Kt =   ,                 =                                           (6.116)

1/C:E:11-ici + cr: V Eve

Normalized prediction error and (modified) gain vector are used in the update equations:

=t+i it       =       A=tit
Ztlt  =  Alt-1 + Kinpet

Ettilt = Artlt-iA  -  AKtKQK  + BB'. (6.117)

Then, after introducing

Kt - Eti,-1 - peut
npe:  =  a npet   Kt = -9    E:lt-1 = --a2     peu: = -02

BN= -    (contains the square root of the NVR), (6.118)
G

the Kalman Filter algorithm becomes:

initialization
f 5-1  

=01-1   =   C   0   ) ;      01-1 = A/Q'Ar'
recursion

pet    "    vt - 0;a(Aklt-1, (O) (6.119)

Ct =  ( *2(Kilt-1,(0) 0 ) (6.120)

peve  =  Ct E:Z:-IC; + 1

kt = 5 11,-IC;
V* i;*
pet

(6.121),*et = *p ve
updates

41:  =  z:11-1 + kinpe:

2,+ilt = Azil, Kt ' 1 (Xi I. 1

Et+At = AS:t\t-lA -  AR*Rik + NK: (6.122)

In these equations, a2 has been eliminated. Next, we shall explain the well known (Har-
vey,1990) method of concentrating the noise-level a2 out of the approximate likelihood.
We define L(yo,···,VT)  as:

2                        2   T
L(yo,···,VT) = logp(yo,···,yr)= Elog*ytly,-1,···,yo), (6.123)

T+1 T + 1 14
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where p i s that approximate likelihood. The likelihood of yt, conditional on y:-1, ···,yo,
according to model (6.111), is implied by the conditional distribution of npet, given
above, hence:

-logp(ytly*-1,··-,yo)  =   log(2gr)+ log(pevt)+  npe*2

=     (log(27r) + log(92) + log(pal:) + 2 1).      (6.124)

As pEvt and nbe: don't depend on 92, we have:

8        1  1 T-23aiL(yo,...,YT) = -1 + 9;-tl  o npet,

and we can express the value of the noise level 82 that minimizes the function L in the
other terms:

1    T   -2 =
THS"Pet. (6.125)

By substituting this expression in L (and subtracting log(27r) + 1), we obtain the con-
centrated approximate  -FiT log  likelihood Lc(yo, ···,VT):

1
T

1    rLe(yo,...,VT) = log(- I nDe:) + -E log(pevt). (6.126)T+1 t=0 T + 1 #0

The approximate likelihood has a maximum in the point (G,NPR, d') if and only if Lc
has a minimum in (G,NPR), and 82. J      r         2T+1 Et.0 nj,et . This does not mean that always
an error in the location (G, NPR) of the minimum of Lo would yield a comparable error
in the location of the maximum of the approximate likelihood. Harvey (1990, p.183)
reports that there may arise problems  if the value, found  for  P,  is very close  to  zero.
Yet, concentrating the noise-level out is an computationally efficient way to calculate the
other parameter estimates, because it reduces the dimension of the problem.
We continue with the function Lc, and show that minimization of this function w.r.t.
the other parameters <0 and NVR is just a non-linear least squares problem. Note that

1 T / n eo j
(T +1)exp(Lc)=n'n wheren=exp(' Elog(pavt)) 1 E (6.127)

T + 1 t=0 < n el·  
We explain the Gauss-Newton method, we used for minimization of Lc w.r.t. <o. This
method is given by the iterations

<op+1= <op- 7(p)(Dn(<01'Dn((0 ))-1Dn(G )'71(<03. (6.128)

Here, Dn is the derivative of n w.r.t.  <o, and 7(p) is some gain constant to modify the
size of the iteration step.  In the strict sense of Gauss-Newton algorithm, 7(P) should be
equal to one. Accordingly, it is only necessary to compute the derivative Dn in order to
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apply this algorithm.  This can be incorporated in the recursions of the Kalman Filter
by differentiating the equations (6.122)w.r.t. G. We indicate the derivative of a certain
function f with respect to (a component of) G by Df, then differentiating equations

(6.122) and (6.127) yields:

initialization

Dzoi-1  =  0;    DEol-1 = 0
recursion

'Ba           'Ba
Dpe       -48<(Atit-1,<) - *3 (411:-1,<)DRI:-1 (6.129)

DCt ( *f&(411-1,<) + *D(All:-1,<)DRI:-1   0 ) (6.130)

Dpevt DC:Etit-iq + C,DE, ,- C; + CtE*4Dq

DKt
DE:lt-i peve + Etlt-iDC£pevt - iE:lt-iC Dp&ve

pet,: peii*

Dnbet Dpetpevi -  pe:DpEvt
PEU, ev,

updates

Dz,N Dz:i:-1 + Dk:,*e: + keDnbet
Dz:+iii ADAN D *= (Dz: ,)1
DE:+lit ADS:t,_ik - ADK*K;.A: - AR*DRDA:

derivative  of n (6.131)

1  T Dpevt 1 T (Dn»o )
Dn (; E-)n + exp(-L 52log(pev:)) i

T + 1 *.o pav, T + 1 t=o Dni)et

If  no explicit analytic formula  for  a(x,<) is available,  we  can  use the approximation
method of the previous section 6.2 in equations (6.119, 6.120, 6.129) and (6.130).  Ac-

: p       : P.+1cordingly, one Gauss-Newton-<o search step from 60  to G consists of:

1. the Extended Kalman Filter to obtain the estimates 41:-1, given the parameter
.-

value < = G=, from algorithm (6.122) in combination with the approximation al-
gorithm (6.101-6.107);

2.  the construction of n and the criterion n'n which has to be minimized in equation
(6.127);

3.  building up the derivative Dn of n from algorithm (6.131) in combination with the
approximation algorithm (6.101-6.107) at the same time with the E.K.F.;

. p  ; ptl
4. the update <0  1-+ 40 from equation (6.128).
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In the approximation algorithm (6.101-6.107), all terms containing 6+1 - 6 are canceled,
because during one Gauss-Newton-<o-search step 1,2,3,4 all G are equal to 6' for all t.

Finally, we used discrete parameter search in order to find a minimizing NVR -value
for the function NVR », minG Lo(G,NVR). The method is laborious, but worked fine
in the experiments that we performed. At every step q in this search (when the estimate
of the NVR is NVR9) a full Gauss-Newton iteration to obtain a reasonable approxima-
tion of the minimizing  G of Lc(<o, NVR ) was executed. Of course, for non-complete
metrics, this is only feasible for small values of the NVR; if not the estimates Ktlt-1
will rapidly run out of the domain Va. The experimental results with the Gauss-Newton
method showed that convergence success of the estimates (6 )pEN was sometimes de-
pendent on a well chosen initial value (in combination with a well chosen estimate of
the NVR). This indicates that a full Newton procedure would be advisable, but second
derivatives w.r.t. <0 are not available with the approximation algorithm of the last sec-
tion.
In these experiments, autoregressive processes with coefficients on JAR, were gener-
ated, according to the Geodesic Model, and afterwards analyzed by the above described
method to determine the three hyperparameters. When the estimate of the NVR was
close to the true one, then the Gauss-Newton procedure for 6 worked reasonably well.
See some experimental results in the next section.

Remark 6.8 One can replace EVAl  by  Fu i.e. the prediction of 4 by
Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method. The estimates At-11:-1 of the E.K.F. and Af-1 of
Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method are both approximations of the (t - 1)th component of the
mode of the posterior density p(Ko, ···,Kt-llyo, 0'',yt-1). The transition from filtered es-
timate kf-1 to prediction kj follows  the same linear rule as the transition At-lit-1   »'  Atlt-1·
For a linear model the mode coincides with the conditional expectation.

Remark 6.9 The Gauss-Newton procedure to determine Co, presented above, has been
inspired by the Recursive Prediction Error method of Ljung and SoderstrBm (1983).
That latter method adapts the estimate of the hyperparameter on-line, i.e. at every
time instant t, whereas the first is o#-line, i.e. the procedure uses all the T+1 ob-
servations in every iteration.  One can make the method more on line by using the
philosophy of the Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method.  In fact, it is possible to incorporate
one iteration of the Gauss-Newton procedure, presented above, in every five-step-stage
of Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method.

6.3.2   Geodesic plus Noise Model
The Geodesic plus Noise model was defined in chapter five, section 5.3. It is a zero-
curvature model, where the coefficients move on a two-dimensional submanifold N(qo).
The coefficients Et move on a geodesic on ARn, and the log-noise-levels re = log(a,) are
also time-varying. On a suitable chart (UB, z/) the transition equation  will be linear,
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and  there will  be a vector G  € Rn-1,  such  that the manifold  N(qo)  can be written  as:

N(qo) = {q€ UBIq = e-B'(=n - al(K, <)xn-1 t. . . - an(A, 0 with < = G}.

The exact system of equations for a Geodesic plus Noise model on such a chart (UB, 20)
is:

Ro    i    Ar(R-i, TAQ')
po     d    A/'(p-1, Tjg') (6.132)

Attl   =  At + Al#t + TiA,
et+1   =   Ai#: + TiA:
Ati   =  pt + All't + T2Wt
19:+1   =   A24: + 72Wt

y:    =    0;a(Ri, G) + e"p'€t, (6.133)

where (At):€Z, (wt)tez and (€:),EZ are independent sequences of unit-variance Gaussian
white noise.

We are going to propose a method for estimating the hyperparameters  Ai, 7.1,442,7.2
of the transition equations and G of the measurement equation. The method will be
partially heuristic, because we shall make a number of approximations without evalu-
ating the error of approximation.  For the hyperparameters of the transition equation,
it is interesting to use the Expectation-Maximization method in order to maximize the
likelihood. It is then convenient to look at G not as hyperparameter, but as an ordinary
parameter with a prior distribution. To estimate Co, we maximize the posterior density

P(G, Ao, · · · , Ar, pO, ···,prlyo, ···,VT)·

We do this in the following order:

 Xp ·|70, · ·  ,YT  = InaX(183:Cp(.1,0,...,yr)).

One of the approximations that we shall make is that we replace the maximum a pos-
teriori estimate for G by a maximum likelihood estimate. We shortly describe what is
happening then.

Remark  6.10   We can extend the priors for the coefficient coordinates  K  =  (A, p)  with  a
prior for the other coordinates, G. This means that the (-coordinates of the intial point
qo are not considered as a hyperparameter. We add the equation

G    A/((-i, Q ) (6.134)

to the equations (6.132). The prior for <0 is considered to be independent of the other
coefficient coordinate priors. One can try and maximize now the posterior density with
respect  to  A, p  And  G.   Then, one obtains a maximum  a posterior estimate  of <o.   It  is
difficult to implement the method of Fahrmeir and Kaufmann, because the gain matrix
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U of the Gauss-Newton iteration is not pentadiagonal anymore, but has non-zero ele-
ments everywhere in the last column and last row. Note that the situation is non-linear
even if the model is based on the Euclidean metric.  But, if we were able to compute
this maximum a posteriori estimate of <o, would the answer be very different from the
maximum likelihood estimate of <o without putting a prior on <0? We compare the two
estimates.
The notations 1(yIG) = 1(yo,...,yrIG) and p(yIG) = p(yo, ···,YTIG) indicate the log-
likelihood and likelihood, respectively, according to the Geodesic plus Noise Model with
hyperparameter G. We denote the conditional expectation of a stochastic variable z,
according  to this model given  all  data yo,···,VT, by  I€z. To calculate the maximum
likelihood estimate, one has to resolve the equation

O =  8 p(yIG)·8G

The right hand side can be rewritten as follows:

 p(YIG)   =   f -8-p(VIx, G)*,c)dE =
86       J 86

=     f -11(yla, G)*7' AIG)dig =
./ 8(0

=   f --8-1(VIA <0)p(Kly, Co)dx p(y|(0)
JOG  '

hence:

8             8               8           8-1(71(0) I. Er -1(yin, CO) = 12 -1(y. GIA) - -1(G)- (6.135)
8(0                     £0 8<0 w 86                      86

because

_Ellcy, GIX) =  1(C ) + -9-1(yl,c, G), (6.136)
86           0  86

as G is independent of x = (R, p). This implies that computation  of the maximum
likelihood estimate requires the solution of

EK  -1(7. GIA)  =  1(G), (6.137)

or, taking the mean over T+1 observations,

EF   8       1     1(y, GIK) = 1(G), (6.138)
1     8

w O G T+l T+18(0
i.e.

1     8-1-- EE (e-2'(P')-e-(ye-a(At,G)'01)2 = (G-<-1)'Qi'(G-<-1). (6.139)
Ttl,=0                  86                                T+18(o
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On the other hand, to compute the joint maximum a posteriori estimate of Co, Ao, · · · ,A T
one has to solve the equations:

8   1
1(y, A, (O)    = 0 (6.140)8*0Ttl

8   1---1(y,K,<O)    = 0 (6.141)OATT+l
8   1

OGT+1 1(y, A,<o)    =   0, i.e. (6.142)

1     T
-

Ze-2,(P,) (14 - a(At,<0)'*)2    =
0 (6.143)T + 1 w

We compare the last equation (6.143) with (6.139). The right hand side of (6.139) will
be close to zero if the prior variance QU of G o r the number of data T+l i s large.  The
difference between the left hand side of both equations (6.143) and (6.139) is that in the
latter a conditional expectation given all data is taken of 4-Thicy, GIN), whereas in the
first equation the coordinates  of a stationary point  (A,<0) are inserted.                                0

Now, we elaborate the proposed hyperparameter identification procedure.
An alternative to discrete parameter search in maximizing the likelihood is the
Expectation-Maximization algorithm. Fahrmeir (1992) proposes this algorithm for deter-
mining the hyperparameters of the transition equation in Dynamic Exponential Family
Regression. Shumway and Stoffer (1982) use the algorithm to estimate the hyperparam-
eters of a linear dynamic stochastic system. We shortly describe the backgrounds of the
EM algorithm. We refer to Harvey(1989), Dempster, Laird, Rubin (1977) and especially
Wu (1983).  Let w be the vector of the afore-mentioned hyperparameters of the transition
equation:

/1\
1 n      1

W=' Al 1.
(A2 3

We denote the log-likelihood of the Geodesic plus Noise model with hyperparameters w
by L:

L(yo, · · · , VT) = log pw(yo,..., VT)·

By E:z, we denote the expectation of a stochastic variable z given yo, · · · ,y r under the
Geodesic plus Noise model with hyperparameters w. Then we have:

6,(y) = EYL,(y) = EYL,(y, R,p) - 824,(A,ply) = Q(w'Iw) - H(w'Iw).

Furthermore,

1,(w'Iw) - H(wlw) = Eilog(p'/(R, ply)) S log(Eypw'(A,plY)) = 0·
Pw(R, ply) pw(R, ply)
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This shows that for any w' that, given w, maximizes the function

w' »+ Q(w'Iw) = E:L,(y, R,p),

we have:
L,(y) 2 1.(y).

The EM-algorithm defines a sequence (wn).EN  by:

Wn+1 maximizes w' »+ Q(w'Iwn) over the parameter space. (6.144)

Accordingly, the corresponding sequence of log-likelihoods (L.)nEN increases.
The parameter space fl is given by:

fl =  [0,00) x  10,00)  x R x R o r f l=  [0, co) x [0, co) x  [0,00) x  [0,00).
The function w »i L(y) is continuous in fl, and differentiable in the interior of 0. Also
w' »* Q(wlw); w », Q(w'Iw) are continuous functions for all w', w € 0. It is more difficult
to understand, whether the set

0.0 = {w E Oll.(y) 2 1.0(y)}
is compact for all wo € n, such that two > -00. Of course, we can restrict the param-
eter space to a compact subset of Q with non-empty interior. If 0,0 is compact for all
wo € 0, then, as Wu proves in his article, the likelihoods (lw.(y))nEN , corresponding
to a sequence (wn n€N according to the EM-algorithm (6.144), converge to a likelihood
L.(y), such that w. is a stationary point of w »+ tw(y)· The article also gives conditions
for this stationary point to be a local maximum. As these are not simple to verify, Wu
advises to generate several EM-sequences, starting in different points of the parameter
space. It is reported that convergence is slow.

Maximizing the function w' ,-+ Q(w'iw) is the same as maximizing the function

w'  0  Tlog(T ) + -t-                 42rr- ill E:(At+1 - 4 - Al(At - At-1))2 +

+Tlog(Tn) +                     Te                               (6.145)
ED: .E (p:+1 - Pt - A (pt - p:+1)2

The nth step of the EM-algorithm yields the following estimates (provided the values
of the expressions are in the parameter space fl):

(Al +1
Ell El(At+1 - At)2

EL- 1 El(A:+1 - At)(4 - At-i)
(6.146)

1 T-1
t.21

    EE.(Re.,
C' 1 )ntl - At - (Al)n+1(At - At-i))2 (6.147)

(A2)#+1 (6.148)
EL-o1 EL(p:+1 - pt)(pt - pt-1)

ELIi El(p:+1 - P:)2
T-1

(T  ntl           E E .(pttl - pt - (A2 n+1(pt - pt-1))2. (6.149)
£=0
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Next, we are going to make an approximation in the EM-algorithm. We shall replace
the conditional expectation, given all  data yo, · · · ,Y T of the coordinates  ;20, ···,AT,  and
P.   o   , PT by the posterior mode, i.e.  by the outcome of Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method.
The conditional variance of Ro, · · · , AT; PO,   o   , PT, given all data, will be replaced by the
inverse of U, the gain matrix of the Gauss-Newton iteration in Fahrmeir's method.  This is
the same as approximating the posterior density of the coordinates Ro, · · · , RT; po, #   o,P T
by a Gaussian one. Of course, the approximation in case of Ro, · · · , RT makes more sense
than in the case of p o, · · · ,p r.
In order to resolve the difficulty that Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method poses, if a maximum
a posteriori estimate of <0 is calculated instead of the maximum likelihood estimate, we
pursue according to the following practical lines. An alternative to the procedure with,
interchangingly, steps to update the coefficients and steps to update the noise levels,is
to maximize in the following order:

max 4(1, Co, A, p) = p:nfr <.' a:.Elw(11, <0, A, p),Co,4,···,AT.pO,···,pT

i.e. repeating the coefficient updating step a number of times in order to find the maxi-
mizing values  of G and  Ao, ···,RT, given po, ···,PT, then doing one noise level updating
step, then again the coefflcient updating step a number of times etc. Between two noise
level updating steps a maximum a posteriori estimate  of <o (jointly  with  Ro,···, AT),
conditional on the log-noise levels po, · · · , PT, is calculated.  As we have indicated in  the
remark above, one can conjecture that there is not much difference between a maxi-
mum  a posteriori estimate  of <o jointly  with  R o, · · · ,A T  and the maximum likelihood
estimate of <0. Hence, instead of computing the first type of estimate, one may calculate
the latter one for G conditional on the log-noise levels. This can be done in the same
way as proposed for the geodesic model. The only difference is that the noise levels
are not concentrated out of the likelihood in this case: these are treated as fixed. The
_1 log-likelihood L<,(yo, · · · ,yz·100, · · · ,*r), given the noise levels, gets the form:T+1

1
T

1     rLCo(91*)    =    log(2,r) + -I log(pevt) + - E(lipet)2,
T + 1 t=0 T + 1 :=0

with notations as in the previous subsection:

pet   =  y, - *a(Atit-i,G)
'8a - Da'. _

21'rtpell:    =    *3 ('c:1:-i, G)Vt't-1.8 (Atit-l,G)* + e
p t

"Pe, = =.
Now, using assumption (5.44) that the log-noise levels are bounded from below, we have
that there is a positive number c, such that

log(pevt) 2 log(c)

for all t. Instead of minimizing the function Lto w.r.t. <o, we can equivalently minimize

(T + 1)(LG(yIp) - log(c) = n'n
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where n -  <   \ 10g(27r) + (upeo)2 + log(pevo) - log(c)    
 log(27r) + (upeT)2 + log(peuT) - log(c)   1

Hence, the Gauss-Newton method in order to minimize Lc,(yo, - ' , yTIPO,"· ,bT) w.r.t.

<o is possible.
The combination of Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method with the approximate EM-algorithm
yields the following procedure:

1. (Initialization; put n = 1.) Choose wi E n.

2.  (Recursion; nih step) Apply Fahrmeir/Kaufmann'method to compute the posterior
mode of <0, Ro,···, AT,PO, · · · , PT, conditional on the hyperparameters wn. Compute
the gain matrix U (or, rather, its inverse), corresponding to this posterior mode
(step 3 of Fahrmeir's method).

3.   Compute wn+1, using the posterior  mode, the inverse  of the corresponding  gain
matrix U and Gaussian approximation from equations (6.146-6.149).

4. Substitute n by n + 1; goto step 2.

6.4 Simple Models
In section 3.9 of chapter three, we concluded that the simplest example of a General
Model for a time-varying AR(n) process is a Special Model, where the variance tensor V
on the n- or n+ 1-dimensional manifold M satisfies V = 1-2I i.e., has only one eigenvalue.
We have called these models the Simple Models, because of their lack of structure in the
prior information. We shall suppose that M satisfies the separation criterion, also in
this section.  It is not necessary to specify a direction space £ for a Special Model
if the variance tensor V is a multiple of the identity. Different direction spaces yield
observationally equivalent coefficient processes. There is a chart, such that one of the
observationally equivalent coefficient models has a completely linear transition equation
w.r.t. this chart if and only if M has zero curvature. In the case that M has non-zero
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curvature, there is in general no strong advantage 5 in choosing another chart than
the natural one:

M 3 q= e-'(=n - alxn-1 -1- . .0- 4) H (al, ···,(In,r)  E  Ks: C R"+1.

Zero-curvature models (with fixed noise levels) allow the interpretation of the Extended
Kalman Filter as the Gauss-Newton iteration, given by Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method
in which steps 3 and 5 have been canceled. Non-zero curvature simple models do not
permit this interpretation. We shall show this below.

6.4.1 Coefilcient identification
The simple model has the following form after the (first) linearization, given in equation
(3.34) in chapter three:

a:+1   =   at + 1-g(at)At

rt+l   =  rt + 7- t
zi  =  0;at + e-"11:
ao      d     *'(a-i,QI)      (Q  >  0)

ro d Af(r-1,q') (6.150)

where (At):cz, (11),cz and (11:):ez are independent sequences of Gaussian unit vari-
lit-1

ance white noise, and * =      i   I. The square matrix function g(at) satisfies

Yt-n
g(a:)9(at)' = H(at)-1. The choice of the factorization gg' of H-1 is not important
as is clear from what has been said in the first paragraph. This will also be clear from
the equations of the Extended Kalman Filter:  only  he full matrix H(4)-1 Will enter
these equations. Hence, below we use g(a:) = H(at)-5.
The criterion function Jr(a, r) for coefficient identification will be minus the logarithm of
the posterior density w.r.t. this approximate model (6.150). JT(a, r)  is  now not exactly
the negative logarithm of the joint density
p(yo,· · ·,yr, ao,1,  ', ao.n, ro,···, aT.1 ' ',aT.n, rT), but only an approximation. Yet, ef-
fects of the metric can clearly be pointed out in this criterion.  Then, Jr can be expressed

5We can indicate some reasons that motivate to take other charts:

1.  As Lemma 3.14 in chapter three shows, the error, made in linearizing the transition equation in confor-
mity with one chart, is not the same as with another chart. Hence, one can look for charts for which the
error is small,  e.g. a normal chart around  q- 1 or around any other point through which the coefficient
process passes.  One can also elaborate an identification method based on a chain of different normal
charts.  In such a method the approximation algorithms of section  6.2 can be used.

2. One problem with the method presented below, is that it does not guarantee the estimates to remain
in the domain of the natural parametrization. Hence, one can choose a chart (Oa CM, Za : Ua -' Va)
such that n = R"+1.
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in the natural coordinates:
T-1

JT = P-1+I(1:+Pt)+4
t=0

4  =  re +  e-24(14 - *at)2
1                                              2

P:   =   5;i<at+1 - at,H(at)Cat+1 - at)) + 5;ilr,+1 - rtl'
1   -1,p-1   =  51|Q   lao - a-1)112 +  q-21ro - rl'2. (6.151)

Its derivative, denoted by f = (fo, · · · , fT) with respect to the coefilcients ao, · · · , aT, is
given by:

f, = 2 -4 + i -pt + 2 -pt-1    (0 5*S T- 1);  fr = 3 -4 +  PT-1·

This yields:

fo = 8-2,0 (71 - 06ao)00 -  SH(ao)(al - ao)-
1

-Q'(a-1 - ao) + r. (al - ao)'DH(ao)(al - ao);AT4

fi = e-2"Cy: - 0ia:)0* - - H(at)(a:+1 - at)-
T

1                             1

-2 HCat-de-1 - at) + iri(a,+1 - at)'DH(at)(a,+1 - at)T                      LT

iflfiST-1;

fr = e-2'T(yr - 0;·ar)01' -  H(ar-1)(ar-1 -aT).

We only elaborate the situation, where noise levels 9  are treated as fixed. The Extended
Kalman Filter applied to model (6.150) is the same as the Kalman Filter applied to the
model:

at+1   =   at + TH(a;)-1· t
zt   =   0;at + at'lt

ao    d   A/(a-1, QI)    (Q > 0), (6.152)

where the point of linearization dP satisfies &; = aill-1, the prediction of at by the E.K.F..
Let U b e the second derivative of the log-posterior density p(ao, · · · , ar Zo, ···,zT) of the
linear system (6.152). The matrix U is block-tridiagonal. The non-zero block elements
of U are:

=  0006 +
1

H(ao) + Q2;Uoo 4 T2
Ult  =  0* 6 + -liH(at) + liH(at-i)    (1 S t s T- 1);crt        T                   T
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0T04   1UTT  --   -H(aT-1);
a     1-1
1

Ut-1 t=U l :-1  =  -  2H(at-1)   (1 S t s T). (6.153)
T

The second derivative  of the criterion function  JT with respect  to a„at, however,  is
different from U. In order to obtain equality, we have to drop those terms that
contain derivatives of H(at), terms of the form *DH(at)(a:+1 - at) and 55(a:+1 -
at)'D2HCat)(a,+1 - at). The exclusion of these terms makes that an iteration step that
uses gain matrix U, can't be viewed as a Gauss-Newton method, at most as a very mod-
ified Newton method. Yet, the matrix U is positive definite, because the controttability
gramians  /C(t, t)    =   7-2 H(ar)-1   are all positive definite   for   0    S   t   S T, which implies
that the prior variance of (ao, · · · , a ) in model (6.152) is positive definite. Accordingly,
Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method is feasible using matrix U, and the Extended Kalman
Filter is just this method where steps 3 and 5 are not performed. In applying the Ex-
tended Kalman Filter or Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method, there may be one problem: the
estimates &2, ···,ap, can run out of their domain *AR„ n M. · · · . -LARn n M respec-

1
/,1

tively.  The main problem in executing the method after the estimate has run out of its
domain is that the matrix H(a) is not defined anymore. The analytic expressions for
H(a) may still be defined, but can yield, for instance, a negative definite matrix. There
are several ways to resolve this problem. One way is to define a Riemannian structure
on the complement of ARn in R" too.

6.4.2    Identification of hyperparameters
Next, we shall discuss methods to determine the hyperparameters of the simple model
with constant noise levels 92. These  are  in  fact   :

•  the hyperparameters, determining the initial distribution ao i Af(a-1, Q');

• the measurement noise level a';

• the noise-variance-ratio NVR = f;;

• the order n.

System (6.152) will be uniformly completely observable if, for some N € N, the
observability gramian

3(t + N, 1 + 1) =   0*+ +1 (6.154)
k=l

is uniformly bounded away from zero and infinity for all t € N. The system will be
uniformly completely controllable if, for some NEW, the controllability gramian

N

/C(t + N, 1 + 1) = fi E H(di+k)-1 (6.155)
A-1
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is uniformly bounded away from zero and infinity for all t€ N. We refer to Jazwinski
(1970), chapter 7, for these concepts. The first concept depends completely on the data.
The second depends on the chosen metric and via the trajectory of the estimated co-
efficients on the data.  If the system is uniformly completely observable and uniformly
completely controllable, then the Kalman Filter applied to the system (6.152) will be
asymptotically stable. This implies that estimates aol-1 of the initial value ao and its
error variance Pol-1 are gradually forgotten for a larger number of data (yt)05*ST,   see
theorems 7.4 and 7.5 in Jazwinski (1970). Hence, if system (6.152) is uniformly com-
pletely observable and uniformly completely controllable, then the determination of the
initial values is a problem of minor importance for large data sets.
The remaining hyperparameters 02, NVR and the order n can be estimated following
the same procedure as in case of the geodesic model.  Also here, we work with an ap-
prozimate likelihood, obtained by Prediction Error Decomposition by the Kalman Filter
applied to the linearized model (6.152). We can form the AIC criterion by adding 2n
to the -2 log-likelihood, to estimate the order of the autoregression.  In the same way
as explained for the geodesic model, the noise-level a' can be concentrated out of the
AIC criterion.  This AIC criterion can then be minimized with respect to the NVR
and the order n by discrete parameter search. This method is quite standard for linear
time-varying dynamical models; for instance, see Kitagawa and Gersch (1985).

6.4.3 Experiments
The simple model and the geodesic model have been subjected to a large number of
simulation experiments.  For a large part, these experiments were performed at the
university of Lancaster. The outline of the experiments was that a data series was
generated, according to some general model of the complexity-types 2 and 3 as described
in chapter three, section 3.9. Complexity-type 1 corresponds to the simple models,
complexity-type 2 to the geodesic models and complexity-type 3 to models with two non-
zero eigenvalues of the variance tensor field V. The manifold was nearly always 3AR2 \
{q-1}, and the direction space £ contained the tangent field F of the geodesics through
the  point  q,. The asymptotic Fisher metric  was used, sometimes  also the Euclidean.
Note that it is possible to generate these series, according to the asymptotic Fisher
metric exactly, because we have formulas at our disposal of all geodesics in AR ·  We
report on the experiments, where the asymptotic Fisher metric was used to generate the
series.

Every data series then was subjected to identification using:

1. a simple model based on the Euclidean metric,

2. a simple model based on the asymptotic Fisher metric and

3. a geodesic model (geodesics through the point q_1) based on either the Euclidean
or the asymptotic Fisher metric.
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It was assumed that the pre-initial point q-1 was given. In the identification method, not
the formulas of the geodesics were used, but the approximation method of section 6.2.  We
restricted ourselves to application  of the Extended Kalman Filter without smoothing,  and
applied the methods, given in the preceding sections, to determine the hyperparameters.
We report on the results of some of these experiments. In the figures, concerning the
identification by a geodesic model, we also depicted the development of the length of the
estimated tangent vector field F and the development of its inner product (in the used
metric) with the estimate of the vector field Z = *,i.e. the second parameter direction.
According to section 6.2, the length  1 F     should be constantly  1, and the inner product
(F,Z) should be constantly zero. Hence, looking at the development of these quantities
is a diagnostic check, whether the approximation method and the whole model worked
all right. The other figures give the picture of the data and the generated curve of the
coefficients in the AR(2) stability region in comparison with the curves of estimated
coefficients, according to the three different models.
It was found that in general the ML estimate of the NV R, according to the asymptotic
Fisher metric-model, was larger than the one, according to the Euclidean model. The
data cause the latter filter to be more cautious in view of the times t that the shape of
the Euclidean metric is very different from the shape of the asymptotic Fisher metric.
Loss of track occurred in the Euclidean filter, when the generated coefficients moved
close to the upper edges of the triangle. Here the shape of the quadratic form, defined
by the asymptotic Fisher metric, is very different from the quadratic form, defined by
the Euclidean metric. This is illustrated in the figure on the next page.
Results overall were reasonable for all three models. In 50% there was no big difference
in performance of the three methods; in the other experiments clearly the second was
somewhat better than the first and the third somewhat better than the second.
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expl. Time-varying AR(2)process with noise-level sigm/2=0.09
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expl.     reality I predictions: Geodesic Model, asympt.Fisher m.
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exp2. Time-varying AR(2)process with noise-level sigmaA2-0.09
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exp2.    reality I predictions: Simple Model. eucl.metric
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exp3. Time-varying AR(2)process with noise-level sigmaA2=0.09
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exp3.    reality I predictions: Simple Model, eucl.metric
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coefficient at coefiicient a2
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expl. Time-varying AR(2)process with noise-level sigmaA2=0.09
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exp4.   reality I predictions: Simple Model, eucl.metric
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exp5. Time-varying AR(2)process with noise-level sigm/2=0.09
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exp5.   reality I predictions: Simple Model, eucl.metric
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exp5.     reality I predictions: Geodesic Model, psympt.Fisher m.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Models for time-varying coeflicients of autoregressive processes can be compared with
photographic material used in a camera. The model leads to a kind of photograph of
the dynamics of the process which will enable us to predict the future of the dynamics
and of the process itself.  Just as one has films with different sensitivities (e.g. 21 DIN
or 28 DIN) that have to be operated with different exposure times of the camera, we
have models based on different metrics and with different types of direction spaces that
have to be operated with different eigenvalues of the transition variance. The choice
of metric, direction space etc. by the investigator can be compared with the choice of
photographic material by a photographer. It depends on the situation (e.g. fast moving
object in bright daylight or darkness), whether she opts for a film of 21 DIN or of 28 DIN.
In order to make a conscious choice of a metric, the investigator has to know properties of
the resulting models. In this thesis, mainly three different metrics and the corresponding
models were studied: the Euclidean metric, complete metrics on Un and the asymptotic
Fisher metric on Un. The Euclidean metric can be recommended, because of the compu-
tational ease when doing posterior mode estimation; an advantage of complete metrics
on Un is that resulting (sequences of) models have guaranteed stability properties, as
elucidated in chapter four. Most interesting, but yet not completely investigated in all
its consequences, is the stabilizing property of the asymptotic Fisher metric with respect
to the observability gramian of the resulting model. We have encountered this metric
in different situations. In the introduction (chapter one), we mentioned the case of a
single jump in coeflicients for an AR(1) process with constant noise level.  If the asymp-
totic Fisher metric is used to model the jump, the transition variance eigenvalue can
be interpreted as the expected Kullback-Leibler divergence between the time-invariant
process before the jump and the time-invariant process after the jump. In chapter six,
we mentioned the case of a sequence of geodesic models for autoregressive processes with
fixed noise levels. If these geodesic models are based on the asymptotic Fisher metric,
the expected contributions of all data to the information of the time-varying coordinates
of the coefficients are equal asymptotically (in the Dahlhaus sense).
Both features (of the single-jump model and the geodesic models) are properties of
zero-curvature models based on the asymptotic Fisher metric, and can be stated in the
same way: the conditional expectation of the matrix of the observability gramian, given
the coefficients, does not depend on these coefficients if a suitable parametrization of
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the Model is chosen. It is with respect to this parametrization that also the matrix of
the controllability gramian is constant on the coefficient space. For instance, reconsid-
ering the example of the jumping AR(1) process in the introduction, we can use the
parametrization a = sin(x) (a € (-1,1),4 E (-i, i)). Then the model becomes:

Attl   =   Ke + T:At
yt  =  sin(4)yt-1 + €t (7.1)

where T:=0 except if t=k (the jump-time). Linearizing the measurement equation in
Kllt-1, we obtain:

Ettl   =   Kt + TtA: (7.2)

y: - Sin(K: t-1)lit-1 + COS(Ki -1)*11:-114-1    =    At COS(At :-1)14-1 + Et.

The controllability gramian for time t=k i s,2 and the expectation of the observability
gramian (of the linearized system) for the same time instant is approximately onel; here,
both the values 72 and 1 do not depend on the actual values of Mk.
This property that the matrix of the controllability gramian and the expectation of the
matrix of the observability gramian are constant on the coefficient space with respect to
the same parametrization, enables us to derive easily uniform bounds for both matrices.
For the geodesic model, we have seen that these bounds on their turn help in finding
e.g. a positive lower bound for the gain matrix of Gauss-Newton iteration in posterior
mode estimation of the coordinates of the coefiicients.  In all this, the parametrization
of the zero-curvature model with respect to which the transition equation is linear, is
important. For other models, we locally have parametrizations with respect to which
the transition equation is almost linear in the sense of lemma 3.12.  It is an interesting
open question how far then properties hold, like constancy on (part of) the coefficient
space of the matrix of both controllability gramian and expected observability gramian
if the model is based on the asymptotic Fisher metric. The answer to this question can
be helpful in explaining the difference in behaviour that we saw in the experiments of
models based on Euclidean and asymptotic Fisher metric, especially if coefficients are
close to the border of the stability region.
In all the identification methods presented in this thesis, we only used a single chart on
the coefficient space. We already noted in the last section of chapter six that it is worth
investigating whether for non-zero-curvature models, instead of a single chart, a chain of
normal charts can be used with respect to which transition equations at different times
are almost linear in the sense of lemma 3.12.
We have stressed that the choice of a metric implies an a priori view of the distances in
the coefficient space; in other words, by choosing a metric we have given weights to all

lIt iS possible to give a coordinate free definition of the observability gramian and also of the con-
trollability gramian for a General Model, for one and more time instants. Using such a coordinate free
definition, the conditional expectation  of the observability gramian  for time t=k given the coefficients,
has a matrix with respect to the parametrization a = sin(x), exactly equal to 1. A coordinate free defini-
tion for the observability gramian is possible, because the matrix of the observability gramian transforms
in approximately the same way as the matrix H of the metric with coordinate transformations.  One
can conceive  of the observability gramian as a kind of posterior metric.
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possible coefficient changes. But in our models we have to make more a priori choices
than just the selection of a metric. We also have to choose a direction space. We have
elaborated simple and more complex models, where complexity depends on the dimen-
sion of the direction space.
A first stage in identifying the dynamics of an autoregressive process is the application
of a simple model, i.e. a model with a direction space with a dimension equal to the
dimension of the manifold (Un or ARn)  A second, more refined stage is the application
of a model, where the direction space has low dimension, e.g. dimension one. The lower
the choice of dimension of the direction space, the more deterministic the coefficient
coordinates become, and the more a mixture of Extended Kalman Filtering techniques
and, e.g., Dahlhaus techniques becomes important.  We have laid much emphasis on
a typical example of such a model with low dimensional direction space; the geodesic
model. In this model, the direction space C is one-dimensional and generates a totally
geodesic distribution. There are more possibilities for models with a one-dimensional
direction space f = span{X}. The spanning vector field X has constant length on the
manifold by definition (see section 3.5 in chapter three). Let us say that this length is
one. The integral curves of the vector field X are then parametrized, according to arc
length. For the geodesic model the integral curves are geodesics.
In the thesis, we have mainly given one reason by which we more appreciate geodesic
models than other models with a one-dimensional direction space. That reason is that
the transition equation in the geodesic model is completely linear with respect to some
chart, and hence posterior mode estimation of time-varying coefficient coordinates by
Gauss-Newton procedures is possible. For other models with one-dimensional direction
space, the linearization of the transition equation, as obtained in sections 3.6 and 3.7,
can be completely linear, if a suitable chart is used, but this linearization is never com-
pletely equivalent to the true transition equation, according to proposition 3.9.
There is another, more qualitative property that make the geodesic model more inter-
esting than other models with a one-dimensional direction space. It is a property of
the "photographic material"-type. The property characterizes the distinguishability of
coefficients with respect to each other. Once a distance measure on the coefficient space

has a priori been chosen, a natural measure for "a priori expected distinguishability" of
coefficient  qt  from  subsequent  coefficients q,-1,  q,+1  is

E(d(*-1,q,) + d(qi, qt.,-i)Iq:-1, qtti)· (7.3)

One can show that the geodesic model mazimizes the a priori expected distinguishabil-
ity  of  q: if subsequent coefilcients  *_i,  q:+1   are very close   (if we restrict ourselves   to   a
reasonable set of models with one-dimensional direction spaces).
The geodesic model becomes more flexible if the tangent field is varied with time, i.e.
if the direction space is taken time-dependent: Ct = span{Ft}, Ft tangent fields of
geodesics (in order to change the geodesic on which the coeficients are moving from
time to time). We think that such time-varying geodesic models can e.g. be applied in
electro-encephalogram-analysis, as a substitute for approaches in which simply chains
of time-invariant autoregressive models are used. Geodesic models will smoothen these
chains.
We presented a method to identify the Geodesic Model which is quite feasible, partic-
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ularly by the fact that in this method, it is not necessary to know analytic formulae of
the geodesics. Yet, we have to indicate some restrictions.
In the experiments and in the discussion of the hyperparameters, we have assumed that
the direction space L = span{F} is spanned by the tangent field of geodesics through
a point q_1, that was fixed, and known by the identifyer. The direction of the geodesic,
i.e. the vector of n-1 hyperparameters G, the transition variance tensor eigenvalue
T2 and the noise level 92 were left to be determined by maximum likelihood methods.
Of course, the point q-i gives n hyperparameters which can be determined by Gauss-
Newton methods to maximize the likelihood in the same way as G, but the combined
problem is rather complex, hence is only feasible for small n. It should be noticed that
the approximation method for the parametrization, given in section 6.2, is also only
feasible for small n due to the sharp increase in number of Christoffel- and curvature
symbols that has to be computed for larger n.
We note that the presented method has been implemented and tested out experimentally
if measurement noise levels are fixed or non-stochastic. In order to include stochasti-
cally time-varying noise levels, we introduced the Geodesic plus Noise model with two-
dimensional direction space. We have indicated how this model can be identified. These
identification methods should be tested out yet.
We think that the Geodesic Model is attractive as a refinement of a low-order Simple
Model, as an alternative to increasing the order of the Simple Model.  It is an alternative
in which the model is made more deterministic in some sense. This is clear if one looks
at the proportion between the number of hyperparameters involved, and the coordinates
that are still to be estimated by Kalman methods. The geodesic model (certainly the
special geodesic model) has a scalar transition equation, i.e. on some charts there is
only one coordinate changing with time; the others are fixed and can be regarded as
hyperparameters. Hence, in formulating the geodesic model, we are already shifting
emphasis considerably from stochastic modelling towards deterministic modelling. This
comes out strongly in the adoption of the asymptotics of Dah]haus. Penalties in the
log-joint-density-expression in this asymptotics go to infinity; only coefilcients coordi-
nates with intervals proportional to T  can asymptotically be determined by a Kalman
Filter (if the asymptotic Fisher metric is used, even by a time-invariant filter). Hence,
asymptotically, the main job is to determine the hyperparameters.

Our interest in some kind of asymptotics is related to the fact that, by the introduction
of low-dimensional direction spaces, we had to face the problem of estimating determin-
istic coordinates, like the direction of the geodesic through q_i, G, in the geodesic model.
We do not only have to estimate G, but also the error variance of the estimator of <o.
This problem has not been completely solved in this thesis. Yet, the way to its solution
is completely clear.
We have given a reasonable approximation method for the error uariance for the esti-
mates of the stochastic moving coordinates: just the diagonal elements of the inverse of
the gain matrix U in Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method. The error variance of estimates of
the geodesic direction G can be given in two ways:

• if G is regarded as an ordinary parameter, the inverse of the gain matrix U has a
diagonal element that can be seen as an indication for the error variance of G.
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We have seen that it is difficult to work with this matrix U (and to compute its
inverse, for instance) because the last column and last row are non-zero everywhere

(t s column and
row contain the entries corresponding to the double derivatives

5(82)·    However, we conjecture that asymptotically (coefilcients being estimated
with intervals proportional to Ti)  the gain matrix U becomes pentadiagonal  also

in this case (i.e. the last column and last row become zero too) if the asymptotic
Fisher metric is used.

• if <0 is regarded as hyperparameter, the error variance can be approximated with
the asymptotic distribution of its MLE-estimator.  It can be investigated how far
the results of Dahlhaus can be used for this.

It is interesting to investigate whether, asymptotically, there is any difference between
the two estimates: the MAP estimate of <o together with

/CO,T, Ic,Ti,T' '(2,1'*,T, ' ' '  and
the ML estimate of <o, in case the model is based on the asymptotic Fisher metric. We
conjecture that there is none.

To end this chapter, we state the main results obtained in the different chapters.

Chapter three  We have generalized the random walk /smoothly integrated random
walk model for a coefficient process to the Special /General Model of a polygonal pro-
cess of independent directional variation on an arbitrary Riemannian manifold. These
generalizations take account of specific geometric structures on the coefficient space. It
implies an a priori weighting of coefficient changes in an appropriate, sensible way. We
have given necessary and sufficient conditions such that there exist coordinates on the
manifold and the polygonal coefficient process, expressed in these coordinates, is just a
random walk/ smoothly integrated random walk.
The developed theory is not only important for time-varying autoregressive processes,
but for all kinds of time-varying processes, certainly all the processes which Fahrmeir
and Kaufmann want to model by Dynamic Exponential Family Regression. We think
that properties of the Fisher metric in these other applications will be of the same kind
as we found for the asymptotic Fisher metric for autoregressive processes.

Chapter four  We have given arguments for our adoption of the Dahlhaus way of
performing asymptotics. We have linked the existence of a time-varying spectral density
for a sequence of models to the question of stability of this sequence. We have shown
that the time-varying spectral density can be introduced for sequences of models of
autoregressive processes, where coefilcients are not deterministic, but follow smoothly
integrated random walks.
For further research, we note that this time-varying spectral density could be the basis
of an estimation method for the hyperparameters of the model, in line with the theory
designed by Dahlhaus. Besides the estimate of the hyperparameter itself, this method
could asymptotically provide an error variance.
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Chapter five  We have studied the Riemannian geometry on the stability region Un
for time-invariant stationary AR(n) processes given by the asymptotic Fisher metric for
such processes. In particular, we studied covariance stabilizing parametrizations. We
have shown that such a covariance stabilizing parametrization does not exist for the
whole Un if n > 1.

Chapter six    We have shown the advantage that models with linear transition equation
have above other models: the possibility to do posterior mode estimation by Gauss-
Newton iterations, using the Fahrmeir/Kaufmann's method. We have adapted the
Fahrmeir/Kaufmann-method to be applicable also if the transition equation has the
form

At+1   =   At + 08:
4+1   =   AL + le, (7.4)

where (At),cz is Gaussian white noise.
We have shown that for the identification of geodesic models it is not necessary to have
analytic formulae for the geodesics.
We have developed a quite feasible method of identifying geodesic models with fixed,
non-stochastic noise-levels.
We have experimentally shown that this method works well and gives interesting results,
when compared with the results of more usual models.
We have indicated how to identify models, where also the noise-levels are stochastically
modelled.
For further research, we note that for non-zero-curvature models, one could study the
use of chains of normal charts instead of using one single chart for the identification.
As an alternative to ordinary maximum likelihood estimation, we have already recom-
mended to investigate the use of the time-varying spectral density in order to estimate
hyperparameters, and to compute the error variance of such an estimate asymptotically.
Not all hyperparameters can be estimated using the time-varying spectral density, be-
cause this density is conditional on an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Velocity process, hence one
should determine the hyperparameters of this OUV process in another way. Also if we
are not able to do asymptotics (like in a Special Model), we cannot rely on this method
in order to estimate the hyperparameters. It is interesting to investigate, whether in
this situation also the idea can be followed of Young, Ng and Armitage (1989), and
another type of spectral techniques (based on Kalman and Wiener/Kolmogorov filters)
can be used to get a first estimate of a hyperparameter after which more usual maximum
likelihood methods are applied.
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Appendix 1  We show that it is possible to give coordinate free definitions of the
controllability gramian and observability gramian for a Special and General Model. We
used this in the conclusions to formulate properties of zero-curvature models based on
the asymptotic Fisher metric in a more unified way. We restrict ourselves to Special
Models of autoregressive processes with fixed noise levels.
For a Special Model, the controllability gramian AC(t, t) for one time instant t is just  the
transition variance, and the transition variance was already defined in a coordinate free
way in chapter two. For a Special Model with direction space £, the definition becomes

AC(t, t)(X, Y) =  (11(X(qt)),Y(qt))q,     (X, Y E £).                              (.5)

By proposition 3.6 we know that the expression on the right hand side does not depend
on the value of *, i.e.

(4(X(qt)), Y(qt))q,= (11(X(p)), Y(p))p  for all t€Z,  p €  M,X, Y E  £,          (.6)

hence it is not necessary to indicate the argument qi (we just use the inner product
of the direction space itself, see proposition 3.6). The controllability gramian for two
subsequent time instants  t - 1, t  can be  defined in  a natural  way by

AC(t,t-1)(X, Y) = AC(t,t)(X, Y)+<Iii_1(par(X(qi))),par(Y(qi))) q'-1 (X, Y € £).(.7)

Here, par(v) is the parallel shift of the tangent vector v in the tangent space Mq, to the
tangent space Mq,_, along the geodesic connecting *  and *-1.  If £ satisfies the property
which guarantees the existence of a parametrization with respect to which there is a
linear transition equation, i.e. VxY = 0 for all X, Y € C, then the parallel shift is
just par(X(q:)) = X(qt-i) for all X E C. In this case, the controllability gramian for N

subsequent time instants  t t 1, · · · ,t + N  for a Special Model with one direction space
C will be

N N
1((t + N,it 1)(X, Y) = (I V+i(X), Y>  = I /C(t + j,t + j)(X, Y)    (X, Y E £).  (.8)

j=1 j=1

Also the observability gramian depends on the parametrization or chart used for the
coefficient space. However, the observability gramian 3'(t, t) at one time instant t trans-
forms in approximately the same way as the matrix H of the metric with coordinate
transformations. This can be shown clearly for a Special Model on the manifold ARn ·
In a Special Model, a (linearized) transition equation has the form:

at+1 = at + 9(at)C,A:                                          69)

and the measurement equation is:

yt = 0;at + 04. (.10)

The observability gramian  for  one time instant  t  is  *1.  If we use the parametrization
4(F) - (ai.      . an) and linearize the measurement equation in the point (Bilt-1):EN, this
measurement equation becomes:

m - 010(Ptit-i) + 0;Dv'(Btl,-1)/tit-i = 0;Di ,(pt t-1)pt + 94, (.11)
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and accordingly the observability gramian for one time instant t now is
D,#'(plit-i)5#Di0(p:I:-1) ·  One can compare this transformation with the transfer-
mation of the matrix of the metric Hw into H., see chapter two, equation (2.4). This
fact suggests an attempt to define also the observability gramian in a coordinate free
way. One could think of the observability gramian for a Special Model as kind of a
posterior metric.

The observability gramian  for  one time instant  t,  .7(t,t), for a Special Model  with  di-
rection space C and constant measurement noise level 92 will be

.7(t, t)(X, Y) =  X(qt), '- -i Y(*)5. (X,YEL) (.12)
i,j=1

if X(q:) =  (X(q,)1 -1  . . . + X(*)n) € (JARn)qi·  In the same way as above, one
can use parallel shifts in order to define the observability gramian for time instants
t+ 1, · · · ,t+N.
It is easy to verify that the conditional expectation of the observability gramian for one
time instant t given the coefficients in case of a single jump at time k has the following
form:

Esry(t,t)(X,Y) = (X(*),Y(q:)>*,asympt.Fisher metric for all t  5  k, X, Y €  C.
(.13)

If the single jump model is also based on this asymptotic Fisher metric, then the ex-
pectation of the observability gramian at one time instant is just equal to this a priori
metric, until the jump, and does not depend on the actual value of *, just as the control-
lability gramian.  If we have a parametrization for the model with respect to which the
transition equation is linear, then the controllability gramian for one time instant has a
matrix constant on the coefficient space and then also the expectation of the observabil-
ity gramian is just the identity matrix. For instance, in model (7.1), the controllability
gramian for time t=k i s 1-2 and the expected observability gramian is 1 with respect to
the parametrization a = sin(K), and does not depend on the actual value of Ek. Hence,
for one parametrization we then have the matrix of the controllability gramian constant
on the coefficient space and the matrix of the conditional expectation of the observabil-
ity gramian constant on the coefficient space. Asymptotically, we have seen the same
feature for geodesic models based on the asymptotic Fisher metric in chapter six.

Appendix 2   We show a claim about a property of the geodesic model we mentioned
in the conclusions but that was not integrated in the other chapters because it did not fit
there. It is the property of maximal a priori expected distinguishability of a coefficient
between two others if these others are very close.
We are going to compare Special Models on the same manifold M with the same metric,
with a one-dimensional direction space f = span{X} and with the same transition
variance tensor eigenvalue TI.  As we have seen in section 3.5 of chapter three, the
vector field X has constant length on the manifold by definition. We may assume that
this  length  l IXI I  is  equal  to one. Consequently, any integral curve K  »,  fx(A)  of this
vector field is parametrized according to arc length. For a model with direction space
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C  =  span{X}one can cover the manifold  M with charts (Go,zo) such that  as-  = X.
(Flow-box theorem). Linearizing the transition equation of the special model on such a
chart yields

Kttl    =    4 + TAt Where
i.i.d

At    =    A/(0,1) for all t and
0 = fx(Kt). (.14)

We compare these models with respect to the expected distinguishability of the gener-
ated coefficients. Once we have a priori chosen for a distance measure on the coefficient

space, a natural measure for distinguishability between three subsequent coefIcients
qo, qi, q2  is

d(qo, 0) + d(qi,q,). (.15)

The models generate the coefficients stochastically, hence expression (.15)is a A- or even
a 82-measurable-function. A criterion of optimality for distinguishability is maximization
of the conditional expectation of expression (.15), given qo and q2, if these coefficients
are closer than a certain number R. The maximization should be over a model family
such that

•  the family only contains models for which the vector field X spanning the direction
space, has integral curve fx through the points qo and q2;

• the family also contains the geodesic model through qo and q2, i.e. the model such
that its direction space has an integral curve fx through the points qo and 42 and
such that this integral curve is a geodesic;

• between these points qo and q2, the family of models is "not too far" from the
geodesic model through qo and q,
(the notion "not too far" will be quantitively interpreted below);

• far from these points qo and q2, the family of models is "reasonably far" from the
geodesic model through qo and q2

(The notion "reasonably far" will also be quantificated below).

We can show that for small R, the geodesic model through qo and q, constitutes a (local)
maximum of the conditional expectation of expression (.15) over this family of models.
We consider subfamilies of this family of models which can be described (or parametrized)
by giving the corresponding integral curves fx through qo and qi as follows:

fx(K) =f(z, *)  (z €W C R, A€I C R) (.16)

where

• the function f:W x I --* M i s C°°;
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0 f(z,_ Ls) = go; f(z,  L,) = q, for some positive number L, for all z E W.;

•  f(z, A) 0 qo, 4 92 for all 4, % 0 - Ls,  Ls;

.   1 lif (z, '6)11,(g. ) =  1  (i.e. the curves are parametrized according to arc length)

•  and the curve K »+ f(z, E) is the geodesic through qo and * if and only if z - 0.

In this setup, the length of the curve K »+ f(z, K) between qo and q2 is L..  If R is small
enough, the distance between qo and q, is equal to the length of the geodesic, hence

d(qo, q,) = Lo  and Ls  >  Lo for all  z 96 0. (.17)

Consequently, we have
8                        82
-L,1,=0 = 0 and -L-,s-0 2 0. (.18)az BZ2  1 -

We shall say that between the points qo and q:, the family of models is not more than
9-far from the geodesic model through these points, if

82

3,5 LaI=0   5  9 (.19)

The  distance  of a point  f(z, p)  to the point  q2 is shorter  than the length  of the curve
4 »* f(z, K) between these points, hence shorter than I L, - pl. It is equal to this length
if and only if the curve is a geodesic, hence if and only if z = 0. We introduce the
function

1,2(z,p) = 1 LI - pl - d(f(z,p),q=). (.20)

Then
Ul(z,p) 2 0 for all z,p and v2(0,P) = 0 for all pE I. (.21)

Consequently,
8                               82

3iv2(z, p)1*=0 = 0 and  3;5112(z, p)l,-0  2 0. (.22)

Following the same idea, we also introduce the function

vo(z,p) =   L, + p  - d(f(z,p), qo). (.23)

Then

vo(z,p) 2 0 for all z € W, p € I and vo(O,p) = 0 for all p € I. (.24)

Also here, we conclude

8                               82
Bivo(z, p)1,=0  =  0  and  3;ivo(z, p)1*=0  2 0. (.25)
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We shall say that far from the points qo and 92, the family of models is more than €-far
from the geodesic model through these points, if

a2

3 112(Z, p)Ii=0    2    6 if p > Lo and

a2

3Iivo(z, p)'z=0    2    E if p < -LO. (.26)

For a family that, between the points qo and q2, is not more than '1-far from the geodesic
model through these points, and, far from these points, is more than €-far, we shall prove
that

E(d(go,ql) + d(qi,q,)|qo,q,) (.27)

attains its maximum in the geodesic model through qo and e if the distance of these

points is small enough (i.e.  if R i s small enough). We define the function g:W x I- +I t+
by

g(z,K) = d(f(z, K),qo) + d(f(Z, K), g2)· (.28)
We want to maximize the quantity

K(z):= E(g(z, ivi)1,60 = - L,ix, =  L.; ' i E I) (.29)

as a function of z.
Statement.K(z) has a stationary point in z = 0. If qo and q2 are sufficiently close (i.e.
if R is small enough), then K(z) has a local maximum in z = 0.

Proof:'From equations (.14) one concludes that the distribution of x2 given no = - L.
is normal with mean -  L= and variance equal to 27-2. Now, it is easily derived (using
Bayes' rule) that the conditional distribution of El given Ko = - Ls and x2 =  Lz is
normal with zero mean and variance  T2. Furthermore, we take the distribution of Kl
conditional on the event Kl E I. Then the conditional probability density becomes:

e-f&p(=):= lI(z). (.30)

SIe-$ dz
Then we can write:

K(z)  = L g(z, A)*4)dE. (.31)

We study the derivatives of g with respect to z.  Note that

11
Lo 5 9(z, K) S liL, - KI + 12 Ls + ,c  for all z E W,x E

I. (.32)

For   satisfying IKI <  Lo we have:

Lo  5  9(z, M)  5 L:, equality signs  if z  = 0. (.33)

Consequently, with (.18) and (.19) we have

8                                    81
3;9(z,4)1=0 = 0 and O < -ig(Z, K)Ig.0 5  88,2L,1,=0 5 9 for all 4,  IMI <  Lo.    (.34)

- 8Z
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For K satisfying 'Al >  Lo and z sufficiently close to 0 we have:

xi > iL. hence g(z,x) 5 2141, and g(0,5) = 21,cl (.35)

accordingly,

 g(z, x)1*=0 = 0  and   ig(z, '6)1:=0 5 0 for all  x,   IMI  >  Lo. (.36)

We can sharpen the inequality (.36) with (.26).  For K satisfying IKI >  Lo (and z
sufficiently close to 0) we have

g(z,A) - 2151 = -vo(z, A) - 92(Z,K). (.37)

Consequently,

82                   82                 82

3 29(z, 19)1,=0 = -32VO(Z, R)  8 Z2
z=O - -1'2(z,K)1*=0 5 -6 if IMI > Lo. (.38)

With these (in)equalities it is easy to compute the derivative of z + K(z) in z - 0:

K'(O) = f -2.n(z M)p(,c)dK = 0. (.39)JI BZ   '

We can also derive an inequality for the second derivative:

K"(0)  =     ig(z, 5)*,c)d,c  5 17  - 44 *'6)d,c - €       p(K)d,6 - c  --4 p(A)dz. (.40)

It is clear that if Lo is small enough, K"(0) will be smaller than zero and K(z) will have
a local maximum in zero.                                                                                     0

Although the result is rather limited, it shows that if we have chosen a metric for its
good observability properties, and we have to decide on a model with one-dimensional di-
rection space, a natural choice will be to take models with direction space C = span{F},
F a tangent field of geodesics.
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Samenvatting
In (lit proefschrift worden alternatieve modellen behandeld voor coifficiEnten van een

tijdsveranderlijk autoregressief proces. Gebruikelijk is een model waarbij de coefficienten
4 zich als een (normaal verdeelde) random walk door Rn bewegen. Met andere woorden,
bij het gebruikelijke model gaat men uit van een a priori normale kansverdeling voor
de  coEfficienten  ao, · · · ,a T gelijk  aan  die  van een random  walk. De kansverdeling  a
posteriori (gegeven  alle  data  yo,···,VT)  van  deze  coefficiEnten  is  dan ook normaal  en
kan met behulp van Kalman Filtering/Smoothing worden berekend uit  yo, · · · , YT.  Men
verkrijgt een random-walk-model voor de coifficienten door bijvoorbeeld een lineaire
overgangsvergelijking (transitievergelijking) van de volgende vorm te geven:

a,+1   =   at + 1.*Al, (Al):Ez normale witte ruis met variantie gelijk aan de identiteit.

Deze overgangsvergelijking impliceert dat de a priori conditionele kansverdeling van at+i,
gegeven het verleden ao, · · · ,4, normaal is met verwachting 4 en variantie 4I.  Merk
op dat deze variantie niet afhangt van waar 4 ligt in de colifficiEntenruimte. Het is een
mooie en elegante eigenschap van het random-walk-model dat een sprong van at naar
4+1 met nominale spronggrootte

11 +1 - 6,11 =  1 E( ttl - 61)  (.41)
N j-1

groter dan bijvoorbeeld 0.2 overal in de coe-BiciEntenruimte deze(fde kans heeA ongeacht
de waarde van 4. Deze eigenschap van het random-walk-model is alleen mooi en elegant
als we de manier van sprongmeting in vgl. (.41) a priori aanvaarden. Er is echter alle
reden om die spronggrootte soms op andere wijzen te berekenen en ten opzichte van die
andere sprongmaat heeft het random-walk-model dit natuurlijke kenmerk niet.
We geven een voorbeeld. We beschouwen een tijdsinvariant AR(1)-proces (14)Ez dat
op zeker tijdstip t=k verandert van co8fficient. We kunnen dit als volgt in een model
gieten:

at+1   =att 1-,A: (.42)
14  = atm-ita€t· (.43)

Ook hier is de systeemruis (A:)tez normaal verdeelde witte ruis met variantie gelijk aan 1,
evenals en onafhankelijk hiervan, de meet- of waarnemingsruis (€t),cz· De overgangshy-
perparameters re zijn gelijk nul voor alle t 96 k. Een sprong met nominale spronggrootte
tussen 0.04 en 0.05 op tijdstip t=k krijgt van het model dezelfde waarschijnlijkheid in
het geval dat ao =a l - • - • =a k= 0.1 alsin het geval dat ao =a l= • • • =a k= 0.9.
Toch zijn beide sprongen van geheel verschillende aard. Dit blijkt bijvoorbeeld als
men de (asymptotische) Kullback-Leibler divergentie berekent in beide gevallen.  De
asymptotische Kullback-Leibler divergentie is een veel gebruikte maat voor de afstand
tussen stationaire AR processen. De Kullback-Leibler divergentie van het AR(1)-proces
71 = 0.97:-1 ta€: met het proces Vt = 0.9514-1 +aE: is veel groter dan de Kullback-Leibler
divergentie tussen de AR(1)-processen gegeven door respectievelijk yt = O.lyf -1 + 04 en
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vt = 0.0514-1 + 04·
In dit proefschrift hebben we getracht modellen te formuleren die de hierboven ver-
melde mooie, elegante eigenschap hebben, dat de spronggrootte onafhankelijk is van de
positie in de coefficiEntenruimte, maar waarbij het meten van die spronggrootte niet
noodzakelijk geschiedt als in vgl. (.41). Onze theorie maakt het mogelijk a priori de
wijze van sprongmeting vast te leggen door middel van de keuze van een metriek op de
coeflicientenruimte.
Verder vergroten wij ook de keuzemogelijkheden voor de coEfficiEntenruimte: we ge-
bruiken niet meer automatisch de hele Rn maar bijvoorbeeld alleen het deel van It"
waarvan de elementen corresponderen met coefilcienten van stationaire tijdsinvariante
AR(n)-processen, het "stabiliteitsgebied".     In het algemeen   zal de coEfficiEntenruimte
een willekeurige differentieerbare variBteit zijn. Wij beschouwen metrieken op de
coefilcientenruimte zodat deze coEfficiEntenruimte met de ingevoerde metriek een zo-
genaamde Riemann-variEteit wordt. In hoofdstuk drie veralgemenen we het begrip van
de "random walk" in It" tot een proces op een Riemann-variEteit op een dusdanige
wijze dat de mooie, elegante eigenschap, dat de spronggrootte onafhankelijk is van de
positie in coEfficientenruimte, gehandhaafd blijft, maar nu ten opzichte van de metriek

1,van de Riemann-vanEteit. Een dergelijk proces zullen wu een veelhoek-proces met
onafhankelijke variatie in richting" noemen. Zo'n proces zal het basismodel zijn voor
het coEfficientenproces (Et),20 van een tijdsveranderlijk autoregressief proces (8):20· Dit
basismodel noemen wij het Speciale Model.
Behalve de random walk wordt ook wel de vloeiend geintegreerde random walk als model
voor tijdsveranderlijke coEfficiEnten van een autoregressief proces genomen.  Dan is de
overgangsvergelijking weer lineair en van de vorm

Et.+1   =   at + Ttdt (.44)
4   =  pd:-1 + Al (.45)

waarbij de hyperparameter p een element is van [0,1) (en (At)t€Z weer normaal verdeelde
witte ruis is met variantie gelijk aan de identiteit). Ook de vloeiend geTntegreerde ran-
dom walk kan op dezelfde manier als de gewone random walk worden gegeneralizeerd
tot een veelhoek-proces op een Riemann-variBteit met onafhankelijke variatie in richting.
Het gebruik van een dergelijk proces om het coEfficiEntenproces te modelleren leidt tot
wat wij noemen het Algemene Model.
Als wij op de co6fficiEntenruimte een Euclidische metriek kiezen, dan blijft de
overgangsvergelijking van het Speciale en Algemene Model lineair en voeren de
coefficienten een random walk of een vloeiend geintegreerde random walk uit.  Dan
blijft alles bij het oude model.  Maar als we een andere metriek dan de Euclidische
kiezen, dan is de overgangsvergelijking van een Speciaal of Algemeen Model niet line-
air meer. We kunnen echter andere co6rdinaten invoeren in de coefliciEntenruimte, en
dan kijken hoe de overgangsvergelijking in die co6rdinaten eruit ziet. In hoofdstuk drie
worden nodige en voldoende voorwaarden gegeven voor het Algemene en het Speciale
Model zodat men co6rdinaten M in de coEfficientenruimte kan invoeren op een dusdanige
manier dat de overgangsvergelijking lineair wordt, d.w.z. de betreffende co6rdinaten KI
a priori een gewone of vloeiend geTntegreerde random walk uitvoeren. Die voorwaar-
den hebben met afwezigheid van kromming in de coefficiEntenruimte te maken; daarom
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noemen wij Algemene en Speciale Modellen nul-krommings-modellen als het mogelijk is
opnieuw te parametrizeren zodat de overgangsvergelijking lineair wordt. De bijbehorende
vergelijking voor de waarnemingen,

Yt = *1('Ct)Yt-it···t *n(K:)9:-nt 94
bij een dergelijke parametrizering is nu niet lineair meer in A. De a-posteriori-
kansverdeling van Ko, · · · 'KT, gegeven yo, · · ·

, yr, is dan ook niet normaal meer. In hoofd-

stuk zes wordt aangetoond dat voor nul-krommings-modellen het, onder zekere voor-
waarden, toch mogelijk is belangrijke aspecten van deze a-posteriori-kansverdeling, zoals
'mode' (of maximum) en tweede afgeleide van log-a-posteriori-kansdichtheid, te achter-
halen door middel van een benaderingsmethode gebaseerd op Gauss-Newton-iteraties.
In dat hoofdstuk wordt ook het verband gelegd tussen deze methode en Extended
Kalman Filtering/Smoothing, waarbij wij voortbouwen op werk van Fahrmeir en Kauf-
mann. We laten daar ook zien, dat voor toepassing van die Gauss-Newton-iteraties
het niet nodig is de analytische formules van de parametrizering te kennen waarop
de overgangsvergelijking lineair wordt; we geven een benaderingsprocedure voor deze
parametrizering, waarbij alleen kenmerkende grootheden voor de metriek als Christoffel-
en krommings-symbolen hoeven te worden uitgerekend.
Een belangrijk voorbeeld van een nul-krommings-model is het zogenaamde Geodetische
Model, dat bestaat voor elke Riemann-metriek. Hierbij is de a-priori veronderstelling
dat de co liciEnten zich vanaf het begin bevinden op 66n geodeet, d.w.z. een rechte lijn
in de zin van de Riemann-meetkunde gegeven door de metriek op de coEfficiEntenruimte.
De vooronderstelling van het model kan dan bijvoorbeeld zijn, dat die geodeet een van
de geodeten is door een bekend punt in de colifficiintenruimte, waarbij de richting van de
geodeet een hyperparameter < is die uit de waarnemingen geschat moet worden. Ook het
waarnemingsruisniveau 92 en de hyperparameters in de overgangsvergelijking, zoals de
0 en de p, moeten we halen uit de waarnemingen. Het criterium voor optimaliteit van
deze hyperparameters is gebaseerd op maximum-likelihood. Wij hebben enige ad-hoc-
methoden opgesteld om deze hyperparameters te bepalen, gebaseerd op Gauss-Newton-
iteraties, Expectation-Maximization en een eenvoudige methode waarbij de parameter-
ruimte wordt afgetast. De eerste en laatste methoden zijn met goed resultaat toegepast
op een groot aantal gesimuleerde tijdreeksen, voornamelijk tijdens een stimulerend verblijf
aan Professor Young's Centre for Research on Environmental Systems aan de universiteit
van Lancaster in Engeland. Een theoretische analyse van de eigenschappen van de ge-
presenteerde methoden om de hyperparameters te bepalen (bijvoorbeeld asymptotische
verdelingen van schatters van de hyperparameters) blijft echter buiten beschouwing in (lit
proefschrift. Een grondslag voor een dergelijke theoretische analyse kan echter asymp-
totiek zijn. Hiermee snijden we een ander hoofdonderwerp aan dat in dit proefschrift aan
de orde komt.
In hoofdstuk vier beschouwen we het moeilijke vraagstuk wat onder asymptotiek voor
tijdsverandertijke autoregressieve processen verstaan moet worden. Asymptotiek van
tijdsinvariante, stabiele autoregressieve processen is een wel bekend onderwerp in de the-
orie van stationaire processen. Wij volgen en bouwen voort op de ideeEn van Dahlhaus
om het begrip van asymptotiek in deze theorie te veralgemenen tot een dergelijk begrip
voor rO en tijdsveranderlijke autoregressieve processen. Wij laten enige mooie eigen-
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schappen van deze generalisatie zien; bijvoorbeeld dat de equivalentie van stabiliteit met
het hebben van een spectrale dichtheid in het geval van tijdsinvariante autoregressieve
processen gehandhaafd blijft in het algemenere geval van rijen tijdsveranderlijke autore-
gressieve processen; de spectrale dichtheid is dan eveneens tijdsveranderlijk. Wij laten
zien dat de coEfficienten van elk proces uit zo'n rij tijdsveranderlijke autoregressieve
processen stochastisch gemodelleerd kunnen zijn, en wel in overeenstemming met het Al-
gemene Model. De tijdsveranderlijke spectrale dichtheid en ook de stabiliteitsvoorwaarde
zelf is dan conditioneel op  het coEfficientenproces. De stabiliteitsvoorwaarde blijkt gefor-
muleerd te kunnen worden in de vorm van de waarden van een stoptijd. Tevens laten
we zien dat voor Algemene Modellen gebaseerd op een zogenaamde volledige metriek op
het stabiliteitsgebied deze stabiliteitsvoorwaarde automatisch gerealiseerd is.
Het idee van de asymptotische, tijdsveranderlijke spectrale dichtheid bewijst zijn nut,
doordat we in staat zijn een mooie eigenschap af te leiden voor Geodetische Model-
len gebaseerd op de asymptotische Fisher metriek. De boven vermelde asymptoti-
sche Kullback-Leibler divergentie tussen tijdsinvariante AR(n)-processen is infinitesimaal
(d.w.z. bij naar nul gaande divergentie) gelijk aan het kwadraat van de Riemann-afstand
gebaseerd op deze metriek. In hoofdstuk 6, sectie 6.1.4, laten we zien dat in zekere zin
in deze modeHen, gebaseerd op de asymptotische Fisher metriek, de vooronderstelling
besloten ligt, dat asymptotisch de bijdragen van alle waarnemingen aan de informatie
over de coordinaten van de coEfficiEnten gelijk zijn. We brengen deze eigenschap in
verband met de waarneembaarheidsgramiaan en we brengen de boven vermelde eigen-
schap van nonafhankelijke variatie in richting" van het veelhoek-coefficientenproces in
verband met de bestuurbaarheidsgramiaan.  Het een en ander wordt iets nader uitge-
werkt in hoofdstuk 7 (de conclusies). Ook het "enkele-sprong"-voorbeeld aan het begin
van de Samenvatting toont aan dat het interessant is naar deze asymptotische Fisher
metriek te kijken als zinvol alternatief voor de gewone Euclidische metriek, waarop de
gebruikelijke random-walk modellen voor het co6fficientenproces gebaseerd zijn. Een uit-
gebreide studie van deze metriek wordt ondernomen in hoofdstuk vijf. Dit hoofdstuk laat
zich grotendeels lezen los van de rest van het proefschrift en is ook van belang als men
alleen de modelverzameling van stationaire tijdsinvariante AR(n)-processen wil bestu-
deren, zonder het oogmerk tijdsveranderlijke processen aan te pakken. Bijvoorbeeld is
zo'n studie van belang als men zoekt naar parametrizaties van deze modelverzameling (of
van stukken ervan) zodat maximum-likelihoodschatters  van de co6rdinaten (Ki, ···,kn)
van de coefficient  a  =  (al,...,an)  asymptotisch een variantie hebben  die niet afhangt
van de verwachting van die schatter. Zulke parametrizaties noemt men wel "covariantie
stabilizerend". In hoofdstuk vijf tonen we aan dat er niet een parametrizatie bestaat van
de hele modelverzameling die de covariantie stabilizeert, maar wel zo'n parametrizatie
voor sommige stukken ervan. Wij laten zien dat de Riemann-afstand gebaseerd op de
asymptotische Fisher metriek op de modelverzameling van stationaire AR(n)-processen
met gelijk ruisniveau eindig is, en dat de metriek niet volledig is. Onze studie blijkt een
vruchtbaar vervolg op de theorie van de Schurparameters. We slagen erin de Riemann-
meetkunde gebaseerd op de asymptotische Fisher metriek, volledig te beschrijven (met
analytische formules voor de geodeten) in het geval van de modelverzameling van AR(2)
processen. Dit resultaat heeft een praktische toepassing, wanneer we tijdsveranderlijke
AR(2) processen volgens het Algemene Model, gebaseerd op de asymptotische Fisher
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metriek willen simuleren; dat kan nu exact.
In hetzelfde hoofdstuk geven we ook een voorbeeld van een volledige metriek op de mo-
delverzameling van stationaire AR(n)-processen. Tot slot merken we op dat we in het
hele proefschrift voortdurend ook rekening houden met een stochastische modellering van
een tijdsveranderlijk niveau van de waarnemingsruis en we geven enige ad-hoc methoden
om dit tijdsveranderlijke niveau te identificeren.
Het hoofddoel van ons onderzoek is geweest door de keuze van andere metrieken dan
de Euclidische het mogelijk te maken in vele gevallen tot een preciezere beschrijving van
de dynamiek van een tijdsveranderlijk autoregressief proces te komen zonder het aantal
hyperparameters te vergroten. Een preciezere beschrijving van de dynamiek maakt het
natuurlijk mogelijk betere voorspellingen te doen over de toekomst van het beschouwde
proces.
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